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In the 1950's and 60's, after the violence and horror of World
War II, nuclear technology was at risk of public denouncement
and abandonment. Such sentiments were not ill-founded; radiation
is immensely damaging to human bodies and terrestrial
ecosystems, and is notoriously difficult to control at large
capacities. Such a backlash would mean a dead-end to a
considerable amount of energy research, however, and few fields
were willing to turn their backs on new information that showed
promise across so many disciplines. Instead, there came a
concentrated effort to develop methods for using radiation and
atomic science for goals other than war; the so-called Atoms for
Peace project.
One small, ill-remembered branch of this effort was atomic
gardening. The idea was to bombard growing plants with radiation
in an attempt to induce mutations, perhaps some of which would
be useful or interesting as curiosities for the home gardener.
Radiation gardens were arranged in circular patterns, with
wedges of single species extending outwards from a center. In
this center was a lead-lined container, in which radioactive
materials were housed on rods. These rods could be raised and
lowered to expose plants and (hopefully) spare gardeners and
researchers the dose of gamma radiation. Plants closest to the
radioactive source generally died; the next wedge sported
strange tumors and unhealthy growths; those furtherest seemed
generally unchanged. There was, however, a small circle of
plants that generally exhibited interesting behavior, in the
form of odd coloration, differing growth habits, and sometimes
extremely useful pest resistance. In short, despite the apparent
slap-dash nature of such experiments, it proved fairly
successful. This method was rewarded with many viable mutations,
several of which are still economically important todaynotably, most of the world's peppermint (which developed a
fungal resistance), as well as Rio Star grapefruit, known for
its red flesh (pre-mutation grapefruits were yellow or white).

In 1956, one could go to garden fair and buy 'atom-blasted'
starts, or one could order 'atomically strengthened' seeds from
the back of a catalog. The Atomic Gardening Society, started in
England by Muriel Howorth, was a community effort at producing
new varietals. A retired dentist, C.J. Speas, also produced
seeds commercially, in a cinderblock bunker with Cobalt-60.
There is limited evidence to suggest that production efforts
extended beyond these two commercial capacities, in the form of
science fair projects and home-experiments from gardening
enthusiasts in many countries. Such varieties (and their offspring) were poorly documented, and it is not unlikely that
there are many plants produced in such capacities still thriving
in gardens and the wild; perhaps labeled as an heirloom varietal
due to odd growing habits.

Atomic gardening was largely abandoned in the mid 1970s, both
due to concerns about exposure and the rise of genetic
modification as a commercially viable practice. But there are
thousands of known plants produced with this method, and the
list grows every year via small-scale experiments by curiosity

breeders who cannot afford to genetically modify plants.
Contemporary mutagenesis via chemical exposure or irradiation is
also still in practice in areas where GMO foods are rejected by
the preferences of a local populace; mutated foods require no
additional labeling.
Such historical precedent for new technology is, perhaps, most
useful as a lens with which to view our current relationship
with biological science. So often we think we hold a scalpel,
while in retrospect it is clearly only a butterknife.
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Radiation Induced Mutations for Plant
Selection
H. BRUNNER
Plant Breeding Unit, Joint FAO/IAEA Programme, IAEA Laboratories, Seibersdorf, Austria
The successful use of plant breeding for improving crops requires the existence of genetic variation of
useful traits. Unfortunately, the desired variation is often lacking. However, radiation can be used to
induce mutations and thereby generate genetic variation from which desired mutants may be selected.
Mutation induction has become a proven way of creating variation within a crop variety. It offers the
possibility of inducing desired attributes that either cannot be expressed in nature or have been lost during
evolution. More than 1700 mutant cultivars of crop plants with significantly improved attributes such as
increased yield, improved quality, disease and stress resistance, have been released worldwide in the last
30 yr. The Joint FAO/IAEA Division of Nuclear Techniques in Food and Agriculture has contributed
to these achievements through the promotion of research and development in mutation breeding
techniques using nuclear and related biotechnological methods. Nuclear technology in plant breeding is
then transferred to Member States of the International Atomic Energy Agency and the Food and
Agriculture Organization of the United Nations through training in mutation breeding methods and the
provision of technical advice . Moreover, radiation treatment services are provided to foster applications
of nuclear techniques in crop improvement programmes of Member States and more specifically to render
direct support to plant breeders by efficient generation of mutations. Plant materials are standardized prior
to radiation exposure (usually at ___5% precision in absorbed dose) to warrant reproducibility of the
induced effects within practical limits and a radiosensitivity test is implemented to affirm useful doses for
applied objectives of a request.

1. Introduction
Genetic diversity among plants in a population is a
basic prerequisite for successful plant breeding. Natural genetic variation has been used for a long time as
a raw material in plant breeding. Such variation is the
product of spontaneous mutation and hybridization,
followed by recombination and natural selection.
Hybridization has long been used to recombine characters and to provide desired genetic variation for
selection. Mutations, however, are only recognized
since this century as one of the driving forces of
evolution.
Since the discovery of Muller and Stadler that
ionizing radiations can induce hereditary alterations
and thereby enhance the frequency of mutations
many times over the one occurring spontaneously
in nature, the breeder is no longer limited to the
availability of natural mutations. Initial attempts
to induce mutations in plants mostly used x-rays,
later more and more 7-rays and also fast and
thermal neutrons were used. During this initial
phase of mutation induction there was a disappointment about the high detrimental effects of ionizing radiation and the low frequency of valuable
mutations; major efforts were devoted to define op-

timal and reproducible treatment conditions. Research focused on changing " r a n d o m " mutation
induction into directed mutagenesis to obtain more
desirable mutations. However, it did not lead to the
desired alterations in the mutant spectrum but
rather to an improved methodology of mutation
induction.
There is no basic qualitative difference between
spontaneous and induced mutations. We can induce
any mutation that has occurred in nature and may
have been lost during evolution. A particular advantage of mutation induction is the possibility of obtaining unselected genetic variation, whereas the
available germplasm has already passed effective selection screens by nature or man. Neither natural nor
man-made germplasm contain all the possible spontaneous mutations or recombinants. We can then,
with appropriate techniques induce and select those
mutants suitable for modern agricultural systems
rather than being dependent upon those that have
survived evolutionary stresses. Mutations can be
induced in any gene though at different probabilities.
There is sufficient evidence that induced mutations fit
Vavilov,s law of homologous genetic variation which
predicts whether a particular mutation can be expected. Another matter is, of course, whether every
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Table I. Requirementsof dosimetersystemsfor dose assessmentin biological objects (e.g. in radiobiology,
radiation breeding)
(i) The assessabledose range should be between 102 and 105 rad or 1-1000Gy
(ii) The dose measured should be energy independent between 0.3 and 3 MeV
(iii) The precision of measurementshould be at least _+5%
(iv) The dosimeter system applied should exert a high stability before radiation exposure
(v) After radiation exposure,the measured dose shall maximallychange within 24 h by 1%, i.e. the fading
should be less than 1%
(vi) Temperature independenceshould be warranted between 10 and 50°C
A simple and desirable utilization depends on the
(1) Availability of materials and suppliesfor dosimetry
(2) Availability of functioning measuring devicesand/or instruments
(3) Simple production of the dosimeter system of concern
(4) Simple measurement, evaluation and interpretation of data
Useful dosimeter systemscan be either:
(1)

Liquid/
systems~

J

inorganic
organic

inorganic

(2) Solid
systems~
.
~
orgamc
or (3) Gaseous systems

m u t a t i o n will express itself phenotypically that it can
be selected and eventually used in plant breeding.

2. Efficient Mutation Induction
A p p r o p r i a t e m e t h o d s for the creation o f genetic
variation must aim at a high mutagenic efficiency, i.e.
a m a x i m u m n u m b e r o f desired mutations within a
given p o p u l a t i o n size. The m u t a t i o n effect shall therefore surpass damage effects such as gross physiological aberrations which reduce vitality and may
indirectly decrease the n u m b e r o f induced mutations.
This has a high impact for m u t a t i o n breeding and its
comparative economic feasibility with other breeding
m e t h o d s (Brunner, 1991).
The dose to be applied for obtaining a high mutagenie efficiency generally depends on the specific
properties o f the radiation type and the radiation
facility characteristics as well as on the biological
system to be treated. Hence, dosimetry data have to

(Glass
dosimeters)
(Polymers)

be established prior to radiation exposure o f biological targets to define dose rate and dose distribution
and to m o n i t o r the exposure time required to obtain
an accurate estimate for the dose a b s o r b e d in biological materials. Dosimetry for hard x-rays and ~-radiation may be based u p o n the Fricke dosimeter system
(Fricke and Hart, 1966), on ionization chambers
a n d / o r on commercially available thermoluminescence detectors (TLD 100 o r 700), n e u t r o n dosimetry
on m o n i t o r i n g systems described in N e u t r o n
Irradiation o f Seeds (IAEA, 1967, 1968, 1972). General requirements o f dosimetry systems for doses applied in radiobiology and mutation breeding are
compiled in Table 1 and the sequence o f steps required
for efficient mutation induction is outlined in Table 2.
A m o n g plant objects to be treated are dry, d o r m a n t
seeds, bulbs, corms, tubers, scions, cuttings, gametophytes and zygotes, pollen grains and tissue or cells in
culture ('in vitro materials'). Dry, d o r m a n t seeds
are the most commonly used objects for mutation

Table 2. Steps involvedin dose assessmentof crop speciesfor mutation breeding
A. Radiation source characteristics
High or low LET radiation
Energy distribution
Degree of contamination with other radiations
Dose gradients, requirementsof dose homogeneity,isodose lines
Methods to monitor radiation dose and/or dose rate:
(i) Physical ~ Ionization chambers, threshold detectors, etc.
(ii) Chemical ~ Determination of ionic (chemical) yield, e.g. Fricke
(iii) Biological --~ Determinationof an index of primary damage, e.g. seedlingheight,
epicotyl length in comparison with nonirradiated control materials
B. Characteristicsof the biological target
Seeds
Whole plants
Pollen grains
Vegetative organs
Gametophytes
Cells and/or tissue in culture
and zygotes
('in vitro biotechnology')
Criteria of radiosensitivity
Biological factors, environmentalfactors, etc.
C. Prediction of dose effects
Early assessablecriteria of primary damage in e.g. seedlingheight of the first leaf, epicotyl
length, etc. and their correlation to mutation frequency in M2, e.g. usually to chlorophyll
indicator mutations.

Radiation induced mutations for plant selection
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Table 3. M and M 2 results in Viciafaba ev. Wieselburger

Frequency of M 2 mutants (%)

Morphologic Morphologic

M I results (resp. control = I00)

Treatment
y-rays
0Gy
20
30
40
50
60
70
nf
0 Gy
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
3.5
4.0
4.5

Chlorophyll mutants Morphological
Seedling
mutants
height Survival Fertility Non-damage I Greenhouse Field
field

Morphologic:
chlorophyll
mutants 2

mutants:
non-damage

mutants x
non-damage

X 10 - 2

X 10 - 4

100
96.5
90.3
89.9
75.2
66.8
58.6

100
89.2
81.9
70.4
48.5
29.8
14.9

100
92.9
74.9
62.5
59.4
50.0
38.7

100
82.9
61.3
44.0
28.8
14.9
5,8

0.2
2.0
2.6
4.8
5.6
7.9

0.9
5.9
7.0
8.6
13.6
13.8

1.8
14.0
18.0
25.6
29.3
23.8

2.4
2.6
3.0
2.2
1.7

-1.69
2.94
5.82
10.17
15.97

-116.1
110.3
112.6
84.4
35.5

100
89.9
80.2
72.3
63.3
57.4
47.2
42.5
35.2

100
87.6
74.5
60.4
48.9
35.4
24.7
15.7
7.2

100
85.1
76.1
60.0
59.3
52.2
46.0
41.3
34.4

100
74.5
56.7
36.2
29.0
18.5
11.4
6.5
2.5

0
4.1
5.0
8.2
8.7
14.1
18.0
16.3
15.5

0.2
7.5
9.0
9.2
11.3
14.0
15.0
11.7
11.0

2.4
8.6
13.5
14.9
18.7
29.0
32.5
17.8
16.5

1.2
1.5
1.6
1.6
2.1
2.2
1.5
1.5

-1.15
2.38
4.12
6.45
15.68
28.51
27.38
66.00

-64.3
76.5
53.9
54.4
53.6
37.0
11.6
4.1

1Survival x fertility x 10 -2. 2Field data.

induction; they contain, in the genetically relevant
seed embryos, largely synchronized cell initials in the
Gl-phase (the D N A presynthetic gap 1 during interphase). Moreover, a seed moisture equilibration over
6 0 o glycerol to 12-14% minimizes the effects of
modifying factors to low LET radiation and warrants
reproducibility of parameters of primary damage
within practical limits. Since cell initials of metabolically active organs and tissue are commonly asynchronous, the induced radiation effects are frequently
not reproducible. Differences in radiosensitivity between and within species can be relatively great
though intraspecific or varietal differences are usually
smaller than between species (Brunner, 1977). A
mutation breeder shall therefore conduct preliminary
dose response experiments of a particular cultivar
which are to be based on radiosensitivity data valid
for the species. Each genotype shall be tested for the
optimal treatment within its range of conditions.
Dose effects can be predicted by measuring early
assessable criteria of primary injury at defined endpoints of initial growth, e.g. relative seedling height
of the primary leaf of irradiated seeds compared with
nontreated controls in monocots and epicotyl length
in dicotyledonous species. These early assessable
M:criteria of primary damage correlate well with
viability, survival and/or sterility. Moreover, the correlation between parameters of M : i n j u r y with mutation frequency in t h e M2-generation, e.g. of
chlorophyll indicator mutations, permits an estimate
of useful radiation doses for different breeding objectives (M~ and M 2 refer to the first and second
mutation generation, respectively).
Table 3 summarizes M~ and M2 data of a mutation
breeding experiment with the field bean cultivar
Wieselburger. It is clearly shown that Ml parameters
as seedling height, survival and fertility decrease with
increasing doses of ~, and fast neutron radiation while
chlorophyll and morphological mutant frequencies in

segregating M2-populations increase up to a maximum and decrease thereafter due to M~ injury. Three
different indices were established to obtain information on the usefulness of different types and doses
of radiations for mutation breeding objectives. The
ratio of morphological to chlorophyll mutants
reflects Vavilov's law of parallel variability implying
that chlorophyll indicator mutations are useful for
predicting morphological mutations. The ratio of
morphological mutants to nondamage refers to mutagenic effectiveness, the potential of any mutagenic
agent to induce mutations irrespective of damage.
Since mutation frequency increases linearly at low
doses and exponentially at high doses concomitantly
with damage, many drastic mutations are detrimental
due to the occurrence of multiple mutations and are
not useful for plant breeding. The index of morphological mutants times nondamage is an estimate for
mutagenic efficiency, the production of desirable
changes free from association with nondesirable
effects (Konzak et al., 1965). Mutagenic efficiency is
usually highest at doses above 30% nondamage.
Useful doses for most breeding objectives are estimated by about 2 5 o seedling height reduction at
defined endpoints of growth in the greenhouse and
50~0e/o survival in the field. Mutation breeders
should therefore apply doses that generate optimal
and not maximal mutation frequencies to achieve a
high frequency of useful mutations and minimize the
occurrence of drastic and nondesired mutations
(Konzak, 1984).

3. Mutation Induction in Vegetatively
Propagated Plants (VPP)
Many VPP are perennial plants with complicated
physiology (e.g. dormancy, seasonal cycles) and complex genetics (e.g. high degree of heterozygosity,
selfincompatible, polyploid, aneuploid, apomictic).
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Spontaneous mutations--"sports"--played an essential role in the breeding of new cultivars. Their
low-frequency limits effective breeding since the
breeding process is accidental and more extensive
compared with seed propagated plants (Abbot and
Atkin, 1987). Application of radiation enhances drastically the frequency of somatic mutations from
which useful traits may be selected. A mutation is a
one cell event but multicellular apices generally consist of a number of rather autonomous groups of cell
layers such as L 1 (epidermis), L2 (subepidermis) in the
so-called tunica and L 3 in the corpus and have a
number of meristematic cells in each layer. Mutagenesis applied to multicellular structures like buds gives
rise to mericlinal or sectorial chimeras. However,
homohistont shoots can be obtained after several
propagation cycles of axillary buds. Irradiation of
apical promeristems and high doses increase the
probability of occurrence of large mutated sectors
and irradiation of adventitious buds that are derived
from single, epidermal cells generates homohistont
mutants (Broertjes and Van Harten, 1988). Vegetative single cell descending propagules offer a possibility for early screening and fast propagation of
mutants for the breeding of commercially improved
cultivars.
Difficulties may be due to the isolation of somatic
mutations from small and phenotypically not identifiable mericlinal or sectorial chimeras and when the
mutated sector comprises few cell layers onlY. V a s t
numbers of somatic mutations in layers L~ and L 3 are
lost during crosses since only primordial cells located
in the generative L: histogen participate in the formation of reproductive organs.
4. In Vitro Mutagenesis
Any researcher who wishes to apply in vitro mutation breeding has to adapt a general procedure to
accommodate particular requirements or characteristics of the plant material and of the treatment
methodology towards defined objectives.
Principles of mutation induction in vivo apply also
to in vitro. Cells or tissues can be irradiated either
before isolation and explanation or when materials
are already in culture. Treatment with high energetic
radiations can be done in closed containers, while
radiations with low penetration ability must be applied in open vessels and possibly in monolayers to
achieve a uniform dose. Irradiation in hormone-free
medium followed by a transfer of irradiated in vitro
material to fresh medium is recommended because of
radiation effects on medium components. Other factors such as dose rate, temperature, the stage of cell
phase, cell division and development of the genetically relevant cell initials, the influence of modifying
factors and the length of recovery period after irradiation must be considered. Generally speaking,
irradiation of metabolically active tissue or cells
represents a population of asynchronous cells in

interphase with different radiosensitivities and reproducibility of the induced effects is usually not warranted. In vitro culture in minimal media and/or
heat-cold shocks may improve cell synchrony and
reproducibility.
Various explants for in vitro culture and materials
under in vitro conditions (e.g. meristems, somatic
embryos, calli, cell suspensions, protoplasts) are exposed to different radiation doses of choice and the
optimal dose to be applied for a specified objective
should be determined after 20 and 40 days in vitro
culture for assessing fresh or dry matter weight and
regeneration ability. As a rule, a useful radiation
dose must result in about 30-50% decrease in wet or
dry weight compared with non-treated controls
though optimal doses depend largely upon breeding
objectives.
In case of cell suspension and protoplast culture,
where the population density influences the results
(e.g. plating efficiency), one must compensate for the
lethality induced by the mutagen treatment.
Large populations in in vitro materials should be
irradiated and a high regeneration ability achieved
for the generation of desired genetic variation and
selection of a large number of individuals (organs,
individuals, cells) under controlled conditions in a
small space (Dix, 1990). Mutagenized cell populations must be allowed to undergo a recovery period
to "fix" the mutation prior to selection. So far,
mutants isolated on a cellular basis from in vitro
cultured plant material involved mostly biochemical
pathways. Their inheritance at the plant level has
been cytoplasmic (maternal), dominant, semidominant and recessive (Henke, 1981). Though many
advantages could be enumerated of using in vitro over
in vivo techniques, some serious constraints have
limited the success for improvement of agronomically
important characters. Main reasons are: (i) the technology required to isolate mutants of agricultural
importance at the cell level is usually not yet available; (ii) the regeneration potential is frequently
rather low; and (iii) mutant traits isolated at the cell
level frequently do not express at the plant level
(Constantin, 1984). Evidently, knowledge is lacking
on gene regulation and gene expression during early
stages of ontogenic development to design effective
in vitro screening procedures for improvement of
agronomic traits.

5. Mutation Induction and Selection
Methodology
Since the probability of generating desired genetic
variation is low, mutation breeding requires induction and screening of large plant populations, which
is costly. Research should therefore aim at obtaining
many different mutants in a given population size to
make mutation breeding more economic. In the
1960s, one thought that this could be achieved by
maximal mutation rates. But the disadvantages of

Radiation induced mutations for plant selection
multiple mutations have discouraged the use of high
doses since the comparatively small number of beneficial mutations m a y not be manifested because of a
drastic phenotypic effect of a larger number of deleterious mutations (Micke et al., 1990).
Chimera formation is a common phenomenon
following irradiation of multicellular cell initials,
whether i n seeds, buds or tissue culture. Mutation
induction in single cells, however, would be ideal to
avoid chimeras. If chimerism cannot be avoided, it
would be useful to know the chimeric pattern of M~
plants for a systematic sampling from all mutated
sectors of M~ plants or for a systematic dissolution of
chimeric structures in vegetative organs. Selection in
seed and vegetatively propagated plant species is
mostly based on phenotypic alterations.
Screening under in vitro conditions would be advantageous only when the in vitro response correlates
with the manifestation of the selected characters in
the field. Induction methods for in vitro generation of
enhanced genetic variation with radiation are comparatively simple while in vitro selection is still limiting the progress of mutation breeding.

6. Mutagenesis and Biotechnology
In vitro culture provides appreciable advances for
plant breeding and specifically for mutation breeding.
Micropropagation techniques are already well established and integrated into mutation breeding to accelerate clonal propagation of interesting mutants.
Shoot tip culture can additionally provide virus-free
propagation. A major problem mostly associated
with tissue dedifferentiation during in vitro culture is
genetic instability often called "somaclonal variation". This genetic variation is disturbing a true to
type germplasm preservation and a potential handicap in the use of molecular genetics for plant breeding. Somaclonal variation has gained some
importance in practical breeding when used for disease resistance and herbicide tolerance screening
(Smith and Chaleff, 1990). Somaclonal changes are
unpredictable and uncontrollable and many phenotypic alterations are non-heritable epigenetic changes.
Since spectral differences between somaclonal and
mutated populations are not high, somaclonal variation will not replace but at best amend the major
sources of genetic variation, recombination and induced mutagenesis (Novak et al., 1988). In vitro
methods yielding large numbers of uniform regenerated plants are to be preferred for mutation breeding
programmes. Hence, an unorganized in vitro phase
(callus, cells and protoplasts) shall be avoided by
rapid passage through the meristematic stage (axillary branching and direct formation of somatic embryos or adventitious buds). These stable cultures are
not only useful for uniform in vitro mutation induction but as well for micropropagation and in vitro
germplasm preservation; further for mutant screening
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and genetic confirmation of regenerated plants under
field conditions (Novak, 1991).
Haploid techniques may speed up mutation breeding since haploid regenerants derived from anther or
microspore cultures of MI plants with M 2 gametes
might allow a direct selection of mutants without
going through the gametophyte phase into the next
generation (Szarejko et al., 1991). After chromosome
doubling, homozygous mutant lines would increase
the efficiency of mutant selection due to a better
distinction between mutated and non-mutated M2
plants.

7. Conclusion
The ultimate aim of mutation induction shall be
directed towards procedures yielding the highest
possible number of desirable mutations to be used in
plant brcedingl A concept of optimum mutation
frequency should thus replace the concept of maximum mutation rate and a reorientation towards an
objective specific dose concept must go along with
improved: methods of selection. There is no longer a
need to prove that radiation can provide useful
genetic variation for crop improvement. With the
rapid augmentation of technical capabilities in biotechnology and molecular biology, plant breeders will
increasingly pay attention to manipulation of individual genes, genome reconstruction and gene mutation
in nuclear and extra-nuclear hereditary cell elements.
Induced mutations are therefore expected to play in
future an even greater role for the success of plant
breeding.
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Abstract
The experience consists in the repeated irradiation treatment of
two different groundnut variety seeds with X rays, in doses of 5000-10000R.
There were made observations and determinations on various morphological
and quantitative characters for M2 generation. From the sow until rising,
flowering and maturity the periods were not much affected. For the
morphological characters both genotypes showed differential response to the
doses of treatment with mutagens.
Significantly reduced height was observed both in irradiated variants
and control. Lower doses of treatment with X rays (6000R) proved effective in
increasing the number of ramifications to Tamburesti variety. Significant
increase in number of ramifications was observed in all variants of treatments
to Venus variety. Significant reduction in number of pods/plant was observed
in 9000 R dose to Tamburesti variety and 8000R dose to Venus variety.
Number of matured pods/plant was found decreased in 5000, 6000 and
9000R dose to Tamburesti variety and 8000-10000R to Venus variety. Seed
yield was found decreased in all variants of treatments to both varieties, but
one seed mass was found increased in all doses of irradiation.
In the present investigation the treatment with rays in doses of 5000-6000R
and even 8000-9000R were found more effective for inducing wide range of
mutation in Tamburesti groundnut variety compared to Venus variety.
Mutation induction and some other means of
genetic modification, such as genetic transformation,
are tools that provide variation in some of the plant
characters outlined and hopefully lead to acceleration
of domestication. The last 30 years have shown
mutations to becoming a useful supplementary tool for
the genetic improvement of cultivated plants; the
FAO/IAEA Mutant Varieties Database contains over
1737 accessions. The majority of mutant varieties
belong to the cereals, although successes have been
recorded in the legumes, vegetativelly propagated
crops and ornamentals as well (2).
Important methods to artificially induce
mutations are the use of chemical and physical agents.
Physical mutagens include electromagnetic radiation,
such as gamma rays, X rays and UV light and particle
radiation such as fast and thermal neutrons, ß and alfa
particles.
Mutagenic treatment of seeds is the most
convenient because seeds can be treated in large
quantities and are easily handled, stored and shipped.
Radiation and chemical mutagenesis were
used widely for producing useful mutants with
improved characteristics in peanut and many crops (3).
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Physical and/or chemical mutagens cause
random changes in the nuclear DNA or cytoplasmic
organelles, resulting in gene, chromosomal or genomic
mutations. Induced mutagenesis is an established
method for plant improvement, whereby plant genes
are altered by treating seeds or other plant parts with
chemical or physical mutagens. Voluminous work has
been done worldwide for the improvement of both seed
and vegetativelly propagated crops through induced
mutation.
These results and those available elsewhere in
the literature, clearly show that mutation by using both
physical and chemical mutagens has successfully
produced quite a large number of new and promising
varieties in different seeds and ornamental plants, and
is considered to be a most successful tool for breeding
ornamental plants (1).
The mutagenic efficiency of physical mutagen
depends not only on the properties of the physical
agent, but also on the genotype. Published data indicate
that different species and even cultivars may respond
differently.

Matherial and Method
The experimental material comprises the seed
of two different groundnut genotypes obtained in
Tamburesti R.S. in different years and different
methods. Matured and well dried seeds were used for
each dose treatment. The seeds were irradiated with
5000, 6000, 7000, 8000, 9000 and 1000 R dose of X
rays at Electroputere Craiova Company.
These iradiated seeds were immediately sown
along with one control after treatment on sandy soils
from Tamburesti R.S in 2010. From these seeds raised
M1 generation. The M1 plants were observed and
determined, then harvested, well dried and kept in good
conditions. In the spring of 2011 there was made a
irradiation with the same doses of the seeds and so
raised the M2 generation. Sowing was done in
randomized blocks method in four repetitions. The M1
generation was irrigated, not the M2 generation.
The observations and determinations were
recorded for many morphological and quantitative
characters like days to first flowering, days to maturity,
plants height number of branches/plant, number of
immature pods/plant, number of mature pods/plant,
pod yield, 1000 pods mass (g), 1000 seed mass (g).

Obtained Results
In mutation breeding programme the breeders
are more interested in the extent of variability, which is
more reflected by the mean between irradiated variants
and control.
During vegetation period it were analyzed the
variations and other morphological deviations from the
normal type. Because the quantity of rainfall was
reduced and there was not applied irrigation and the
atmospheric temperatures were high from August to
harvest in the first days of October, the majority of
plants dried and so it was lost the different effect of the
mutations spectrum. It could also establish range
variability as concern port plants, their height, leaves
form in the first part of vegetation. Lethality degree of
the plants from the irradiated variants was very low
differentiated from control and the frequency of lethal
plants was low. Plants fertility was close to all
irradiated variants comparative with control.
The length of the vegetation period of the
plants from M2 was much influenced by the high
temperatures from the August to September. These
leaded to the drying of the plants and because of that
also the plants height was reduced and even port plants
and behavior; it was also influenced the number of
ramifications, this being small. To harvest it were
analyzed 600 plants from M2 generation, without
including the whole material.
The plants situated in two groups as concern
the plants height, such as:

First group included 80-90% plants
with small stems, erect behavior and reduced degree of
ramification;
Second group included 24.4% from
the total of analyzed plants, plants with middle height,
crawling port and higher degree of ramifications.
From the total analyzed plants, 7.2% were
forms with total lack of pods (sterile plants), most of
them with reduced degree of ramification and low
height.
Many researchers consider that the "mutants"
with lower productivity and vitality are helpful if
presents a new character which compensate the
decrease of productivity. They refer to some issues
which concern the resistance to drought, diseases,
shorter period of vegetation.
To the level of the variants irradiated with the
different doses of X rays it was establish, that there are
earlier variants, with difference of
2-7 days
comparative with initially variant, un-irradiated only to
Tamburesti variety. To Venus variety the treatment
with X rays presented an opposite effect, prolonging
the vegetation period with 3-9 days. It did not been
observed mutations referring to pods color and not
even special forms, the only variations representing in
the number of seed (1-4). Seed color was a little
changed, becoming from the plants from M2
generation brighter, but only in Tamburesti variety.
From the productivity elements point of view,
plants from M2 generation presented a higher
variability, from plants complete sterile until those with
similar productivity as control. If the average number
of total pods/plant from irradiated variants was lower
than control (7.20 in 9000R dose comparative with
14.20 in control), the weight of one thousand seed
mass of the plants from M2 increased comparative with
control. So, in control variants, weight of 1000 seed
mass varied between 470.3g in 5000R dose and 510.0g
in 8000R dose (Ct. = 460.3.) to Tamburesti variety. In
irradiated Venus variety variants, total number of
pods/plant varied between 8.30 in 8000R dose and
12.70 in 5000R dose (Ct. = 11.10) while the weight of
one thousand seed mass varied between 694.8g in
5000R dose and 743.0g in 9000R dose (Ct. = 694.4)
(table 1). The changes referring to color, form and seed
size was accentuated. Because of that it was easily
recognized. Leading from these seeds, in the future we
want to analyze the offspring in the next generations.
Chemical composition of the seeds from M2
generation varied in large limits, to both varieties,
especially as concern protein content. It is notable the
fact that protein percent from the plants from M2
generation increased with 1.4-6.8% and fats content
decreased with values until 2.5%.
Choosing the plants and seeds from M2
generation was made with the aim to fallow the
offspring with breeding interest.
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Table 1
Effect of X rays on groundnut characters in M2 generation of irradiation (2011)
Tamburesti variety
Character
Ct.
5000R
6000R
7000R
8000R
9000R
Days to first flowering
40
41
38
38
37
36
Days to maturity
147
147
143
145
142
140
Plants height (cm)
39.65
40.10
40.15
33.95
39.25
32.60
32-49
25.5-48
26.5-50
29-38
27-48
20-40
No. of ramifications
5.60
5.50
6.20
5.70
5.10
5.30
5-7
5-8
4-12
5-7
3-6
3-7
No. of mature pods/plant
6.10
5.30
5.70
6.10
6.20
4.60
4-8
4-7
3-12
4-12
4-11
3-4
Total no. of pods/plant
14.20
10.30
9.40
9.20
8.00
7.20
12-18
5-20
2-20
5-15
6-11
3-11
Yield (Kg/ha)
1937
1575
1425
1300
1100
1072
1000 seed mass (g)
460.3
470.8
475.7
471.0
510.0
498.0
Venus variety
Character
Ct.
5000R
6000R
7000R
8000R
9000R
Days to first flowering
40
41
38
38
37
36
Days to maturity
147
147
150
154
154
156
Plants height (cm)
26.25
26.70
28.75
27.40
25.40
29.20
20-30
20-36
18-50
17-39
20-39
24-36
No. of ramifications
4.90
9.10
6.90
9.10
9.80
8.40
5-12
6-13
5-15
5-12
5-14
5-12
No. of mature pods/plant
5.50
9.10
10.70
10.70
4.20
7.00
3-12
4-20
4-20
3-24
2-9
4-18
Total no. of pods/plant
11.10
12.70
11.00
16.10
8.30
10.80
3-18
7-24
6-28
5-28
5-13
4-34
Yield (Kg/ha)
1837
1950
1800
2125
1400
1625
1000 seed mass (g)
694.4
694.8
717.9
725.0
736.0
743.0

Fig.1 Plant of Tamburesti variety (first stage of vegetation)
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10000R
40
150
33.60
28-52
5.20
2-7
6.40
4-11
8.50
5-19
1287
492.0
10000R
40
156
26.60
20-37
9.20
5-14
6.00
1-10
10.90
5-16
1687
706.2

Fig.2 Plant of Venus variety (small stems) (6000R)

Fig.3 Tamburesti plant and pods (6000R)

Fig.4 Dried plant of Venus variety (9000R)

Fig.5 M2 plant with middle height, crawling port and
higher degree of ramifications

Fig. 6 Plant of Venus variety (longer vegetation period)
(10000R)

Conclusions
From the results of the mutagen effect study
of X rays upon the groundnut varieties (a small seeded
and a large seeded varieties), first it can conclude that
the indications from the literature referent to DL 50%
for groundnut must be considered as a guide, being
strictly dependent of earth-climatic conditions and
working variety.
In this experience, even using the dose of
10000R it did not establish DL 50%. The behavior of
M2 material was dependent of irradiation dose and
research conditions. So, Tamburesti variety proved to
be more sensible, comparative with Venus variety, at
least in the first period of vegetation.
Risen and number of plants reached to
maturity were low inhibited to all doses of irradiation.
In M2 generation plants risen was positively
stimulated, comparative with M1 generation where was
registered a lower percent of risen plants mentioning
also that rapport of dependence between the dose of
mutagen agent and his effect upon rise as in M1
generation. The problem of mutation supervision,
respectively the possibility of establishing some

correlations between dose of irradiation and the
spectrum of mutations caused are still unsolved.
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it on with a bit of cotton or soft cloth,

solution of potassium permanganate may

and the poison will be oxidized and de-

be diluted with water before using.

stroyed. This treatment leaves a brown

The permanganate treatment is recom-

stain on the skin, which can easily be re-

mended only as a remedy for poisoning

moved in any one of a number of ways.

that has already taken place. Persons

A one per cent. solution of oxalic acid,

who know that they are likely to be

Dr. Couch says, is the quickest means.

poisoned may prevent the plant from

But oxalic acid is a poison, so that if you

harming them with a wash devised by

are afraid of children getting hold of it

Dr. James B. MeNair, of the Field Mu-

you may use instead a one per cent. solu-

seum, Chicago. This consists of a five

tion of sodium bisulphite, or even just

per cent. solution of ferric chloride in a

plain soap and water, though the latter is

fifty-fifty mixture of water and glycerin.

a bit slow in taking off the stain. If the

This is to be washed on all exposed parts

skin has been very much broken by

of the skin and allowed to dry there, before going where the dangerous weeds
grow. The iron in the chemical combines

scratching or otherwise and is raw, the
oxalic acid will cause a temporary stin ging and soap and water is preferable for

with the poisonous principle of the ivy

removing stains from such sensitive sur-

and changes it into a harmless, non-

faces. If the skin is very tender the

poisonous compound.

MUTATIONS CAUSED BY X-RAYS

THE rate at which breeds of animals
and plantis can be improved will be
speeded up over a hundred times if the

were treated with X-rays. These new
traits are permanent, as they are inherited by succeeding generations.

findings made by Professor H. J. Muller,

It has long been known that such "mu-

of the University of Texas, on tiny fruit
flies, holds true for other living things.
It has been proved in his experiments,
carried on at Austin, Texas, during the
past nine months, and just reported iti

tations" occasionally happen without Xray treatment, and so give a chance for

the breeder to improve his stock, by
breeding from animals that have desirable
mutations. In the same way in nature,

Science, that in the flies X-rays affect
the little particles responsible for heredity in much the same way as a shot-gun
fired at a pile of pebbles would affect the

the "survival of the fittes,t " mutations is

pebbles. The hereditary particles become permanently transformed in all

and it has never previously been found
possible to make them occur oftener.
That is why animal and plant improveiient has been so slow, and why it has
been necessary to raise countless thousaBids of ordinary individuals for each
advantageous mutation that has turned
up. Now, if mutations can be produced
at will, all this will be changed.
It is true that, even if X-rays can do

sorts of unexpected ways-the changes
k-nown as "mutations" are produced in
them. Not all of them mutate at once,
but here one, there another, in quite a
random fashion, and sometimes, too, they
are dislodged into new arrangements.
Since these hereditary particles, which
are known as "genes, " are handed down
from parent to offspring, and determine
the characteristics of the next and later
generations, all kinds, of new traits are
likely to arise among a group of offspring

or grand-offspring from parent flies that

thought to have brought about evolution.
But the mutations that happen without

X-ray treatment are exceedingly rare

in cattle and cotton what they do in flies,

the kind of mutation that will be pro-

duced can not be specified in advance,
any more than this could be done in the
past. Many different kinds of changes
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will be produced, in a hit-or-miss fashion,

heredity found in the flies apply also to

and the great majority of these will eonsist of derangements, deformities, and
even fatal weaknesses. But this is also
true of the mutations that oeeur naturally. The breeder then has to select
from among all these ehanges the few

plants and to higher animals, including
man himself. This raises very acutely
another question, one that has at times
in the past few years been debated
anmong X-ray praetitioners-whether, in
treating their patients, they are not

that happen to be to his advantage, and
breed from them only. There is no rea-

sometimes produeing mutations that may

son to believe that the number of desirable ehanges, in eomparison with a given
number of harmful ones, would be any
less after X-rays than naturally. In

some of our medical practices will have

fact, in the flies, many of the X-ray mu-

Crop up in future generations. If so,

to be modified, for there is no doubt that
in man, as in flies, most of the mutations
produced would be of a detrimental
khid.

tations look just like the natural ones.

To scientists, the most interestino

So the praetieal effeet of the treatment,
in produeing over a hundred times as

aspect of the work will probably be the

many mutations of all kinds in a given
number of individuals, would really be
to make uyrneeessary over 99 per eent. of
the breedinig of ordinary individuals that

causes of evolution and into the nature

ture of genes have been drawii from the

now has to be carried on before each mu-

work that has already been done. These

tation of a desired type is found.
While it seems a far cry from flies to
four-footed beasts, it has always been
found in the past that the principles of

insight which it may give us into the

of the little genes themselves. In fact,
certain conclusions regarding the struc-

will be presented by Dr. Muller in a
technical paper before the International
Genetics Congress, to be held in Berlin
this September.

HAFNIUM

THE story of the discovery olf helium

posed the names aldebaranium and

has been told so often that it is eommon-

eassiopeium. IJrbain (France) inde-

plaee. The story of hafnium is more

pendently made the same discovery and

reeent, and probably less familiar,

proposed the names neo-ytterbium and

although not less romantie. It begins
with the relation betweeln atomic num-

lutecium. Later Rontgen-ray investiga-

ber and frequency of Rontgen rays, discovered in 1913 by MLoseley (England),
which definitely fixed the number of possible chemical elements between barium
and tantalum as 16 (atomic numbers 57
to 72 inclusive). All but two of these
had been identified by the time this law
was announced the unknown elements
could only be referred to by their atomic
numbers 61 and 72.
In 1878 Marignae (Switzerland) separated from erbium a new earth which he
called vtterbium. Auer von Welsbach
(Austria) in 1905 found that ytterbiun
was a mixture of two elements; he pro-

tions indicated that the atomic numbers
of these new elements were 70 and 71.
It was then conceivable that the hypo-

thetical element 72 might be present in
the final mother liquor from which 70

and 71 were obtained, and both Auer von
Welsbach and Urbain looked for it. The
former did not find it, but the latter

thought he did and announeed in 1911
the discovery of a new rare earth which
he called celtium.
Eleven years later the quantum theory
and explanation of the periodic system of

chemical elements was sufficiently developed by Bohr (Denmark) to define
very sharply the character of element
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DIVERSE RATIOS OF MUTA. TIONS TO CHROMOSOME ABERRATIONS IN
BARLEY TREATED WITH DIETHYL SULFATE AND GAMMA RAYS*

BY R. E. HEINER, C. F. KONZAK, R. A. NILAN, AND R. R. LEGAULTt
DEPARTMENTS OF AGRONOMY AND AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY, WASHINGTON STATE UNIVERSITY

Communicated by R. Alexander Brink, July 8, 1960

The present report demonstrates that a solution prepared by adding diethyl
sulfate to water (referred to as diethyl sulfate) induces a high frequency of mutations associated with relatively few chromosomal aberrations. These properties

are quite unlike those previously shown for o-ther alkylating agents and radiation.'
The mutagenic activity of diethyl sulfate on Drosophila melanogaster larvae
was reported in 1947 by Rapoport,2 and was shown recently3' 4 to produce in
barley a slightly higher frequency of mutations than Xrays. By providing different

treatment conditions we have observed that the induced mutation frequency for
diethyl sulfate may be more than double that previously reported. 3 4

Materials and Methods.-Resting barley seeds (Hordeum vulgare 2n = 14, var.
Himalaya C.I. 620) selected for uniformity of size and freedom from injury, were
stored over a saturated solution of NH4Cl + KNO. in a desiccator to stabilize their
moisture content. The seeds contained approximately 15 per cent moisture at the
time of treatment.

Seeds were treated by immersing them in saturated solutions of diethyl sulfate.
The saturated solutions were prepared using 15 ml of diethyl sulfate per liter of

oxygen-saturated distilled water at 30?C. The water was saturated with oxygen
to assure repeatability of conditions. Recent work. however, has indicated that
this factor is not important. After agitating the mixture frequently during a 90min hydrolysis period, 100 ml aliquots were pipetted into 250-ml Erlenmeyer flasks
containing approximately 260 seeds. Six replicates of seeds were immersed for 1-,
1l/2-, and 2-hr treatment periods, then rinsed with distilled water and planted
immediately on moist blotting paper. Each replication included: 50 seeds for an
analysis of seedling injury; 200 seeds that were germinated 24 hr over moist filter
paper, then sown in the field 2-in. apart in 40-ft rows for survival, fertility, and
mutation studies; and 10 seeds for cytological examination.
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Seedling injury, one criterion of the effect of treatment, was measured in terms of

the relative height of treated and control seedlings. Six replicates of 50 seedlings
each were grown 7 days on moist filter paper in petri dishes under 400 ft-c of cool
white fluorescent light. The temperature during the growth period varied between
20? and 27?C.

In the survival, fertility, and mutation studies, plant survival was determined
from the number of plants harvested in proportion to the number of seeds sown for

both the chemical and radiation experiments. Fertility was determined from
counts of filled and empty florets of spikes from 100 Ml plants in each of 2 replica-

tions of the chemical experiment. In the mutation study, up to 5 of the most
mature spikes were harvested from each Mi plant; thus, presumably all of the spike
primordia present at the time of seed. treatment were included in the analysis.
The spikes from the Ml plants were laid in steamed-washed sand in a lightly-shaded
greenhouse maintained at 18? to 22?C during the early winter of 1959-1960.
Each greenhouse bench contained spikes from all treatments of a replication.
This design minimized the influence of environment as a variable in the analysis.
The mutation analysis included only chlorophyll-deficient mutations. These
mutants were recorded in the seedling stage according to the system of Stadler5
and Gustafsson,6 and matched with actual key-type samples. Mutant and nonmutant seedlings were recorded for each plant and each spike, thereby providing
mutation data on the plant, spike, and seedling basis. Since precise methods of
mutation analysis are still under development, several methods were compared in
the present study. Inherent in each of the methods is a certain bias to the estimate
of the induced mutation frequency.
The mutations per plant method of analysis tends to underestimate the true
value because multiple events of the same mutation type are not recognized. The
spike method of analysis may underestimate or overestimate the mutation frequency depending on the recognition given to different spikes carrying the same
mutation type. According to Gaul,7 the mutant seedling method, also used here,
seems to be less affected by the above factors but does not appear to show the
relative number of mutational events induced. An attempt was made to correct
the bias in the spike method of analysis by the following means: two spikes of a
plant that carried the same type of mutation were recorded as one mutation on the
plant basis; however, for the spike, only one mutation was recognized if either of
the two spikes showed a segregating ratio of 3 to 1. In this case, it was assumed that
both spikes contained mutations which were the result of the same mutational
event. A 3 to 1 ratio would be expected if a tiller originated from a mutated sector.
On the other hand, when neither spike showed a segregating ratio approximating
3 to 1, their mutations were assumed to be independent and were recognized as two
mutations.

To compare mutation spectra, the chlorophyll mutations for the chemical and
radiation treatments were grouped in the following phenotypic categories: (1)
albina, near absence of yellow and green pigments; (2) viridis, green-yellow pigments distributed uniformly or in a gradient; (3) xantha, yellow pigment distributed

uniformly; (4) tigrina, transverse destruction of pigments in yellow or green leaf;
and (5) striata, longitudinal stripes of yellow or white. The very small number of
other types was ignored for this comparison. The mutation spectrum for each
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agent included the percentage of ,
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ing irradiation, then hydrated in distilled water at 32?C for 2 hr before sowing.
Other conditions were reasonably comparable to those of the diethyl sulfate study.

Results.-The M1 seedling injury response to diethyl sulfate treatment was
non-linear in contrast with the linear response for similar material exposed to
gamma radiation (Table 1). The leaves of seedlings treated with diethyl sulfate

were shortemned but did not show the flecking reaction typical for irradiated
material.

Plant survival was reduced both by the diethyl sulfate treatments and the irradiation. Differences in the survival for the two agents were not especially notable,
except in relation to the comparable seedling injury data. Here, plant survival
from chemically treated seeds was higher at a given seedling injury value than was
observed with radiation treatments.

The mutation data showed that the frequency of mutations induced by the
diethyl sulfate solution increases with time of treatment. A similar response was

shown for the mutation frequency based on mutations per plant, mutations per
spike, and per cent mutant seedlings in M2. Deviation fromn linearity was noted in
the mutation frequency-curves for diethyl sulfate treatment after plotting the data

for mutations per plant progeny and per cent mutant seedlings in M2. However,
the deviations were in opposite directions for these two measurements.
The same methods of analysis applied to the data obtained from the gamma radiation experiment showed that a near-linear relationship was obtained for the increase of mutation frequency with dose only for the percentage of mutant seedlings

in M2. Both mutations per spike and per plant showed non-linearity with doses
above 60 Kr. Greatest differences between the mutation rates determined by the
different methods were at the highest radiation dose. Here, sterility due to induced
translocations was greater, and the plant survival was lower -than for other doses.
The proportion of mutant seedlings was noticeably higher among the 80 and 100
Kr treatments, and reflected in the values obtained for the per cent of mutant seedlings.
Diethyl sulfate treatments appeared to induce a different mutation spectrum

than gamma radiation (Table 2). At the 99 per cent confidence interval, differTABLE 2

COMPARISON OF MUTATION SP'ECTRA INDUCED BY i)IETHYL SULFATE AN) GAMMA RAI)IATION
.-Number of imutations-- Per cent of total mutations ------99% confidence interval---.

Phenotypic Gamma Diethyl Gamma Diethyl Gamnma Diethyl
categories radiation sulfate radiation sulfate radiation sulfate

Albina 272 262 48.6 30.3 43.2-54.8 24.8-35.5
Viridis 211 387 37.7 44.8 31.5-42.8 39.2-50.9
Xantha 25 88 4.5 10.2 2.2- 6.7 6.8-14.0

Tigrina 33 52 5.9 6.0 3.4- 9.0 3.6- 9.2
Striata 19 75 3.4 8.7 1.8- 6.1 6.1-12.8
Total 560 864

ences were shown for the albina, xantha and striata categories, while similarities
were observed for the viridis and tigrina classes.
Notable also was the fact that the survival value for the 80 Kr radiation treat-

ment was about the same as for the 2-hr diethyl sulfate treatment, and the mutation
frequency, measured as per cent mutant seedlings in M2, was similar. Compared
on the basis of mutations per plant and per spike progeny, the mutagenicity of the
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two treatments appeared to be very different. Sixty-six per cent of the diethyl
sulfate treated plants showed mutations, compared with only 26.6 per cent of those
exposed to 80 Kr of gamma rays.
Cytological analyses of over 300 first mitotic anaphase cells from shoot tips of
seeds treated with diethyl sulfate for the field experiment revealed no visible chromo-

some structural changes. However, the mitotic analysis of 591 anaphase cells
from seeds given a more severe chemical treatment than seeds in the field experiment showed a frequency of 0.11 chromosome fragments and 0.02 bridges per cell.

Similar results have been obtained also in studies on Crepis capillaris, which has
only 3 pairs of large, distinct chromosomes. Among 275 root-tip metaphase cells
from seeds treated with a saturated solution of diethyl sulfate, only 12 chromosome

fragments were observed. Three fragments were observed in a similar number of
cells from nontreated seeds. In contrast, the cytological analysis of shoot tips
from barley seeds exposed at 60 Kr gamma radiation showed 3.4 rod and dot fragments, and 0.52 bridge per cell from 300 anaphase cells.

The meiotic analysis of Ml plants from a severe chemical treatment of barley
showed 4 spikes with chromosome interchanges among 175 examined. Similar
studies on spikes from the 60 Kr gamma radiation treatment showed 46 interchanges among 175 spikes.
Discussion,-Differences in the biological effects of diethyl sulfate and gamma
radiation were observed in the following: (1) frequency and spectrum of mutations,
(2) chromsome aberrations, (3) leaf-flecking reaction, (4) survival in relation to the
seedling injury test, and (5) causes of semi-sterility.

According to Heslot and Ferrary3 and Ehrenberg,4-diethyl sulfate was more
effective than radiation for producing mutations in barley. However, evidence
presented here showed that diethyl sulfate was at least twice as effective as these
workers reported. This difference in magnitude in the activity of diethyl sulfate
might be due to experimental conditions.

In this study, the treatment conditions using diethyl sulfate differed in two
respects from that previously reported. Firstly, the temperature used was 30?C
as compared to 3? and 24?C; and secondly, saturated solutions were used instead
of 0.1 and 0.2 per cent solutions.
The difference in temperature was probably not the most important factor influencing the mutation rate since Heslot and Ferrary found no appreciable difference when 3? and 24?C temperatures were used. The possibility exists that high
temperatures increase metabolism and, in combination with an active mutagen,
produce higher mutation rates.
The second difference concerns the concentration of the active mutagen in the
treatment solution. It appears reasonable to suppose that frequency of mutation
would be increased through use of higher concentrations of mutagen. Diethyl
sulfate is rapidly hydrolyzed to ethyl-sulfuric acid and alcohol followed by much
slower hydrolysis to sulfuric acid and alcohol. Thus, the larger amount of diethyl
sulfate and the shorter exposure times used in our experiments should have insured
a greater concentration of active mutagen available to the barley seeds.
Although the differential action of mutations to chromosome aberrations has been

reported for many mutagenic agents,9 it has been shown for the first time that
diethyl sulfate induces high rates of mutations accompanied by few chromosome
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structural aberrationts. Thus, the ratio of mutations to chromosome aberrations
for diethyl sulfate is extraordinarily high. This demonlstrates that diethyl sulfate
possesses properties quite unlike radiation and most other alkylating agents.
With other agents this ratio may vary from practically zero for 8-ethoxycaffein to
infinity for nebularine, with most alkylating agents and ionizing radiation taking an

intermediate position.4
Information obtained from the cytological analysis indicates that the partial
sterilities induced by diethyl sulfate treatment and by radiation exposure are
different. The high frequency of chromosome translocations induced by radiation
would help to account for the semi-sterility. On the other hand, the few chromosome translocations and little other structural damage induced by diethyl sulfate
solutions indicates that semi-sterility in this case may not be due to the same
cause. It is possible that some of the sterility induced by the diethyl sulfate
treatments is due to induced gene mutations.
The frequencies of induced chromosome damage may be correlated with the
leaf flecking which appear as patches of injured or necrotic cells. This is supported
by the fact that severely injured seedlings from seeds immersed in a saturated
diethyl sulfate solution showed no leaf flecking, a reaction typical for moderate to
severe radiation treatments. Hence, this evidence seems to substantiate data obtained from the cytological analysis.
Another difference is that the survival of seeds severely injured by diethyl sulfate
was greater than for radiation. In this respect, it is noteworthy that other
workersl0 11 have shown recently that diethyl sulfate treatments produce high
mutation rates with high survival in bacteria.
Moreover, the spectrum of mutation types induced by diethyl sulfate and gamma
rays also may be different. The chemical treatments appeared to induce fewer
albinas, and more xanthas and striatas than gamma radiation. The proportion of
viridis and tigrina types was similar for the two agents. Heslot and Ferrary3 had
reported earlier that the spectra of mutation types was similar for the two agents,
but the larger population of mutations grouped into a broader number of categories
used in the present study may have revealed differences.
Preliminary studies indicate that dimethyl-sulfate and ethyl-methane-sulfonate
also induce few chromosome aberrations in barley.
These results have far-reaching fundamental and practical significance. They
demonstrate for a highly effective mutagen that the mechanisms responsible for
induced mutations are distinct from those responsible for chromosome structural
changes. Breeders can produce, at little cost, large numbers of induced mutations,
with minimum disruption of chromosome complements. This should both simplify
and increase the efficiency of mutation plant breeding.
Summary.--Treatment with a diethyl sulfate solution caused injury to barley
seeds, but the injury differed from that caused by radiation in that the characteristic
leaf flecking of M1 seedlings was not observed. The relative absence of leaf flecking
appeared to be correlated with the observed low frequency of chromosome structural changes at the first mitosis in treated seeds and microsporocytes of M1 plants.
In contrast, radiation treatments produced abundant chromosome structural
damage which could be measured at both stages of plant growth. Moreover, the
semi-sterility of Ml, spikes of diethyl-sulfate-treated barley could not be accounted
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for on the basis of induced chromosome interchanges. In addition, it was found
that diethyl sulfate treatments induced a high frequency of mutations, and further
investigation revealed that the spectrum of mutation types appeared to be different

for the two mutagenic agents being compared. The distinct lack of association of
chromosome structural aberrations with mutations for a highly effective mutagenic

agent has broad fundamental as well as practical implications.
The writers wish to acknowledge that the selection of diethyl sulfate as a mutagen

for study was made as a result of a suggestion from Dr. Mogens Westergaard,
Copenhagen, Denmark. Correspondence with Dr. James MacKey was helpful in

developing experimental techniques. Discussions with Drs. R. F. Foster and

Kermit Groves contributed much to the design of the experiments. We are indebted also to Miss Edith Froese-Gertzen, Mrs. Sally Wilbur, and Mrs. Diann
Robbers who assisted in preparation of certain treatments or in cytological analyses.
The helpful suggestions of many others at W. S. U. are also gratefully acknowledged.
* This research was supported in part by funds from the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission
Contract AT-(45-1)-353, in part under U.S. Public Health Service Grant A-2184, by the Washington State Department of Agriculture, and conducted under Washington Agricultural Experiment Stations, Projects 4068 and 1435.
t Contribution from the Departments of Agronomy and Agricultural Chemistry, Washington
State University. Scientific paper no. 1973, Washington Agricultural Experiment Stations.
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THE THERMODYNAMICS OF SEA WATER
BY HARMON CRAIG
DEPARTMENT OF EARTH SCIENCES AND SCRIPPS INSTITUTION OF OCEANOGRAPHY,
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, LA JOLLA

Communicated by Walter H. Munk, July 15, 1960

In a recent volume dealing with the physics and chemistry of sea water,' Fofonoff2 presents a systematic application of the equations of thermodynamics to an
ocean water system. Few subjects are more fundamental to the study of the sea
and more neglected in application, reflecting the inherent difficulties in treating a
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Attempts were also made to confer active protection upon mice with

doses of oxidized cotton ranging from 0.005 mg. down to 0.00001 mg.,1' but
the material failed to protect against 10 to 100 minimal lethal doses of an
extremely virulent strain of Type VIII pneumococcus. However, the same
amounts of the Type III and Type VIII specific polysaccharides also failed
to give protection against this strain.
The precipitation data with the oxidized cotton again emphasize the

strict correlation between chemical constitution and immunological specificity and show that predictions as to reactivity may be made when the
constitution of the repeating unit responsible for that reactivity is known.
1 Heidelberger, M., and Avery, 0. T., Jour. Exp. Med., 38, 73 (1923); 40, 301 (1924).
Avery, 0. T., and Heidelberger, M., Ibid., 42, 367 (1925).
2 Heidelberger, M., and Goebel, W. F., Jour. Biol. Chem., 70, 613 (1926); 74, 613
(1927).
3 Hotchkiss, R. D., and Goebel, W. F., Ibid., 121, 195 (1937). Reeves, R. E., and
Goebel, W. F., Ibid., 139, 511 (1941). Adams, M. H., Reeves, R. E., and GoebeI, W. F.,
Ibid., 140, 181 (1941).
4 Goebel, W. F., Ibid., 110, 391 (1935).
5 Heidelberger, M., Kabat, E. A., and Shrivastava, D. L., Jour. Exp. Med., 65, 487
(1937).

6 Sugg, J. Y., Gaspari, E. L., Fleming, W. L., and Neill, J. M., Ibid., 47, 917 (1928).
Cooper, G., Edwards, M., and Rosenstein, C., Ibid., 49, 461 (1929). Also Ref. 5. Antipneumococcus Types III and VIII horse sera show this cross-precipitation more regularly than do the corresponding rabbit sera.

7Yackel, E. C., and Kenyon, W. O., Jour. Am. Chem. Soc., 64, 121 (1942). Unruh,
C. C., and Kenyon, W. O., Ibid., 64, 127 (1942).

8 Heidelberger, M., Kendall, F. E., and Soo Hoo, C. M., Jour. Exp. Med., 58, 137
(1933). Heidelberger, M., and Kendall, F. E., Ibid., 61, 559; 62, 697 (1935).
9 Heidelberger, M., Kabat, E. A., and Mayer, M., Ibid., 75, 35 (1942).
10 After removal of antibodies precipitated by pneumococcus C-substance.

11 Schiemann, O., and Casper, W., Zeitschr. f. Hyg., 108, 220 (1927). Felton, L. D.,
Jour. Infect. Dis., 56, 101 (1935).

THE GENETIC NA T URE OF X-RA Y IND UCED CtA NGES IN
POLLEN*
BY CHARLES M. RICK

DIVISION OF TRUCK CROPS, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA
Communicated October 28, 1942

Ample evidence exists in genetic literature to suggest that many more
pollen characters are genetically self-determined in the pollen than have
already been reported. Some of these cases-for example, the genes determining small pollen in Zea-were discovered by virtue of the fact that
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small pollen is less viable and hence causes distorted ratios of more conspicuous characters to which the genes for small pollen size are linked.'
Some other respects in which genetic autonomy occurs in pollen include:
chemical composition,2 viability in the many instances of semi-sterility

and behavior as in the many examples of oppositional self-sterility
allelomorphs.
With the known mutation inducing agents available, it should be possible to demonstrate whether or not certain characters are determined in

this manner. Since size is usually governed by a large number of genetic
factors, each of relatively small effect and each integrated with others in
its action, mutation in a single gene of this type in pollen would be very
difficult to detect. Mutation of a large number, however, in pollen where

the haploid condition would permit expression of recessive as well as
dominant changes, should be readily detectable as an increase in variation
of size. Accordingly, experiments were performed to detect whether or not
x-rays would induce any genetic response in size of pollen. Lethal effects,
i.e., changes resulting in abortion of pollen, were also studied.
Genetically self-determined pollen abortion, whether conditioned by
chromosomal deficiencies and duplications or by gene mutation, has been
observed frequently. There are also reports in the literature of a similar
control of microspore and pollen size.3 Nevertheless, pollen size may also
be determined by the sporophyte producing the pollen instead of by the
gametophyte itself.4

Typical of pollen measurements in general, the intra-treatment variability of sample values was much greater than would be expected on the
basis of pure chance variation. In order to cope with this natural fluctuation in comparing different treatments statistically, many samples of small

size were taken and n was taken as the number of samples, instead of the
total number of grains observed, as the basis for comparisons between
treatments. Pollen abortion, mean length of grain and variance of those
lengths were calculated for each sample. Means and standard errors were
then calculated for the distribution of these sample values. In the following report a random sample of 25 was adopted for measurement of lengths,
and 100 for frequency of pollen abortion.
The pollen collections were examined in aceto-carmine in order to estimate pollen abortion in the same collection used for measurement of lengths.

Examination was made immediately after mounting. A pollen grain was
considered aborted if it was devoid of cytoplasmic contents as indicated
by the aceto-carmine stain. Length of grain is the most satisfactory dimension for measurement of the elongate grains of Tradescantia and Pisum
lines used here. Lengths were measured by means of an ocular micrometer.

Diploid-Tetraploid Comparisons.-A comparison between diploid and
closely related autotetraploid lines should offer a test of the hypothesis of
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x-ray induced mutations in pollen grains. Stadler5 has demonstrated conclusively that in the cereals the rate of x-ray induced mutation drops

rapidly with increasing degree of polyploidy. The pollen produced by
autotetraploids is diploid, consisting of two identical sets of chromosomes.
Since every gene exists in duplicate, a mutation from the dominant to recessive condition of any gene will gain no phenotypic expression because of
the presence of the dominant allele except in the very rare event that the
same recessive mutation is induced in both alleles. On the other hand, the

haploid pollen produced by diploids should show phenotypic expression of
recessive mutations. Since the great majority of x-ray induced mutations
are recessive, this comparison should be illuminating.
In the x-ray treatments clones of Tradescantia species were used because of the data available on the timing of the cycle of development of the

male gametophyte.6 Collections were made from the eight to eleventh day
after the material had been irradiated. In terms of the developmental cycle
these collections were taken from buds in which the pollen mother cells
had just completed meiosis and the microspores were experiencing the
first half of the post-meiotic resting stage at the time of treatment. The
conditions of radiation are given in table 1.
TABLE 1

COMPARISON OF X-RAY EFFECTS ON ABORTION OF POLLEN, MEAN AND VARIANCE OF
LENGTH OF GRAIN IN DIPLOID AND AUTOTETRAPLOID Tradescantia SPECIES

200 kv., 15 ma., 81 cm., 1/2 mm. copper
NUMBER

TREAT- OF POLLEN ABOR- LENGTH OF POLLEN GRAIN

SPECIES MENT SAMPLES TION, % MEAN, P VARIANCE, p2

T. paludosa
Diploid Control 16 4.99 = 0.49 49.11 == 0.19 0.742 = 0.042
400 r 18 10.98 ==0.83 47.89 i 0.24 2.163 = 0.158
T. canaliculata
Autotetra-

ploid Control 20 13.10 = 0.90 57.24 = 0.27 1.322 = 0.062
400 r 18 13.20 0.79 56.34 = 0.45 1.308 0.138

Clone No. 374*

Diploid Control 10 22.2 = 1.2 49.38 = 0.26 2.549 =' 0.037
200 r 10 28.87 = 1.43 47.99 = 0.14 3.043 0. 149

T. virginiana
Autotetra-

ploid Control 19 26.03 = 0.92 56.38 = 0.33 1.879 - 0.115
400r 19 26.84 = 1.25 59.13 = 0.20 1.940 = 0.088

* A segregate from the cross, T. canaliculata x T. humilis.

Two clones of diploid and two of tetraploid Tradescantia species were
used in this study. Evidence of the autotetraploid nature of the tetraploid
species, T. virginiana L. and T. canaliculata Raf., has been presented by
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Anderson and Sax.7 Of the diploid clones used, one was identified as T.
paludosa Anderson and Woodson and the other was a segregate from the
cross, T. canaliculata Raf. x T. humilis Rose. The diploid T. paludosa and
the tetraploid T. canaliculata were irradiated simultaneously and grown

under the same conditions. The other clones were treated at different

times.

The results are summarized in table 1. In the diploid clones the radiation induced a very significant increase in pollen abortion and in variability of length and a decrease in mean length. These changes showed a
slight gradual increase during the four-day period of collections, but in
comparison with measurements of collections on preceding days, these

values are at a new high level and for purposes of comparison can be
safely considered as a unit. This pattern of x-ray effect is typical of many
that have been investigated here in diploid Tradescantia.
This response to x-ray treatment of the haploid microspores would have
occurred if the radiation induced mutations (chromosomal aberrations as
well as gene mutations in the strict sense) which were immediately expressed in the size and viability of the microspores. The great preponderance of x-ray induced mutations reported in the literature has been of the
negative type; therefore, it is no surprise that the changes encountered
here have been mostly, if not entirely, in the direction of smaller grains,
and that the percentage of aborted grains showed a significant increase.
The changes involved will be described in more detail in a later publica-

tion.

The effect on the pollen of autotetraploid clones is strikingly different.
The rate of pollen abortion and the variance of pollen grain length remain
very little affected by radiation which caused quite significant changes in
the diploid, thus bearing out the genetic interpretation. Mean length of
grain seemed to be affected, in one instance to a nearly significantly lower
level and in the other to a very significantly higher level. No explanation
would seem to account for these peculiar trends. Of the three values, mean
length in general shows the greatest fluctuations and lengths from the same

plant may be subject to substantial increases and decreases over a period
of time. Since the changes here are both positive and negative, it is doubtful whether they are related to the x-ray treatment.

In a comparison of the x-ray sensitivity of microspore chromosomes,
Sax and Swanson8 found the rate of aberration in chromosomes of diploid
Tradescantia microspores to be only half that of the haploid. These results

were expressed on a chromosome basis; if expressed as frequencies per
cell, the sensitivity of haploid and diploid would be about equal. Yet,
even if this might indicate a gene sensitivity reduced to one-half in the diploid microspore, the differences in table 1 would remain relatively unaffected. For instance, the negative changes in the autotetraploid clones
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must be increased by factors of 3 to 25 before the differences reach the five

per cent level of significance.
TABLE 2

COMPARATIVE EFFECTS OF X-RAYS APPLIED AT 3 ?C. AND 33 ?C. ON MEASUREMENTS OF
POLLEN GRAINS

134 kv., 10 ma., 50 cm., no filters
Ten samples per treatment
TEMPERA-

TREATMENT

RADIA-

LENGTH

TURE,

OF

POLLEN

POLLEN

STANDARD

DE-

NUMBER TION ?C. ABORTION, % MEAN, ] VIATION, u

20* 150 r 3 11.5 ==0.9 47.11 = 0.63 2.758 i 0.096
21 150 r 33 10.2 = 0.9 47.67=1=0.54 2.492 ==0.082

24 None 3 9.5 == 0.6 46.57 =0.59 1.836 =a 0.099
19 None 33 ...... 46.75 =0.48 2.027 - 0.082

* Lots 20 and 21 were irradiated simultaneously.

Effect of Temperature on X-ray Induced Changes.-Only one trial has been
made of the effect of temperature. The pollen test of mutation rate offers
advantages of rapidity and ease of manipulation for tests of this sort and
might prove useful in future experiments where the contributory effects of
dosage, intensity, temperature and other factors are studied. Inflorescences of a diploid clone of Tradescantia paludosa were irradiated simultaneously in cardboard containers of warm and cold water. The temperature differences were maintained during the period of treatment and for
several hours afterward. The results and other conditions of the experiment are given in table 2. Temperature influenced the values significantly
only in the case of variation of length and here the P value of the difference
is 0.036, but the effect of radiation at low temperature is consistently more
intense in each of the three measures. From the standpoint of direction
and consistency alone these results are well within the realm of chance occurrences and larger samples will be needed from material treated with
heavier doses before it can be said with certainty that low temperature enhances the x-ray effect in all respects.
The increased variability induced at 3? over 33?C. would be rather difficult to account for in terms of a physiological response other than a genetic one. The genetic interpretation is admittedly far from satisfactory, yet
the point of interest here is that this response in variability of pollen size
agrees with the response found in most other experiments, the genetic
nature of which is undisputed. For instance, the frequency of x-ray induced chromosomal aberrations in Tradescantia9 and in Drosophilal' is

greater when treatments were applied at lower temperatures. A similar
response has been found in lethal mutations in Drosophilall and in chlorophyll deficient mutants in Hordeuml2 but these reports are contradicted
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by the finding of no temperature effect by others.13 The picture conveyed
by the literature then is confused but there is agreement to the effect that
there is no positive temperature coefficient of x-ray induced mutation and
in this respect the response in pollen resembles mutation.

Inheritance of Pollen Size in Pisum sativum L.-As mentioned above
there is ample evidence in the literature of genes governing size, viability
and physiological activity of pollen, which segregate at meiosis and gain
expression immediately in the grains to which they are contributed. In
these cases the segregating types have been sharply distinguished and only
one or a few gene pairs have been concerned in their determination. Although it did not seem unreasonable to suppose that pollen size could be
regulated by multiple factors, it seemed highly desirable to have some such
example in untreated material to compare with the x-ray treatments.
The naturally self-pollinated legumes offer a source of lines which are

homozygous yet do not suffer the usual effects of inbreeding. In the
garden pea, Pisum sativum L., varieties were found which differed in length

of pollen grain. Crosses were made between large and small types and the
F1 hybrids were grown simultaneously with selfed progeny from the plants

used as parents. For comparative data, samples were taken from the
selfed progenies of the parents rather than from the parent plants themselves in order that the parent lines be grown under the same conditions as
the hybrids. The homozygous condition of the parent plants attested by
the uniformity of their progeny justified this measure.
TABLE 3

MEASUREMENTS OF POLLEN IN F, AND PARENTAL LINES OF GARDEN PEA
NUMBER

NUMBER DESCRIP- OF POLLEN LENGTH OF POLLEN GRAIN

OF LINE TION SAMPLES ABORTION, % MEAN, L. VARIANCE, At2

42 Ps 8 F1, 3 X 13 18 2.68 i 0.55 50.68 ==0.32 1.267 = 0.105
42 Ps 18 F1,25 X 26 9 2.49 = 0.72 52.13 = 0.58 1.860 i 0.271
42 Ps 22 F1, 11 X 25 19 3.71= 0.44 51.25 0.46 1.511 = 0.075
42 Ps 28 F, 31 X 25 11 1.94=1=0.46 51.05 = 0.34 1.270 0.070

42 Ps 3 Pi 19 2.42 =t0.35 55.58 = 0.21 0.602 =0.038
42 Ps 11 -P 18 2.89 = 0.30 54.39 = 0.29 0.590 ==0.040

42 Ps 13 Pi 18 5.91 ==0.72 49.67= 0.37 0.545= 0.043
42 Ps 25 P1 25 5.27 i 0.44 49.57 =0.32 0.685 = 0.045
42 Ps 26 Pi 20 3.17 = 0.39 54.01 0.14 0.535 0.023
42 Ps 31 Pi 3 10 == 53.76 ==0.42 0.552 = 0.050

Ample data for statistical comparisons are available from four different
F,'s and their parents. The observations are presented in table 3 and figure
1. In every case pollen of the hybrid was intermediate in size between its
two parents; furthermore, the variation of the hybrid pollen grain length
significantly exceeded that of each parent in every case. In the case of
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least difference, i.e., the F1, 42 Ps 18 and its parent, 42 Ps 25, the t value of

the difference is 2.63 with a corresponding P value of less than 0.01. This
is precisely the effect expected if size of pollen were to some extent governed by the genotype of the pollen itself and if a large number of genes,
each having a small effect, were involved. A possible source of internal instability might be hybridity for chromosome rearrangement, say inversions

or translocations. Sufficient buds of the hybrids were not available to permit a cytological study to detect such hybridity but the four pea hybrids
show no increased percentage of pollen abortion which is characteristic of
inversion and translocation heterozygotes.
*
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FIGURE 1

Frequency distributions of length of pollen in F1 and parental lines of garden pea.

Unless a very great number of factors interact to determine size differences in these hybrids, the distribution of lengths in the hybrids might

be expected to completely cover the range of either parent. Also, the presence of only a few determiners of small size in the larger parent or vice
versa might lead to considerable transgressive variation. Since these F,
distributions are all contained within the range of either parent and one
in particular, 42 Ps 8, fails to cover the entire range of its parents, it is

possible that even in these hybrids size is determined maternally to a

limited extent. Nevertheless, the consistent tendency of all hybrids to be
more variable than either parent certainly points to a multifactorial genetic
determination of size within each grain.
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Summary.-X-rays applied to microspores of diploid species of Tradescantia shortly after meiosis cause a significant increase in variability of
length of the subsequently developed pollen grains and in the percentage
of aborted pollen. There is also a significant decrease in the mean lengths
of grains. Similarly treated autotetraploid species of Tradescantia show
no significant changes. This difference is interpreted to indicate that in the

diploid pollen of autotetraploids any recessive mutation is masked by its

dominant allele.

X-rays induced significantly greater variability of pollen length when
applied to diploid Tradescantia at 3? than when applied at 33?C.
In consideration of these results it is concluded that size and viability of
pollen are, at least in part, genetically self-determined and that the changes
observed are the consequence of mutations induced by the x-ray treatment.
These conclusions are supported by an analysis of genetic variation in
pollen length in Pisum sativum.
* The writer takes great pleasure in acknowledging the many constructive suggestions
offered by Dr. Karl Sax of Harvard University. Martha 0. Rick, the writer's wife,
aided to a great extent in many phases of the work, and to her the writer wishes to express his sincerest obligations. The writer is indebted to Dr. P. C. Aebersold of the
Crocker Radiation Laboratory for his kind help in applying the x-rays.
1 Mangelsdorf, P. C., Jour. Hered., 23, 289-295 (1932); Rhoades, M. M., and
Rhoades, Virginia H., Genetics, 24, 302-314 (1939).
2 Brink, R. A., and MacGillivray, J. H., Amer. Jour. Bot., 11, 465-469 (1924);
Demerec, M., Ibid., 11, 461-464 (1924); Parnell, F. R., Jour. Genet., 11, 209-212 (1921).
3 Mangelsdorf, P. C., loc. cit.; Renner, 0., Zeit. Bot., 11, 305-380 (1919); Satina,
Sophia, and Blakeslee, A. F., Amer. Jour. Bot., 24, 518-527 (1937); Sax, K., Genetics, 22,
523-533 (1937); Sinotb, Y., Cytologia, 1, 109-191 (1929).
4 Bateson, W., Saunders, E. R., Punnett, R. C., and Hurst, C. C., Rept. Evol. Corn.
Roy. Soc. Rept., 2, 154 pp. (1905). Another example of sporophytic control is the difference in size and color of pollen maintained in anthers of different levels in the flower
of Lythrum Salicaria L.
I Stadler, L. J., these PROCEEDINGS, 15, 876-881 (1929).
6 Sax, K., Genetics, 23, 494-516 (1938).
7 Anderson, E., and Sax, K., Bot. Gaz., 97, 433-476 (1936).
8 Sax, K., and Swanson, C. P., Amer. Jour. Bot., 28, 52-59 (1941).
9 Faberge, A. C., Jour. Genet., 39, 229-248 (1940); Rick, C. M., Genetics, 25, 466-482
(1940); Sax, K., and Enzmann, E. V., these PROCEEDINGS, 25, 397-405 (1939).
10 Mickey, G. H., Genetica, 21, 386-407 (1939).

11 Medvedev, N. N., Compt. Rend. Acad. Sci. U.R.S.S., 4, 283-285 (1935); Medvedev, N. N., Ibid., 19, 301-302 (1938); Timofeeff-Ressovsky, N. W., Mutationsforschung
in der Vererbungslehre, 184 pp., Theodor Steinkopf, Dresden (1937).

12 Rick, C. M. (unpublished).
13 Stadler, L. J., Jour. Hered., 21, 3-19 (1930); Stadler, L. J., Sci. Agr., 11, 645-661
(1931); Timofeeff-Ressovsky, N. W., und Zimmer, K. G., Biol. Zbl., 59, 358-362 (1939).
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CARYOPH YLLUS L.

BY GUSTAV A. L. MEHLQUIST, DOROTHY OER, AND YONEO SAGAWA
PLANT SCIENCE DEPARTMENT, UNIVERSITY OF CONNECTICUT

Communicated by D. F. Jones, March 15t, 1954

rntroduction.-So-called "bud sports" have long been known in horticulture.
fact, in plants where vegetative reproduction is readily practiced, such sports
ve been widely utilized to extend the range of variation, especially with respect
to fruit, flower, and foliage colors.' It is
PLATE I
generally held in horticulture that such
sports are not transmitted through seeds.2

II / \a a,\) The results obtained by Clausen and
Goodspeed3 in their thorough study of

V ( / vtwo bud sports in Nicotiana hybrids support this view. However, considering the
frequency of bud sports in horticultural
plants, too little experimental work has

Fig. la. been done to verify this point, probably

because most sports have been observed
in woody plants which generally require
a rather long time from seed to maturity
or in plants which from their origin might
be expected to be highly heterozygous and

X I \ I consequently might be expected to give

Fig. 1b. complex segregations.

,` V,c' ) In commercial carnation culture, bud

sports occur rather frequently, and many

, t E ', s L have been widely propagated. Most of
'",.~ ' these have been sports differing from the

a-\ l ' -'-- J parent-plant in color only, but others
have been an improvement in shape or

Fig. 2. Fig. 3. degree of doubleness. Occasionally, sports

?etal diagrams showing types of streaking have been found differing from the parent
I blotching on white and flesh-pink flowers. in more than one characteristie

tekareas
areas
represent
red
tck
represent
red color.

color, in more than one characteristic.

FIG. la.-Two overlapping petals fused at In 1946 a red-flowered carnation va-

nt indicated
bypetals
arrow.
riety, William Sim, was introduced. It
?IG.
lb.-Separated
fromX5/.
Fig. la;
nt of former attachment indicated by soon became the leading red-flowered

ows. x 5/3. variety, and when both white and flesh-

FIG. 2.-Petal with large and small streaks and when both white and flesh-

i irregular marginal marking. X5/3. colored mutants appeared in 1949 and

IG. blotch.
3.-PetalX2.
whith
Lal

dot series" and mar- 1950, respectively, the Sim varieties soon
became the leading ones, not only in this
untry but in some European ones as well. During the last three or four years,
least a dozen additional color sports have been registered with the American
irnation Society. The most unusual of these is of a clear buff-orange color, rarely

en in carnations.
432
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Methods and Material.-Because most carnations are diploid (2n = 30)4 and
xrlier experiments had established the main genes concerned with flower color5 6
was decided to ascertain whether or not these mutations are inherited in sexual

production. For this purpose, cuttings were obtained of the red-flowered
trent-form and four of its mutants, all of which are described in Table 1. Plate I
Lows the streaks and blotches which are characteristic of the white and pink
rms. The buff-colored form was not available at the time these experiments
ere begun but has now been added.
TABLE 1
CLONE

POSTULATED
GENETIC COMPOSITION

COLOR

illiam Sim A I Y S r m Bright red, with occasional white streaks
nk Sim A I Y s r m Light salmon (flesh pink), with occasional red streaks
and blotches

hite Sim a I Y S r m or White, with occasional rel streaks and blotches (see
AIySrm P1.I)

ppermint SiIn av I Y S r m Ited stripes on white ground

yline Frosted Siin ? Red stripes on white or lightly flushed ground

The postulated genetic composition (Table 1) is based on previous data5 6 which
ight be summarized as follows:
A is the basic gene for anthocyanin; a-plants develop no anthocyanin pigment
any part. One or more intermediate alleles a' produce pencil striping on white
ound.

I determines the color of the anthoxanthin; I = white, i = yellow. One or more
;ermediate alleles, iv, produce broad indefinite stripes of anthoxanthin and anthoanin.

Y determines the extent of coloration; Y = full color, y = very little color, mainly

anthers and style tips, and, at times, a light flush in petals. A series of intermeIte alleles, yf, produce intermediate patterns.

S controls concentration of anthocyanin; S = deep colors, such as red, deep pink,
mson, and magenta; s = dilute colors such as salmon, light pink, and lavender.
R determines the kind of anthocyanin; R = cyanin, r = pelargonin.
M determines the number of sugar molecules attached to the anthocyanin. M =

;lycoside: srM = light pink, SrM = deep pink, sREl = lavender, SRM = maita; m = monoglycoside: srm = salmon, Srm == red, sRm = lavender, SRm =
mson.

TABLE 2
PEDIGREE FLOWER COLOR GENOTYPE

51169-1, -7, and-12 Salmon AA II YY ss rr mm

51622-3 and -7 a-White aa II YY SS rr mm

51632-3 y-White AA Iiv yy SS rr MM
51640-5 y-a-White aa Iiv yy SS rr MM

51640-13 Pale yellow aa iviv yy SS rr MM

WVilliam Sim and its four mutants were crossed to test lines of known genotypes,
icribed in Table 2. The results of these crosses are summarized in Tables 3-7.

would have been desirable to self-pollinate all the Sim forms, but this could not
lone readily, since all were male sterile, producing anthers but very rarely. From
h occasional anthers one salf-population of twenty plants was obtained from Pink
1.
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TABLE 3
PARENTAGE

RESULTS

William (Red) Sim X Salmon AA II YY ss rr mm 74 Red
Pink Sim X Salmon AA II YY ss rr mm 80 Red

White Sim X Salmon AA II YY ss rr mm 96 Red

Peppermint Sim X Salmon AA II YY ss rr mm 79 Red
Skyline Frosted Sim X Salmon AA II YY ss rr mm 86 Red
Total

415

Red

TABLE' 4
PARENTAGE

RESULTS

Pink Sim X a-White aa 1 YY SS rr mm 45 Red
White Sim X a-White aa II YY SS rr mm 45 Red

Peppermint Sim X a-White aa II YY SS rr mm 25 Red

Skyline Frosted Sim X a-White aa II YY SS rr mm 5 Red
Total

120

RIed

TABLE 5
RESULTS

Deep Orange Pale

PARENTAGE

Pink White Var. Yellow

Sr?M

yy

iiv

yyii

Total

iliam (Red) Sim X y-White AA Ii" yy SS rr MM 13 15 5 4 37

k Sim X y-White AA Ii yy SS rr MM 11 12 2 3 28
ite Sim X y-White AA Ii" yy SS rr MM 17 11 7 3 38
)permint Sim X y-White AA Ii yy SS rr MM 15 11 5 1 32
rline Frosted Sim X y-White AA Iie yy SS rr MM 14 12 3 0 29
Observed totals 70 61 22 11 164
Theoretical
ratio
3
3
1
1
8
Calculated totals 61.5 61.5 20.5 20.5 164

x2 = 5.68; P = 0.13

TABLE 6
_---- RRESULTS

Deep Orange Pale

PARENTAGE

Pink White Var. Yellow

SrM

yy

iiu

iiyy

Total

lite Sim X 51640-5 aa lii yy SS rr MM 4 2 0 1 7
)permint Sim X 51640-5 aa Ii yy SS rr MM- 11 11 3 4 29

line Frosted Sim X 51640-5 aa Ii" yy SS rr MM 11 13 6 6 36

Observed totals 26 26 9 11 72
Theoretical
ratio
3
3
1
1
8
Calculated totals 27 27 9 9 72

X2 = 0.52; P = +0.8

TABLE 7
RESULTS

Deep Orange Pale

PARENTAGE

-

Pink White Var. Yellow

SrM

yy

iij

iiyy

Total

lliam (Red) Sim X 51640-13 aa viv yy SS rr MM 1 3 4 5 13

Lk Sim X 51640-13 aa iviV yy SS rr MM 8 10 7 8 33
lite Sim X 51640-13 aa iviV yy SS rr MM 9 9 4 7 29

Jline Frosted Sim X 51640-13 aa iviv yy SS rr MMl 10 11 9 9 39
Observed totals 28 33 24 29 114
Theoretical
ratio
1
1
1
1
4
Calculated totals 28.5 28 5 28.5 28.5 114

X2 = 1.44; P = 0.69
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Results and Discussion.-In explanation of Tables 5-7, it should be stated that all
e whites were pure white, except for an occasional colored streak and the small
lount of pigment sometimes seen in y-plants, such as slightly colored anthers,
dle tips, and petals. There were no sinus blotches or large streaks such as those
own in Plate I. White streaks in the colored segregates were small and usually
lited to one to five per flower, while in William Sim the number at times was as
gh as ten or more per flower. The variegation in the orange groups was such as
ght be expected from the gene i' introduced through the test plants.

The results show two interesting things. First, they are the same regardless
which form of the Sim carnation was used. Second, there was no segregation
- Salmon (Table 3). Within the limits of random segregation, all five forms
ed as if the genotype was AA Ii Yy SS rr mm. The only exception is Skyline
osted in Table 5, but, when these results are added to those from the same form
Table 6, the observed ratio of 25:25:9:6 does not differ significantly from the
3ected 3:3:1:1. In other words, the four mutant forms apparently represent
natic changes only, not involving any germinal tissue.

Were it possible to propagate carnations from root cuttings, it could probably be
)wn that the four mutant forms used in this study are periclinal chimaeras in
iich the mutant condition does not extend deeply enough to affect the formation
gametes, as Clausen and Goodspeed found in Nicotiana.3
This conclusion raises the question as to how the "Pink Sim" originated from a
mnt not heterozygous for S. The simplest explanation would be to assume that
light salmon or flesh-pink color in Pink Sim is due to a gene different from that

)resented by the test plants 51169-1, -7 and -12. However, evidence from two
irces indicates that this is not so. First, in the large numbers of progenies grown
lier in order to determine the genetics of flower color in carnations, not more than
e main gene concerned with the production of salmon or flesh color from red was
er identified.' Second, the segregation in the self-population of 20 plants from
ik Sim was 13 red, 5 white, 1 orange, and 1 pale yellow, but no flesh-colored.
Unless F2 data, when it becomes available at the end of this summer, indicates
At the pink flower color in Pink Sim is determined by a gene distinct from s, we
ist assume either that Pink Sim arose from Red Sim (William Sim) in somatic
sues by a series of two successive mutations involving the S locus in both homo;ous chromosomes or that, following one mutation S to s in one chromosome,

natic segregation took place, producing tissues which are SS and ss, respecely.

[t is generally agreed in the trade that Pink Sirn differs from the red and white
ms in that it has a greater tendency to split its calyx. Since splitting of the
yx in many varieties is due to abnormally high petal numbers, a comparison of
ik Sim with the other forms is now being made. Segregation of single to semiuible in the crosses between the salmon-colored single-flowered plants and Pink
n (Table 3) disclosed no significant discrepancy in this respect, as the ratio was
) single to 215 semidouble.
Variations in chromosome numbers have been claimed by Dowrick7 to be the real for, or associated with, color mutations in Chrysanthemum. Chromosome deminations made on the five forms involved in this experiment failed to disclose
y variation from the normal diploid number of 2n = 30. However, Dianthus
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roimosomes are rather small, so it is quite likely that minor chromosome definecies or deletions would not be detected.

Recently, we have obtained from commercial sources two spontaneous chromome aberrants, one of which appears to be wholly tetraploid, while the other is chi-

neric, containing diploid as well as tetraploid tissues. The first named is known
be, and the other probably is, a bud sport from William Sim. Both are redwered. Both seem to be identical in appearance with colchicine-induced tetra)ids produced by Stewarts and kindly shared with us. These aberrants will be
bjected to genetic analysis as soon as suitable tetraploid test plants are available.
ploid test plants cannot be used so readily for this purpose because of very low
Ad production in crosses between tetraploids and diploids.
Summary.-These results indicate that the carnation William Sim and four

itant clones, Pink Sim, White Sim, Peppermint Sim, and Skyline Frosted Sim,
have the same genotype: A A Ii Yy SS rr mm. The mutant clones thus arc
matic variants, probably in the nature of periclinal chimaeras, with the mutant
ndition on the outside, but not deep enough to affect the formation of gametes.
M. B. Crane and W. J. C. Lawrence, The Genetics of Garden Plants (New York: Macmillan
., 1947); D. F. Jones, Bot. Rev., 7 (No. 6), 291 (1941); A. 1). Shamel and C. S. Pomeroy, J.
redity, 27, 487 (1936).

! M. G. Kains and L. M. McQuesten, Propagation of Plants (New York: Orange Judd Co., 1949),
138.

f R. E. Clausen and T. H. Goodspeed, Genetics, 8, 97-105 (1923).
4 G. A. L. Mehlquist, Proc. Amer. Soc. Hort. Sci., 46, 398 (1945).

T. A. Geissman and G. A. L. Mehlquist, Genetics, 32, 410 (1947).
G. A. L. Mehlquist and T. A. Geissman, Ann. Missouri Bot. Gard., 34, 39 (1947).
G. J. Dowrick, Gard. Ill., 69 (No. 12), 308 (1952).
t. N. Stewart, Proc. Amer. Soc. Hort. Sci., 57, 408 (1951).

PARTIAL MAP OF LINKAGE GROUP D IN NEUROSPORA CRASSA*
BY M. B. MITCIIELL AND II. K. MITCHELL
KERCKIlOFi' LABORATORIES OF BIOLOGY, CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF TECIINOLOGY

Communicated by G. W. Beadle, March 17, 1954

In connection with investigations of the genetic behavior of pyrimidine mutants
linkage group D (group IV of Barratt and Garnjobst"), data were obtained on
ikage of other mutants in this group. This paper reports these data, together
th results from additional crosses. Although these results are not entirely unnbiguous, they appear to indicate the order of eleven genes located on one arm of
e chromosome.

Description of Mutants.-The biochemical mutants used are, as follows: arg
3442), arginine;2 pdx (37803), pyridoxine, not pH-sensitive;3 pyr 1 (263) and
Tr 2 (38502), pyrimidine, and pyr 3 (37815), pyrimidine, temperature-sensitive;3
e (28610), adenine; hist (C141), histidine;4 pan (34556), pantothenic acid.3
Of the three visible mutants, one, co (70007), "colonial," has been described.' 5
second, cot (C102), "colonial," temperature-seinsitive, has beenl described only
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Effects of electron beam radiation on trait mutation in
azuki bean (Vigna angularisi)
Wan-Xia Luo#, Yi-Song Li#, Bao-Mei Wu, Yu-Er Tian, Bo Zhao, Li Zhang, Kai Yang and
Ping Wan*
The College of Plant Science and Technology, Beijing Key Laboratory of New Technology in Agricultural Application,
Beijing University of Agriculture, Beijing, PC 102206, China.
Accepted 23 July, 2012

Dry seeds of azuki bean (Vigna angularisi), Jingnong 6 and Hebei 801 varieties were irradiated by
electron beam of 100, 300, 600, 700 and 900 Gy, respectively. Mutations of leaf shape and color, seed
size and shape, trailing, more branching, dwarfing, early or late flowering time and high yield were
created in M2 and M3 generations. There were richest variations in Jinnong 6 treated with 600 Gy. Heibei
801 was more sensitive to electron beam radiation than Jingnong 6; more mutation types were
produced at 100, 300 and 600 Gy. The pod number per plant, seed number and yield per plant of
Jinnong 6 displayed a strikingly negative correlation to radiation dose, while the pod length, pod width,
and 100-seeds weight of progenies from Hebei 801 had a significantly negative correlation with the
radiation dose, but pod number per plants showed significantly positive correlation. Few of the normal
phenotype plant in M 2 generation derived mutants of new leaf yellowing, narrow leaf, clustering flower
and leaf, kidney or sword leaf in M 3 generation. Mutants of kidney and sword leaf, early flowering time
from M2 generation could be stably inherited in M3 generation.
Key words: Azuki bean (Vigna angularisi), electron beam radiation, trait mutation.
INTRODUCTION
Azuki bean (Vigna vulgaris Ohwi and Ohashi) originated
in China (Vavilov, 1935). It had been cultivated more than
two thousand years. Azuki bean is one of the important
2
food legumes in China. Its area is 2.5 to 3.0 million hm
and total yield is 3 to 4 million ton per year, ranking first in
the world. Radiation breeding induce plant mutation; by
X-ray, γ-ray, ion beam, laser beam, neutron and electron
beam, which result in gene mutation and chromosome
aberration, and then gain new variety (Chen, 2002).
Calaldecatt (1955) firstly treated barleys using 2 MeV
electrons beam and showed that electron radiation
induced high mutation rate and wide mutation spectrum.
Most of research reports of electron beam radiation
breeding were published in China; the earliest is in the
1980s. Some researches revealed that electron beam

*Corresponding author. E-mail: pingwan3@163.com. Tel: 8610-80799134. Fax: 86-10- 80796917.
#Both authors contributed equally to the work.

radiation holds small physiological damage in M1
generation and wide mutation frequency in M2
generation.
60
5 MeV electrons and Co-gamma-radiation were used
to irradiate dry seeds of rice. The results showed that
electron beam possess lower damage, higher mutagen
60
frequency, and wider mutagen spectrum than
Cogamma-radiation (Guo et al., 1982). The optimum doses
for germinating seeds and dry seeds of rice were 50 and
150 Gy, respectively. Indica was more sensitive to
electron beam than Japonica (Shu et al., 1996). In barley,
the half lethal dose (LD50) of electron beam radiation was
4
4
4
2.5 × 10 to 3.5 × 10 rad, lethal dose (LD100) of 6.3 × 10
4
4
rad, and 1.0 × 10 to 2.5×10 rad was the appropriate
inducing dose (Xu et al., 1983).
The dry seeds of 4 barley cultivars were irradiated by
electron beam with doses from 100 to 300 Gy. The
variation lines of high yield, dwarf and large 1000-grain
weight were gained (Rui et al., 1995). The mutants of
chlorophyll and growth period were created in M2
generation of soybean treated by electron beam, and the
4
4
appropriate radiation dose was 2.7 × 10 to 4.4 × 10 rad.
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(Li et al., 1988). LD50 was 40 Gy in M1 generation of
sorghum radiated by electron beam, different color
sorghum seeds had different sensitivity on electron beam
radiation, and the appropriate dose of white seed was
from 30 to 50 Gy, while it was from 100 to150 Gy in red
seed (Lu et al., 1995). 22 seedless mutants were
selected from electron beam-induced orange bud. The
suitable dose of treating sweet orange bud was around
3
3
5.0 × 10 rad and mandarin oranges was about 3.0 ×10
rad (Zhou et al., 1995). Electron beam radiation was also
used in ornamental plants breeding. The mutants of
flower color, flower petal, and flowering time were
produced in tissue culture seedlings of chrysanthemum
treated with 30 to 50 Gy electron beam (Lin et al., 2000).
The percentages of bud formation of 100 Gy electron
beam-irradiating Mauve and Indikon lines were 3.7 and
11.3%, respectively in African violet (Saintpaulia ionahta),
and doses from 40 to 60 Gy were suitable for leaf tissue
(Zhou et al., 2006). Electron beam inhibited growth and
development of plants and resulted in flower mutation in
cockscomb (Celosia cristata L). The mutation rate was
between 0.5 to 2%. 150 Gy was appropriate dose of
treating dry seed of cockscomb (Wang et al., 2006). LD50
and LD100 of electron beam-radiating scarlet sage were
55 and 85 Gy, respectively (Huang et al., 2007).
Electron beam radiation could significantly inhibit the
growth and development of M1 generation plants of
Gladiolus in the seedling and initially flowering period;
LD50 of treating corm of Super rose cultivar was 240 Gy,
but LD50 of Beauty queen was greater than 240 Gy
(Zhang and Wang 2008). Until now, the report of electron
beam mutagenesis in azuki bean is still not published. In
this research, azuki bean varieties Jinnong 6 and Hebei
801 were treated with different dose electron beam. The
effects of mutation were analyzed for exploring an
optimum inducing dose in azuki bean and creating more
mutants. It is very useful in acquiring mutants for gene
mapping, cloning and breeding of azuki bean.

was radiated by 100, 300, 600, 700 and 900 Gy, respectively. The
controls were non treated Jinnong 6 or HB801 dry seeds.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Germination rate of Jingnong 6 and Hebei 801 radiated
by electron beam decreased with the increase of
radiation dosage (Table 1). No one seed of Jingnong 6
germinated at doses of 700 and 900 Gy. Hebei 801 had
relatively higher germination rate than Jingnong 6,
indicating that Hebei801 is more tolerant to electron
beam radiation. It is evident that sensitivity of different
azuki bean variety is different under the electron beam
radiation. LD50 of electron beam radiating azuki bean is
approximately 132 Gy.

Azuki bean Jinnong 6 and Hebei 801 varieties were supplied by
College of Plant Science and Technology in Beijing University
of Agriculture. Jinnong 6 was bred by Beijing University
of Agriculture. Whole growth period of Jingnong 6 was from 90 to
95 days. Its average plant height is 50 cm (Jin et al., 2000). Hebei
801 with big seed was bred by Hebei Province, and its average
100-seed weight is more than 20 g.

Electron beam radiation treatment
In 2007, dry seeds of Jingnong 6 and Hebei 801 were irradiated
with electron beam of 100, 300, 600, 700 and 900 Gy dose,
respectively (5 MeV, BF-5 electron linear acceleratorelectric current
intensity 0.2 mA, 4 Gy/min) in Institute of Low-Energy Nuclear
Physics of Beijing Normal University. 1800 seeds of Jinnong 6 were
treated with 600 Gy dosage, and the rest doses treated 220 dry
seeds of Jinnong 6, respectively. Each of HB801 220 dry seeds

Planting
The electron beam-treated Jingnong 6 and Hebei 801 seeds were
planted in the experimental field of Beijing University of Agriculture
on June 13th 2007. Germinating rate of M1 generation was
investigated and calculated. Every plant was separately harvested
in the autumn of 2007. On June 16th 2008, all seeds from M1
generation were planted according to the individual plant. The row
length was 3 m, and 35 seeds were sown in each row, and a row of
control was planted per 10 rows. During the whole growing stage,
the traits of plant architecture, leaf shape, leaf color, flowering time,
pod color resistant and susceptible disease, and growth period in
M2 generation were investigated. Every single plant of trait mutation
was recorded and tagged, respectively. All tagged morphological
mutation plants were harvested individually in mature period, and
then their branch number on main stem, plant height, pod length
and width, seed color and shape, 100-seeds weight, seed number
and yield per plant were tested. The data was analyzed statistically.
On June 13, 2009, the seeds of tagged each mutant and a part of
seeds from the non variational trait plants in M 2 generation were
planted. One row contrast was grown at every 20 rows. The
phenotype traits and growth period were extensively surveyed and
tracked during the whole growing period in M 3 generation. Mutants
were further identified. The data was statistically analyzed.

Statistical analysis
Average is x^ = ∑x / N, in which, x^ delegates mean value, x the
observed value, and N is the number of observed value. Coefficient
variation (CV) = σ / x^, in which σ stands for standard difference,
and CV is the statistics for elevating variation degree of all
observed values. Correlation analysis is conducted using DPS
analysis soft.

RESULTS
Impacts of radiation doses on germination rate of M 1
generation

Mutation types and frequency of M2 generation
Jingnong 6 has phenotype of ovate leaf of deep green
color and determined growth. The mutants of kidney leaf,
sword leaf, lanceolate leaf, small heart-shaped leaf, light
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Table 1. Germination rate of M1 generation induced by electron beam in azuki bean.

Treatment
Jingnong 6 control

Dosage
(Gy)
0

Number of
seed

Number of seedlings
(%)

Germination rate
(%)

Relative germination
a
rate (%)

360

242

67.20

100.00

100
300
600
700
900

220
220
1800
220
220

43
19
81
0
0

19.55
8.63
4.50
0.00
0.00

29.09
12.84
6.70
0.00
0.00

0

70

48

68.60

100.00

100
300
600
700
900

220
220
220
220
220

108
66
11
7
8

49.09
30.00
5.00
3.18
3.64

71.56
43.73
7.29
4.64
5.31

Jingnong 6

Hebei 801 control

Hebei 801

Relative seedling rate = seedling rate of induced plants/ seedling rate of control plants × 100%.

Table 2. Mutation frequency of M2 generation induced by electron beam in azuki bean.

Mutant trait
Dwarf
Kidney leaf
Sword leaf
Small leaf
Small heart-shaped leaf
Early flowering
Late flowering
Light green leaf
Dark green leaf
Yellowing leaf
More branches
Trailing
susceptible mosaic virus
High yield

100 Gy
2.94
5.88
-

Jingnong 6 (%)
300 Gy
600 Gy
3.23
0.58
0.58
0.49
7.51
0.58
9.83
0.58
1.16
1.73

green and yellowing leaf, trailing, multi-branch,
susceptible mosaic virus, dwarf and high yield were
produced in M2 generation (Table 2, Figures 1 and 2).
Hebei 801 showed the phenotype of heart-shaped leaf
and determined growth. Variations of dwarf, kidney leaf,
small leaf, early or late maturing, light and dark green leaf
and trailing in M2 generation were created (Table 2,
Figures 1 and 3). Electron beam radiation had better
efficiency to Hebei 801 than to Jingnong 6. The most
mutation types of Jingnong 6 were obtained at 600 Gy
doses, while more variation types of HB801 were gained

100 Gy
0.27
1.64
0.27
1.09
2.73
0.27
0.82
0.82
0.82
-

Hebei 801 (%)
300 Gy
600 Gy
700 Gy
0.75
1.67
3.01
1.67
1.5
1.67
6.25
0.38
0.38
1.67
3.38
6.67
6.25
0.75
1.13
6.67
1.13
6.67
0.75
-

900 Gy
4.17
-

at 100, 300 and 600 Gy.
Impacts of electron beam radiation on agronomic
traits of M2 generation
Plant height, 100-seed weight and average node number
of main stem increased in M2 generation compared to
Jingnong 6 control. Pod number per plant, seed number
per plant and yield of single plant at low radiation dose
increased and decreased at high radiation dose; both the
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Figure 1. Mutants of leaf shape induced by electron beam. (a) Jingnong 6 control. (b) Sword leaf (600 Gy from
Jingnong 6). (c) Lanceolate leaf (600 Gy from Jingnong 6). (d) Hebei 801 control. (e) Kidney leaf (100 Gy from
Hebei 801). (f) Oval leaf (600 Gy from Hebei 801).

Figure 2. Mutant of yellowing leaf in Jingnong 6 treated by electron beam. (a) Jingnong 6 control. (b) Mutant of
yellowing leaf (600 Gy).

Figure 3. Mutant of plant shape in Hebei 801 treated by electron beam. (a) Hebei 801 control. (b) Mutant of plant
architecture and compound leaf (100Gy).
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Table 3. The difference comparison of main agronomic traits in M 2 generation treated by electron beam with controls.

Trait
Plant height (cm)
Length of pod (cm)
Width of pod (cm)
Pod number per plant
Seed number per plant
Yield per plant (g)
100 seed weight
Mode number of main stem

100 Gy
M-CK
6.14
-0.23
0.05
4.46
12.8
4.39
2.35
2.01

Jingnong 6
300 Gy
M-CK
1
-0.27
0.05
0.75
-9.6
0.82
2.85
2.36

600 Gy
M-CK
1.6
-0.11
0.03
-5.91
-37.1
-4.95
3.59
0.76

100 Gy
M-CK
2.31
0.16
-0.04
2.88
16.07
0.77
-2.57
1.28

300 Gy
M-CK
-0.86
-0.43
-0.06
1.79
8.27
-2.18
-4.21
0.45

Hebei 801
600 Gy
M-CK
21.54
-3.07
-0.16
6.24
2.23
-5.72
-8.33
2.78

700 Gy
M-CK
-3.54
-1.19
-0.09
5.55
3.88
-3.64
-6.16
0.22

900 Gy
M-CK
-7.28
0.44
-0.05
7.02
30.92
3.89
-2.58
0.82

M-CK, the average of mutants subtract the average of control.

Table 4. Coefficient of variation of main agronomic traits in M2 generation induced by electron beam.

Trait
Plant height (cm)
Node number of main stem
Pod length (cm)
Pod width (cm)
Pod number per plant
Seed number per plant
Yield per plant (g)
100-seed weight (g)

Control
27.51
22.91
10.87
7.69
54.37
49.76
55.15
8.29

Jingnong 6
100 Gy 300 Gy
20.07
23.18
16.07
16.75
23.13
15.68
9.43
7.514
71.57
58.08
80.83
57.66
81.99
60.44
14.41
15.37

600 Gy
22.61
21.21
18.01
9.87
85.24
87.26
87.21
94.11

pod length and pod width were proximate to the contrast
(Table 3). Plant height, 100-seed weight, node number of
main stem, pod width were close to the contrast Hebei
801’s in M2 generation induced with different dose
electron beam, while pod length and yield per plant
increased. It is clear that same character of different
azuki bean variety had differential sensitivity at same
radiation dose.
Analysis on the coefficient of variation of agronomic
characters in M2 generation
On the whole, Jingnong 6 treated with 600 Gy dose had
the max coefficient of variation (CV) in, pod number per
plant, seed number per plant, yield per plant and 100seed weight. Hebei 801 treated with 700 Gy recorded the
max CV in plant height and pod number per plant, the
most CV of node number of main stem, pod length and
100-seed weight at 100 Gy, as well as the most CV of
seed number per plant and yield per plant at 600 Gy
(Tables 4 and 5). The correlation between main
agronomic characters of Jingnong 6, Hebei 801 and
electron beam radiation dose was analyzed (Table 6).

Control
23.58
13.52
12.35
8.033
49.24
54.11
54.88
4.65

100 Gy
28.25
47.72
58.36
10.95
75.8
79.53
76.21
31.12

Hebei 801
300 Gy 600 Gy
36.06
22.71
17.75
18.07
17.13
28.69
11.78
9.8
82.02
91.51
86.94
98.1
79.44
94.92
29.4
21.96

700 Gy
37.16
19.4
28.53
11.06
96.9
89.09
81.84
27.84

900 Gy
15
12.63
12.28
10.35
52.51
48.29
51.68
25.51

Pod number per plant, seed number per plant and 100seed weight of Jingnong 6 had significantly negative
correlation to the radiation dose; the higher the dose was,
the higher the negative impact on these characters was.
The pod length, pod width and yield per plant of Hebei
801 showed significantly negative correlation to radiation
dose, indicating that pod length, pod width and per 100seed weight decreased significantly under high radiation
dose, while the pod number per plant increased
obviously. It is evident that same character of different
cultivars had different correlation to the radiation dosage,
while the different character of same variety had different
correlation to the radiation dosage.
Mutation and heredity in M 3 generation mutagenized
by electron beam
The phenotypes of kidney leaf, sword leaf and early or
late flowering mutants from M2 generation can be stably
inherited in M3 generation (Figures 4 and 5). However,
some variation traits of the leaf color and susceptible
mosaic virus could not stably be inherited or segregated
in M3 generation, presumably these characters are
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Table 5. The difference of variation coefficient of the main agronomic traits between progenies of M2 and controls.

Trait
Plant height (cm)
Node number of main stem
Pod length (cm)
Pod width (cm)
Pod number per plant
Seed number per plant
Yield per plant (g)
100-seed weight (g)

100 Gy
-7.44
-6.84
12.26
1.74
17.2
31.07
26.84
6.12

Jingnong 6
300 Gy
-4.33
-6.16
4.81
-0.18
3.71
7.9
5.29
7.08

600 Gy
-4.9
-1.7
7.14
2.18
30.87
37.5
32.06
85.82

100 Gy
4.67
34.2
46.01
2.92
26.56
25.42
21.33
26.47

300 Gy
12.48
4.23
4.78
3.75
32.78
32.83
24.56
24.75

Hebei 801
600 Gy
700 Gy
-0.87
13.58
4.55
5.88
16.34
16.18
1.77
3.03
42.27
47.66
43.99
34.98
40.04
26.96
17.31
23.19

900 Gy
-8.58
-0.89
-0.07
2.32
3.27
-5.82
-3.2
20.86

Table 6. Correlation analysis between main agronomic traits of electron beam radiating M2 generation and
radiation doses.

Agronomic trait
Plant height (cm)
Node number of main stem
Pod length (cm)
Pod width (cm)
Pod number per plant
Seed number per plant
Yield per plant (g)
100-seed weight (g)

Rediation dosage (Jingnong 6)
-0.06
-0.09
0.03
-0.01
-0.23**
-0.28**
0.04
-0.25**

Rediation dosage (Hebei 801)
0.07
0.01
-0.15**
-0.27**
0.08*
0.01
-0.21**
-0.06

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01.

Figure 4. The heredity of kidney leaf mutant. (a) Phenotyepe of kidney leaf mutant BM2015 in M2. (b) Phenotype
of kidney leaf mutant BM2015 in M3.

sensitive to environmental effects. Several mutants of
kidney leaf, sword leaf, new leaf yellowing, plant
yellowing in M3 generation were separated from normal
morphologic plants of M2 generation (Figures 6, 7 and 8).

Variational types of crimping leaf, clustering leaf or
flower, poor fertility and less pod number from normal
plant of M2 generation were derived in M3 generation
(Figure 9). More mutants were segregated from normal
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Figure 5. The heredity of sword leaf mutant. (a) Phenotyepe of sword leaf mutant BM2148 in M2. (b) Phenotype of sword leaf mutant
BM2148. in M3.

Figure 6. Segregative mutants of M3 generation from M2 wild phenotyepe plant of Hebei 801 induced by electron beam. (a) Control Hebei
801. (b) Kidney leaf (100 Gy), (c) Sword leaf (100 Gy); (d) New leaf yellowing (100 Gy), (e) Narrow leaf (100 Gy). (f) Heart-shape leaf (600
Gy).
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Figure 7. Segregative mutants of M3 generation from M2 wild phenotyepe plant of Jingnong 6 induced by electron beam. (a) Control
Jingnong 6. (b) Sword leaf mutant (600 Gy). (c) New leaf yellowing mutant (100 Gy).

Figure 8. Segregated yellowing and leaf mutant of M3 from M2 wild
phenotyepe progeny of HB801 induced by electron beam. (a)
Yellowing and compound leaf-free mutant (300 Gy). (b) Normal
phenotype plant.

phenotype plants of Hebei 801 than Jingnong 6.
Continuous investigation will be done whether this mutant
phenotype could stably be inherited.

15.0 and 9.5 g, respectively (Figure 13). Hebei 801 seed
was long and cylindrical, and round and short-cylinder
seeds were produced in M3 generation (Figures 14 and
15).

Seed size and shape mutants in M 3 generation
DISCUSSION
Seed size and shape mutants were gained in M 3
generation. The average 100-seed weight of Jingnong
was around 16 g; big and small seeds with average 100seed weight of 24.0, 15.0, 9.2 and 5.6 g, respectively in
M3 generation (Figure 10). Jingnong 6 seed is big and
elliptical; the round and short cylinder seeds were
obtained in M3 generation (Figures 11 and 12). Hebei
801’s 100-seed weight was above 20 g. The mutants of
medium and small seed size were got in M3 generation.
100-seed weight of medium or small seed mutants was

Creating variation is the prerequisite of breeding new
cultivars, mapping gene, and map-based cloning. Azuki
bean is a cleistogamous plant with extremely low
crossing and variation rate in natural environment.
Electron beam radiation has little influence on the
function of plasma membrane and protein, while it results
in gene mutation through inducing much DNA damage of
single strand breaks (SSB) and double strand breaks
(DSB). The G-value for DSB formation of electron beam
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Figure 9. New mutant from M3 progeney of Hebei 801. (a) Clustering plant mutant (300 Gy); (b) Clustering flower mutant (300
Gy); (c) Control Hebei 801; (d) Flower of control Hebei 801.

Figure 10. Mutants of seed size from Jingnong 6; (a) big seed (300 Gy); (b) control Jingnong 6; (c) middle seed (100 Gy); (d) small and
short cylinder seed (100 Gy); (e) smallest seed (600 Gy).

radiation in aqueous solution was 5.7 times higher than
that caused by 60 Co-gamma rays (Zhu et al., 2008).
Electron beam radiation has higher efficiency variation,
low cost, safety and smaller radiation damage. Weng et

al. (1974) thought that more mutants were segregated in
electron beam-irradiated M2 generation of soybean. This
research indicates that electron beam irradiation result in
many types of mutations in M2 and M3 generations of
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Figure 11. Round seed mutant of Jingnong 6. (a) Control Jingnong
6. (b) Round seed mutant (600 Gy).

Figure 12. Cylinder seed mutant from Jingnong 6. (a) Control
Jingnong 6. (b) Columnar seed mutant (100 Gy).

Figure 13. Mutant of seed size from Hebei 801. (a) Control Hebei 801; (b) Middle seed mutant (100 Gy);
(c) Small seed mutant (100 Gy).

Figure 14. Round seed mutant from Hebei801. (a) Control
Hebei 801; (b) Round seed mutant (300 Gy).
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801. The mutants of kidney leaf and sword leaf, early or
late flowering time from M2 generation, can be stably
inherited in M3 generation.
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SCIENCE

Each year as funds permitted the division has

search. During the past four years 42 grants have

held on the subjects of permanence of printed records,

been made to 37 individuals. Many papers have been
published as a result of these grants and many capable
research workers have been encouraged in their work.

on ,the coordination 'of chemical literature, on biological nomenclature, and on farm waste and chemistry
of soils. The results of these meetings have been

Particularly during the last few years, the grants-inaid have proved invaluable to research workers who
have found themselves handicapped through lack of

intangible in part, but the mere bringing together of
eminent men interested in a certain phase of chemistry
is important.

funds.

undertaken conferences for the initiation and coordination of chemical research. Such conferences have been

The division has from time to time collected per-

tinent data relating to chemistry. Since 1922, the
division has each year made a census of graduate
students in chemistry throughout the country, and
this census has been published in the journals. The
division also conducted a study of conditions of chemical research in the Southern States. The report of
this study was published by the Chemical Foundation.
Other activities include cooperation between academic
and industrial research, and a list of research problems in various fields of chemistry.
One of the important activities of the division has
been the administration of the grants in aid of re-

Another important activity of the Research Council
and of the Division has been in connection with the

National Research Fellowships. Since their foundation, 257 fellowships in chemistry have been awarded
to 150 individuals. While it is true that some will

profit more than others from the opportunities
afforded by these research fellowships, there can be
no question that the National Research Fellowships
have produced tangible results.
Through meetings of the division and of committees,
and through other contacts afforded by the division,
those interested in various fields of chemistry are

brought together and contacts are established. It is
from these contacts that we may expect some of the
major benefits in the course of time.

SCIENTIFIC EVENTS
CHICAGO PROGRAM ON RADIATION AND
PLANT LIFE

THE American Society of Plant Physiologists has
joined with iSections G and 0 and their affiliated

organizations in the programs of June 20 and 21.
On the morning of June 22, however, a special symposium has been arranged for plant physiologists
who are attending the meetings. The meeting will be
held in the Civic Opera Building, Chicago, in the
rooms of the Lighting Institute at 10: 00 A. M. The
meeting will be open to all visiting botanists and to
professional growers of plants. The titles of the
papers are as follows:
"Influence of Radiation on CO, Absorption by

Plants": W. H. Hoover, Smithsonian Institution.
"The Interrelated Effects of Light and Temperature

on Plant Growth ": A. D. Davis, University of California.

"Growth as a Criterion for Physiologic Response to
Radiations": E. S. Reynolds, Missouri Botanic Garden.

" Photoperiodism and its Practical Application to

Greenhouse Crops ": Alex Laurie, Ohio State University.
"Responses of Certain Plants to Artificial Radiation
Factors Applied as Supplements to Daylight ": R. B.
Withrow, Purdue University.

" The Response of Greenhouse Plants to Electric Light
Supplementing Daylight": Laurenz Greene, Purdue University.

" Experimental Work at Pennsylvania State College

on Radiation as Applied to Plants ": H. W. Popp, Pennsylvania State College.
"Chemical Responses of Certain Plants to Solar

Ultra-violet Radiation": W. E. Tottingham, University
of Wisconsin.

"Some Growth Responses of Plants to X-ray Treat-

ments": C. A. Shull, University of Chicago.

The program will be continued in the afternoon,
if necessary, followed by a round table discussion.
CHARLES A. SHULL

MATHEMATICS AT THE CHICAGO
MEETING

THE preliminary program of the Chicago meeting
of the American Association for the Advancement

of Science and Associated Societies, printed in the

issue of SCIENCE for May 19, contains information
concerning the programs of the different sections,
but it may be well to repeat here a summary of the
plans of the mathematicians given in the announcement of the American Mathematical Association.

It reports that the American Association and
associated societies will present unusually attractive
programs in connection with the Century of Progress,
the week of June 19 being devoted chiefly to pure
science and the next week to applied science. There
will be numerous addresses by prominent foreign

scientific men who have been specially invited for
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chromosome, and the great differences

Effects of Ionizing Radiation
on Terrestrial Ecosystems
Experiments show how ionizing radiation may alter
normally stable patterns of ecosystem behavior.
George M. Woodwell

in sensitivity among organisms are attributable to differences in chromosome

number and size. Organisms with few,
large chromosomes may lose a significant portion of their genome from
one chromosome break, while organisms with many, small chromosomes
may suffer only minor genetic damage
from a single break. Sparrow and
Miksche (11) have shown that this
relationship between sensitivity and
chromosome size and number holds
for several plant species.

Effects on Organisms and Ecosystems

Recently Miksche et al. (5) demonstrated that a total exposure of 82.5

The effects of exposure of plants to
ionizing radiation range from death,
through varying degrees of growth inhibition, to effects on reproductive capacity and to even more subtle genetic
effects recognizable only in subsequent
generations. Numerous instances of
stimulation of growth have been reported, especially in the Russian literature (12). Additional effects are recognizable in animals, including short-

roentgens at a rate of 3.75 roentgens
per day damages Taxus buds. Near

ening of the life span (13).
In general, the research which has

the other extreme of sensitivity among
the higher plants, Arabidopsis survives

elaborated these effects in plants and
which has yielded estimates of sensitivities has been carried out on small
populations under conditions of cultivation in greenhouses or gamma-radiation fields-under conditions specifically designed to reduce the variability
attributable to environmental stress.
Introduction of the various forms of
environmental stress characteristic of
natural ecological systems can be expected to intensify the damage from

During the past two decades man

vary by a factor of the order of several

has had the capacity to increase levels
of ionizing radiation in the environment by almost any magnitude and on

thousand (2). For example, exposure of
pitch pine (Pinus rigida Mill.) to average levels of less than 5 roentgens
per day for several years has killed
more than 90 percent of these trees,
while exposures in the range of 1 to

a global scale. No other environmental

factor is yet subject to such manipulation, and no other factor appears to
have quite the same potential for producing both genetic and somatic effects
in living systems. Preoccupation with

the potential effects on man has led to
concentration of research in environ-

mental biology on the possibility of
contamination of man's food chain
with radioactive isotopes and to neglect
of the potential effects of radioactivity
on ecological systems. The recent discovery that certain plants are damaged
by total exposures in the same range
as those which cause damage in mammals emphasizes the possibility that
substantially higher levels of ionizing
radiation in the environment would
be not only a direct hazard to man
but also would cause changes in the
ecological systems of which man is but
a part. The nature of the potential
changes in terrestrial ecosystems and
the exposure levels at which they occur
is a topic of vital current interest, bearing not only on the possible aftermath
of war but also on the -feasibility of
large-scale peaceful use of ionizing
radiation.

Sensitivity of Primary Producers
Plants, the primary producers of all
ecosystems, are subject to damage from
ionizing radiation at lower levels than
was previously thought to be the
case (1). The gymnosperms include

some of the most sensitive of plants; the
algae and bacteria, some of the most
resistant. Sensitivities within this range

3 roentgens per day inhibit growth in

diameter (3) and needle growth (4).

long-term exposures of several thou-

sand roentgens per day. Bacteria, algae, and fungi are in many instances
still more resistant. In general, the
trend of research on both the somatic
and the genetic effects in higher plants
is toward recognition of effects at
lower and lower exposures.
Differences in sensitivity are not restricted to differences between species;
sensitivity varies during the life cycle of
an organism. Sparrow and I have suggested (6) that reproductive stages in
plants are generally more sensitive
than vegetative stages and that lethal
effects occur during flowering and seed
set at approximately one-fourth the exposure necessary to cause 100-percent
mortality in mature plants. In animals
especially in insects, variations in sensitivity at different stages have been
recognized for many years (7).
The mechanisms which appear to
account for the effects of ionizing
radiation on the growth of plants, as
well as the effects themselves, have

been reviewed recently by Read (8),
by Sparrow and Evans (2, 9), by
Gunckel and Sparrow (10), and by
Sparrow and me (6). The primary
site of damage appears to be the

exposure to ionizing radiation and to
produce measurable effects at lower
exposure levels (6, 14), possibly to
produce additional effects not recognized previously.

Virtually all of the effects recognized
at the organismal and cellular levels
have implications at the population
and ecosystem levels; combined, they
present a bewildering array of possibilities at these higher levels. For simplicity I divide possible effects into
short-term and long-term effects, assuming short-term to mean less than
2 years. In most terrestrial ecosystems
the short-term effects are dominated
by the consequences of differential
sensitivities; the long-term effects, by
these consequences plus effects on reThe author is assista t ecologist at Brookhaven National Laboratory, lpton, N.Y.
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productive capacity and genetic effects.

I dwell here principally on the shortterm effects.
Two types of short-term effects

would be expected from long-term
irradiation of an ecosystem: (i) selective
mortality of sensitive species, due to
direct and immediate effects of exposure, and (ii) shifts in the relative

importance of species populations
through alteration of the biological

Table 1. Vegetation zones around the gamma-radiation source and the approximate exposures
each zone received during the first 6 months of the experiment. The zones remained stable
in general throughout the summer, but they are expected to recede during the second year
of the experiment.
Vegetation Daily exposure rates Approximate total

zone (r)
accumulated
exposure
zone
(r) ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~(r)

Oak-pine forest Background*
Oak forest 20- 60 3,600-11,000
Gaylussacia-Vaccinium heath 60-150 11,000-27,000
Carex zone 150-350 27,000-63,000
Zone in which all higher plants died >350 >63,000
* Tree growth was inhibited in this zone at exposures as low as 2 r/day (Fig. 3).

interactions which normally contribute
to a stable pattern of ecosystem behavior. These interactions include not

Palumbo (19), and Shields and Wells

fect. We suggest that damage on a

only the many vaguely defined inter-

(20) and ecosystems such as that ad-

unit-cell basis is the principal factor

organism relationships commonly

jacent to the Lockheed reactor in

governing response, and that any in-

lumped as "competition" but also para-

Georgia (21). To produce observable ef-

crease in the exposure of a cell prior

site-host and predator-prey relation-

fects even in ecosystems containing

to division increases damage. Cells

ships. There are numerous models sug-

pines, which are among the most sensi-

which divide slowly are exposed to

gesting the potential consequences of

tive plants known, long-term exposures

more radiation prior to division, and

such shifts in biological interactions.

in the range of 1 to 5 roentgens per day

sustain greater damage, than those

Some of these have been summarized

would be necessary, while to produce

which divide rapidly. Any environ-

by Elton (15) and Andrewartha (16).

parallel effects in oak, minimum ex-

mental factor which reduces the rate

posures of 10 roentgens per day would
be required. Much higher levels would

of cell division increases the exposure

be necessary to kill these plants within

creases the effects. In any case it seems

Exposures Necessary To Produce
Effects on Ecosystems

on a unit-cell basis and thereby in-

a short period and to produce presently

possible that exposure to ionizing radia-

recognizable morphological effects in

tion reduces tolerance to environmental
stress, and that ionizing radiation kills

Research on the effects of ionizing

other, more resistant species. Miller

radiation on organisms living in natural

and I (3) and McCormick and Platt

or damages plants at lower levels in

arrays is complicated by the variability

(14) have presented data indicating

irradiated ecosystems than under con-

of these arrays and the necessity for

that environmental stress increases the

ditions of cultivation. We would, there-

recognizing slight effects caused by

damage in plants caused by exposure

fore, expect to find nongenetic effects

exposure to the low-level radiation

to ionizing radiation at any level, and

in the most sensitive plants in natural

present. In addition, the effects of ex-

Sparrow and I (6) have suggested one

arrays at long-term exposure rates of

posure are usually confounded with

mechanism in explanation of this ef-

the order of 1 roentgen per day.

the factor of location, making clear
separation of radiation effects from
other environmental influences difficult.
The lowest levels of long-term ionizing
radiation at which nongenetic effects

on higher plants had been observed,
approximately 2 roentgens per day,
were estimated by Sparrow and me

(6) to be 8000 times greater than the
highest exposure levels from fallout in
New York City in 1958 (17). It is

probable that effects on stem diameter
and needle growth in pine could be

; - . .t',- ! -( '; I '
I < la:iMAGNET

observed at levels perhaps half those
used in our calculations, and it is true

C137

that in some areas levels of fallout
radioactivity are higher than they are
in New York City; nevertheless, a

large gap exists between present general

rS-r~~~~~

radiation levels and the lowest level

necessary to produce a measurable

effect in a sensitive plant. There is,
therefore, little reason to believe that

radiation effects can be seen now in
natural ecosystems other than ecosys-

tems exposed to local fallout from experimental bomb bursts, as suggested by
reports such as those of Fosberg (18),

Fig 1. Mechanism for controlling the gamma-radiation source used in irradiating a
forest ecosystem at Brookhaven National Laboratory. The source can be raised or

lowered into a lead-shielded container through operation of a winch in the building.

a safe distance away.
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around which research on the behavior

Experimental Approach

of the overall system is organized.

by radiation than in the nonirradiated
forest. This increase in damage was
probably due not to an increase in the

These difficulties dictate an experi-

Prior to installation of the source,

mental approach to the quantitative

ment the radiation levels used must

detailed information on the species
composition of the vegetation and on
the size and vigor of individual plants
within the vegetation were obtained

vary from levels lethal to most organ-

through the technique of Woodwell

spp.) leaf rollers (primarily Argyrotoxa

isms through low levels approximating

and Hammond (22). Less detailed

semipurpurana), leaf beetles (Chryso-

background. Gamma radiation from a

data on insect, bird, and mammal

melidae), and loopers (Geometridae)

central point seems most appropriate

populations were also obtained. These,
plus data from other, similar stands
remote from the source, are the control
data for the experiment.

which caused most of the damage

trees.

The required size of the gamma
source was estimated from the correla-

the types of short-term changes which

tion between radiosensitivity and

exposure to high levels of radiation in

study of effects at community and
ecosystem levels. For such an experi-

for experimental purposes because, with
a relatively small quantity of radio-

active material, an intense radiation
source can be conveniently provided.

In addition, there is no activation problem as there is with neutrons.

abundance of insects but, rather, to a
decrease in the number of leaves avail-

able to the endemic populations. The
populations of leaftiers (Psilocorsis

shown (Fig. 5) were aparently more
resistant to damage than their host
These early observations illustrate

Such a radiation facility has been

chromosome number and size shown

the general environment can be ex-

established at Brookhaven National

by Sparrow and his associates (1, 6,

pected to produce in a forest ecosystem. While such high levels are above

Laboratory, specifically to provide op-

9). A source size was selected which

portunity for systematic study of the

was estimated to be large enough to

present levels of radiation from world-

effects of ionizing radiation on a ter-

produce effects in the first year,
through an area of approximately 1/2
hectare, ranging from mortality through

wide contaminants by many orders of
range of exposures associated with local

ment supports a stand of the Long

inhibition of growth of most species

fallout from bombs (23). From Table

Island oak-pine forest, with Quercus

in the vegetation.

restrial ecosystem and its components.

The ecosystem chosen for this experi-

alba, Q. coccinea, and Pinus rigid the

magnitude, they are well within the

1 and Fig. 3 it is clear that contamination-producing exposures in excess of

principal tree species.

1000 roentgens delivered over any pe-

Early Effects of Exposure

riod of less than 6 months would cause

probably to other gymnosperm forests

roentgens per day at 130 meters. The

At the time of budbreak in the
spring, approximately 6 months after
irradiation was started, effects were obvious as far as 40 meters from the
source (Fig. 2), where exposure rates
were approximately 40 roentgens per
day. Differences in sensitivity among

source is exposed 20 hours per day,

plant species produced a zonation of

a plant and its insect defoliators, and

and has been exposed on this schedule

vegetation, five zones being clearly defined (Table 1): a zone of total kill of

that radiation-damaged plants will suf-

all higher plants; a sedge zone; a heathshrub zone; an oak zone; and, at lower
levels of radiation, the oak-pine forest.

not damaged by radiation. While the

tionships will be affected in this direc-

The striking differences in sensitivity
of primary producers is indicated by

seems tenable that small organisms with

The source of radiation is cesium-

137 (9500 curies), a gamma emitter,
centrally located; it can be shielded,

when shielding is desired, through
operation of a winch (Fig. 1). Rates
of exposure around this source vary
from several thousand roentgens per
day within a few meters to about 2

since 22 November 1961.

Two broad research programs designed to elucidate effects at the ecosystem level are being carried out with

this radiation facility. One involves
measurement of changes in, the populations of species which form the ecosystem; the other, measurement of the
rates of energy fixation and the paths
of energy movement through the system. The first of these programs includes study of short-term changes
induced by direct and indirect effects
on present populations and long-term
effects of genetic changes and of
changes in reproductive capacity. The
second program is designed to provide

a more nearly precise measure of effects
on the system through measurement of
the energy-fixing capacity of the system and of its components. Although

use of this facility is by no means restricted to studies involved in these two
programs, the programs form the core

severe damage to pitch-pine forests and

the growth curves of Fig. 3 for white
oak and pitch pine, which show severe
inhibition of shoot elongation in oak
at exposures above 35 roentgens per

day and in pine at 15 roentgens per
day. These curves approximate closely

the responses predicted for these
species by Sparrow and me on the
basis of chromosome size and number
(6).
A further effect of differential sensitivity among species is shown by the
curves of Fig. 4, which show insect
defoliation, expressed as a percentage
of the leaves present on white oak,
plotted against exposure rate. Defoliation by insects was approximately 10
times more severe on trees damaged

as well, while parallel damage would
occur in oak forests at exposures in excess of 10,000 roentgens.

Furthermore, it is clear that ionizing
radiation may alter such host-parasite
relationships as those existing between

fer greater insect damage than plants
assumption that all host-parasite rela-

tion is not justified, the hypothesis

wide ecological amplitudes and high
rates of reproduction-in short, weeds
and other organisms frequently considered pestiferous because of their

persistence under persecution-have
survival advantage under conditions
of long-term exposure to ionizing radiation over large organisms with longer
life cycles.

Discussion

If we consider from a very fundamental and practical standpoint the
general problem of contamination of

the environment with radioactive debris, it is clear that two types of con-
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tamination are possible; first, the se-

short-term effects of heavy fallout on

than the mature stages of single or-

vere contamination from heavy local

the plants of any ecosystem.

ganisms. In general, reproductive processes are most sensitive to damage,
vegetative or mature stages least sensi-

fallout associated with bomb bursts;

Long term effects of chronic ex-

second, the much less intense long-

posures on organisms living in natural

term and world-wide contamination

arrays are dependent to a higher degree

from sporadic bomb testing, from acci-

on the nature of the contamination and

tive. On the other hand, there is no
threshold exposure for the production

dents, and from wastes originating
from peaceful uses of atomic energy.
These two situations are fundamen-

on an additional set of biological fac-

of mutations.

tors. Such long-term effects are neces-

3) Selective removal or differential
inhibition of species will alter biological interactions, potentially upsetting
the usual patterns of species abundance and ecosystem stability. This
type of distrubance can have several
forms including alteration of intra- and

sarily the result of exposure from both

tally different, the one involving large,

internal and external emitters, and it is

short-term effects principally from ex-

clear that to predict effects of exposure

ternal emitters, the other, long-term
effects from both internal and external

for any type of intensity of contamina-

emitters. Both situations present problems which are difficult, and many of
their finer points may be susceptible
of only limited, empirical solution.

of residence of isotopes in various or-

cycles and their biological implications

Nonetheless, certain principles seem to

(25).

tion, the mineral cycles and periods
ganisms must be known. Great progress is being made in defining these

bear on the general problem, and cer-

Less progress has been made in de-

tain questions seem answerable within
broad limits.

fining the biological considerations
which are important in determining

Numerous radiobiological studies

potential long-term effects. These con-

emphasize that the principal damage
incurred by an organism exposed to
ionizing radiation occurs in the nucleus
(8), and more recent work shows that
the sensitivity of an organism is related
to the size and number of chromosomes
present (2). This relationship is now
well enough established to be used as
a basis for predicting the sensitivity
of organisms to radiation of any level
(6, 24). Although the technique lacks
precision, it is useful; for instance,
through this technique accuracy in
predicting the range of sensitivity for a
higher plant is increased to a point
where predicted values deviate from
experimental values by a factor of 4
or less instead of a factor of about
500. Further refinement of this technique should increase its precision
greatly. At present it is obviously useful in predicting not only effects on

individual plants but also the gross,

siderations seem to be three.

1) Ionizing radiation is generally
deleterious to living systems, and exposure can be expected to reduce
physiological tolerances to environmental stress. Although there are nota-

ble exceptions to this generality (12),
especially as a result of clever genetic
manipulations by man (26), evidence
from animals (27) and an increasing
body of evidence from plants indicate
strong interactions between stress and
radiation exposure (3, 14). Sparrow
and I have suggested (6) that relative
sensitivity among species to this type
of radiation damage probably parallels radiosensitivity shown by morphological characteristics. The extent to
which this is true remains to be seen.
2) Variation in sensitivity to damage during the life cycle of an organism
may be extreme, the population as a
whole thus being much more sensitive

interspecific interactions among plants,
shifts in the host-parasite balance, and
shifts in predator-prey relationships.
There are abundant models for disturbances of these types, ranging from the
removal of chestnut from the extensive
oak-chestnut forests of eastern North
America by the fungus Endothia parasitica (28) to disturbances shown in nu-

merous animal-population studies (16).
All of these changes produce poten-

tial instabilities in ecosystems, ranging
from the initiation of a new successional sequence only slightly different
from the old one to violent oscilla-

tions in population density which can
result in extinction or in population explosions.

The research needed for elaboration
of these large and complex problems

is itself large and complex, involving
the delineation of model systems and
the analyses of these systems from
numerous standpoints. Perhaps the
most successful ecological study of this
type is the series of studies of the
spruce budworm in eastern Canada,
carried out over more than two decades
and involving many scientists (29).
Although ionizing radiation presents
a set of problems different from those
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problems. One technique for analyzing
certain aspects of the potential effects
of ionizing radiation is outlined here.
Installations such as that at Brookhaven, established within major vegetation types, with their control ecosystems, provide one type of model.

A second type of model has been provided by chance at Rongelap Atoll and

on neighboring atolls in the Pacific,
and at the White Oak Lake Bed at
Oak Ridge, Tennessee. Similar models
must now exist in the Russian Arctic.
The partially shielded Lockheed reactor

in Georgia has provided a most useful
model of an irradiated ecosystem.
Use of these models as they become
available, in conjunction with experiments involving mineral cycling and
the effects of internal emitters not only
on organisms but on populations and
ecological systems as well, will provide
at least an understanding of what is
happening to the environment, if not
the wisdom to control it (30).

(1961).

2, 9 (1962).

The administration is not encouraging any cheering over its success
in thwarting the Soviet missile gambit
in Cuba.

For one thing, the strong medicine
that the United States employed in
Cuba could have distant and unforeseen side effects, and jubilation is there-

fore considered to be premature. No

matter how Khrushchev may euphemize

the incredible events of the past two
weeks, he, in effect, dismantled some
of his own political and military prestige when he agreed to dismantle his

Eds. (Reinhold, New York, 1962).
21. R. B. Platt, ibid.; R. A. Pedigo, ibid.; C. P.
Daniel, ibid.

22. G. M. Woodwell and E. C. Hammond,
"A Descriptive Technique for Study of the
Effects of Chronic Ionizing Radiation on
a Forest Ecological System," Brookhaven
National Laboratory Publ. No. BNL 715
(T-251) (1962).
23. S. Glasstone, Ed., The Effects of Nuclear
Weapons (U.S. Atomic Energy Commission,
Washington, D.C., 1962).

7. C. Packard, Radiology 45, 522 (1945).
8. J. Read, Radiation Biology of Vicia faba
in Relation to the General Problem (Black-

24. A. H. Sparrow, Abstracts of Papers, 2nd

well, Oxford, England, 1939).
9. H. J. Evans and A. H. Sparrow, Brookhaven Symp. Biol. 14, 101 (1961).
10. J. E. Gunckel and A. H. Sparrow, in En-

25. V. Schultz and A. W. Klement, Jr., Eds.,

cyclopedia of Plant- Physiology, W. Ruhland, Ed. (Springer, Berlin, 1961), vol. 16.
11. A. H. Sparrow and J. P. Miksche, Science
134, 282 (1961).
12. L. P. Breslavets, in Plants and X-rays, A. H.
Sparrow, Ed. (American Institute of Biological Sciences, Washington, D.C., 1960).
13. Z. M. Bacq and P. Alexander, Fundamentals
of Radiobiology (Academic Press, New
York, ed. 2, 1961).
14. F. J. McCormick and R. B. Platt, Radiation Botany, in press.

15. C. Elton, The Ecology of Invasions by
Animals and Plants (Methuen, London,
1958).

16. H. G. Andrewartha, Introduction to the
Study of Animal Populations (Methuen,
London, 1961).

17. W. R. Collins, Jr., G. A. Welford, R. S.
Morse, Science 134, 980 (1961).
18. F. R. Fosberg, Atoll Res. Bull. 61, 1 (1959);
Nature 183, 1448 (1959).

19. R. F. Palumbo, Radiation Botany 1, 182
(1961).

News and Comment

Administration Sees No Ground
for Jubilation as Missile Episode
Is Brought to a Calm Conclusion

20. L. M. Shields and P. V. Wells, in Radioecology, V. Schultz and A. Klement, Jr.,

Cuban missile launchers; it is not unreasonable to assume that he is looking to recoup his losses, and the administration is eager to refrain from
any words that may irritate him toward
accomplishing that quest.

Furthermore, the administration desires to make it clear, especially to
American audiences, that it successfully responded to the Soviet threat,
not with a bludgeon, but with carefully
measured words and a minimum application of force. Thus it was no accident that the Navy employed binoculars, rather than a boarding party, to
inspect the first Soviet-owned vessela tanker-that crossed the quarantine

line. A Defense Department spokes-

International Congress of Radiation Research, Harrowgate (1962), p. 178.

Radioecology (Reinhold, New York, in
press); , proceedings of the 1st National Symposium on Radioecology, Fort
Collins, Colo. (1961); A. W. Klement, Jr.,
"Radioactive Fallout from Nuclear Weapons

Tests," U.S. Atomic Energy Commission
Publ. No. TID-7632 (1962) (proceedings of
a conference held November 1961 in Germantown, Md.).

26. S. Shapiro, "The role of radiation in the
production of new plant varieties," testimony presented before the Subcommittee on
Research and Development of the Joint
Committee on Atomic Energy, 28 March
1961.

27. S. E. Bernstein, Science 137, 428 (1962).
28. C. Keever, Ecology 34, 44 (1953).

29. R. F. Morris, Can. Entomologist Suppl., in
press.

30. The research described is being carried out

at Brookhaven National Laboratory under

the auspices of the U.S. Atomic Energy
Commission. Many of my associates have
contributed to this work in various ways. I
particularly want to thank Dr. A. H. Sparrow, whose continued and vigorous interest
made the project possible.

man explained that an external examination had satisfied the Navy that the
vessel was not carrying prohibited material. It would seem that this was
more of an educated guess than a substantiated conclusion, but it had the
merit of keeping armed American
naval personnel from forcing their
way onto to what is legally the equivalent of Soviet soil. When an actual
boarding did take place, it was on a
Lebanese vessel under charter to the
Soviets. In this fashion, the highly provocative fact of the quarantine was
tempered through judicious execution,
and the Soviets cooperated by reversing
the course of those vessels whose cargoes fell under the ban.

Although "hard-liners" are now
praising the administration for taking
the advice they were giving all along,
the response employed in Cuba was
quite different from what the jingoists
were recommending. From the onset of
the crisis, the administration set a
course aimed at convincing the Soviets
that the U.S. would use force to achieve
the removal of the missile launchers
if the Soviets did not remove them
first. To get this idea across, it had
to come perilously close to employing
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unpublished findings. I thank Prof. Sillen, the
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report has been authorized by the director,
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cell a change can be observed at a cor?
responding point in the leaf of the plant.
The radiations can be divided into

three categories, as follows. (i) Electromagnetic radiations such as x- or gam?

ma rays which would be expected to
have a negligible effect on the seeds at

ionization would be very dense. If such

a track went through an embryo, one
would expect damage to the primordia
of all leaves through which it passed.
The plant grown from such a seed might

show damaged areas in several leaves,

and from the positions of these one

the radiation levels encountered. (ii)
Electron and proton radiations which

and extent of original damage to the

comprise by far the most abundant type

embryo as it was traversed by the par?

cause genetic damage in individual scat-

ticles encountered would be expected to

of radiation and would be expected to

tered cells of the seed embryos. Read?
ings from ionization chambers in the

satellites, together with experience
gained from previous exposures to
known radiation sources, permit an ac?
curate estimate to be made of the fre?

should be able to estimate the course

ticle. The very-high-speed heavy par?
cause occasional damaged cells in the

seeds which would show as mutant
streaks in mature leaves. It was this

speculation that the experiment was
designed to verify.

The corn seeds used in these experi?

Corn Seeds Affected by

quency of leaf sectors to be expected
from this source. (iii) Heavy cosmic
ray particles, consisting of stripped
atomic nuclei having masses as high as
iron and traveling at very high speeds,
may produce a very broad path of dense
ionization as they enter matter. As the
particle slows down the track increases
in ionization density, and just before
its end it becomes very broad and
dense. This section, known as a thindown, may be as much as 25 ^ in

Heavy Cosmic Ray Particles

diameter in tissue and several milli-

pansion that occurs in subsequent

meters long. Since the particles are

growth. The seeds employed were of a
genotype that is heterozygous for alleles
controlling green (Yg2-dominant) versus
yellow-green (yg2-recessive) color of the
leaf. The larger the dose of radiation

35. F. Mazzi and F. Rinaldi, Acta Cryst. 13, 1139

(1960).
36. W. H. Zachariasen, Acta Cryst. 1, 265 (1948).
37. -, ibid. 1, 281 (1948).
16 May 1963

Abstract. Corn seeds of a special
genetic stock were recovered from two
satellite flights and the plants grown
from them were examined for abnor?
malities. Some evidence for a slight in?

traveling very fast in outer space, al?
most none of them would be expected
to be slowed down in a small object,
like a package of seeds, sufficiently to

crease in chromosomal deletions was

form a thindown. However, behind
rather thick shielding or when the par?

observed, which was predicted from the
flux of heavy cosmic ray primary par?
ticles. Nothing unexpected was ob?

countered rather frequently. Schaefer

ments have embryos in which six leaves
or leaf primordia are present in various
stages of development. Observations on
leaves 3 and 4 were used in these ex?

periments to obtain quantitative data
on genetic damage. These leaves are
most easily scored because of the size

and frequency of mutant sectors pro?

duced, which, in turn, are due to the
particular combination of numbers of
target cells in the embryonic initials
and the amount of cell division and ex?

delivered to one of the cells of an em?

served.

(1) has shown the maximum number to

The ionizing radiations which exist at
altitudes greater than 120 km, where
the earth's atmosphere is very sparse or
nonexistent, have been extensively stud?
ied in recent years with the aid of balloons and satellites. The biological effect

to decrease sharply at higher altitudes,
reaching zero in an unshielded situation
in outer space beyond about 80 km.
These high-energy heavy particles

bryonic leaf, the greater is the probabil?
ity that the cell will undergo chromo?
some breakage, and the higher is the
frequency of loss of the allele (Yg2) re?
sponsible for green color. As a conse?
quence of such a loss, this altered cell
and all its progeny will fail to form the
fully green chlorophyll of normal leaf
cells. Thus, a single "mutation" in an
embryonic leaf cell in this stock will

cannot be produced in the laboratory,
so there has been no direct biological
experience with them. Thus the chief

yellow-green streak or sector in the ma?
ture leaf (2). A microbeam of deuterons

ticles have penetrated the atmosphere
some distance, thindowns should be en?

occur at an altitude of about 40 km and

of these radiations has been predicted
from the physical measurements alone,
but it seems desirable to test these pre?
dictions with appropriate live material.

The present experiments employed

corn seeds as the test material. The
seeds were flown in satellites and re-

turned to the laboratory, where they
were germinated and grown. Certain of
the early leaves were examined for ab?

interest in this experiment was with this

from the Brookhaven cyclotron has

type of radiation, and corn seeds were
chosen as the test object because they
would be expected to respond to it in
an observable way.
In general, the biological damage
produced is proportional to the ioniza?
tion produced, and for the heavy par?

been developed as a tool for simulating
the biological effects of the thindown

ticles this ionization is concentrated in

normalities which would indicate radia?

very small volumes, except for the thin?

tion damage to the embryo. If radiation

down portion of the track. The diam?
eter of this part of the track may be
wide enough to hit several cells of the
corn embryo, and within its core the

causes genetic damage in one or more
individual cells of a leaf primordium of
the seed embryo, then for each mutated

show up in the growing plant as a

particles (3) and the effects of these
beams on this genetic stock of corn
have been described (4) and these re?
sults have been used to predict the ap?

pearance of a thindown hit in this

material.

Seeds were flown and successfully retrieved from two satellites: Discoverer

32 launched on 13 September 1961,
and a satellite launched in midsummer

1962 (5). These satellites were in polar
SCIENCE, VOL. 141
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orbit with an average altitude of about

Table 1. Frequency of yg2 sectors.

280 km for 27.3 and 49.6 hours, re?

spectively. In addition to the seeds, the

second flight had some nuclear track
plates packed in the corn.
After recovery, the corn was grown
in a controlled environment room,

along with control samples which had

been sent to Vandenberg Air Force
Base with the flight samples but not
flown. The results from coded scoring
of the frequency of ygi streaks on leaves
3 and 4 are presented in Table 1. An
analysis of variance of the data from
the first flight, utilizing the approximate
proportionality of the number of leaves
scored, gave no evidence for a signifi?
cant increase in the frequency of streaks
in the corn recovered from the flight as
compared to the controls. An analysis
of variance of the data from the second

flight, based on the method of weighted
squares of means, revealed a significant
increase in sector frequency for flight

pected were estimated in several ways.

Calibration measurements have indi?

chambers on these two flights, and they
recorded about 15 mrad and 3 rad, re?
spectively. This ionization would be due
almost entirely to electrons, protons, and
x-rays. This amount of radiation would
cause a negligible amount of radiation

cated that a low-energy proton flux hav?
ing about the same ionization density as

seed scored for leaf 4 but not for leaf 3.

damage in these seeds. Thus any dam?

On the other hand, it can be seen from
the data that, in the ten comparisons
made (five seed lots, two leaves each)
for the two flights combined, in eight

age observed must have been due to
heavier particles.

of these the sector frequency for the
flight seed was greater than for the

The flight film and control plates,
were developed along with an identical

plate which had been exposed to 44mev alpha particles as a reference for

controls, and in one it was the same.

relatively heavy particle tracks. The

Friedman's (6) rank sum test applied
to the pooled data gives evidence that

plates were carefully scanned for heavy

there is significantly more sectoring, but

only at the 5-percent level (y/i = 4.9), in
plants grown from the flight seed. The

conclusion reached from this analysis
is that there was little, if any, increase
in sector frequency due to the flights.
An exceptional yg2 sector frequency

observed in one plant may have been
due to a thindown particle hit on Dis-

particle tracks, and any tracks heavier
than the alpha tracks were scored. In
all, 64 cm2 of emulsion were scanned
on both flight and control plates and
the flight plates showed a track fre?
quency of two tracks per square centi?
meter for the 49.6-hour flight. None
was found on the controls. This agrees
well with results obtained by Hewitt
and Campbell (7). However, none of

coverer 32. In one-half of leaf 3 there

these tracks was more than about twice

were six separate vg2 streaks, in leaf 4
there were two such streaks, and one
also appeared in leaf 5. These leaves
overlap in the embryo so that this pat?
tern of hits may indicate a single major
thindown traversal. With this possible
exception there was no conclusive evid?
ence of more radiation damage in the
flight samples than in the controls.

the ionization density of an alpha track,
so that all were from particles traveling
at such velocities that they did not pro?

In addition to the data taken on the

frequency of yg* streaks, observations
were also made on the occurrence of

cut or notched leaves, aborted shoot
apexes, and files of dead leaf cells in

both the genetic stock and a commer?
cial hybrid corn that was used as pack?
ing in the first flight. These abnormali?
ties were found to be no more abundant
in the flight samples than in the controls.
The numbers of yg2 sectors to be ex-

very difficult to estimate their numbers.

The U.S. Air Force included ionization

duce tracks heavy enough to be classed
as thindowns. The one apparent thin?

down hit observed in one seed from the

first flight was probably a real effect,
since there was certainly a finite prob?
ability of receiving such a hit.

These emulsions gave information

the very energetic heavy particles will
produce about one streak on leaf 3 per
seed for a flux of 106 protons per square
centimeter. For the first flight, on this
basis, one might expect for the 182 seeds
no significant increase in mutant streaks,

but for the second flight, with 555

seeds, there might be an increase be?
tween 0.001 and 0.01 streak per leaf.
This is at best a rough approximation,
but is accurate enough to explain the

apparent slight increase in streaks found

in this experiment. It clearly indicates
that if the very heavy particles are trav-

eling at very high velocities, they can
pass through living cells and produce
little damage. This is in accord with
radiobiological expectations.
Particles producing ionization tracks

such as these are known to be very

effective relative to sparsely ionizing

tracks in producing chromosome breaks
in corn seeds, and this is the reason one
would expect a slight increase in streaking even though the ionization chamber

readings were very low.
The real purpose of this experiment
was to verify the predicted radiobiolog?
ical effect of the heavy cosmic ray pri?
mary particles, and to test whether any

unexpected biological phenomena ex-

isted in a satellite environment. Within

the limits of this biological system,
nothing unexpected was found (8).
Howard J. Curtis

only on the very heavy ionization tracks,

that is, those above alpha track ion

densities. It is possible to compute from
the work of Schaefer (1) the total num?
ber of heavy particles passing through

the samples; this amounts to about 380
and 670 per square centimeter, respec?
tively for the two flights. There would
also be some slow protons which would
cause dense ionization tracks, but it is

Harold H. Smith

Biology Department, Brookhaven

National Laboratory, Upton, New York
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ishes rapidly as the 5-alkyl substituent

is lengthened beyond three carbon
atoms. It is interesting that Fastier (2),
in his excellent review of the structure-

Radioprotection by Pressor
Abstract. ln the mouse, radioprotec?
tion is not always associated with the
effect of hypertensive amidines and re?
lated amines, The protection resulting
from this group of agents follows the

oxygen tension of radiosensitive tissues.
William E. Rothe

The possible correlation of chemical
structure, pressor activity, and radio-

Shirley M. Wilson

Young female mice (Bagg Swiss),
weighing 20 to 25 g, were used. Ten
control mice were irradiated simultane-

ously with each treated group and
thereafter both groups were housed
jointly. The radiation was done in a
specially designed cobalt-60 irradiator

which contained about 1200 curies of

After the observation that simple

the radiation chamber. The mice were

some of its homologs in an attempt to
relate structure to radioprotective ac?
tion and to discover more promising

agents. He found that activity dimin-

Table 1. Thirty-day survival data of mice receiv?

mechanism which leads to a lowered

Marie M. Grenan

Walter Reed Army Institute

of Research, Washington 12, D.C.
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cobalt-60, half above and half below

exposed in a plexiglass box which rotated through a flat radiation field of
about 100 r/min. In the experiment
with hypoxia, two treated and two con?
trol mice were irradiated simultane-

Glycogen Deposition in the Liver
Induced by Cortisone: Dependence
on Enzyme Synthesis
Abstract. The deposition of liver gly?

ously in a cobalt-60 Gammacell-220

cogen in starved rats given a single

ation chamber was gassed before and
during exposure with a mixture of 5

dose of cortisone is inhibited by puro?
mycin and actinomycin. The former
agent interferes with induced enzyme
formation in general, and the latter

(3) at about 1800 r/min. The irradi?

ing single doses of related pressor amines and

percent oxygen and 95 percent nitrogen.

Co60(1000r).

known to increase blood pressure (2),
but only two of these offered signifi?

amidines before irradiation to lethal doses of

activity through a pharmacological

stituent longer than three carbon atoms.

pharmacological reduction of intercellular oxygen tension.
?S-alkyl isothiuronium salts decrease radiosensitivity, Ashwood-Smith (1) tested

pressor amidines offer radioprotective

activity relationships of amidines, describes a loss of pressor action for
5-alkyl isothiuroniums with alkyl sub?

protection by these amidine derivatives
led to a study of the effects of pressor
amidines and pharmacologically related
amines on the radiosensitivity of mice.

Amidines

afforded mice by the optimal reduction
of intercellular oxygen.
The experimental results suggest that

Each of the chemicals tested is

with the cortisone-induced rise in liver

enzyme levels. The results suggest that

cant protection against lethal radiation.

the regulatory effect of cortisone on
carbohydrate metabolism may be

The survival data in Table 1 indicate

brought about by its action on the cel?

that radioprotection by amidines is not

lular concentration of certain enzyme

directly associated with their pressor
activity. In an attempt to explain this

proteins.

disparity, additional investigations were

Adrenocortical hormones, which in?

conducted with 5-ethyl isothiuronium

fluence the rate of certain metabolic

as a test compound.

processes in vivo, do not appear to act
as simple inhibitors or activators of en?
zymic reactions in vitro. Therefore,

The results in Table 1 show that S-

ethyl isothiuronium is radioprotective
when used over a wide dose range and
for a considerable period of time. Also,

papaverine, a known pharmacological
antagonist (2) significantly reduced the

protective effect of a massive dose of
5-ethyl isothiuronium. Other agents?
reserpine, atropine, phenergan, and di-

benzyline?had no influence on 5-ethyl

Knox, Auerbach, and Lin (1) suggested
that hormone action may be brought
about by changes in the actual concen?
tration of the protein moiety of specific
enzyme systems. The dependence on
enzyme synthesis of the acute stimula?
tion of glycogen deposition by cortisone
in the liver of starved rats has now

isothiuronium action. The favorable

been tested.

therapeutic ratio and the response to a

Recent data suggest that the rise of
enzyme activity induced by cortisone

specific antagonist are parallel to ac?

tions established for serotonin (4),

which is thought to decrease radio?
sensitivity through oxygen-dependent
pathways. A similar mechanism may
explain the action of 5-ethyl isothiu?
ronium since our data show that it

fails to increase the radioprotection

reflects an increase in the rate of de

novo enzyme synthesis. The accumula?
tion of liver tyrosine transaminase (2),

glutamic-alanine transaminase (3), and
tryptophan pyrrolase (4) has been mea?
sured immunochemically. Correspondingly, the administration of an inhibitor
SCIENCE, VOL. 141
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Seed Radiosensitivity:
A New Constant?

Abstract. Dormant seeds of different
species tolerate varying amounts of
ionizing radiation, species having smaller
nuclei in the apical meristem generally
withstanding greater exposure. Nuclear

volume (in f3) multiplied by radiation
exposure (in roentgens) equals a constant, estimated from 12 species to be

(10.14 ? 1.17) x 106. From nuclear
volumes alone, predictions of radiation
response for two unknown species were
made; experimental values in both cases
fell below the 95 percent but within the
99 percent confidence intervals of the
predictions.

describing high positive correlations of
nuclear volume (or DNA content) with
sensitivity of growing plants to chronic
irradiation and with frequencies of
somatic mutation and chromosome
aberration. Similar correlations exist for

sensitivities of 16 actively growing plant

species to acute x- or y-irradiation may

vary up to 125-fold as measured by

total exposure, but only 4-fold when the
criterion is energy absorbed per chromo-

some at the lethal exposure. The implication is that a similar quantity of
energy is absorbed for a similar amount

of nuclear damage regardless of total
radiation exposure. This striking concept was hinted at in earlier papers (2)

the ellipsoid formula:

34 a\ ( (a + b)

the sensitivity of dormant (seed) embryos to acute irradiation (3). We here
derive a constant with which seed radio-

Chromosome numbers were obtained

sensitivity can be predicted from nuclear
volume of certain embryonic cells.
Controlling important modifiers such
as seed moisture (4), we have found

from Darlington and Wylie (7) except
for Festuca elatior, which was determined in our laboratory from root tips.
The nuclear measurements, 50 percent exposures, and calculated values
for energy absorption for 12 species

that most interspecies differences in
radiosensitivity are attributable to nuclear volumes in the apical initial cells
of shoot meristems (5), although eight
additional measurements are required to
account for all genetic variability (6).
For comparisons between species, we
calculated the maximum radiation ex-

posure tolerated by seeds before the dry
weight of seedlings grown in controlled-

environment rooms was reduced by 50
percent ("50 percent exposure"). When
growth values were transformed to
probits, an almost linear response was
obtained with the logarithm of the
radiation exposure. Nuclear volumes

from 10 botanical families are listed in

Table 1. The second column from the

right is comparable to the pertinent
numbers of Sparrow et al. (1), except
for our using the 50 percent rather than
the lethal exposure. In our computa-

tions, however, a spread of more than
11-fold was obtained despite a range of
only 10-fold in tolerance as measured in
radiation units (kr, third column from

the right). When comparisons were
made on a per-nucleus rather than a
per-chromosome basis (right-hand column), a spread of about 3.3-fold was

were determined for dormant seeds

found.

stored at 35 to 60 percent relative
humidity; volume has been found to

The data from reference (1) were
used to determine energy absorbed per
nucleus at the lethal exposure, and a
28-fold range was found; however, the
range of the nine polyploid species was
only 8-fold and that of the seven diploid

remain unchanged within this range (4).

Sparrow et al. (1) observed that

all nuclei of the meristems of several

embryos were measured, "a" and "b"
values were averaged and average nuclear volume, V, was computed from

Embryos were excised from dormant

seeds, fixed in chrom-acetic-formalin,
infiltrated with tertiary butyl alcohol,

and embedded in paraffin. They were

then sectioned at 10 /, stained with
warm safranin, and counterstained with
fast green in clove oil. Cells in the apical
meristem region were examined at X 930
with an ocular micrometer, and two
measurements at right angles were made
for each nucleus: the longer axis was
designated "a" and the other "b." After

species was less than 5-fold. The apparent lack of concordance between the

two series of experiments may be as-

cribed to the facts that, in the experiments of Sparrow et al., actively grow-

ing meristems were irradiated to the
lethal point and most species-9 out of
16-were polyploid while, in our exper-

iments, dormant meristems were irradi-

Table 1. Test of the hypothesis that in dormant seeds of quite different sensitivity, as measured by total radiation exposure, similar or identical sensi-

tivity exists as measured by energy absorbed per chromosome or per nucleus. (SE, standard error.)

Energy per Energy per

Average nuclear Energy per Energy per 50% chromosome nucleus

Plant group and chromosome nucleusat 50

chromosome numberchroosome
volume
roentgen
per roentgen
50% exposure
at 50%
SE)per
per roentgen
per roentgen
(kr 4- SE)t at
exposure

(^3 =t SE) (ev)* (ev) (Mev) (Mev)

1. Cucumis sativus (14) 117 = 2.2 502.9 7,041 46.3- 0.21 23.28 326.0

2. Trifolium incarnatum (14) 126 = 1.4 541.6 7,583 135.0 4 3.74 73.12 1023.7
3. Brassica napus (38)t 125 = 0.2 198.0 7,522 142.2 i 8.11 28.16 1069.6
4. Linum usitatissimum (30) 164 ir 3.8 329.2 9,870 71.3 4 5.91 23.47 703.7
5. Lycopersicon esculentum (24) 193 4- 5.5 483.8 11,615 47.5 i 2.01 22.98 551.7
6. Lactuca sativa (18) 193 :t 0.3 645.1 11,615 47.3 + 3.66 30.51 549.4

7. Arachis hypogaea (40)t 249 =: 2.9 224.5 14,985 29.3 r? 0.82 6.58 439.1
8. Festuca elatior (42)t 435 +i 7.1 623.5 26,178 14.0 r 0.69 8.73 366.5
9. Hordeum vulgare (14) 467 =- 2.1 2,007.6 28,104 25.9 zf 1.99 52.00 727.9
10. Allium cepa (16) 901 = 21.0 3,388.7 54,222 13.0 - 0.38 44.05 704.9
11. Gossypium arboreum (26) 435 rt 3.6 1,006.8 26,178 16.8 4 0.27 16.91 439.8
12. Daucus carota (18) 114 t 1.8 379.7 6,830 61.8 ? 2.32 23.47 422.1

(Averages) (29.44) (610.4)

* Based on 1.77 ionizations per cubic micron of tissue per roentgen and 34 ev per ion pair; for the computations it is assumed that nuclei are composed
entirely of chromosomes. t Maximum exposure to seeds causing 50 percent reduction in seedling dry weight. t Polyploids.
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ated to a sublethal endpoint and most

species-9 out of 12-were diploid.
The search for a unifying concept of
seed radiosensitivity can be carried one

step further. The values in the last

column of Table 1 may be estimates of

a single number, representing the maxi-

mum energy (in Mev) which can be
absorbed by a dormant nucleus in the
apical meristem before growth of the
ensuing seedling will be reduced by 50
percent; the average value is 610.4 ?70.4 Mev. The only variables making
up this "constant" value (k) are the
nuclear volume and the 50 percent exposure; thus either could be used to
estimate the other. Since the experimenter is usually interested in predicting
radiation tolerance, it would be rela-

tively simple to section a few embryos
and measure apical nuclei. It follows

of 94.2 kr, with a 95 percent confidence

constant is obscure, but the practical

interval of 65.2 to 119.4 kr and a 99

importance is clear. Heretofore a person

percent confidence interval of 57.0 to
125.9 kr. The experimental value
(Table 1) was 61.8 _ 2.32 kr. Thus in

embarking on a radiation study with
dormant seeds of an untested species
could not predict whether his material
would be devastated by 1 kr or be

the 95 percent but within the 99 percent
confidence interval (8).
Since this report was first submitted,

unaffected by 100 kr. Now a few micro-

both tests the observed values fell below

we have been permitted access to rele-

seeds to tolerate before a significant

authors (9). Their study provides nu-

reduction in growth will occur.

20 species. Pertinent technical features
are: all species were from the family
Cruciferae and 16 of the 20 species
were diploid; dormant seeds were equilibrated at 70 percent relative humidity
then x-irradiated at 1200 r/min; exposures reducing survival by 50 percent

the 50 percent exposure

for dormant embryos in their most

numbers, from 10 to 64; and LDo0's,
from 15 to 240 kr. Ranges of energy per

nuclear volume

in roentgens (1)

resistant state, and
610.4 ? 70.4 Mev/nucleus

(1.77) (34) ev//y3/roentgen
(10.14 ? 1.17) X 106 (2)
therefore

(10.14 + 1.17) x 10 _
average nuclear volume (/C3)
the 50 percent exposure

in roentgens (3)

for dormant embryos in their most

THOMAS S. OSBORNE

clear volume and LD0o (lethal dose to
50 percent of the population) values for

growth; and nuclear volumes of apical
meristems were measured in sprouted
seedlings. Average nuclear volumes
ranged from 25 to 270 ju; chromosome

k

amount of radiation he can expect the

vant unpublished data from two Spanish

were determined after 2 months of

that

scopic measurements and some easy
arithmetic will reveal the approximate

chromosome and per nucleus at the
LD50 were inconclusive, being 6.6-fold
in the former case and 5.4-fold in the

ALLYN 0. LUNDEN

Agricultural Research Laboratory,*
Oak Ridge, Tennessee
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resistant state.
This method was tested on the last

two species of Table 1 prior to the performing of dose-response experiments.
For the first 10 species, average energy

per nucleus at the 50 percent exposure

Protein Synthesis During Development: Control

was 646.3 - 80.1 Mev, hence k was
calculated to be (10.74 ? 1.33) X 106.

through Messenger RNA

The 50 percent exposure for Gossy-

Abstract. Utilization of long-lived messenger RNA appears to be the exception
rather than the rule in cells which are differentiating and synthesizing large
amounts of specialized product at the same time. The fact that polyribosomes

pium arboreum, with an average nuclear
volume of 435 /3, was thus predicted to
be 24.7 kr with a 95 percent confidence
interval of 17.5 to 32.1 kr and a 99

percent confidence interval of 14.8 to

34.6 kr. The experimental value (Table
1) was 16.8 ?- 0.27 kr.
The data from G. arboreum were

then added to the preceding 10 species
and the average energy per nucleus at
the 50 percent exposure became

627.5 -- 74.8 Mev, and k was thus

(10.43 ? 1.24) X 10'. Daucus carota

(average nuclear volume 114 )) was

predicted to have a 50 percent exposure

synthesize protein after RNA synthesis is turned off by actinomycin D is used to
demonstrate messenger RNA of long half-life. The data suggest that most tissues

examined have short-lived messenger RNA's, but the ocular lens can synthesize
protein after an incubation of 24 hours in 40 pg of actinomycin D per milliliter.
A common basis for the presence of long-lived messenger RNA in the cells of the
lens, the feather, and in reticulocytes is discussed.
A mark of the differentiated cell is its

capacity to synthesize structural or en-

zymatic cell specific proteins. Some
cells, such as skin, liver, muscle, connective tissue, reticulocyte, pancreas,
and thyroid, produce large amounts of

one or a few kinds of protein. We have
asked whether all or only some differ-

entiating cells synthesize their specialized product on messenger RNA which
has a long half-life. It has already been
shown that hemoglobin (1) and feather
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close to the range of values for natural
radiation background. Visible changes
in the skeleton have been reported only
after hundreds of rep were accumulated
and tumors only after 1500 or more
[were accumulated].
In relation to world-wide contamina-

tion, food chains are important. Fallout
contaminates plants through ground and
leaf deposition; animals eat these plants.
Therefore, milk and cheese are human

sources of radiostrontium, being high in

calcium. Throughout this chain, strontium is discriminated against relative to
calcium, which reduces the hazard somewhat. It must be remembered that in

regions where soil and water are low in
calcium, calcium and strontium will be
more readily taken up.
Therapy of radiation injury: while
treatment is difficult, some success has
been achieved with antibiotics and prop-

erly timed blood transfusions. Shielding
of a portion of the body appears to give
a degree of protection disproportionately
large for the mass shielded. Experiments
set up to explain this fact may help in developing a rational treatment. Also, vari-

ous forms of treatment given immedi-

ately before radiation have been devised,
but do not appear in any sense practical.
Studies of this sort may, however, provide a basis for future discoveries ....

through programs in agriculture and food
processing research.
Changes therefore may be expected to

come in a series of little steps, none of

Agriculture, Food Supplies,
and Atomic Radiation

which in themselves may be of great impact, but which, through the years, are
likely to be impressive in their total.
Another broad conclusion is that the

slowly rising background of radiation
caused by weapons testing in peacetime
at the present rate is not likely to impair
or interfere with food production. Levels
of radiation considered tolerable by man
are below those believed to have effects

The committee interpreted its task as
requiring its members to survey the scientific aspects of that great sequence of
events which precedes the delivery of
food items to the ultimate consumer, and
to do so from two separate viewpoints.
These were (i) the beneficial effects that
may result from the deliberate involvement of radiation of any sort with constructive intention, or what has been
spoken of so frequently as the "peaceful

uses of atomic energy," and (ii) the

harmful or disadvantageous effects of
radiation of any sort due to nuclear warfare, to accidents involving atomic power

plants, or even to a slowly rising background of radiation that conceivably may

follow as a result of atomic technological developments in industry.
Public and private funds are currently
being expended in the United States for

This article is, with some shortening of the subheads, the text of the summary report of the Committee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation on Agriculture and Food Supplies. The report is one part
of a study of the Biological Effects of Atomic Radiations conducted by the National Academy of Sciences with the support of the Rockefeller Foundation. The full report will be published in monograph form by the NAS. The committee members

are A. G. Norman, University of Michigan, chairman; C. L. Comar, Oak Ridge National Laboratory; George W. Irving, Jr., U.S. Department of

Agriculture; James H. Jensen, Iowa State College;
J. K. Loosli, Cornell University; Roy L. Loworn,
North Carolina State College; Ralph B. March,
University of California, Riverside; George L. McNew, Boyce Thompson Institute for Plant Re-

search; Roy Overstreet, University of California,
Berkeley; Kenneth B. Raper, University of Wisconsin; H. A. Rodenhiser, U.S. Department of
Agriculture; W. Ralph Singleton, University of Virginia; Ralph G. H. Siu, Office of the Quartermaster
General; G. Fred Somers, University of Delaware;
and George F. Stewart, University of California,
Davis.

research in agriculture and food processing at a rate in the vicinity of $300 million annually. An undeterminable but
not insignificant fraction of this considerable body of research involves radiation or radioistotopes. Members of the
committee did not believe it to be in-

cumbent upon them to defend or justify,

to criticize, or to challenge applications
of atomic radiation to agriculture that
have been developed or are under discussion. They did not wish to evaluate
the programs of particular agencies or

groups, but instead with judicial mind to

in plants or animals that would place
food production in jeopardy. However,

the high levels of radiation which might

develop in small or large areas as a re-

sult of [the use of] atomic or thermonuc-

lear weapons in wartime, or from mishaps with nuclear power plants in peacetime, could have catastrophic effects on
agricultural production that might be of
long duration, because of injury to personnel and animals, disruption of services, and contamination of soil, vegetation, and water supplies.

examine the accomplishments and the
potentialities, the implications and the

Tracer Studies in Agriculture

production and processing of agricultural
products.

effects of radiation, the committee endeavored, not wholly successfully, to separate in its thinking those benefits that
may arise from additions to the pool of
basic knowledge about plants and ani-

limitations of radiation as related to the

One broad conclusion is that there is

not imminent any drastic change in agricultural production as a result of the ap-

plication of radiation. However, radia-

tion techniques provide new tools for research and may aid agricultural produc-

tion by improving and enhancing the
efficiency of production methods.
The committee is strongly of the view
that the applications of radiation will be
of far greater immediate consequence
to agricultural research than directly to
agriculture, and that most of the benefits
that may arise to agriculture, as manifest in the availability of an adequate
and varied supply of wholesome food for
man, wherever he may be, will come as
a summation of many improvements,
small and large, in materials, in plants
and animals, and in the technology of

husbandry and processing developed

In the consideration of the beneficial

mals and their welfare from those more

direct effects that may specifically result
from the exposure of plants, animals, or
agricultural products to radiation. Tracer
studies in the biological sciences have already been enormously fruitful in aiding
the elucidation of essential metabolic

processes in plants and animals and may
be expected to be increasingly so as the
number and diversity of such experiments increases. When there is knowl-

edge and understanding of a process,

then comes the opportunity to control it
for a desired end; in this way the art of
agriculture is transformed to the science
of agriculture.
The committee endeavored to make

the separation mentioned above because
63
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of the conviction that there is nothing
unique about radioistotopic studies as applied to agricultural research. Tracer
techniques, however, frequently permit
answers to be obtained to questions which
seemed previously unanswerable by conventional experimentation. The involvement of isotopes puts a new dimension
into metabolic studies, and areas, formerly dark, may now stand out in relief.
It is worthy of comment that many of
the applied problems involved in the arts
or technology of agriculture are as susceptible to study by procedures involving radioisotopes as are those more basic
questions of plant and animal physiology
or nutrition. Excellent examples of this
type of employment of isotopes are to be
found in work on the placement and recovery of phosphorus fertilizers in soils,
the efficiency of various methods of application of insecticides, fungicides, and
herbicides, the determination of postharvest residues of such chemicals, the
extent of utilization of feed components
by animals, and so forth. It is to be anticipated that there will be greatly increased use of tracer radioisotopes in the
solution of such applied problems and

cies by exposure to x-radiation, gamma
radiation, and other forms of radiation.
The changes which result are possibly

research may be considerable. Further,

in physiological properties that may alter
the relationships of the plant with its en-

that the immediate dividends from such

it is likely that new methods of employ-

ing isotopes advantageously will be developed; the ingenuity of investigators

in this field should not be underestimated.

Because of the unanimity of their views

as to the enormous potentialities of isotope tracers as a research tool in agricul-

due to chromosome deletions or aberra-

tions. There is some difference of opin-

ion whether radiation-induced mutants

intentionally obtained are qualitatively
identical with those which occur spontaneously from naturally occurring mutagenic agents, but there is no doubt that
their frequency is increased. Even so, the
mutation rate in most species is still very
small, and furthermore most mutations

are disadvantageous. The investigator
seeking to exploit this phenomenon must
expect to have to handle very large pop-

ulations, and so far he has been able to
look only for desirable changes that are
reflected in morphology or appearance
and therefore can readily be seen, or for
changes which can be recognized by some
blanket method such as inoculating all
irradiated plants with disease organisms
in the hope of finding one or more exhibiting resistance to infection.
It is likely that characters at present
unrecognized also undergo change and
that there are unexplored potentialities
for effecting improvement in quality that

may alter the demand for the plant, or
vironment.

It would be a mistake to imply that
this new development has greatly simplified the tasks of those involved in crop

improvement. On the contrary, it has
made them more complex, but, by ex-

tural science and biology generally, the
committee gave some consideration to

tending the boundaries, offers many new
possibilities. It is not to be expected that

for training or funds for specialized equipment for such studies. The consensus
seemed to be that motivation for the use

be obtained by simple irradiation of pres-

whether there are limitations in facilities

of such techniques must come from individual investigators themselves, that the
necessary know-how is to be found in al-

most all research institutions, and that
progress in agricultural research is not at

the moment limited by inadequacies in
dissemination of knowledge and techniques. There was, however, a feeling
that much of the graduate training in
this field is rather informal, that more
universities might consider establishing
courses in which the methodology, techniques, and principles of this new and
powerful science are expounded, and that
there is an additional need for an ad-

vanced training program for specialists
in radiochemistry and radiobiology who
may be developers of new techniques or
interpreters of new applications of potential value in agricultural research.
Crop Production
It is abundantly established that mutations can be induced in many plant spe-

acceptable new agronomic varieties can

ent varieties, though this is possible if
large enough populations are examined.
In general, however, back-crossing and

recombination are needed to add the new

characteristic to a crop plant acceptable

in other repects.
As yet relatively few new varieties of

economic plants, developed from radiation-induced mutants, have actually been

introduced and widely planted. These,
however, do attest to the potentialities
of this procedure. Much of the research

effort in this field has properly been devoted to the investigation of techniques,
to such vital questions as the determination of the particular stage of development at which radiation exposure may
be most effective, and to the comparative
mutability of crop species. It appears that
different species cannot be expected to
respond in an identical manner. More
perhaps is known about this aspect of
corn genetics than of any other major
crop plant.
Mutations in microorganisms may similarly be induced by exposure to various
types of radiation, though at considerably
higher radiation levels than with crop

plants. The changes induced have been
shown to include the degree of virulence

and host range of certain pathogenic
fungi. The suggestion has repeatedly
been made that the plant pathologist
should examine this phenomenon so as

to anticipate disease-resistance requirements in a breeding program. As yet,
however, there have been no significant
results along these lines. Considerable
success has been achieved in the development of greatly enhanced antibiotic production by some molds through radiation-induced mutation and selection.

Similar genetic changes in the case of
other microorganisms have produced information about the likelihood of genetic
control of metabolic processes.

There is considerable evidence that
bud mutations or somatic mutations can

be induced by radiation and that this
phenomenon can be exploited in the development of new strains of crop plants
that are normally propagated by cuttings

and grafting. This may be of special

value in the improvement of some such
crops, but as yet there have been no
striking accomplishments in this direction. Progress in such studies is, however,
inevitably slow because of the nature of
the materials and the length of time
necessary to recognize a desirable change
and to produce the stocks necessary for
field evaluation.

Since the mutation rate of plants may

be enhanced by radiation, presumably
there is some possibility of the appearance of undesirable mutants in areas

where the background radiation becomes
higher than normal for any reason. This
may be of some significance in connection with waste-disposal practices or
atomic accidents. There is, however, no
evidence of such changes in areas containing radioactive springs or ores. This
may be due to lack of intensive examination of the vegetation of such areas, and
such surveys are to be encouraged. However, the likelihood of appearance of undesirable lines under radiation levels

that would be tolerated on other grounds
seems small.

There is no evidence that plant growth
is stimulated or crop yields increased by
exposure to low levels of radiation, despite earlier well-publicized claims to
this effect. Radioactive fertilizers, used
in a conventional manner, produce yield
increments no greater than expected
from ordinary fertilizers.

Plants accumulate nutrient elements

present in the root zone in solution or

absorbed onto soil colloids, but nonnutri-

ent elements are not excluded and may
similarly be taken up. The availability of

radioisotopes has greatly improved the

understanding of plant nutrition and soil-

plant relationships and may be expected
to aid substantially in the improvement
of cultural practices, as indicated earlier.
SCIENCE, VOL. 124
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Through the use of isotopes it has been
demonstrated unequivocally that certain
elements can enter the plant through the

leaves. This is of some consequence in
relation to fallout. Radioisotopes of long
life or high activity if deposited in fallout from an atomic or thermonuclear in-

cident are likely to be accumulated in
crop plants by root uptake from the soil
and entry through the foliage. Some of

the products deposited may be initially
quite insoluble, but may become soluble
through weathering. Others, initially soluble, may be irreversibly fixed by many

soils in a form not readily available to
crops. It appears at present that strontium-90 and iodine-131 are the chief
radioactive elements which are of concern in such circumstances. The subse-

quent use of such crops presents a great
diversity of problems depending on the
level of radioactivity, its nature, and the
specific use of the crop. The committee
was interested to learn that the Department of Agriculture is preparing for farmers some informational material relat-

ing to these problems.

The committee desires to examine further the available information on the

interactions of fallout components with
soil, their entry and accumulation in crop

plants in order to determine whether
there is available the necessary basic information from which appropriate agro-

nomic recommendations could be formu-

lated for agricultural operations in areas
that may have undergone any likely level

of contamination.

and pathological changes, often with the
intention of transferring the information

by analogy to problems of responses in
man. The sequence of changes induced
in most farm animals by heavy radiation

exposures has been well defined. There

are one or two examples, however, of the

use of radiation exposure as a research
tool for inhibiting certain functions in
animals. For example, various functions
in the oviduct of poultry can be blocked
by proper radiation techniques, thereby
permitting a study of the contribution
made by the parts of this organ.

Much of the work with radioisotopes
in the animal field centers around problems of animal nutrition and metabolism,
and substantial progress has been made
both in the elucidation of fundamental

problems of animal physiology as well as

in those of a more applied character,

such as the utilization of feed constitu-

ents and the incorporation in animal

tissues of inorganic constituents of forages. The experimenters in this field at
present encounter one serious difficulty,
which in the case of the larger farm animals greatly limits the scale of activity.
This is the problem of the salvage or disposal of animals after use in experiments
involving radioisotopes or radiation exposure. Even in the case of short halflife isotopes and at tracer levels only,
the animals cannot be marketed through
the usual outlets. This problem is of
course much more serious with dairy or
beef cattle than with hogs or poultry because the cost to the program is so much
greater. Moreover, this limitation tends

to restrict undesirably the scale and

Animal Production

Whereas it appears that crop improve-

ment programs may be considerably
aided by the availability of radiation-

induced mutants that may have certain
desirable characteristics capable of incorporation into an agronomically acceptable variety, currently available evidence does not suggest that a similar approach with animals would be so rewarding. This statement is made not from a
belief that farm animals are inherently
less responsive to radiation than plants,
but because physical differences of size,
cost, generation time, and so forth militate against extensive studies with ani-

scope of such experiments, with the result that the conclusions may be less
surely established than if the numbers
of animals used were larger.
It appeared to the committee, therefore, that essential research on farm animals using radioisotopes or radiation is
being discouraged by the high costs involved because animals must be de-

stroyed at the termination of experiments. It recommends that a special com-

mittee be appointed to study this prob-

lem and to develop procedures and

standards that, if followed and enforced,

would adequately protect the consumer

United States is to be attempted, based
on the virtual elimination of this fly from

the island of Curacao by the release of
males rendered sterile by radiation exposure. This technique may not be generally applicable to all insect pests.
Radioisotopes in Agricultural
Products and Foods
The committee discussed in detail

some of the difficult problems that may
arise because of the presence of a radio-

isotope burden in agricultural products
and foods higher than that "naturally
occurring." The applicable legislation in
this area is clouded with uncertainties

because the very possibility was not envisaged by those who enacted the laws
and defined the responsibilities of the
agencies that protect the public food supply. There are no permissible limits for
radioisotopes in foods; any burden above
the "natural" is regarded as undesirable.
The current interpretation of the law
places isotopes in the same category as
poisonous additives. It is difficult, however, to be wholly consistent in this, inasmuch as the normal radioisotope burden varies considerably in different agricultural products, and in the same product from different locations. Moreover,
the testing of atomic and nuclear weapons is placing in soil, water, and air, the
world over, radioisotopes not formerly
present, though at extremely low levels.
The "natural content" of foods now con-

sumed by animals and man is not the
same as in the preatomic age. Though
extremely small, the increment is measurable and inescapable.
It is to be anticipated that there will

be in the years ahead a slowly rising

background of radiation manifest in agricultural and food products by the presence of the isotopes of elements not previously found therein or of "unnatural"
levels of radioactivity. Atomic warfare
might greatly increase the rate of this
development. As pointed out earlier in
this report, radiostrontium is particularly
the element which would cause concern

in the latter event. Forage directly contaminated with fallout, if consumed by

but permit the marketing of animals that

farm animals soon after deposition, might
cause radiation injury from the presence

mals and act as obstacles that cannot

in experimentation have been brought

into contact with radioactive substances

readily be overcome. Probably only with
poultry and to a lesser degree with swine

or exposed to radiation.
The welfare of the livestock popula-

of insoluble radioactive products. Strontium is metabolically similar to calcium
and moves into bone and other calcium-

would it be possible to handle large
enough populations, and even here, if
one extrapolates from the smaller lab-

oratory animals, the chances of improve-

ment seem slim. At present, one such
study, with chickens, is known to be

underway.

Limited whole-body exposure studies
with farm animals have primarily been
carried out to investigate physiological

tion is enhanced if troublesome insect

pests can be controlled or eradicated.
As mentioned earlier, insecticide studies
have been greatly aided by the availability of radioisotopes as tracers, but
in addition there may be certain oppor-

tunities for control of insect pests by
taking advantage of radiation-vulnerable
stages in their life cycles. Eradication of
the screw-worm fly from the southeastern

accumulating tissues or fluids. Much is

known of the relative behaviors of cal-

cium and strontium, but there appears
to be no way of wholly preventing strontium retention. There is some evidence

that poultry may "decontaminate" or
"detoxify" themselves by reason of a continued dilution through transfer to egg-

shell. In meat animals, certain tissues
might be consumable if boned out, but
65
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such an expedient would be beyond the
ordinary scope of meat inspection. Dairy
products would contain radiostrontium
for some considerable time after cows

had ingested strontium-containing forage.

Moreover, all available feeds, in heavily
contaminated areas, might contain significant levels of radiostrontium, perhaps
for years.

At present it is not possible to say at
what level a food, otherwise wholesome,
becomes unwholesome or deleterious by
reason of the presence of an unnatural
burden of radioactivity. There is a great
deficiency of requisite data on the longterm biological effects that may follow
the ingestion of such foods by animals
and man. Situations in which such infor-

background and pose difficult problems
of land use for agricultural purposes.
Limited ecological studies are in progress in the vicinity of certain AEC installations, but it may be wise to consider
this general problem somewhat more

widely and to attempt to establish,

through careful sampling, the present
background in representative agricultural areas and in their chief crop and

livestock products.
Research activities might appropriately

be carried out on areas near weapons

test sites where substantially greater
changes in background would be anticipated. The distribution in the environment, in the soil at various depths, in
the vegetation, in the wildlife, in the

mation might be of great public importance are not inconceivable and possibly

streams, and so forth would all be perti-

The committee therefore urgently recommends that appropriate experimenta-

studied. Forested land, range land, rotation grassland, and plowland, irrigated
and nonirrigated, may each present a

inevitable.

tion be immediately activated to provide specific information about possible
total or cumulative biological effects that
might follow the ingestion of such foods.
It further urges that the planning of such

experiments be broadly based and that

the development of the experimental designs and details of their subsequent ex-

ecution be most carefully considered in
order that the emerging data will be acceptable as a basis for the crucial deci-

sions that ultimately will have to be

taken, and directly of value to the regulatory agencies charged with the protection of the public interest.

nent. The rate of accumulation in soil

as affected by land use ought to be

different situation. It is possible that certain of the state agricultural experiment
stations might be in a position to undertake limited surveys of this type on areas
likely to be under their control for some
considerable time in the future.

The committee recognized clearly that

sustained monitoring and ecological research activities of this type are expensive

and are not apt to be professionally rewarding to the individuals participating
therein because trends and conclusions

would emerge only slowly. However, to
be able to recognize changes in the levels
of radioactivity in the environment and
in products removed therefrom, and to

follow movements in the system, may

Environmental Changes

well be in the public interest from a long-

and Ecological Studies

range viewpoint.

In the decades ahead there is a strong
possibility that the general background
of radioactivity in agricultural areas will
rise. Contributing to this would be fallout, if weapons testing continues, and
wastes from nuclear power plants or isotope processing plants. As indicated in
the report of another committee, every
effort will have to be made to contain

radioactive wastes. Atomic warfare or ac-

cidents involving nuclear power sources
could of course greatly augment. the

Food Processing

A recent development in food technology, potentially of considerable and
possibly of dramatic significance, is the
recognition of the fact that radiation can
be used as a means of preserving certain
foodstuffs or of lengthening shelf life,
either unrefrigerated or refrigerated. The

radiation source may be gamma rays or

high-energy electron beams. No radioactivity is induced in the irradiated material. Feeding experiments to date indicate that foods so irradiated will prove
to be suitable and safe for consumption
by man. Parasites in meat and meat
products can be killed by exposure to
penetrating radiation, and undesirable
postharvest changes in plant products,
such as the sprouting of potatoes, can
be delayed.
The prime objective in radiation processing is to destroy microorganisms, or so
greatly to reduce the microbial population (radiation pasteurization) that spoilage is long delayed. To accomplish this,
very heavy radiation exposures are necessary because microorganisms are much
less sensitive to radiation than are ani-

mals and higher plants. The food processor is particularly attracted by the fact
that the radiation exposure can and
should be carried out after packaging.
The acceptability of some radiationsterilized foods is open to doubt because
of the development of off-flavors and
changes in odor or in the texture of the
tissues. Much of the developmental work
in this field, however, has been of a rather

empirical nature, and it is possible that
through research means may be found
to repress some of these undesirable
changes.
Although the feasibility of radiation

sterilization has been amply demon-

strated, the economics of the various
processes have not yet been established.
This development has largely been financed by the military with the Army

Quartermaster Corps as the primary

agency involved, but there has been a
broad basis of cooperation in industry

and elsewhere, with some technical guidance and evaluation by advisory committees of the National Academy of Sciences.

Having in mind the magnitude and coherence of the current broad programs
in this area, the committee was of the
opinion that the potentialities of this use
of radiation are being thoroughly explored and that the interests of the food
consumer will be adequately protected.
At a later date, the committee expects
to review particularly the evidence of
wholesomeness and acceptability of irradiated foods.

It is commonly said that P. G. Tait laid down the length of a drive on mathematical

principles which could not be exceeded, and that his son drove the ball farther. But at that

time Tait had not realized the full effect of spin on the ball.-OLIVER LODGE, in Past
Years, an Autobiography. (Young Tait was a golf champion.)
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VEGETATIONAL RECOVERY ON ATOMIC TARGET AREAS IN NEVADA'
LORA M. SHIELDS, PHILIP V. WELLS, AND WILLIAM H. RICKARD
I)epartmnent of Biology, New Mexico Highlands University, Las Vegas, N. Mex.,

Department of Botany, UJniversity of Kansas, Lawzerence, Kansas,
and

Biology Operation. Hanford Laboratories, General Electric Comnpanly,
Richland, Washington

INTRODUCTION

Shields and Wells (1962) appraised the effects
of fission-type nuclear detonations on perennial

plant cover at the Nevada Test Site in the northern Mohave Desert. The present paper resumes

the account of denuding and recolonization, by
annual species in particular, in the vicinity of seven

grouniid zeros. Observations dated from Operation Plumbbob (1957), the last full-scale surface

nuclear test series in Nevada, through the 1961
growing season.
TFhe area under consideration is Yucca Flat,
an arid internal drainage basin extending approxiiiiately 20 miles in a north-south direction and
varyinig from 16 to 18 miles latitudinally. A playa
nmarks the lowest section, altitude 3,915 feet, somewvhat off-center toward the southeast foothill zone.
The interrupted surrounding mountains reach a
lheiglht of 7,300 feet to the north. The Sonoran

2

anld tranisitional vegetatiQn types in Yucca Flat
(grow at moderate daytime and low night tempera-

9

Hi hway

tures during the winter and spring. Summer

noonday temperatures regularly reach 110-115?F.
SI)oradic precipitation amounts to 4 to 5 in. annually at the lower elevations, approximately onetllir(1 falling as sn0ow.

Yucca

Area

11

playa
Scale: 3 mi 3

METHODS

The area of complete initial denuding was established at five tower-shot sites and two balloon

1 This investigation was supported by contract AT (292)517 between the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission and
New Mexico Highlands University. Logistic support in
the field was provided by the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission's Civil Effects Test Operations.

FIG. 1. Approximate locations of ground zero sites,

Yucca Flat, Operation Plumbbob, 1957: tower target
areas 1, 4, 2, 2c, and 3; balloon sites 7 and 9.

ground zeros (Fig. 1). In late April or early
May, 1958-61, during the height of flowering in
annuals, plant cover was determined on tower
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target areas by a modification of the Braun-Blanquet cover-class method developed by Daubenmire
(1959). Permanent 100-ft lines were spaced at
0.1-mile intervals to a distance of 1 mile in one
direction from each of five ground zeros and at
0.3, 0.6, and 1 mile in a second direction from
two. Cover by species was estimated within each
of fifty 2- by 5-dm frames placed at 2-ft intervals
along the 100-ft tape. For Wa particular species
the cover-class estimate within each frame was

converted to its mean percentage value (1 = 2.5%,
2 =15%, 3 = 37.5%, 4=62.5 %, and 5 =
87.5 %O ). Data for 50 frames were totaled and
averaged to obtain cover percentages by that species. The sum of these species averages constituted the cover percentage along the 100-ft line.
Since this cover-class method of expressing plant
cover applies to the canopy of each species, overlapping of canopies may allow total cover to ex-

ceed 100%. Dturing the same period total vegetative cover was measured anniiually on control
plots as well as on areas deniuded by blading to
depths of 3-12 in. in March 1958. In July of
1959 and 1960, percentage cover by Salsola kali
(Russian thistle) was determined within 0.3 to
0.5 mile of each of five tower sites.
VEGETATIONAL CHARACTER AND TEST HISTORY
OF TARGET SITES
Target areas 1 and 4 were located in a predominantly Grayia spinosa-Lycium andersonji
shrub type. A Larrea divaricata remnant fringed
area 1 to the south and east. Tower groundzeros 2 and 2c, as well as balloon sites 7 and 9,
were in the Coleogyne ramosissima zone typical of

the basin margins and foothills. An A triplex
confertifolia-Kochia americana stand north of the
playa surrounded ground-zero 3.
Certain target areas had served as shot sites in
stuccessive test seasons ordinarily scheduled in alterniate years. Of the five tower ground zeros
studied in Yucca Flat, 1, 2, anid 4 each had been
the site of four detonations at altitudes ranging
from 300 to 500 ft. Balloon shots, frequently of
a higher energy yield, usually were fired from a
height of 1,500 ft. The two balloon ground zeros
in Yucca Flat, 7 and 9, served repeatedly as detonation sites during each test season.
From the time of the first shot at each target
area until the suspension of testing, vegetational
recovery had not been allowed to proceed beyond
the second year. Previous to the 1957 test series,
the second-year vegetation within 0.6 mile of
ground-zeros 1 and 4 had consisted in August of
a 35-50%o cover of Salsola kali (Fig. 2). At
ground-zero 2, in the northwest quadrant of
Yucca Flat, the surrounding area was barren ex-

FIG. 2. Larrea divaricata surrounded by second-year
stand of Salsola kali 0.5 mile from ground-zero 1. Photograph taken in August 1957, preceding September detonation.

cept for sparse small plants of Oryzopsis hymenoides, Salsola kali, and Eriogonum nidularium.

This ground zero was at the periphery of overlapping zones denuded earlier in 1957 by two
detonations (0.5 mile northeast and 0.5 mile southeast). Two remaining tower target areas, 2c and
3, were initial shot sites.

The following list includes the plant species of
the Nevada Test Site which are referred to in this
report. Nomenclature follows Munz and Keck
(1959).
Shrub species

Atriplex canescens (Pursh) Nutt. (Four-wing saltbush)

Atriplex confertifolia (Torr. and Frem.) S. Wats.
(Shadscale)
Coleogyne ramosissima Torr. (Black brush)
Grayia spinosa (Hook.) Moq. (Hop-sage)
Hymenoclea salsola T. and G. (Burrobrush)
Kochia americana Wats. (Gray molly)
Larrea divaricata Cav. (Creosote bush)
Lycium andersonii Gray (Desert thorn)

Menodora spinescens Gray (Ground thorn)
Tree species

Yucca brevifolia Engelm. (Joshua tree)
Perennial grasses

Oryzopsis hymenoides (Roem. and Schult.) Ricker
(Indian rice grass)

Stipa speciosa Trin. and Rupr. (Needlegrass)
Other non-shrubby perennials
Sphaeralcea ambigua Gray (Globe mallow)
Stanleya pinnata (Pursh) Brit. (Desert plume)
Annual species
Amsinckia tessellata Gray (Fiddleneck)
Bromus rubens L. (Brome grass)
Chaenactis spp.

Chaenactis stevioides Hook. and Arn. (Esteve pincushion)
Cryptantha circumscissa (H. and A.) Johnston
Cryptantha nevadensis Nels. and Kenn.
Cryptantha spp. (Forget-me-not)
Eriogonum nidularium Cov. (Wild buckwheat)
Erodium cicutarium (L.) L'Her. (Storkshill, desert
filaree)
Gilia latiflora A. Gray (Gilia)
Gilia spp.
Malacothrix glabrata (Gray) Gray
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Men [zelia albicaulis Dougl. (Stickleaf)
Phacelia freniontii Torr.

Salsola kali L. (Russian thistle)

RESULTS

Specific patterns of injury during the
1957 test season

Blast and shock effects. A typical tower shot
of approximately a 20-kiloton yield (1957) eliminated all desert shrub vegetation withiln 0.5 mile
(Fig. 3). The seed-containiing layer of topsoil
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FIG. 3. Same area as shown in Fig. 2, seen from 0.4
mile north of ground-zero 1 in December 1957, 3 months
following niuclear detonation.

was remiioved within the 0.1- to 0.3-mile radius.
Somiiewhat nearer to ground zero the remaining
sublstrate was considerably loosened by soil displacement. Stem damage from blast and root
injury frolmi the slhock wave travelinig throuigh the
grounid possibly accounit for most of the gross
effects on vegetation beyond the perimeter of com-

plete denudation (Shields anid \Vells 1962). MIechanical damage to perennials was selective, tending to vary with stem rigidity and to extenid asymmetrically to a greater distance oni less consolidated substrata. At approximately 0.6 mile, the
burned crowns of bunchgrasses, Oryzopsis hymenoides and Stipa speciosa, remained alive (Fig.
4). Flexible-stemmed or low shrubs, as Larrea
divaricata and Menodora spinescens, persisted at
around 0.7 mile, sometimes forming a distinct
shrub line. Beyond 0.8 to 1.0 mile most perennial
species remaining after the 1957 test series shlowed
no gross damage. In places at a distance of 1.2
miles, blast had snapped the mature Yucca brevifolia. The brittle wood of Grayia spinosa was
also especially susceptible to mechanical inljury.
Thermal effects. Thermal damage froml- tower
detonations in the 1957 test series, ranging from

approximiiately 11- to 43-kilotoln yields, typically
extended out somewhat beyond 0.6 mile as evideniced by unilateral searing of surviving bunchgrasses. Normally a thermal energy of 5-7 cal/
cm2 will ignite dry grass, and 10-15 cal/cm2 will
char vegetation (Glasstolne 1962). At grouniid-

[33] ** SHRUBS SURVIVE

FIG. 4. Genieralized diagram showing nuclear effects
on vegetation and approximate thermal and ionizing
radiationi yields per kiloton 1 minute after burst within
1.0 mile of tower grounid zeros at the Nevada Test Site.
Ioinizinig ra(liation levels appear in roentgen equivalents
for imiamimlals per kiloton yielcl, and thermal enlergy is

given as cal/Cm2. For the typical tower detonlation
(1957), each of the above figures would be multiplied by
20. A fission-type nuclear device has beeni calculated to
release 50% of its energy as shock, 35% as heat, and
15% as other forms of radiation (Glasstone 1962).

zero 1, for four shots totaling 93 kilotons (11- to

43-kilotoni individual yields), the initegrated thermiial levels averaged 2.8 cal/cm2 per kiloton at
0.6 miiile, ranging at this distance for the four tests
froml 31 cal/cm2 (11-kiloton) to 120 cal/cm2 (43kilototn).
Ionizing radiation effects. Except for the de-

struction of plant cover by thermal and mechanical damage within the 0.5-mile radius, gross radiation effects would doubtless be in evidence at all
grounld zeros. At ground-zero 1 the estimated
acute gamma exposure at 0.15 mile averaged
aroundl 30,000 r per kiloton yield.2 At 0.6 mile,
where the estimated initegrated gamma dosage was
on the order of 14,000 r from the total 93-kiloton
yield of the four shots, averaging 155 r per kiloton,
the acute gamma exposure would have ranged for
inldividual shots from 1,705 r (11-kiloton ) to

2 Private communication, calculations by Jerry G.
Lackey, Santa Barbara Laboratory of Edgerton, Germeshausen, and Grier, Inc.
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6,665 r (43-kiloton). The calculated neutron dos-

ages (inrads) amounted to approxinmately 43 % of
the gamma levels. While the kiloton yield of a
detolnation cannlot be directly extrapolated to the
energy delivered to a particular area, the plant survivors nlearest to ground zeros were subjected tb

intense radiation exposures. In July, wlhen this
study was initiated in 1957, most shrubs were in

a state of summer dormancy, The reproductive

cycle of spring annluals had been completed. Consequenitly, the full potential impact of ionlizing
radiatioln on vegetation may not have been observed. More subtle radiation effects may have

existed ulndetected or have been lost. A degree of
recovery by vegetative growth in shrub survivors
might be expected during the 2-year interval between test series. Sustained residual radiation
fromii fallout, as mnuch as 1 r per hour 5 days after

detonation, might have caused asymmetrical damage to vegetation at certain ground-zero areas.

A number of shrul) species recovering fronm mechanical damage at distances of 0.7 to 0.8 mile
fromi ground-zero 1 lnow produce an abundanice of
viable seeds. Ionizing or thermal radiation or
both may have exercised a selective action on seeds
in the soil within 0.6 mile of all target areas.

Recovery by annual species at ground zeros

First-year recovery patterns.-Tlhe patterni of

iniitial vegetational recovery was similar onl all

areas bared by tower shots (Figs. 5, 6, 7, 1958
values). The zone within 0.1 to 0.3 mile from different ground zeros remained essentially barren

during the spring monitlhs of the year followilig
detoniation. A sparse representationi of spring
anniiuals developed in this area from seeds introduced naturally. Between the outer perimeter of
pronounice(l soil removal, 0.1 to 0.3 mile, and 0.6
mile, two annual species contributed the bulk of
the total plant cover, MentZelia albicauflis alone at
sites I, 3, and 4 and associated witlh Erodiunii cicttariuiwl at 2 and 2c. At all five tower shot sites,
coverage by Mentzelia within 1.0 mile (peak 35 to
62%o at four sites) was greater than for anly other
species. Mentzelia attained maximum coverage
at distances varying from 0.2 (area 4) to 0.6 mile
(areas 1 and 3) fromn different groulnd zeros.
Beyond 0.4 to 0.6 mile, cover ly certain otlher
annuals increased, in particular, Gilia latiflora,
Chaenactis stevioides, Amsinckia tessellata, Mala-

cothri,x glabrata, Cryptantha spp., and Brom>zus

rub ens. With the exceptioni of target area 3, the
niumihber of annual species varied from 12 to 19 at
0.6 mile and from 17 to 25 at 1.0 mile. Tin May
1958 coverage by spring annuals between 0.4 and

0.8 imile from target areas exceeded total cover in
the surrounding undamaged vegetation, reaching

a peak of fromii 70 to 117% between 0.4 aind 0.8
mile at fotur target areas, excluding ground-zero
3 with a peak of 12 %c. The compact soil at
groin(d-zero 3 largely accotulnts for this low cover-

age by ainnual species. In conitrast, total coverage
by anlnuals for 16 control plots in Ytucca Flat
ranlged from 12 to 47%o. In vegetation not subject
to niuclear disturbances, Chaenactis stevioides was
the domiiinant annual species, followed by Mentzelia
witlh a 3-11%o cover. The spring annuals in the
viciniity of grotund zeros were all native or naturalize(I comiiponienits of the indigenious vegetation pat-

terlns. Except at ground-zero 1, the total vegetative cover for all target sites decreased toward
the 1.0-mile perimeter. At this distance the
species compositionl approached that of areas entirely renmoved from atomiic testing.
As spring annuals at target sites completed their
life cycles and died in late May and early Junie, a
summer-maturing species, Salsola kali, was developing into a widely-spaced stand in the area

withini 0.1 to 0.3 mile of four ground zeros. By
Septemiber these plants had matured to a size of
1-2 m in diameter. The widely-spaced stand and
its appearance within the radius of greatest soil

removal indicate that Salsola is an invader. In the
ballooni test areas, subjected to repeated disturbance during each test season, recovery vegetation
in the first year following detonations and in subsequienit years (1958-61) was limited to the development of Salsola stands during the summer
months.

Second-, third- and fourth-year recovery pat-

ternzs.-The high coverage by spring annuals in

1958 was associated with a favorable growing seasonl. A decrease in the second-, third- and fourthyear cover at target areas (Figs. 5, 6, 7, 19591961 values) must be attributed largely to climatic
factors. In 1959 dimenisions of all anniiual species
were greatly reduced. At four tower grounid zeros
the total spring annual cover amounted to oniesevenltlh to one-third that of 1958, and the number
of species enicounitered decreased to onie-third to
olne-lhalf that of the previous year. Though the
1960 alld 1961 growing seasons were also dry, the
percentage ground cover was higher (Figs. 5, 6,
7); but, as in the control vegetation, it mlore nearly
approached the 1959 than the 1958 values. During the second year of recovery (1959), the Ment-i(l stand narrowed centripetally by approximately lhalf, and Salsola within 0.5 mile of ground
zeros formed a dense cover of smaller, sparselybranlclhed plants which did not achieve the tumbling habit.

In 1959 Mentzelia tended to be replaced bv
Erodium at one target area and by Chaenactis

spp elsewhere. Mentzelia in 1960 was again the
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(lominaint anniual between 0.3 and 0.6 mile from

CHAENACTIS STEVIOIDES

ground zeros. In 1961, however, cover by Ment-

GROUND ZERO 4

zelia was less than that by Chaenactis or Bromus.

24-

Saisola was represented by only scattering indi-

22-

vidual plants on all target areas in 1961. During
the 4-year period since the last nuclear test, Chaenactis and Bromus have invaded progressively in
the direction of ground zeros (Figs. 5, 6, 7). In
May 1961, stanids of Bronus in low places in
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sinckial tessellata at 0.1-mile intervals from groundzero 4 during 1958-61. This species occurred in

8 /7
6

greatest numbers in a restricted portion of the

transect (viz. 0.4 mile from ground zero) in the
first growing season (1958) after the last deto-

nlationl at this site. During subsequent drier years
this patterln remained constant, with a general decrease in density of cover. In conitrast, Chaenactis
stevioides (Fig. 9) showed a 1958 peak at 0.6
mile from the same grounid zero followed by a
centripetal invasion with a major peak as near as
0.3 mile in 1961. The pronounced trough at 0.4
miiile, which marks the peak occurrenice for Ainsinckia, may have some significance. Fig. 10
shows the distinctive invasion patterni for the
exotic Brow uis rubens at ground-zero 2, where it
is abUndan1t. In 1958 Bromus was present in small
nunlbers in the central portion, but at a distance

I
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Fi(;. 10. Coverage by Broinus ruibens at ground-zero 2,
1958-1961.

of 1.0 miile fromi grounid zero this species conisti-

tuted the bulk of the cover. Durinig subsequenit
years, it abruptly invaded the heavily disturbed

central area, with a peak at 0.2 mile, while pro-

gressively declining in numbers at the 0.8-1.0 mile
distance. The well-marked trough at 0.4-0.7 mile
is a byproduct of this invasion pattern.
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Recovery by annual and perennial species on
plots denuded by blading

In general, similar annual and perennial species
constituted the initial vegetation on comparable
habitat types bared mechanically by blading and
by nuclear detonations. Mentzelia and Salsola
were promilnent on bladed plots while Chaenactis
was more prevalent along lines measured on the
adjacent unbladed area. As at tower ground
zeros, coverage values as well as the number of
species encountered were higher on bared areas
than in the adjoining shrub cover.
Recolonization, as expressed by percentage of
annual cover, proceeded much more slowly on
bladed areas because of the compact nature of the
substrate and removal of the seed-containing layer
throughout. Recovery of perennials, on the other
liand, was more rapid than at ground zeros because underground parts of a number of shrubs
and grasses survived the blading and sprouted
the following spring. As at ground zeros (Shields
and Wells 1962), recovery on bladed plots after

4 years is evident in the crown sprouting of several
shrub species (Larrea divaricata, Menodora spinescens), in the appearance of weedy perennials
(Hymtenoclea salsola, Sphaeralcea ambigua), and
in the prominence of bunchgrasses (Stipa speciosa,

Orv2,oPsis hymenoides).
DISCUSSION

Palumbo (1962) observed that, following the
1954 Nectar detonation, fallout at the Eniwetok
atoll produced local effects in vegetation on Belle
Islanld. Essentially all of the damage to land

plants, however, could be attributed to heat and
blast rather than to ionizing radiation. The initial
gamma dose of 30 r (400 r total acculmiulated dose
200 days post detonation) delivered at Belle Island was only a fraction of that received by perennials at the 0.6-mile perimeter from tower shot
sites at the Nevada Proving Ground.
In experimental acute exposures from a mobile
Co-60 unit at the Nevada Test Site, a total dosage
of 10,000 r at the source produced no visible gross
effects on vegetative or reproductive structures
of a Larrea divaricata shrub or on Stanleya pinnata plants (Brandenburg et al. 1963). Following
exposure the Larrea shrub produced an abundance
of viable seeds, as did shrubs recovering from integrated gamma dosages of about 14,000 r at 0.6
mile from ground-zero 1. An acute Co-60 exposure of a young mature pine, Pinus monophylla,
however, killed actively growing regions receiving
5.00 to 600 r. Lower dosages inhibited growth,
andl approximately one-fourth of the needles
formed on apices exposed to 50-100 r showed a
re(luction of vascular tissue or develoDed a double

vascular strand (Brandenburg et al. 1963). Dose
rates far below those which cause severe growth
inhibition or lethal effects will visibly reduce seed
production and viability (Sparrow and Woodwell
1963). Radiosensitivity varies among species of
higher plants at least 500-fold (Sparrow and
Miksche 1961, Sparrow and Evans 1961), many
having an LD50 of less than 600 r when exposed
to x-rays or gamma rays for a period not exceeding a few days (Sparrow and Schairer 1963). A
highly sensitive plant, Pinus strobus, and a highly
resistant plant, Gladiolus, show severe growth inhibition at about 10 and 5000 r per day, respectively (Sparrow and Woodwell 1963). Plants
severely damaged by radiation, however, can apparently undergo complete recovery with respect
to general appearance and vigor.
The composition of the recovery vegetation on
target sites is determined primarily by the survival
of nuclear effects by seeds and underground propagative structures and by the reproductive capabilities of surviving plants in the vicinity. At four
of five tower ground zeros, situated in areas dissimilar in vegetation type, edaphic conditions, and
topography, the numerically significant common
denominator among spring-maturing annuals in
the first year of recovery was the Mentzelia stand
extending from the 0.1- to 0.3-mile perimeter
of extensive soil disturbance out to 0.6 to 0.9
mile. Early invasion of bladed plots by Ment-

zelia establishes a weedy character for this species
compared to Chaenactis spp. The prevalence of
Mentzelia, however, within 0.6 mile of target areas
in the initial recovery patterns, its greatly decreased coverage in the three subsequent dry growing seasons, and the extension of this species farther inward in places less subject to soil removal
suggest that Mentzelia seeds may have survived
in the soil surrounding the 1957 tower ground
zeros. Ionizing or thermal radiation may have
exercised a selective effect on relatively unshielded
seeds which at 0.3 mile were subjected to estimated 50,000 r (11-kiloton) to 200,000 r (43kiloton) levels of acute gamma radiation during
different individual shots and to 131 cal/Cm2 (11kiloton) to 512 cal/cm2 (43-kiloton) thermal exposures. Radiation may exert a stimulatory as
well as an inhibitory effect upon seeds (Platt
1963).
In the desert, where small differences in the
amount of moisture are of great significance, the
numerical relations among species are not constant
from year to year or necessarily correlated with
the seed supply (Tevis 1958b). Of four Death
Valley soils tested, all contained more seeds than
were observed to germinate under any combinatioil of moisture and temperature levels. If the
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ratios among different kinds of seedlings are de-

greater part of the cover within 1.0 m-iile of five

termined in part by fluctuation in temperature, a

tower sites. In the surrounding vegetation Chaenactis stevioides was the predominant annual. A
marked decrease in the second-, third- and fourthyear cover at target areas was associated with a
less favorable climatic regime. Chaenactis spp. and

species which germinates abundantly in 1 year
may be relatively scarce in another when winter

rain is followed by warmer or colder weather
(Tevis 1958a).
The cycle in the development and decline of
Salsola stands on the innermost portion of ground

zeros over a 4-year period coincides witlh that
observed on abandoned fields (Piemeisel 1938).
Seed dissemination by the tumbling habit, known
to advance Salsola 5 to 10 miles in a single season

(U.S. Dept. of Agriculture 1893), gives this species an initial advantage in seeding the denuded
target areas, averaging 1.0 mile in diameter. Sal-

sola became best established in the central zone of
greatest soil disturbance where the widely-spaced

p)lants in the first-year stand attained a large size.

The encroachment of Chaenactis spp. and Bro-

mtUs rubens toward ground zero, apparent in 1959,
was marked by 1961 (Figs. 6, 7). The increasing
cover by Bromus in the innermost zone of com-

plete denudation, the recovery of crown-sprouting

slhrubs about the perimeter, and the encroachment
of bunchgrasses and weedy perennials provide the
basis for a short-term prediction as to the future
composition of the perennial vegetation at target
areas within the zone now dominated by ainnual
species. Atriplex canescens and Hymenoclea sal-

sola probably will be important in the shrub stra-

tum. Stands of Oryzopsis and Stipa bulchgrasses
will assume prominence, especially in the near
future. Ultimately, a gradual invasion of the
dominant shrub species of the surrounding termi-

nal vegetation should follow (Grayia spinosaLycium andersonii, Coleogyne ramosissi ma or
Larrea divaricata). In how long a time can the
original climax vegetation be expected? From
evidence provided by older disturbances in this
v-icinity, including the streets of a ghost town 33
years old (Wells 1961), invasion by most woody
species is slow and is preceded by bunchgrasses.
SUM MARY

The typical (1957) nuclear detonation at the
Nevada Test Site, an airburst of a 20-kiloton yield,

denuded a concentric zone of desert shrub vegetation ca. 0.5 mile in radius. Selective shock and
blast damage to perennials extended asymmetrically to beyond 1 mile in certain cases. During
the first recovery year the area within 0.1 to 0.3
mile of ground zeros remained essentially barren
until Salsola kali formed a widely spaced summer
stand. Cover by spring annuals between 0.4 and
0.8 mile from different tower detonation points
exceeded total cover in the control vegetation.
One species, Mentzelia albica-ulis, contributed the

Bromus rubens, however, have invaded progres-

sively in the direction of ground zeros. Marginal
to the denuded areas, certain perennials are recovering by crown sprouting, and weedy shrubs
are appearing. More subtle radiation effects may
possibly have existed undetected or have been
lost. Gross damage to vegetation beyond the

perimeter of complete denudation, however, appears to be attributable to mechanical and thermal

injury.
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A BACTERIOLOGICAL STUDY OF AN ARCTIC COASTAL LAKE'
WILLIAM L. BOYD AND JOSEPHINE W. Boyi
Departnment of Microbiology antd Instithtc of Polar Stutdies,
The Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio
INTRODUCTION

Many lakes of Northern Alaska have been

found to support the growth of various forms of
life. The limnological work has been largely restricted to the Point Barrow area with the Arctic
Research Laboratory as the base of operations.
Lake Imikpuk, which is adjacent to the Labora-

tory, has been showni to contain a population of
copepods (Comita 1956), species of Daphnia
(Edmondson 1955), and several species of algae
(Prescott 1953). A lake a few miles to the south
(Ikroavik) at one time supported a population of
sticklebacks (Wohlschlag 1953), and other lakes
west of Point Barrow have been shown to contain
black fish (Ostdiek and Nardone 1959). The
presence of plants and higher animals in lakes of
this arctic region is indirect evidence for including
bacteria in the aquatic microflora which is important in the metabolic cycling of different compounds and in the maintenance of the various
natural food cycles.

This 20-month study gives the seasonal changes
in the nurmber of bacteria in Imikpuk Lake and a
partial analysis of the species of this lake and other

lakes along the Arctic Coast. Distribution of bacteria in soil and animal and bird feces was also
investigated. Data on seasonal changes in the
chemical composition of this lake have been published previously (Boyd 1959).
METHODS
Water samples were collected at a depth of 8

feet near the center of the lake or at the runoff
stations shown in Fig. 1, employing the techniques

described by Boyd (1959). The presence of coliform bacteria was determined on five 10-ml por-

The saprophytic bacteria of lakes in the North
American Arctic have not been studied extensively. McBee and McBee (1956) reported on
the incidence of coliform and thermophilic bacteria in a number of different materials including
water from some of the lakes of the Point Barrow
area. Most of the work on the aquatic bacterial

ARCTIC OCEAN

population has been concerned primarily with
demonstrating the presence of certain pathogenic
groups, especially the gram-negative enteric patho-

gens responsible for typhoid fever, paratyphoid
fever, and bacillary dysentery, which are endemic
to this area. Pauls (1953) reviewed the incidents
of enteric diseases in Alaska and reported that
epidemics of bacillary dysentery at Barrow Village
in 1948 and at Anaktuvik Pass in 1949 were the
results of contaminated water supplies.

RUNOFF AREA A contour Interv0l- meters

RUNOFF AREA A

the Arctic Institute of North America. Reproduction in
whole or in part is permitted for any purpose of the

FIG. 1. Sketch map of Imikpuk Lake including the
major runoff areas (after Comita 1953). Inset, map of
the Alaskan Arctic Coastal Plain. A. Cape Beaufort;
B. Point Lay; C. Wainwright; D. Point Franklin; E.
Point Barrow; F. Cape Simpson; G. Oliktok Point; H.

United States Government.

Barter Island.

1 These studies were aided by a contract between the
Office of Naval Research, Department of the Navy, and
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stiggest that the Cuterebridl botflies and small mammals
lhave estahlished a fairly stahle relationship and the parasites do not greatly reduce their host populations.

Vol.
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No.
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GROWTH RESPONSE OF TWO SEDGES INHABITING A
RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL AREA'
G. L. PLUM MER,2 D. A. CROSSLEY, JR., AND D. A. GARDINER
Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee

Abstract. An observed increase in the size of the inflorescences of two sedges inhabiting
a radioactive waste disposal area is correlated with the complex interaction between various
edaphic factors that contribute to plant growth and an "effect" of ionizing radiation. The

perennial se(lges, Carex franlkii and Carex vulpinoidea, tolerate a continuous dose rate generally in excess of 2 R/day at ground level. Although radiation has been associated with
excessive plant growth, it is not entirely independent of other factors, such as the combined
contribution of potassium and organic matter, soil pH, calcium, as well as other unmeasured
edaphic conditions.
INTRODUCTION

Ionizinig radiation in some of our environmenits is increasing 1oth from weapons' fallout and from waste disposal. However, radiation-induced changes in natural

p)opulations living in contanminated environments have

been reported only infrequently, although in designedl
exI)eriments the effects of radiation have been demonstrated using various types of radiation, species of organi.ismis, and environmenital conditions. On White Oak
lIake -bed, an area contaminated with radioactive wastes,

sedges (Carex frantkii Kunth and C. vutlpintoidca Michx.)
were found to have longer inflorescences than sedges
growing on nearby uncontaminiated sites (Plumrmer 1960).
Radiation (lose rates approached 40 milliroentgen/hour,
wx hich is well below dose rates usually employed in experimental work. Since there were no control areas
comiparable in site quality to White Oak Lake bed,
further samplinig was conducted in which various soil
factors were nmeasured as well as sedge inflorescences.
Analyses and interpretation of the results are presented
in this paper.

White Oak Lake bed is a unique ecological systeml of
about 48 acres, which once served as a final holding basin
in the Oak Ridge National Laboratory's low-level radioactive waste disposal system. In 1955 the lake was
dlrainedl, and during the spring season that followed plants
' Research sponsored by the U. S. Atomic Energy CornmllissioIn under contract with the Union Carbide Corporation.

2Present address: Departnment of Botany, University
of Georgia, Athens, Ga.

and animals invaded the radioactive sediments. Soils
contained Sr90, Cs137, Co60, Ru106, and other radioisotopes. History and characteristics of developing soils
have been published elsewhere (Shanks and DeSelm
1963).
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Mature culms of both species of Carex were collected
from three areas on White Oak Lake bed and from four
noncontaminated areas in the Oak Ridge vicinity during
mid-June 1960. In each locality plants were collected

from both "wet" and "dry" habitats, a wet habitat being
defined as the one with the highest water table in each
study area. The wettest places occurred at the lower
end of the lake bed where the soil pH ranged from 8.0

to 8.4; the driest site was on the upper lake bed with a
pH of 7.0 to 7.4. The other sites were on the Oak Ridge
Atomic Energy Commission Reservation but were not
radioactive; the soils generally were acid (pH 5.0 to
6.5) but the plant communities appeared to be similar to
those on White Oak Lake bed. The lengths of each of
350 flowering heads were measured as an index of plant
response to the environmental factors. Soil samples taken
at each site were analyzed for salt pH and conductivity,
calcium, phosphorus, potassium, and total organic matter
(Graham 1959).
RESULTS

Analyses of the inflorescence lengths confirmed the results of a previous study (Plummer 1960) that flowering
heads were longer on sedges growing on White Oak
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in which Y represents inflorescence length, i is a conistanit,

3 is a regression coefficient for the ith factor Xi is anl

IN

JIIG. 1. Inlflorescenlce lengths and soil factors inl Carexcommnlllities. WOL 40, 20, and 10 mR/hr are study areas
Onl White Oak l ake bed; Crystal Springs, K-25, mammal
area, and X-10 are control study areas.
L ake b)ed than on those from nonlconltaminated sites. Fig.
1 shows the site-to-site variation in inflorescence lengths
for both sedge species on wet and dry sites, as well as
/.variation in soil factors. The longer inflorescences from
sedges growing on White Oak Lake bedl were signifi-

cantly correlated ( P =0.05 ) with the air (lose rates
( 10, 20, and 40 mR/hr) of radliation. Thle locations of
coXiiilis WO 40 0 n 140 mr/hr arTEstdars
the three lake bed sites, and the appearanlces of the inflorescenlces for the two sedge species, are shownl in
Fig. 2.

amounit of the ith factor, and( k = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6.
There are 26, or 64, possible mlo(lels of this type I)ut in
one of themn (kz = 6) the mlodel would pass through the
seveni averages and leave lno means for assessing the
validity of the nmodel. We exanminled the renmaininig 63
models with a comiiputer program, which selectedl the
best nmodel with one variable only, the best with two variables, and so forth. Measuremenits fronm "wet" habitats
for both Carox fran kii and C. zvlpinoidca were used.
Although this may inot be the place to discuss the advantages andl disadvantages of an alternative techni(lue
known as stepwise regression, a few remarks about stepwise regression may he in order. It is not a very well
known fact that stepwise regressioon will not necessarily
choose a group of k variables which give a smaller
residlual sum of squares than any other group of variables. Hanmaker (1962), however, denemonstrates tllis
quite clearly. That is, if three factors, A, B, and C, are
candlidates for a two-term regression model, it is possible that stepwise regression would choose the A-B pair.
even though the A-C pair or the B-C pair would dlo a
better j ob. The onily sure way to choose the best k
factors is to exanmine all possible combiinations of k factors as we have done.
Tables I and II summllarize the results of one- to fiveterml models derived for inflorescenice length in Carex
fran kit and C. vnulpioidea, respectively. In both cases
radliation dose rate gave the best single-term model. For
C. - ulplioidca it appears that the best general model is

Y = 63.55 + 0.2091 R
TABLE I. Summilary of models relating soil factors and
radliation dose rate to inflorescence length in Carex

frantkil (R = radiation dose rate, OM = organic matter)
20 mr/hr SITE i

Number of terms in model

1

2

3

4

- -- ---- -- -- ---- - - - - 1-- --3-- --Variables

R

|

R*

R*

R*

5

R*

K pH* pH* pH*

X- _ Ca* Ca* Ca*
- K K*
--

WHITE OAK LAKE BED g K2, n

CareX Frankoi Corex vulpinoidea

-

-

~OM

Error ineani square 833.63 833.63 833.63 833.63 833.63
Lack of fit mean s(ouare 2,059.6 2,085.7 1,260.1 928.4 489.1
Lack of fit significant Yes No No No No

PISTILLATE INFLORESCEN\CES

FIG. 2. L ocations of Cfirc.r communities on White Oak

Lake hied, and sketches of inflorescences.
The contribution of the soil factors to inflorescence
length and their relation to radiation (lose rate could
not lb evaluated with the usual regressirn analyses and
tests of significance. The (lata consisted of multiple observations on seven listindt points (for the seven sites
in the six-dimensional factor space of pH, calcium, active
phosphorus, exchangeable 1)otassium, organic mlatter, ancl
racliation (lose rate. O)ur purpose in examnlinlg these

*Significant coefficient.

TABLE II. Summary of models relating soil factors and
radiation dose rate in inflorescence length in Carer
z7ulpinoidea (R = radiation dose rate, OM = organic
matter)
Number of terms in model
1

Variables

RK

soil factors was not to discover whether they were sig-

nificanltly correlated with inflorescence lenlgths or w ith
each other, but to examinle the possibility that the soil
factors, singly or together, could account for the obzserved
longer inflorescences on1 the lake bged sedges. As a first
aI)proximlation to a function relating these factors to inflorescence length we considered the linear function

3

4

5

R* R5 R* R*
- OM OM OM* tM*
_ _ K* K* K*

_ _ -_ pH pH
- - - ~~Ca

Error mean square 135.62 135.62 135.62 135.62 135.62

Lack of fit mean square 212.60 196.98 111.14 4.57 0.00

Lack of fit significant No No No Yes** Yes**
*Significant coefficient.

i=l

2

*Significantly less than expectaticil.
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where Y = inflorescence length (mm) and R = radiation dose rate (mR/hr). The standard error for the
coefficient of R is 0.04414 (343 degrees of freedom).
For C. frankii the data suggest that the best general

model would be the three-term model:

Y = 157.83 + 0.5827 R - 14.87 pH + 0.4362 Ca
where pH represents hydrogen-ion concentration in soil
and Ca represents exchangeable calcium (lb/acre). The
standard errors for the coefficients carry 343 degrees of

freedom and are 0.1344, 5.36, and 0.1607 fotr the coefficients of R, pH, and Ca, respectively. There was an
indication of a potassium contribution in the two- and

the four-term models, but the contribution did not become
significaint until potassium and organic matter were considered j ointly. No such conflicting effects arose with
Carex 7vuilpinoidea.

Vol.

46,

No.

3

pressed in terms of lethal exposure doses, so that at any
other exposure dose it is difficult to know what to expect
from Carex spp. in the way of morphological variation.
No morphological distortions were seen in the plants on
White Oak Lake bed; except perhaps for being larger
and greener they seemed identical with controls. Gunckel
and Sparrow (1961) list no less than 75 known chemical
and physical factors affecting the tolerance or radiosensitivity of plants.

AnI experimental approach (in both laboratory and
field) would seem to be needed to resolve whether the

increase in lelngths of inflorescences for the Carex spp. is
a direct response to irradiation, an indirect response, or
is associated with some purely chemical aspect of industrial waste disposal. In any case a radiation response in
natural environments is not likely to be entirely inde-

pendent of other factors.

DISCUSSION

The air dose rate of gamma radiation measured at 1 m
above ground surface provided the best correlation with
inflorescence length for the two sedge species. Although
soil factors considered here were found to affect inflorescence length, those influences were far from adequate to
explain the increase in length in the radioactive areas. The
variable R in our models doubtless includes many more
factors than radiation, however, and it still remains likely
that other soil characteristics-nitrates and sulfates in
particular-associated with inorganic constitutents of industrial wastes, influence the lengths of inflorescences.
The absorbed radiation dose (in rads) delivered to the
plants is doubtless greater than the air dose measurements
(in mR) would estimate. Beta radiation dose to underground parts and from internally deposited radioisotopes
would have to be considered. Kaye (1965) estimated
that the exposure dose rate 3 cm below soil surface is
approximately five times the exposure dose rate above
the soil surface, so that the underground parts would have
received a greater dose than did the aerial parts.
Even at minimal estimates, the dose rates on White
Oak Lake bed are sufficient to induce both genetic and
physiological disturbances in plants. Chromosome aberrations have been noted in significant numbers at dose
rates below lR/day although few plants show morphological changes at less than 14 R/day (Sparrow and

Singleton 1953), one exception being pine trees which
may be affected by 2 R/day delivered during the growing
season (Woodwell 1962). Stimulation of plant growth
with ionizing radiation has been demonstrated experimentally for both chronic and acute exposures (McCor-

mick and Platt 1962, Sax 1963).
Considerable attention has been given recently to relative radiosensitivity among plants as related to chromosome numbers and nuclear volumes, and to the prediction
of plant radiosensitivity (Sparrow, Schairer, and Sparrow 1963). For the most part, radiosensitivity is ex-
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Induced gene and chromosome mutants

BY R. A. NILAN
Department of Agronomy and Soils and Program in Genetics,

Washington State University, Pullman, Washington 99164, U.S.A.

Plant scientists, including breeders, can use an arsenal of physical and chemical
mutagens and appropriate selection techniques to 'manufacture' in their experimental plots gene and chromosome mutants to compensate for the erosion of natural
sources of genetic variability. They also have the capability of generating in this
type of genetic manipulation the entire array of genetic variation inherent in all loci
controlling each plant trait, and thus in a relatively short time producing most, if
not all, of the genetic variants that have ever occurred in the evolution of a given
agricultural plant.
This capability is required not only for the breeder concerned with developing
new cultivars to meet the numerous and varied demands of the modern farmer,
processer and consumer, but also for the geneticist, physiologist, anatomist and
biochemist concerned with unravelling important plant processes and their genetic
control. In short, these scientists need inexhaustible supplies of genetic variability,
often never before selected in Nature or by earlier plant breeders.
Numerous experiments demonstrate that induced mutants have considerably
extended the genetic variability of a phenotype. An outstanding example is eceriferum
('waxless' plant surfaces) in barley. Spontaneous mutations produced several well
known variants controlled by about six loci. Genetic analyses of over 1300 induced
and the few spontaneous mutants have determined that this trait is controlled by
at least 77 loci (Lundqvist I976, and personal communication). There are numerous
alleles at some of these loci. Other examples are described in this paper.
The quantity and quality of artificially induced genetic variability in plants is
in no small part due to the contributions of improved mutagens, mutagen treatments
and selection techniques. A new potent and unique mutagen, sodium azide, is
particularly successful in inducing putative point mutations. Recent experiments
with barley and Salmonella have revealed that it is not azide per se but an activated
metabolite that is the mutagenic agent. The metabolite has been isolated and crystallized and can now be synthesized in vitro. These findings usher in a new category of
mutagens and suggest new avenues for understanding the interaction of mutagens
with chromosomes and genes and for greater control of the induction of genetic
variability in plants.
The considerable succesg of varietal development through induced mutants is well
documented: 465 culvitars of sexually and vegetatively reproducing crops have been
released that owe some of their production advantage to an induced gene or chromosome mutant. These cultivars have led to considerable economic impact in a number
of countries.
In breeding research, induced mutants are indispensable for probing and elucidating the pathway and genetic control of important plant processes such as wax
synthesis and deposition (von Wettstein-Knowles I979), nitrogen assimilation
(Kleinhofs et al. I980), photorespiration and different facets of photosynthesis (Somerville & Ogren I980; Miles et al. I979; Simpson & von Wettstein I980).
In the manipulation of plant genes (genetic engineering) in breeding research, it
becomes increasingly necessary to pinpoint these genes on chromosomes. For this
endeavour, an abundant array of induced chromosome mutants such as trisomics,
telotrisomics, acrocentrics, inversions, translocations and deletions is required.
This important activity can now be complemented by ever-improving chromosome
banding techniques.r -
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INTRODUCTION

Genetic variability, as derived to a greater extent from mutations comprising extragenic and
possibly intragenic events (Nilan & Vig I976; Brock I980), and to a lesser extent from chromo-

some mutations (changes in chromosome number and structure), is the raw material of plant
improvement. Until recently, genetic variability was secured by the plant breeder entirely
from 'Nature's improvement programme' (rarely arising spontaneous mutations, subsequent
recombination and natural selection) through collections of crop germ plasm, and wild species
and even genera. In Nature, the genetic variants are end-products of thousands of years of
evolution and were selected primarily for survival and reproductive capability.

Presumably during evolution, myriads of variants resulted from the variability potential of
every locus and every chromosome break and many of the variants now needed by the plant
breeder probably occurred. However, most were discarded since they were of little value for

the plant's survival and fecundity. Evolutionary processes were not concerned with preserving
the numerous traits that are now required from plants by the modern farmer for higher yield
and adaptation to advanced farming practices and to new environmental niches; by the modern

processor of food and fibre; and by the animal and human consumers who require an increased
variety of foods with improved nutrition, palatability and attractiveness. These requirements
are increasing while at the same time natural genetic variability in some crops is eroding.
The plant breeder needs now, and will do more so in the future, a broad array of genetic

variation, possibly for every locus, whether it be a structural or a regulatory gene, for every
plant process and phenotype. This is required most assuredly for the relatively few plants upon
which we now base our production of food and fibre and for those plants that have the potential

of broadening the food and fibre base and for fulfilling special needs. This genetic variation,
plus all the conceivable changes in plant karyotypes that can be achieved through chromosome
mutants, will eventually be required to reconstruct, so to speak, plants for man's needs.

Obviously, the breeder cannot wait for new and usable spontaneous mutations.
Fortunately, plant geneticists and breeders, using an arsenal of physical and chemical

mutagens and appropriate selection techniques, can now 'manufacture' gene and chromosome
mutants to compensate somewhat for the depletion of natural sources of genetic variability.

They also have the capability in this type of genetic manipulation of generating experimentally
the entire array of genetic variation inherent in all loci controlling each plant trait, and thus
in a relatively short time producing most, if not all, of the genetic variants that have ever
occurred or may yet occur in the evolution of agricultural plants. The bases for the above
concepts have been previously recounted (Brock I980; Nilan et al. I977).

This paper considers the current and future impact of induced gene and chromosome
mutants on plant improvement. It also examines the impact of induced mutants on breeding

research, especially towards providing new knowledge about the genetics, physiology, anatomy
and biochemistry of cellular processes that produce all the traits so necessary for successful
cultivars now and in the future.

INDUCED AND SPONTANEOUS MUTATIONS

A breeder contemplating induced mutations might first ask, 'Do induced and spontaneous
mutations and mutants differ?' and 'What is the value of induced mutants when they are
so " raw " and have not been moulded by evolution and the various recombination and selection

[ 58 ]
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processes that have developed spontaneous mutants into useful adapted complexes?' It has

been amply demonstrated in a wide variety of organisms, including plants, that there are
actually no major detectable differences between induced and spontaneous gene and chromo-

some mutations (Brock I980; Nilan et al. I977; Nilan & Vig I976; Konzak et al. I977). Of
interest to the breeder is that the older spontaneous mutants have been moulded by recom-

bination and natural selective forces into useful co-adaptive complexes. Newly arisen spontaneous mutants have not had time to be moulded into such complexes. However, the artificial
acceleration of recombination plus refined and discrete selection techniques in the hands
of the plant breeder can soon lead to useful trait complexes whether the origin of the trait
is by induced or spontaneous mutation. Indeed, Brock (I980), on several pieces of evidence,
questions the value of co-adapted complexes in plant improvement.

INDUCED 'NEW' VARIABILITY

Another question often asked by plant scientists contemplating the use of induced mutations

is, 'Can induced mutations produce "new" forms of traits that have not been observed among
the spontaneous genetic variability?' The answer is that they can. Artificial mutagens can
produce mutants that have not arisen in recent evolutionary history and thus have never been
encountered by the breeder. However, they are probably not 'new' to a given plant because
such variants may have occurred during its evolution.

In plants such as barley and peas, and to a lesser extent maize and wheat, that have been
used extensively in basic and applied mutagenesis research, the extension of genetic variability
by induced mutations and mutants is well documented. In these examples, induced mutants
have uncovered hitherto unknown or 'new' loci controlling a phenotype and have revealed
much about the potential variability (alleles) of many loci.

One of the most striking examples of the induction of 'new' variability and loci for a phenotype is represented by variants for the eceriferum ('wax-less' plant surface) phenotype of barley.

Natural variability for this trait was confined to a few spontaneous mutants at six controlling
loci. By using a wide variety of mutagens, 1302 mutants for this trait have been induced

(Lundqvist I976; Lundqvist et al. I968; Lundqvist, personal communication). These numbers
of independent gene changes differentially affect the wax composition of the leaf blade and
sheath, spike and stem. They also lead to remarkable and distinct differences in fine structure
and chemical composition of the surface wax molecules (von Wettstein-Knowles I976, I979).
Appropriate genetic tests of the induced and spontaneous mutants have revealed at least 77
loci mapped to each arm of the seven barley chromosomes and numerous alleles, over 100,
occurring at each of several loci. Similarly, in barley, induced chlorophyll-deficient mutants

have revealed 600-700 loci controlling chlorophyll development (von Wettstein et al. I974;
Nilan & Veleminsky I98I- ;Simpson & von Wettstein I980) and 26 loci, some with numerous
alleles, for the erectoides trait (Persson & Hagberg I969). Moreover, genetic variability has been
greatly broadened through induced mutation techniques for such phenotypes in barley as
anthocyanin development (Jende-Strid I978), nitrate reductase (Kleinhofs et al. I980), mildew

resistance (J0rgensen I976), spike development (Gustafsson & Lundqvist I980), and for lysine
content (Doll et al. I974). That the examples above are in barley testifies to the fact that among
all of the crop plants, and indeed higher plants, there has been no other plant that has received
so much investigation in the area of mutagenesis. In short, it has been the plant model of
choice for experimen-tal mutagenesis and mutation breeding. Examples of how induced
[ 59 ]
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mutants have revealed 'new' loci in other plants have been given previously (Nilan et al.

1977; Konzak et al. I977; Brock I980).

IMPROVED TECHNIQUES

The increasing success of induced gene and chromosome mutants in breeding and breeding
research can be attributed to improvements in mutation induction and selection techniques.

These, along with relevant literature and descriptions of the most useful physical and chemical
mutagens, recipes for their use on appropriate plant parts, e.g. seeds, buds, pollen, tissue and
cells, and techniques for inducing and selecting mutants in sexually and vegetatively reproducing crops, are presented in the International Atomic Energy Agency's Manual on mutation
breeding (I977).

There are numerous data and well documented technology that can lead to greater mutagen

effectiveness (frequencies of mutations per dose of mutagen), efficiency (frequencies of desired
events such as gene mutations in relation to such undesirable or unwanted events as sterility
and, in some cases, chromosome aberrations), and specificity (group mutability (spectrum
alteration), interlocus and non-random chromosome.breakage) (Konzak et al. I965; Nilan

I972; Brock I980). With judicial selection of mutagens and manipulation of mutagen treatments, the breeder can influence the kind of genetic events that he may wish to induce as

sources of genetic variability for his improvement programme. For instance, all of the.physical
mutagens such as X-rays, y-rays and neutrons, as well as certain chemicals such as myleran,

can induce high ratios of chromosome aberrations to mutations. There are other mutagens,
e.g. ethyleneimine,. that can induce about equal frequencies or proportions of both. Finally,
there are mutagens such as ethyl methanesulphonate, diethylsulphate, sodium azide and
certain base substitution and nitroso compounds that appear to induce higher proportions of
mutations to chromosome.aberrations (Konzak et al. 1977). As more knowledge is obtained

about the mechanism, action and specificity of mutagens, and the nature of the mutations that
they induce, the breeder will acquire even more precision for advantageously inducing and
manipulating mutants in plant improvement.

At Pullman,- 10 years of extensive basic research has developed a relatively new mutagen,
sodium azide (Sideris et al. I973; Nilan et al. I973), which is, one of the most potent available
for higher plants. The research with this mutagen has been recently summarized by.Kleinhofs
et al. (I978a).

Azide is unique in that it induces in plants very high frequencies of gene mutations but is
ineffective in producing major chromosomal changes. Experiments with bacteria indicate that
azide is a base substitution mutagen, and in eukaryotes it appears to induce changes on the
order of point mutations. Whether these mutations are small deletions or true base changes
has not yet been resolved. We are attempting to answer this question by mapping numerous

alleles induced by azide at the waxy pollen locus of barley (Rosichan et al. I98I; Nilan et al.
I98I). Here the nature of the mutant alleles can be genetically resolved to near the base-pair
level, since. rare interallelic recombination events can be detected on a per million pollen basis.
Preliminary results suggest that distances between alleles of about 50 base pairs can be detected,
indicating that at least some mutational events do not involve large DNA deletions.
Recently, we have determined that it is not the inorganic azide per se but an organic meta-.

bolite synthesized in azide-treated barley and bacteria cells that is the mutagenic-agent
(Owais et; al. I978, I99) This metabolite has been isolated, purified, crystallized and partly
[ 60 ]
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characterized chemically (Owais et al. I98I b) and its in vitro synthesis from cell-free extracts of
Salmonella typhimurium has been accomplished (Owais et al. I98I a). Furthermore, the pathway by
which this metabolite is synthesized is being r-evealed (Owais et al. I98I C; Ciesla et al. I980).

Although activation of numerous 'chemicals to mutagenic metabolites is well known in
mammalian mutagenesis, very little research in this area has been conducted in plants. Indeed,
the azide metabolite is one of only three (atrazine (Plewa & Gentile I976) and 1,2-dibromoethane (Scott et al. I978) being the others) that have been detected, and the only one in plants
that has been isolated and purified to crystal form and about which knowledge of its synthesis
is becoming available. It is now suspected that additional chemicals may act the same way
in plants.

This type of research is providing a greater insight about the interactions of mutagens with
genes and chromosomes and the nature of induced genetic change. It is also providing the

breeder with new knowledge and technology with which he can 'manufacture', with considerable deliberation, greater genetic variability.

INDUCED MUTANTS FOR CULTIVAR IMPROVEMENT

There is now overwhelming evidence that induced mutants have contributed most significantly to breeding new cultivars of crops (Sigurbjornsson I 976; Gustafsson I 975; Sigurbj6rnsson
& Micke I974; Broertjes & Van Harten 1978; A. Micke, personal communication). By
September 1980, at least 224 cultivars of self and cross-pollinating crop species had been
released for commercial production around the world (table 1). These cultivars, possessing at

TABLE 1. RELEASED INDUCED MUTANT CULTIVARS

(September 1980.)
number

type of crop direct- cross

cereals 74 (total) 57 (total)
bread wheat 12 5
durum wheat 5 7
rice
28
9
barley
25
33
oats

legumes

fruit
other
total

4

trees
crops
crops

ornamentals

total

3

18

10

8

1

46

10

146

78

237

383

4

82

After Sigurbjornsson & Micke (i974), Sigurbjornsson (I976), and A. Micke (personal communication).

least one improved trait due to an induced mutation, include 131 cereals, 28 legumes, and 9
fruit trees. In addition, 241 new strains of vegetatively reproducing species, mostly ornamental
have been released. Cultivars that owe their advantage to induced mutants have been developed
in 37 countries and grown successfully on millions of hectares, and thus have had considerable

economic impact in numerous countries. In some countries induced mutant cultivars have
enjoyed most of the acreage devoted to a given crop species.
[ 61]
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The techniques for utilizing induced mutant genes for both qualitatively and quantitatively
inherited traits and chromosome mutants in breeding have been adequately described in

numerous reviews (for instance Brock I980; Gaul I964; Nilan et al. I965) and publications
from the International Atomic Energy Agency, especially the Manual on mutation breeding (I 977) .

In sexually propagating species, induced mutants can be used in two principal ways:
directly, or in crosses or hybridization. In the former, a mutant that exhibits at least one
improved trait with no new undesirable traits as a result of the induced genetic changes is

multiplied directly. Once the mutant has been sufficiently tested with positive results, then it
can be released to growers as a new cultivar. Among the 224 crop cultivars developed through
induced mutants, 78 have been developed by direct multiplication of the mutant line (table 1).

One advantage of the method is the short time required for developing a new cultivar. An
example is the breeding of the six-row winter barley 'Luther' at Washington State University.

Only 6 years elapsed from the time of mutagen treatment of seeds of the parent cultivar
'Alpine' to release of the mutant cultivar to growers in the Pacific Northwest of the U.S.A.
The plant breeder also can effectively use induced mutants in crosses - a necessity when the

desired improved trait is closely linked or associated with undesirable spontaneous or induced
traits. Furthermore, even directly useful mutant cultivars have proved to be outstanding parents

for cross-breeding. The latter is well illustrated by barley. Of the 58 barley cultivars released

with an induced mutant in their backgrounds, 33 have resulted from crossing mutants with
other varieties or lines (table 1). Six successful cultivars were developed from the Swedish

mutant cultivar Mari (Gustafsson I975). In our barley breeding programme, the mutant
cultivar Luther has been the parent of one released cultivar in Washington and of several
advanced selections pending release in the states of Oregon, Washington, and Idaho.
In vegetatively propagated species (ornamentals, including cut flowers, bulbs, trees and

shrubs; fruits; potato; sweet potato; sugar cane; cassava), much plant improvement has been

based on the selection of 'sports' or spontaneous mutants. Thus, induced mutants are an
obvious supplementary source of genetic variability. According to Broertjes & Van Harten
(I978), the main advantage of mutation induction in vegetatively propagated plants is the
ability to change one or a few characteristics of an outstanding genotype or cultivar without

altering the remaining phenotype. In such plants, selection and propagation of useful mutants
is relatively easy and development of mutant cultivars quite rapid.
The decision to use induced mutants in breeding will depend on the available supply of
natural variability (and for some crops this is rapidly being depleted), the potential for success,

and the effort and cost, especially where the utility of induced mutants are compared with
securing the needed variants from related species or genera. These aspects of mutation breeding

have been thoroughly analysed and discussed by Brock (I97I, I980).
INDUCED MUTANTS FOR BREEDING RESEARCH

The molecular basis of the genetic, biochemical, physiological and anatomical processes
leading to those traits that comprise a successful crop cultivar are little understood. Yet the

.plant breeder today, and especially in the future, must learn to control and manipulate these
processes if new cultivars to meet the requirements of the farmer, processer and consumer are

to be met. Some of the progress and problems in understanding these processes, which are in the
realm of plant molecular biology, have been recently reviewed (Walbot I980) and are described
elsewhere in this symposium.
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In microorganisms, and even certain well studied animal species, one of the requirements

for advancing knowledge about the molecular bases of cell processes is an array of mutant lines,
often induced, that modify or block steps in the process under study. Until recently, this
approach has been neglected in plants and probably accounts for the lack of knowledge and
slow development of technology in plant molecular biology.

Examples of the role of induced mutants in probing developmental and cellular processes

and their genetic control use a broad spectrum of induced mutants with specific defects. Some

facets of this approach have been reviewed by Rice & Carlson (I975) and Scholz & Bohme
(I980). The former also present some valuable ideas about the use of induced mutants in
analysing seed development and relevant biochemical and physiological processes.

The use of numerous eceriferum ('waxless' plant surface) mutants (von Wettstein-Knowles
1979) in barley is elucidating the pathway of wax synthesis and deposition; mutants lacking
in serine-glyoxylate aminotransferase activity in Arabidopsis are permitting an understanding of

photorespiration and its genetic control and regulation (Somerville & Ogren i98o); detailed
genetic, -biochemical and ultrastructural analyses of innumerable chlorophyll-deficient mutants

in barley (von Wettstein et al. I974; Simpson & von Wettstein I980), and of high chlorophyll
fluorescence mutants in maize (Miles et al. I979), are providing an understanding of the
regulation, genetic control and metabolic pathways involved in various facets of photosynthesis;
ten induced nitrate-reductase deficient mutants in barley are permitting biochemical, genetic
and physiological investigations toward an understanding and control of the nitrate assimilation

pathway (Kleinhofs et al. 1978b; Warner & Kleinhofs 1974; Kleinhofs et al. I980); waxy
pollen mutants in barley are being used to probe with classical and molecular genetic techniques the nature of induced mutations, the composition of a eukaryotic locus and the synthesis
and deposition of starch, and to develop a mutagen monitoring system (Rosichan et al. I98I;

Nilan et al. I98I; Hodgdon et al. I98I); and numerous induced anthocyanin-free mutants in
barley are helping us to understand the pathway and genetic control of anthocyanin synthesis

and to develop strains free of proanthocyanidins, which are responsible for permanent chill

haze and instability in beer (von Wettstein et al. I980; von Wettstein I979; Jende-Strid I978;
R. A. Nilan & A. L. Hodgdon, unpublished).

Success in using induced mutants in cell cultures, protoplasts and pollen for analysing basic
processes has been very limited. Recent developments, and the problems inherent in mutant
induction and selection, and especially plant regeneration, have been reviewed (Rice &

Carlson I975; Brock I980) and are described in more detail by Davies (this symposium).
Another important area of breeding research involves chromosome mutants and the location
of genes on chromosomes. The efficient assembly of necessary genotypes for analyses of biochemical and physiological processes and progress in manipulating genes in breeding and
breeding research (genetic engineering) requires that each gene or set of genes contributing to
a trait be pinpointed on the chromosome. Success in this endeavour will require a vast array of
induced chromosome mutants and improved chromosome banding techniques. In short, this

area of cytogenetics should become as important for plant improvement as it has been for
advancing knowledge and technology in human genetics and medicine.

Locating genes on a specific chromosome is facilitated by trisomics (Khush I973; Lewis et al.

I980; Tsuchiya I969), monosomics (Kimber & Sears I980; Law et al., this symposium) and
translocation break points. The latter may be recognized and used in mapping through partial

sterility (Ramage et al. I1961I) or cytologically (Tuleen 1 971I) . In barley, over 300 translocations,
42
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mostly induced, are available for cytologically locating genes (Nilan 1974). Induced translocation break-points can often provide cytological markers in chromosome regions lacking suitable
genes.

To locate genes on a specific arm, telocentrics (Sears & Sears I978; Kimber & Sears I980;
Singh & Tsuchiya 1977) and translocation break points are indispensable. In maize, numerous
induced B-A translocations have been useful (Beckett I978). To pinpoint genes cytologically
within chromosome arms, translocation break-points as well as deletions, as so elegantly
demonstrated in tomato by Khush & Rick (I968), and acrocentrics (Tsuchiya & Hang I980),
are necessary. Chromosome banding, now being used for locating genes (Kimber & Sears

I980; Linde-Laursen 1979) will be a powerful complementary tool in this endeavour.

CONCLUSION

Improved mutagen treatments, along with increased precision in selection of resulting
mutants, are rapidly increasing the use and success of induced mutations in plant improvement.

Such mutations are substituting for and even extending the variability obtained from natural
germ plasm sources. As natural variability becomes further depleted and a much greater supply
of variants is needed to create new cultivars of the future, artificially induced variability will
assume greater importance. Indeed, the relative ease of producing and the suitability of

induced variability for some crops may reduce or even negate the need for collection and
preservation of natural germ plasm.

Induced gene and chromosome mutants are already proving indispensable for elucidating
new basic knowledge about physiological, biochemical and genetic processes composing

phenotypes and their control and for pinpointing genes on chromosomes.

Results attributed to me and my colleagues were obtained from investigations supported by
the College of Agriculture Research Center, Washington State University, Pullman, Washington, Project nos 1006 and 1068, Department of Energy Contract no. DE-AM06-76RL02221,
National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences Grant ES02224, and the Carlsberg
Research Foundation, Copenhagen, Denmark, DOE/RL/02221-53.
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Cell and tissue culture: potentials for plant breeding

BY D. R. DAVIES

John Innes Institute, Colney Lane, Norwich NR4 7UH, U.K.

For the plant breeder, one of the objectives of cell culture systems should be their
exploitation for the induction and isolation of mutant cells, which can then be regenerated as mutant plants. While a number of mutations have been recognized in plant
cells in vitro, few have had any significance for plant breeding. There are currently a
number of constraints to the exploitation of this technology, some of which are related
to methodological limitations; these are likely to be overcome, but others, which
relate to the nature of the attributes that the plant breeder seeks to modify, are much
more intractable. There is scope for exploiting cell cutures as genetic tools, as has already
been done with animal cell cultures. In contrast, the culture of organized tissues in the
form of meristems or small shoots has begun to be useful a technique for plant breeders,
and examples of diverse applications will be discussed. Most exploit the rapid rates of
multiplication, and the assured health status of the propagules, that can be attained in
culture; there is also the possibility of manipulating the genotype of these tissues. Finally,
organ culture, and it is the culture of embryos that is of most interest to the plant breeder
in this context, is considered; the value of embryo cultui e as a means of producing novel
interspecific and intergeneric hybrids is well recognized. In addition, cultured embryos
can be used as experimental systems for studying the biochemistry and molecular
biology of storage product synthesis and accumulation.

The totipotency of plant cells and the relative ease with which they can be cultured in vitro have
engendered a degree of optimism that cell and tissue culture can provide a useful new technology
for plant breeders, but in only a few instances and only for particular kinds of application has
this optimism been justified. I shall discuss some of the achievements as well as the limitations of
cell tissue culture, excluding from consideration pollen and protoplast cultures, as these topics are
discussed elsewhere in this symposium (by Hermsen & Ramanna and by Cocking), and deal first
with single-cell culture, then culture of cell groups, of organized tissues and finally of plant organs.

CELL CULTURE

One of the objectives of cell culture systems in a plant breeding context is the induction and
isolation of mutant forms and the regeneration of plants from such mutants. Single-cell culture
has been successful in few instances; the production of embryoids from single carrot cells was
noted by Steward et al. (I958), of plantlets from single cells of Macleaya cordata by Kohlenbach
(I965), and a few other examples are known (see Narayanaswamy 1977). From an analytical
point there would be advantages in being able to generate embryoids or colonies from single
cells, preferably plated at low densities; there also could be other benefits in avoiding the mixture
of cells of differing genotype that can occur within a group, since in these circumstances a mutant
can be swamped by faster-growing wild-type cells surrounding it, or be killed by the lytic products
of dying cells around it.
The culture of groups of cells growing as callus masses in liquid or on solid media has formed
[ 147 ]
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the basis of most of the experimental work that has been undertaken, and the cells of a very large
number of plant species can now be cultured in this manner. This system suffers from the cells'
need to be grown at high densities, their tendency to genetic instability and the difficulty of

regenerating plants at high frequencies. The two last problems may well be a function of the cell
type that tends to occur in many callus cultures; this often consists of large highly vacuolated

cells, whereas it is a general experience that small highly meristematic cells are less prone to these
problems. There is an important area of research in the role of cell geometry, of the cell wall and

of cell-cell relations in genetic stability and differentiation in plant cells. However, the technical
problems of genetical stability and ease of differentiation will be overcome as more appropriate

media and conditions are defined. It is a moot point whether another technical limitation, the
inability to replica-plate plant cells, will be overcome.

Another kind of limitation has been noted in some experiments: the differential expression of
characters in cells grown in vitro and those in vivo. For example, Widholm (i 980) recently quoted
four examples in which aspects of amino acid biosynthesis were different in cultured cells from
those in the plants from which they were derived, or the plants to which they gave rise. One
example was that of 5-methyltryptophan-resistant tobacco cells that had an altered anthranilate
synthetase; plants regenerated from resistant lines selected in vitro did not show the altered

enzyme, although cultures derived yet again from these plants once more had the modified

enzyme. This limitation is certainly not ubiquitous, and examples of consistency of expression in
cells in vitro and in vivo are known (see Maliga (1 978) for references). Examples are nicotine con-

tent (Kinnersley & Dougall I980), resistance to valine (Bourgin 1978), to picloram (Chaleff &

Parsons 1978), to 5-bromodeoxyuridine (Mairton & Maliga 1975) and to the fungal pathogen
Phytophthora parasitica in tobacco (Helgeson et al. 1976) and P. infestans in potato (Behnke I980).
Two well documented examples of the exploitation of cell culture of significance to plant
breeding are those in which Pseudomonas tabaci resistant tobacco strains (Carlson 1973) and

Helminthosporium maydis resistant forms of Zea mays (Gengenbach et al. I977) were produced.

Attempts are also being made to select in culture for altered levels of specific constituents of
crop plants, those of nicotine in tobacco (Collins & Legg I979) and of urease in soybean (Polacco
1976) being good examples.

Although there are a few examples of potentially useful classes of mutants being selected, there

are severe limitations on the kinds of selective techniques that can be exploited and thus of mutant
forms that can be recognized in vitro. The complexity of many of the attributes that we seek to
improve in our crops, and our ignorance of that which underlies them at a cellular and biochemical
level, are severe constraints in this context. For example, while we can isolate disease-resistant cell

lines when this is based on resistance to a pathogen-produced toxin (see Earle 1978), in the vast
majority of instances we have insufficient understanding of that which underlies resistance to
allow us to derive a selection regime. Such limitations to our understanding of the molecular

biology of the components of plant productivity are likely to be greater barriers to progress in the
near future than the technical problems of cell culture; the same is true of the techniques of genetic

engineering in plants.
For those attributes that are only expressed in particular differentiated organized tissues, and
they currently constitute a substantial proportion of those in which the plant breeder is interested,
cell culture can at present offer us little. It has been considered by some that one exception to this
might be storage proteins; it is assumed that they are only synthesized in seed. In these proteins,
particular amino acids may be deficient, e.g. lysine in barley and rice, and methionine in legumes.
[ 148 ]
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It has been suggested that if mutant cells could be isolated in culture that overproduce the required

amino acid, it is possible that the seed proteins might also contain more of that particular amino
acid. This is a tenuous argument, and Boulter & Crocomo (I 979) have stated that in legumes there
is as yet no evidence that protein quality is dependent on the supply of particular amino acids.

Chaleff & Carlson (1I975) isolated mutant cultures of rice, on the basis of their resistance to the
lysine analogue S-,B-aminoethylcysteine, that overproduced lysine, but as no plants could be
differentiated from the cultures the consequence of these mutational changes on the seed protein

was not tested. More recently, Hibberd et al. (1 980) have generated Zea mays lines able to grow on
normally inhibitory levels of lysine plus threonine and found that the selected cultures had

increased concentrations of particular amino acids; for example, in one line the lysine was twice,
and in another the methionine concentration 3.8 times, as high as in the control. Only free

aspartate-derived amino acids were increased. Plants were regenerated from these cultures, but
no further generations could be derived and so once again the consequences in terms of seed
protein could not be evaluated.

One of the problems of callus cultures, their proneness to genetic instability, has been turned to
advantage in sugar cane, where variants have proved useful (Nickell I977). Forms showing improved resistance to a virus and to fungal pathogens have been obtained; it has to be noted, how-

ever, that sugar cane is a vegetatively propagated species, with very high chromosome numbers
and tolerant of chromosomal changes.

It is difficult to summarize a topic that has generated on average one symposium per year in

the last few years, but while a great deal of attention has been drawn to the potential role of this
technology in plant breeding, the achievements are minimal as yet. The extent to which this will
alter will depend in part on our ability to improve the technology of cell culture and attain a
greater expression of characters in vitro than is now possible. Cell cultures have not yet been

exploited as genetic tools in plants, for mapping, and for complementation and linkage studies,
as they have been in human cell systems, for example (McKusick & Ruddle 1977). Neither have

we examined whether it is feasible to induce, and if so what might be the consequences of duplicating, certain chromosomal regions in plant cells grown in vitro. In mouse cell cultures, lines can
be selected that show enhanced resistance to the antifolate drug methotrexate, due to increased
dihydrofolate reductase activity. The resistant cells achieve this by a selective amplification of the
genes for dihydrofolate reductase (Alt et al. I978). DNA amplification occurs in plants in vivo in
the well documented example of the giant chromosomes of Nicotiana hybrids (Gerstel & Burns
I 976). Claims of DNA amplification in plant cells grown in vitro have been made (see Buiatti I 977),
but its phenotypic consequences have not been analysed; this is an important challenge for us. It
is significant that in the mouse cells, DNA other than the gene sequences directly selected was

amplified (Nunberg et al. 1978). If that also occurred in plant cells, then genes that could not
themselves be directly selected in culture, but which were closely linked to those that could, might
be amplified and the consequences examined.

THE CULTURE OF TISSUES

The ability to culture organized tissues in the form of very small shoots or meristems has allowed
a most valuable application of plant tissue culture. Meristem culture has long been used for the

production of virus-free plants, while the culture of small shoots and meristems is being exploited
for the rapid vegetative multiplication (micropropagation) of a range of horticultural and agri[ 149 ]
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cultural plants (Holdgate I977; Murashige 1978). In the context of plant breeding it is now
also possible to cite many examples in which it is advantageous to exploit either the ability to

propagate by tissue culture genotypes in which there is no natural or simple method of vegetative

propagation, or the more rapid rates of multiplication that can be attained in vitro.
Such applications include the following.
(a) New varieties are often not available to the agricultural or horticultural industry for many
years after the recognition of their value, simply because of the time taken to generate appropriate

quantities for large-scale planting. Examples among vegetatively propagated horticultural crops
are daffodils, freesia, gladioli and alstromeria, in all of which the natural rates of multiplication

are low, and 10 or more years may elapse before a desired strain becomes available. In all of these
micropropagation techniques are being used to speed up the release of new varieties to the
industry. Another example in which the technique has been exploited is in the multiplication of
new strains of rootstocks for top fruit.
(b) There is a need to maintain new varieties of vegetatively propagated plants in a disease-free

condition for as long as possible during their period of multiplication before release. This means
that micropropagation can be an attractive and economic alternative to conventional methods of

multiplication even though a species may have a rapid rate of natural propagation. We may well
find in the near future that strawberries and potatoes will be in this category.

(c) The breeding system of a crop plant can impose limitations on the multiplication of a
genotype. In some such instances, micropropagation techniques can be a useful means of overcoming this, as the following examples illustrate.

(i) Incompatibility systems. In particular forms of Brassica oleracea, F, hybrids have a considerable
commercial attraction; their production is dependent on the selection and maintenance of pairs
of inbred parents. The sporophytic incompatibility system of these genotypes means that maintenance of the parents depends on bud pollination, which is both difficult and expensive; micropropagation offers an alternative method of maintenance and multiplication (Dunwell & Davies
1975).

(ii) Male sterility. Maintenance of male-sterile genotypes demands a continuous process of back-

crossing, and again micropropagation can be an attractive alternative. For example, male-sterile
onions can be readily propagated in tissue culture (Hussey 1978), and several male-sterile lines
of wheat have been multiplied in this manner (G. Hussey, personal communication).
(iii) Dioeciousforms. Tissue culture has been used for the clonal multiplication of selected geno-

types of asparagus that are required as parental plants for the production of commercial quantities
of seed (Dore 1975).
(iv) Heterozygous genotypes. The multiplication of large quantities of particular heterozygous

genotypes to be used as parents in a seed production programme can now be achieved even though
no, or only a slow, method of natural vegetative propagation exists. The onion crop again provides
one example of such a species, and both diploid and tetraploid sugar beet (Hussey & Hepher
1978) may be other candidates for incorporating a micropropagation step into the breeding
programme.

(d) Multiplication of existing superior genotypes. In some species the long life cycle or/and the
heterozygosity of the plants renders conventional breeding methodology difficult; in addition, in
some such instances there is no natural method of vegetative propagation. The availability of a
micropropagation technique that would allow existing superior genotypes to be cloned could
significantly improve the average level of performance of such a crop; a prime example in which

[ 150 ]
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clonal plantings of superior genotypes will lead to an increase in productivity is the oil palm

(Jones 1974).
(e) Correlation of seedling and mature plant responses. Selection for disease resistance is often
facilitated if it can be based on the screening of seedlings. However, their responses need not be

identical with those of mature plants, and the extent to which they are correlated is not easy to
establish in many instances. In homozygous forms, sister plants can be used for this comparison,
but with heterozygotes this is not possible. By exploiting micropropagation, my colleagues

Matthews & Dunwell (I 979) were able to overcome this problem in the carnation crop; from a
given seedling, the tip was taken for culture and used to generate a clone of adult plants. The
response of the remainder of the seedling to a given pathogen and of the adult plant derived from
the shoot tips could then be compared.

(f ) Manipulation of the genotype.

(i) Production of polyploidforms. Treatment of cultures with colchicine has allowed higher rates
of production of polyploids than is usually possible by more conventional techniques. In one
series of experiments with freesia, which involved placing the cultures in a colchicine solution for

24 h, 27 % of the plants regenerated from a treated diploid culture became tetraploid, whereas
none were found in the control (Davies 1973). High yields of tetraploid carnations have been
produced in a comparable manner (Dunwell & Cornish 1978) .
(ii) Manipulation of cytoplasmic male sterility. It has been reported that cytoplasmic male sterility
in sugar beet can be 'cured' by heat treatment (Lichter I978) and that it is graft transmissible
(Curtis I967). Sugar beet is highly heterozygous and is not readily propagated by vegetative
means, but the availability of clonal material would greatly facilitate such experimental approaches. Furthermore, heat treatment of cultured tissues can be readily undertaken, as well as
the grafting of propagules in vitro. The feasibility of manipulating male sterility in this way is
currently being examined by using tissue culture, and the provision of clonal material is also aiding the comparative analysis of mitochondrial DNA in cytoplasmic male sterile and in fertile
genotypes (A. Powling, personal communication).

(iii) Analysis of genotroph induction. The production of genotrophs in flax (Durrant I962) iS
accompanied by numerous changes in the genome (Cullis I977). The study of one of these

changes, that induced in the ribosomal genes, has been facilitated by the availability of a tissue
culture system (Cullis & Charlton I98I). The terminal portion of the shoot of young flax
seedlings was harvested at various times after initiating the treatments that induce the genotrophs, and the ribosomal DNA (rDNA) within them assayed; the remainder of the stem below
this region was then cultured, and from each of the axillary meristems that were subsequently
induced to develop, the rDNA was extracted and assayed. In this way Cullis & Charlton could

determine when the changes occurred in the rDNA during the process of induction. They
showed that the changes occurred rapidly and only in the terminal regions of the stem, an
analysis that would otherwise be extremely difficult to achieve.

(iv) Induction of mutations. Adventitious meristems can develop from single cells; if these cells
have been modified by exposure to mutagenic agents, wholly mutant meristems and plants may
be immediately generated. In such meristems the competition that occurs between wild-type and
mutant cells, which can result in the suppression of the latter, is avoided. The end result should be

a higher rate of recovery of mutant plants. Adventitious buds are readily generated in culture,
and as Broertjes et al. (I976) have shown with chrysanthemum, they can be a useful source of
induced mutations.
(g) Storage of genotypes. The maintenance of selected heterozygous lines to be used as parents

[13511]
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in the production of commercial varieties can often be difficult. If they are maintained by seed

multiplication, there is a danger of the occurrence of genetic drift. Storage of vegetatively propagated material can equally be difficult. Tissue cultures can, however, be stored for many months
and even years in some instances, simply by keeping them on a nutrient agar medium at 4 ?C and
at low light intensities. This offers an easy, cheap and, furthermore, disease-free system of

maintaining parental lines for variety production.
(h) Provision of disease-free material. Disease-free strains are required for an unbiased evalua-

tion of potential new varieties and also for the selection of parents. Dale (I 975) has suggested that
the breeding of certain grass species in which virus infection rapidly leads to a marked reduction
in plant vigour would be aided by the availability of disease-free forms.

These examples illustrate the opportunities that are already'available to the plant breeder to

exploit the culture of organized tissues, but a further expansion of the technology will undoubtedly
occur as the culture of a wider range of species and genera becomes possible, and as plant breeders
recognize the role it can play.

ORGAN CULTURE

For the plant breeder it is the culture of embryos that is of primary interest in this context. The
production of many interspecific hybrids has been possible as the result of the rescue of immature
embryos by excision from the ovary and their subsequent culture in vitro. A recent review (Rag-

havan I977) has summarized the applications of embryo culture and the range of hybrids produced in this manner. Included among them are intergeneric hybrids involving Triticum and
related genera, and Zea mays and its relatives, as well as interspecific crosses involving Triticum,

Hordeum, Oryza, Sorghum, Nicotiana and Hordeum, to list but a few of many important crop plants.
While it is unlikely that such hybrids themselves or their allopolyploid derivatives will be useful
as crop plants, they do offer a means of achieving an interspecific or intergeneric transfer of

chromosomes or of chromosome fragments. For this latter purpose they can sometimes offer an
easier alternative to the route offered by protoplast fusion. The interspecific and intergeneric
embryos have the advantage that nuclear fusion, cell wall formation and initial cell divisions have
already been achieved. The elimination of particular chromosomes in interspecific embryos can
occur naturally, as in the hybrids of Hordeum vulgare and H. bulbosum, and of Nicotiana plumbagini-

folia and N. tabacum, leading in these instances to the production of offspring in which only one
parental genome is present; this has been the basis of the large-scale production by embryo

culture of barley haploids (Kasha I 974) . Until more effort is devoted to establishing whether the
phenomenon of chromosome elimination occurs in other interspecific and intergeneric embryos,
it is impossible to speculate on the wider applicability of this technology of producing haploids.

A method of attaining an interspecific transfer of chromosome fragments has been developed by
Pandey (I980), in which pollen is exposed to high doses of ionizing radiation to fragment the
chromosomes, before its use for pollination. Fragments of the paternal chromosomes are then
incorporated into, or attached to, the maternal chromosomes within the embryo. These experiments have not involved embryo culture, and few progeny incorporating alien chromosome frag-

ments have been produced. My colleague, J. M. Dunwell, is attempting to modify Pandey's

approach by inducing a proliferation of the cultured embryos produced after interspecific or
intergeneric pollination with irradiated pollen; in this way he hopes to generate from each embryo
a number of derivatives, each of which will have the maternal genome and also a different
[ 152 ]
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paternal fragment(s). This may enable us to sample a greater range of the fragments that can be
included in the embryos.
Few attempts have been made to culture plant embryos for experimental purposes other than

the generation of hybrids. This is in marked contrast to animal embryology, which has a long
tradition of experimental work. In many crop plants the embryo is the economically important
component, yet we know singularly little about it in cellular, biochemical or molecular terms.
Embryo culture could be useful in this respect and I shall describe some of our own work on peas
(Pisum sativum) to illustrate this. Culture methods have improved to an extent that comparable
growth rates can be achieved in vivo and in vitro in Phaseolus vulgaris (Thompson et al. I 977) and in
peas (Stafford & Davies I979), although in both species the period of growth over which these
rates can be maintained is still relatively limited. Mature legume seed is composed almost

entirely of the embryo, with the swollen cotyledons composing the storage tissue. The number
and size of cells within the cotyledons are the determinants of seed size, and while genetic variation

exists for both components (Davies I975, I977) we do not have at present much knowledge of
their respective importance. The DNA in the cotyledon cells is highly endoreduplicated, the
extent of DNA duplication being proportional to cell size (Davies I977). By an appropriate
culture technique we can trigger these cells, which normally remain in interphase, into a prophase
stage, in which giant polytene-like chromosomes are seen (Marks & Davies 1979). Embryo

culture could be used to examine the way in which factors influencing seed size affect the two
components, cell size and cell number. It could also be used to study the control of storage product
accumulation within the seed. We have shown that comparable amounts of protein and starch
are synthesized in vitro and in vivo in peas (Stafford & Davies I 979). Beyond this we have examined
the synthesis of legumin, one of the two main storage proteins in peas, in cultured embryos, and

compared it with that occurring in vivo. Earlier work had suggested that legumin was synthesized
at a fairly late stage of development of the embryo, when the greater proportion of the cells of the

cotyledon were becoming endoreduplicated; secondly, it was believed that legumin synthesis
could not be initiated in cultured embryos (Millerd et al. -I975). By using a more sensitive assay
for legumin, an enzyme-linked immunoabsorbent assay (ELISA), which allows us to detect nanogram quantities of the protein (Domoney et al. I 980), we have shown that legumin is synthesized
in much younger embryos than hitherto assumed, an observation to which I will return later.

Secondly, with improved culture techniques we have demonstrated that legumin synthesis can

be initiated in vitro (Domoney et al. I980).
Returning to the observation of the presence of legumin in the cells of very young embryos, this
implies either that there is a low rate of synthesis even in the diploid cells of the young cotyledon

or that there are already a few endoreduplicated cells present, and it is these that are synthesizing
the protein. Should the former be true, it is important to test whether other diploid cells within
the plant, and even cells in culture, can synthesize legumin, albeit at a very low level, but levels
that we might now detect with the ELISA technique. It has been suggested that callus cells derived
from cultures of Vicia cotyledons can synthesize low levels of storage protein (Muntz, quoted in

Boulter & Crocomo I979). The possibility of selecting mutant cells in culture that can overproduce particular storage proteins is attractive, and the aim in peas would be to enhance the
production of legumin, which has a higher proportion of sulphur amino acids than some of the
other seed proteins.

Embryo culture is being used also for studying another aspect of storage product synthesis in

peas. It has been recently shown (lDavies 1980) that there are mutants in peas, somewhat akin to
[ 153 ]
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those in maize and barley, in which both protein and carbohydrate composition is altered within
the seed. In peas the two seed phenotypes, round and wrinkled, differ in starch quantity and

quality, sugar content and storage protein composition, the proportion of legumin being higher

in round seed (Davies I980). The nature of the metabolic changes induced by the allelic alternatives at the ra locus, which is involved in the determination of these two phenotypes, is not known,
but we are using embryo culture to examine the proteins synthesized by these two genotypes when

grown under various conditions to try to analyse the relation of carbohydrate and protein synthesis, and how it may be manipulated. We therefore have mutants in peas that affect storage
product composition, we can culture the embryos in which these products are synthesized and
stored, and we can define the ways in which we need to improve the phenotype. An important

limitation, however, is the dearth of knowledge of the biochemistry and molecular biology of these
important components of economic yield - the seed - and this needs to be remedied if we are to
successfully manipulate and modify them by plant breeding.

CONCLUSION

A cautious optimism may be an appropriate conclusion; after all, plant breeders and geneticists
took little interest in cell, tissue and organ culture until recently, but already the value of meristem
and shoot culture is widely recognized. Other aspects of the subject will prove attractive as

techniques improve and new applications are recognized, and if genetic engineering is to con-

tribute to plant improvement, it will be mediated to a substantial extent through the manipulation
of cells in culture.
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Discussion

S. BRIGHT (Rothamsted Experimental Station, Harpenden, Herts, U.K.). Some recent work on plant
mutants that accumulate amino acids is relevant here after Professor Davies's paper in which he
questioned whether accumulation would be expressed in seeds. Complex diploid tissue cultures of

maize (Hibberd et al. I 980) or mature embryos of diploid barley have been used to select mutants
resistant to lysine plus threonine (Bright et al. I 98I). In both cases, threonine and methionine are
accumulated in the growing tissues. One barley mutant, Rothamsted 2501, contains a single
dominant gene for resistance (associated with recessive lethality). Normal seeds contain little

soluble threonine (less than 1 % of total threonine) whereas seeds from resistant plants have 15 00
of the total threonine in the soluble fraction. This is sufficient to change the total threonine content. There is evidence for increased total methionine also in the barley mutant described above:
as soluble methionine is very low this must be in protein.
Reference
Bright, S. W. J., Miflin, B. J. & Rognes, S. E. I98I Threonine accumulation in the seeds of a barley mutant
with an altered aspartate kinase. (Manuscript in preparation.)
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A SIMPLE METHOD FOR GROWING PLANTS
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(Received for publication December 6, I920)

In growing plants under sterile conditions, investigators have employed
either agar cultures or some other substratum of solid or semi-solid character
placed in culture tubes, or else they have used water or soil cultures. In
the water or soil cultures the roots only are maintained under sterile' conditions; the leaves and stems being exposed to an unconfined atmosphere.
In the course of certain experiments which are to be reported at a future
date, it was found that neither the agar-culture method nor the waterculture method was satisfactory for growing green plants in the dark.
In the course of investigations on the organic nutrition of plants, it
was noted at various times that seeds would germinate and seedlings would
grow even when entirely immersed in a liquid medium. As a result of
these incidental observations, it was decided' to test the possibility of
using such liquid cultures for the investigations. Striking successes were
obtained, and the superiority of this method for growing plants in the dark
over the agar method or the water culture methods hitherto used was at
once apparent.

In a flask or culture tube, the size depending upon the plants to be
grown and upon the duration of the experiment, is placed the culture
solution. The depth of the solution should not exceed six centimeters.
The vessels are plugged with cotton and then autoclaved. The seeds to be
sown are then sterilized and the desired number sown in the culture solution.
In the work here reported, the seeds were sterilized by the calcium hypochlorite method of Wilson.' This method of growing plants has been used
with flax, alfalfa, corn, pea, and timothy. These were all grown in the
dark. The pea and alfalfa have been grown for nine months in the dark
when supplied with sugar. The method may also be used for growing
plants in the light.

Table i gives data from an experiment with timothy grown in the dark,
TABLE I

Weight of Individual Average Length of
Solution Used | Plant Exposed in Gms. Plants in Cm. No. of Leaves

Pfeffer's + sugar ..............Oo.oi8o 13.5 4
Pfeffer's + sugar .................. 0.0172 I 5.
Pfeffer's

Pfeffer's

+

sugar

alone

..0I84

.0.007I

6.5

i6.

2

I Wilson, J. K. Calcium hypochlorite as a seed sterilizer. Amer. Jour. Bot. 2: 420427. I9I5.
176
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and in figure i is shown one of the cultures. The nutrient solution contained 2 percent sucrose.

The special advantage of this method is in the fact that the plants used

will live and grow for a much longer period of time than by the other methods.

~~~~~~~~~~I:

.';S.P~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ... , ... ..r..

i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~. . . . .}

.~~~~~~~~~~~~~x: a_ . .

FIG. I. Timothy grown for three weeks in the dark on Pfeffer's nutrient solution plUS 2
percent sucrose.

It would seem, in the case of plants grown in the dark, that the sugars are
either too slowly absorbed by the roots or that conduction of the sugars is
too slow to satisfy the needs of the plant for organic matter. This idea has
been suggested by Knudson and Lindstrom2 in their work on albino corn.
When a portion of the stem of the plant is also immersed, the stem probably
absorbs sugars and so the needs of the plant are more nearly met.
Another advantage over the agar method is the greater ease of analyzing
2 Knudson, L., and Lindstrom, E. W. Influence of sugars on the growth of albino
plants. Amer. Jour. Bot. 6: 40I-405. 1919.
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the solution. In the agar method the agar must first be removed before
the sugar determination can be made. Adsorption phenomena inadvertently play a part in the precipitation of agar, and thus another source of
error is introduced.
LABORATORY OF PLANT PHYSIOLOGY,
CORNELL UNIVERSITY
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ENTOMOLOGY

Grain Pest Season Here
0 THE PEAK SEASON is here for devastation of stored grains by one of the most
prolific and destructive insect pests in the
country, the khapra beetle.
A U. S. Department of Agriculture expert told SCIENCE SERVICE he had seen a
bin of barley, 100x40x14 feet, completely
ruined by these tiny pests, which were only
discovered in this country in 1953. In another bin, he saw khapra beetle larvae and
cast-off skins one foot deep.
Since its successful eradication in New
Mexico, the khapra beetle is believed to be
bottled up in California and Arizona, where
it continues to strike at stored barley and
grain sorghum with disastrous results. Worried entomologists, however, are appealing
to farmers and grain storage men to keep
watching for the pest and to report its
occurrence in an effort to keep it from
spreading.
The khapra beetle, native of India, Ceylon
and Malaya, has already spread from Japan,
the Philippines, and Australia, to England,
Europe and Africa. Although only found
here in 1953, some astute detective work by

the USDA indicates that it must have gotten
into the Fresno area of California as early
as 1946.

The insect belongs to the same family
as carpet beetles and resembles them. It
can be spotted in grain storage facilities by
the presence of fuzzy larvae or cast-off skins,
about one-eights of an inch long, in clusters
around the corners of grain bins or in used
sacks. Like rice and granary weevils, it
attacks sound kernels of grain.
The only effective remedy for the khapra
beetle is to cover infested bins with a tarpaulin and fumigate thoroughly. Fumigation will not hurt the grain for use as feed,
the USDA said.
Anyone who thinks he has discovered
khapra beetles in stored grains should send
specimens to: Insect Identification and Parasite Introduction Section, U.S. Department
of Agriculture, Beltsville, Md. Specimens
should be placed in rubbing alcohol in a
leakproof jar or vial. Do not send live
specimens through the mail.
Science News Letter, August 27, 1955

AGRICULTURE

Germ-Resistant Plants
0 MAN'S FIGHT against famine is netting startling victories, as new weapons
pour forth from atomic laboratories and
plant breeding stations that are putting resistance to diseases right into the hereditary
make-up of his food crops.
Scientists from all over the country heard
of the revolutionary progress in reports
given to the American Society of Agronomy
meeting in Davis, Calif.
Use of atomic particle radiation to induce
hereditary changes in plants that leave them
immune to certain diseases was reported by
Dr. Calvin Konzak of the Brookhaven National Laboratory.
In his experiment, Dr. Konzak exposed
oat seeds to radiation from an atomic reactor. The variety of oats he used was known
to be highly susceptible to the fungus disease, helminthosporium blight.
He planted the seeds and, after they had

sprouted, inoculated them with the destructive fungus.
Several of the plants from radiation-exposed seeds were resistant to the fungus
disease. This resistance was found to be

passed on to the offspring of the diseaseimmune oat plants, showing that the atomic

radiation had done its beneficial work by
changing the heredity of the plants.
In another experiment to breed diseasefighting power into plants, the high, inheritable resistance to leaf rust of a wild
relative of domestic wheat has been transformed to the wheat plant itself, reported

Dr. Ernest R. Sears, geneticist with the U.S.
Department of Agriculture.
The wild "wheat" used was a member of
the goatgrass family, Aegilops umbellulata,
which is practically immune to leaf rust.
Since it was impossible to cross the goatgrass directly with domestic wheat, Dr.
Sears crossed it first with an intermediate

cause of lack of heat and drought tolerance.
But in Mediterranean countries there are
forms of this grass that prosper with less
than eight inches of rainfall a year.

More progress in improving hereditary
qualities might be made more quickly and
at less expense by introducing these oldworld forms than by conventional breeding
programs based on current limited samples
he said.
Science News Letter, August 27, 1955

BIOCHEMISTRY

Seek Clues to Inborn
Errors in Body and Mind
)0 CERTAIN INBORN errors in body

chemistry cause deviation from normal
processes, leading to mental deficiency and
other ailments is being studied by Dr. Max
Dunn, University of California at Los
Angeles biochemist, and others aided by
grants from Swift and Company.

One such deviation results in inferior
mental ability and is known as phenylketonuria. It is the result of a faulty processing of the amino acid phenylalanine.
Another instance in which body chemistry veers from the normal is a rare condition known as alcaptonuria, characterized by marked discoloration of excretory
products. Key to the condition is homogentisic acid, which is being structurally
explored by the group.

"It is only by scrutinizing these chemical errors in minute detail," Dr. Dunn
pointed out, "that we can spot where body
chemistry turned left when it should have
turned right. From such information can
be devised means of correcting harmful
deviations in life processes."
Associated with Dr. Dunn in the research have been Howard Wolkowitz,
Bernard Kaufman and Machio Yuchida.
Science News Letter, August 27, 1955

plant, emmer wheat. The offspring of these
two could then be crossed successfully with
common wheat, with the disease resistance
being passed on to the resulting hybrid.
The new rust-resistant wheat strains are
still far from ready for commercial use, Dr.
Sears said. The task of combining the rust
resistance with other desirable qualities in
a single variety of wheat still lies ahead for
plant breeders.
While many plant breeders are looking
for naturally-occuring or induced hereditary changes as a source of new and better
varieties, Jack R. Harlan of the U.S. Department of Agriculture and Oklahoma
A & M College told the A.S.A. meeting that
more effort should be spent exploring in
foreign countries for plants with the desired qualities already in existence.
Nearly all of the forage crops in the
United States were imported here from
somewhere else Mr. Harlan pointed out.
In bringing them here we have brought
only a very small and very restricted sample
of the many variations that exist, he said.
As an example, orchard grass in the
United States now is restricted in use be-

TECHNOLOGY

Flame-Proofing for
Cotton Perfected
) A FLAME-PROOFING TREATMENT
for cotton materials, much superior to
previous methods, has been developed
jointly by the U. S. Department of Agriculture scientists and the Army Quartermaster Corps' research branch.

A combination of two chemicals that
up to now were used separately for flame-

proofing cotton are employed in the new
technique. In the treatment, one part of
BAP, or bromoform-allyl-phosphate, is added to two parts of THPC-resin solution, or
tetrakis (hydroxymethyl) phosphonium
chloride, and applied to the cloth, which is
then dried and heat-cured. The process
increases the weight of the cloth about 18%,
but shows little effect on other fabric
qualities. The flame-proofing holds up well
under both laundering and dry cleaning.
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satellites in space. Describing his agency's
new posture before the Senate subcommittee on strategic and theater nuclear
forces earlier this year, Undersecretary for
Directed Energy Weapons Major General
Donald Lamberson said DOD currently
expects to spend $900 million for research
on space lasers during the next five years,
prior to beginning expensive demonstrations in orbit. Roughly $600 million
will go for programs to investigate the

technical feasibility and cost effectiveness
of using lasers in space. Three programs
directed by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA)
ALPHA, LODE, and TALON GOLD - will
dominate these efforts.
Lamberson says ALPHA is investigating
the prospects for high-powered midinfrared-wavelength devices, though

some shorter-wavelength laser systems
are being looked at too. LODE is examining the feasibility of producing very large,
precision mirrors to direct laser beams at

their targets. It is also focusing on the difficulties of directing these beams at high
brightness levels. TALON GOLD is concentrating on problems associated with lock-

ing a laser beam onto a moving target from
space -a target that will likely be moving
five or more times faster than the Side-

winders encountered in the recent Air

Sex switch stimulated
by size

Force tests.

The Army's role in the Space Laser Program is more modest. Focusing on

ballistic-missile defense, it is chiefly investigating the extent to which missiles can
be "hardened" (protected) against laser
radiation. The Army is also concentrating
on short-wavelength lasers, the type expected to prove most useful in space operations. For its part, the Air Force is studying the hardening of aircraft, satellites and
other potential targets for their survival
under an attack by enemy weapons, including lasers.
Responding to a growing public concern over the further militarization of
space, DARPA Director Robert Cooper told
the Congress on March 23 of this year, "We
are conducting research and planning related to space weaponry, but I emphasize
that no commitment has been made to acquire space-based weapons. And, we will
proceed only if our national security is so
threatened." -J. Raloff

Ozone: Selective force in plant evolution?

In the lonely hearts club of coral reef
fish, when the going gets tough, the tough

change sex. Many fish are hermaphroditic,
but most species change sex because they
lack a nearby mate. For the first time, researchers have now found at least one

species that bases its sex on the relative
size, not the sex, of its neighbors.
Female saddleback wrasse (Thalassoma duperrey) can change to male. While
smaller fish of either sex stimulate a
female to switch, larger fish inhibit such a
change. "Basically, if you put two of these
fish together, only the bigger one will be-

come a male," says Milton Diamond of the
University of Hawaii in Honolulu.

As a result, the larger fish are usually
male, either by birth or by subsequent sex
change. On the reef, a relatively small
female is likely to encounter males. But if
the proportion of larger fish drops, a
female would find more mates if she

changed sex. "Since fish are considered to
be fairly highly evolved, this brings up a
number of philosophical implications,"
says Diamond. "The social situation of
these animals determines their sexual

Scientists, spurred by the prediction

that in the next decade stratospheric
ozone may be partially depleted, are trying to learn how such a decrease might af-

fect not only human health, but plant
health too. One such study has led researchers to suggest that plants that originated at tropical and temperate latitudes
display different levels of sensitivity to
solar ultraviolet-B (UV-B) radiation, much
of which is absorbed by the ozone layer
before reaching the earth.
Earlier research also has shown that
plants now living at different latitudes
vary widely in their tolerance to
ultraviolet-B radiation. The amount of
UV-B that reaches the earth is linked to the
thickness of the ozone layer because
stratospheric ozone absorbs most of the
invisible light before it touches the planet.
Plants growing in tropical latitudes, where
natural levels of UV-B are the highest on
earth, are more resistant to the radiation

than plants in temperate latitudes, where
most of the world's food crops are grown.
Botanists Alan Teramura of the University
of Maryland in College Park, and Martyn
Caldwell of Utah State University in Logan,
report that the degree of tolerance to UV-B
is related to the level of the radiation at the
time specific plants evolved. The ozone

layer and its effect on UV-B, they say, may
have been a selective factor in plant evolution.

In field studies and controlled experiments, 90 agricultural plant species were
exposed to UV-B. At first the researchers
could not identify a common factor within
plant families that makes the plants more
or less resistant to the radiation. But when

the researchers considered where the
plants originated, they found that three
times as many crops that evolved in temperate latitudes in the Near East, Northern
China and Mesoamerica (roughly north
central North America to Nicaragua) were
adversely affected by the same level of

UV-B as crops that evolved in tropical
latitudes in mid-Africa, Southeast Asia and

South America. Teramura and Caldwell assert that naturally occurring UV-B has
been an "important selective force in the
evolutionary history of these agricultural
species."
The plants with low resistance to UV-B
are particularly vulnerable, the scientists
found, because increases in UV-B radiation inhibit their photosynthesis, result in
smaller plant size and smaller leaf area,
and reduce yield and yield quality. Soybeans, for instance, fare poorly when UV-B
levels are too great. The crop is cultivated
because its seeds contain high proportions of oils and proteins. Some varieties,
Teramura says, produce less oil and protein when exposed to levels of UV-B that
are outside the tolerance ranges of the
plants.
It is estimated that the protective layer
of stratospheric ozone may be depleted
from 5 to 9 percent in the next decade,
primarily due to human use of chlorofluorocarbons in refrigerants and other
industrial applications (SN: 4/10/82, p.
244). The increase in UV-B radiation would

physiology and behavior."
Like most fish, the dull green
saddleback wrasse has no detectable sex
chromosomes, yet when it reaches sexual
maturity, it produces either sperm or eggs.
"The initial sex is probably determined by
multiple sites on different chromosomes,"
says Robert M. Ross, of the Hawaii Institute
of Marine Biology in Kaneohe. "This makes
the wrasse very sexually labile." Females
can later stop producing eggs and start
producing sperm. This protogynous
(female first) sex change takes two to
three months and is non-reversible. Since
the wrasse cannot produce both sperm
and eggs simultaneously, it cannot fertilize
itself. Says Ross, "Virtually all females
eventually become males, given the right
social conditions."
To determine those conditions the

Hawaii group studied isolated females,
and females placed with one to three

smaller, sexually mature fish. As reported
in the Aug. 5 SCIENCE, the lone females
continued to produce eggs, as did those in
pens with larger saddleback wrasse or
smaller fish of another species. But
females that were the largest of their
species changed sex even if the smaller
fish were male.

In species that live in Harems, removing
the dominant male prompts the largest
female to switch sex. But the social structure of the promiscuous saddleback,
which breeds in temporary pairs or

be disproportionately large at temperate
latitudes, scientists say, with a 19 percent
increase in the amount of UV-B radiation

swarms, is less clear-cut."You can't usually

capable of affecting plant biology.
-C. Simon

the best clue to sexual strategy."
-S. Steinberg

tell a male from a female by color," says
Ross. "The size ratio of nearby fish may be

SCIENCE NEWS, VOL. 124
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Race to find human stem cells ends in tie
Two research groups are reporting the
isolation of seemingly immortal human

brain, but not into those of other tissues.
In the November NATURE BIOTECHNOLOGY,

Evan Y. Snyder of Children's Hospital in

placenta in mice and people are com-

Boston and his colleagues report for the

pletely different," he notes.

first time the isolation of human neural

Thomson suggests that human ES cells

stem cells. Derived from the brain tissue

may also speed drug discovery. A firm

of an aborted fetus, these stem cells have

Researchers hope ultimately to use

wishing to test thousands of potential

been kept alive and healthy in the labora-

these cells, known as embryonic stem
(ES) cells, to study human development,

heart drugs might use ES cells to generate

tory for more than 2 years. The re-

massive amounts of human heart cells.

searchers have also injected the neural

cells that can give rise to any cell type in
the body.

test drugs, and provide unlimited supplies
of cells to replace tissues damaged by dis-

eases or injuries. ES cells induced to form
heart cells, for example, might help

"You could screen 50,000 potential drugs

stem cells into the brains of newborn

and pick out the 3 that look promising,"
he says.
To provide desired cells for trans-

mice and confirmed that the cells devel-

op into neurons and glia, the two major
classes of brain cells. Snyder's group can

plants or drug screening, investigators

even add new genes to the stem cells, a

must still learn to convert ES cells into

skill that could prove useful in treating

specialized cells. "You have to figure out

certain human brain disorders.

strengthen failing hearts. Or neurodegenerative illnesses, such as Parkinson's disease, might be treated with transplants of
brain cells grown from ES cells.
Human ES cells are "potentially going
to revolutionize medicine in the next cen-

how to teach cells which pathways to go

In a related NATURE BIOTECHNOLOGY pa-

down," explains David I. Gottlieb of
Washington University in St. Louis. He

per in the same issue, Ronald D.G. Mc-

tury," says Austin G. Smith of the University of Edinburgh. Scotland, who has

and other researchers, for example, have
already induced mouse ES cells to devel-

been searching for these mother cells.
Most human cells are specialists,
forced during embryo development to
choose a lifetime career as, say, muscle or
liver cells. But until they make such a

op into neurons and other types of brain
cells. That experience should carry over,
predicts Gottlieb. "I'm very confident we
will quickly go from human ES cells to hu-

Kay of the National Institute of Neuro-

logical Disorders and Stroke in Bethes-

da, Md., and his colleagues describe how
they injected human fetal brain tissue into brains of embryonic rats. The human
cells formed every kind of brain cell and
integrated into all major regions of the

man neurons," he says.

rodents' brains. Creating such chimeric

commitment, embryonic cells retain their
ability to develop into any cell type. Rec-

Some scientists hope to take a shortcut in that journey by using neural stem

ognizing the potential uses of these unre-

cells. While seemingly immortal, like ES
cells, neural stem cells have already
made a limited career choice. They can
develop into the various cell types of the

brains, notes McKay, should help scientists better understand how embryonic
human brain cells develop, migrate, and

stricted cells, several research teams
have braved the furor of working with human embryos and fetuses and have raced

form connections, issues almost impossible to investigate experimentally in
people. -. Travis

to isolate human ES cells.
At a meeting last summer, John D.

Gearhart of Johns Hopkins Medical Institutions in Baltimore described his group's
apparent success at finding these versatile cells by sifting through tissues, from

aborted fetuses, normally destined to
give rise to either sperm or egg cells (SN:
7/19/97, p. 36). Gearhart and his colleagues now detail their results in the
Nov. 10 PROCEEDINGS OF THE NATIONAL AcADEMY OF SCIENCES.

Researchers led by James A. Thomson
of the University of Wisconsin-Madison
have also unearthed human ES cells, but
by following a strategy they employed to
find monkey ES cells (SN: 8/26/95, p. 139).

They plucked cells from the insides of
human blastocysts, balls of about 100
cells at an early stage of embryonic
growth. The blastocysts were originally
created during in vitro fertilization efforts
but went unused, says Thomson.
The blastocyst cells have proved able

to replicate indefinitely; Thomson's group
has kept some alive for 9 months. More-

over, in test-tube experiments, the cells
show an ability to differentiate into specialized cells. When injected into mice,
the putative ES cells form growths of human cells containing bone, muscle, nerve,

and many other cell types, the researchers report in the Nov. 6 SCIENCE.
In addition to their medical potential,
human ES cells should allow biologists to
study areas of human development not
well mirrored in animals such as mice.
Thomson plans to examine how the cells

Radiation gives these plants the blues
With its chlorophyll extracted, this plant becomes a potential botanical Geiger
counter by displaying some of its radiation-induced mutations as blue spots. These
spots record the gene-altering threat of radioactive pollution, including fallout.
A Ukrainian-Swiss research team inserted inactive bacterial genes into thale cress
(Arabidopsis thaliana). When mutated, these genes make an enzyme that accepts a
standard, blue chemical stain.
Working both in a laboratory and at outdoor locations around Ukraine, the scientists exposed the plants for several weeks to soil tainted with fallout from the 1986
Chemobyl reactor accident.
The greater the radiation dose, the more plant tissue accepted the blue stain, the researchers report in the November NANE BIO7EcHNoLoGY. The increase in staining correlated with the genetic damage the researchers measured in chromosomes
U
of onions exposed to similar levels of 2
radiation.
m
The mutation rate fell, however, z
0
Z_
once radiation levels got too high

(about 900 curies per square kilometer). At these exposures, the plants'
cells began dying, explains Barbara
Hohn of the Friedrich Miescher Institute in Basel, Switzerland, a study author. In practice, Hohn suspects, "Pots

_l

[of plants] would be put into contaminated areas for a week or two" and
then treated to reveal any spots.
This is "a handy and useful tool,"
says geneticist Yuri E. Dubrova of the
University of Leicester in England, who
studies Chemobyl's effects. Until now,
he notes, "it's required literally hours
with a microscope and damaging one's
eyes to [tally] chromosome aberrations"due to radiation. -J. Raloff

differentiate into placental cells. "The

NOVEMBER

7,1998

SCIENCE

NEWS,
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' Welcome to the Atomic Park' : American Nuclear

Landscapes and the 'Unnaturally Natural'
JOHN WILLS
Department of Historical Studies
University of Bristol

13-15 Woodland Road, Bristol BS81TB, UK

Email: John. Wills @ bristol, ac. uk

ABSTRACT
Atomic landscapes in the American West are typically understood as despoiled
and irradiated territories. Nevada Test Site, with its grim medley of twisted
military structures, bombed-out craters and radioactive desert, is an emblem of
the nuclear age. By contrast, Yosemite National Park is a very different icon to

hail from Western climes. Yosemite is legendary for its wild nature and
monumental scenery. The two landscapes, Nevada Test Site and Yosemite
National Park, have, on the surface, very little in common. However, in recent

years, a number of nuclear and post-nuclear landscapes have been praised for
attracting rare species of flora and fauna. A few nuclear sites have even become
nature reserves. While aware that so-called atomic parks are hardly likely to
become the Yellowstones and Yosemites of the late twenty-first century, this
article explores a few of the unexpected links between two forms of landscape
for so long considered extreme opposites.

KEY WORDS
Nuclear age, parks, American West, landscape

In 1962, Alfred Hitchcock filmed The Birds at Bodega Bay, a quiet fishing
community fifty miles north of San Francisco. Hitchcock used the peaceful
coastal village as a backdrop for a harrowing story of nature out of control. His

depiction of a flock of seagulls terrorising small-town America won substantial
acclaim as a natural disaster masterpiece. At the same time that Hitchcock faked

an avian menace on the shores of Bodega, town residents rallied against a
formidable nuclear presence. A major California electrical utility, Pacific Gas

and Electric (PG&E), hoped to construct an atomic power plant on the wild
Environment and History 7 (2001): 449-72
? 2001 The White Horse Press, Cambridge, UK.
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reaches of Bodega Head peninsula. PG&E officials insisted that their nuclear
project posed no threat to the region. A billboard on the perimeter of the inchoate

construction site announced 'Welcome to Bodega Bay Atomic Park'.1 The
'atomic park' promised an outlandish blend of high technology and primordial

nature, public energy provision and coastal recreation. Yet some northern
Californians remained unimpressed. Anti-nuclear campaigner David Pesonen
distributed a pamphlet entitled Visit to the Atomic Park' highlighting the less
welcome features of PG&E's nuclear enterprise. According to Pesonen, Pacific
Gas had misled citizens of Bodega as to the true nature of its project, with 'the
use of the word "park" to describe a massive atomic complex' just one example

of corporate unreasonableness.2 A state park, rather than an atomic park,
appeared the safer option for Bodega.

Competing visions of Bodega Head as an atomic park and a state park
reflected the immense cultural symbolism attached to the park label in the latter

half of the twentieth century. In post-1945 America, the 'park' emerged as a
mass-produced icon of pleasure. Seeking a higher quality of life, US citizens
found solace in the open spaces of city and state parks. Increased leisure time
fuelled a boom in recreation, with the park promising redemption from the ills
of congested, urban society.3 Business magnates, recognising the cachet at
tached to the word 'park', renamed their manufacturing complexes 'industrial
parks' and 'research parks'.4 Walt Disney called his carnival-like fairgrounds
'theme parks'.5 However, it was the 'national park' that most captivated the
imagination of America in the 1950s and 1960s. In laden station wagons, middle
class Americans travelled to national parks on the weekends. The great outdoors
attracted droves of vacationers. In 1965, Yellowstone National Park received
two million visitors for the first time in its history.6 The national park, with its

rustic signposts and inviting picnic benches, represented the ultimate park - the
archetypal outdoor recreational experience.
The atomic park was something else entirely. Both the atomic bomb and the
national park were born in the American West. Yet the US park ideal, often
celebrated as 'the best idea we ever had', shared little in common with dreams

of artificial energy sources and unassailable military might.7 National parks and
nuclear sites represented disparate landforms and mindscapes. One represented

the apogee of American conservationist thinking, the other highlighted the
destructive potential of high technology. Test sites were treated as verbatim
wastelands. While US citizens celebrated the national park as a repository of

wilderness values, landscape gardening at nuclear plants conjured images of
scientifically managed and modified plant life, artificial lawns in white, futuris
tic cities. At Bodega, PG&E employed the park motif in the hope of naturalising
the atom, but failed to elaborate on the abstruse links between nuclear energy
production and nature protection, of how the construction of reactor sites could

practically service the preservation of wilderness. While initially receptive to
claims of a clean, environmentally friendly energy source, conservationists grew
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wary of atomic power, and became fearful of an accidental release of radiation
into the biosphere. By the late 1970s, anti-nuclear activists had convinced the
American public that there was nothing natural about atomic power.8
The axiomatic gulf between nuclear installations and nature preserves has
traditionally barred any meaningful comparison between these two discrete
forms of land use. However, exploring the history of the 'park' in its nuclear and
preservationist incarnations suggests that apocalyptic and Edenic landscapes are

not always polar opposites. The vigour with which nuclear lands have been
derided, and nature parks exalted, owes more to entrenched social values than to

any extensive consideration of the places involved. Nuclear landscapes have for
too long been typecast as infertile no-mans-lands. Despite the irreverence of the

comparison, the nature park offers a fresh perspective on atomic soil.
It is the intention of this article to explore the unexpected common ground

between nature parks and nuclear landscapes. By considering how such lands
were originally set aside, what practices (and attitudes) governed their early
development, and what purpose they came to serve in the modern era, the ' atomic

park' is intellectually set alongside more conventional park systems. Preserva
tionist and military mandates are usefully compared. The term 'nature', em
ployed in this essay to describe healthy biodiversity (usually due to a relative
paucity of human impact), emerges as a complex, culturally laden, and idealistic
reference point. In the light of what we know about radiation and its potential to
cause genetic damage, it is hard not to think of atomic landscapes as 'unnatural'.
In turn, the concept of the atomic park remains, at best, 'unnaturally natural'.

CHOOSING SUITABLE PARKLAND
In locating and appropriating land for atomic purposes, nuclear planners often
followed rationales comparable to the motivations of early park stewards. This
section considers how nuclear authorities searched for wild and remote regions

for their projects, eventually coming into competition with the American

conservation movement.

In 1864, Yosemite Park was set aside for 'public use, resort, and recreation' ?

However, in contrast to city parks, Yosemite proved distant from white Ameri
can communities and, at that time, inaccessible to all but the richest or hardiest

travellers. Yosemite was located 'in nature'. The remoteness of the parkland,
along with its unsuitability for settlement or farming, made public acquisition all

the easier. Just as Yosemite was celebrated for its magnificent cliffs and
waterfalls, preserved intact and 'inalienable for all time', it was also deemed
'worthless' by its marginal economic importance in terms of resource extrac
tion. 10 Later parks, such as Yellowstone National Park ( 1872) and Death Valley
National Monument (1933), were established according to a similar rationale.
From the 1940s onwards, nuclear industrialists also laid claim to wild, remote,
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and marginalised places. The desire for secrecy, allied to concerns over radia
tion, encouraged nuclear developers to search for territories on the periphery of

mainstream American society. Nuclear projects were best situated on uninhab
ited and undeveloped land, far from major cities.
Both nature park planners and nuclear industrialists imagined the landscapes
about them. Gathered around a campfire at Madison Junction in 1870, members

of the Washburn expedition articulated a desire for 'a great National Park' at

Yellowstone.11 Proponents envisioned a museum of natural curiosities pre
served for public use, insulated from the worst excesses of private capitalism by
arbitrary straight-line boundaries. Yellowstone duly became a national treasure,
with the Madison campfire immortalised in popular memory as the birthplace of
the American park idea.12 The idea encouraged Americans to see land as virtuous

due to its untouched and unpeopled status. Western regions were re-conceptu

alised. Park planners and nature preservationists mythologised spectacular
mountain climes and plunging desert canyons as the pristine American ' wilder
ness' .13 Meanwhile, Native American residents had no place in the virginal park

scene. Like so many Euro-American concepts, the nature park ran roughshod
over indigenous rights and customs. Remnant Indian nations were evicted from
their ancestral territories.14 Rather than primeval nature frozen in time, the park

wilderness was an inherently modern construction, with its own destructive

logic.
In Savage Dreams, environmental writer Rebecca Solnit described the
assembly of 'physicists in the wilderness' at Los Alamos, New Mexico, in
1942.15 Like park planners at the campfire, atomic physicists played out future
scenarios in their heads, anticipating how atomic fires would transform both
material and political landscapes. The Manhattan Project had brought nuclear
science to the West. Seeking secret, remote and uninhabited terrain, military
authorities had appropriated vast tracts of 'wilderness' for the manufacture of the

world's first atomic bomb. Stretches of New Mexico and Washington were
regarded as barren, unpopulated and readily available for atomic purposes. Like
national park planners, atomic engineers superimposed their desires for vacant

spaces onto the physical landscape. Native American nations and recalcitrant
ranchers lost their lands during the expansion of military projects at Los Alamos

and Hanford Engineering Works (Washington) in the early 1940s, and Nevada

Test Site in the early 1950s. Lecturer in American Studies Valerie Kuletz
labelled the process 'nuclear colonialism'.16 In their capacity to annex Indian

territories, atomic pioneers resembled Euro-American frontiersmen. Nine
teenth-century homesteaders, miners, town developers and national park plan
ners had all imagined the West to be theirs for the taking. The atomic imagination
fed off prior misconceptions of landscape and lingering forms of racial prejudice.

In their search for land, park boosters and nuclear developers rarely com
peted for the same sites. However, in the 1960s, both conservationists and atomic

industrialists fervently pursued the expansion of their respective territories.
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FIGURE 1. The American West (selected nuclear sites and nature parks)

Recognising public support for outdoor recreation, conservationists campaigned
for more state and national parks.17 Meanwhile, the nuclear industry launched an
ambitious reactor construction programme, tied to Eisenhower's promotion of

'Atoms for Peace'. Most conservationists at that time supported nuclear power

as a preferred alternative to dam building. The American conservation lobby
vilified hydroelectric projects as concrete behemoths threatening large-scale
disruption of river ecosystems, while welcoming talk of ecologically benign,
self-contained atomic energy facilities. However, support for the peaceful atom
wavered when atomic developers chose sites of specific interest to the conser
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vation lobby. A relatively small number of environmentalists, concerned at the
loss of valuable coastal scenery and the chances of radioactive accident, had

clashed with nuclear enthusiasts in the early 1960s at Bodega Head. In the mid
1960s, Pacific Gas and Electric announced plans for another nuclear plant on the

California coast, on the Nipomo Dunes, 65 miles north of Santa Barbara.
As a potential site for a nuclear park, PG&E rated Nipomo as 'good' in terms

of'local topography', 'isolation', and 'physical features'.18 Meanwhile, conser
vationists valued Nipomo for its rare sand formations and aesthetic beauty, and
vowed to protect the region from industrial encroachment. Atomic aficionados

and nature lovers converged on the same location. 'Another Bodega Head'
loomed on the California coastline.19 However, in an unexpected turn of events,

PG&E representatives and directors of the Sierra Club, a national conservation
organisation, agreed to a land deal in summer 1966. In order to free Nipomo for
state park purchase, the Sierra Club endorsed an alternative site for PG&E's
nuclear project. Leading members of the Club professed no antipathy towards
atomic power, and merely pressed for the plant to be placed in a more convenient

location. The nuclear park was relocated fifteen miles north along the coastline,

to Diablo Canyon.
Separated from the nearest town by a line of steep hills, Diablo Canyon was
a remote and secluded spot on an undeveloped promontory. PG&E engineers

judged the canyon to be 'excellent' in terms of 'geology, seismology, and
foundation' .20 Diablo represented prime atomic material. Diablo also turned out
to be a wild stretch of California coastline with potential as parkland. In the rush
to save Nipomo, directors of the Sierra Club had mistakenly cast Diablo Canyon
as a 'treeless slot' bereft of ecological significance.21 However, on discovering
that the 'real' Diablo featured unsullied tide pools and record-size coastal live
oaks, a number of renegade Sierra Club members challenged the agreement with
Pacific Gas. Director Fred Eissler drew attention to a favourable National Park

Service survey of the headland in 1959.22 Sympathetic Club stewards presented

the Diablo lands as 'California's Last Unspoiled Pastoral Coastland'.23 Fearing
the collapse of the 1966 deal, defenders of Nipomo insisted that Diablo failed to

meet state park standards. Local conservationist Kathy Jackson argued: 'Diablo
Canyon has not been wilderness since 1832. It is an overgrazed oak woodland

and chaparral canyon'.24 Directors Ansel Adams and William Siri declared
Diablo 'prophetically named', growing 'out of the moving sands and rare flora
of Nipomo to sow doubt and dissension' ,25 The ensuing controversy almost split
the Club.26

The same qualities that marked Diablo an ideal location for nuclear develop
ment also confirmed its potential as a nature reserve. Remoteness, wildness, and

an absence of humanity appealed to conservationists and developers alike.
'Save-Diablo' Sierra Club members duly admonished PG&E for its inability to
avoid wild and cherished landscapes in its quest to build a state-wide energy
system. 'With its almost magnetic attraction for the untouched site, the clean
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sand and the blue water, [PG&E] selects a hitherto inviolated [sic] area, applies
the blade of the bulldozer to it and then come tumbling down the ferns, the glens,

the trees, the valley', commented one California Public Utility Commission staff

member sympathetic to the 'Save-Diablo' cause.27 PG&E rejected any claims
that it was in competition with the state park system or conservationists. While

corporate officials admitted that the Nipomo Dunes represented attractive
parkland, Diablo Canyon was another matter entirely. As an 'undistinguished'
headland of 'ordinary nature', Diablo was presented as worthless to all but hardy
nuclear industrialists.28 Once used as an argument for national parks in the late
nineteenth century, worthlessness appeared on the side of the nuclear park
system in the late 1960s. PG&E also reminded Californians of their increasing
energy needs. The energy sufficiency of the whole state depended on a nuclear

landscape at Diablo Canyon. By contrast, a nature park at Diablo promised an
unwelcome return to the electrical dark ages.

IMPLEMENTING THE DESIGN
Even wilderness regions such as Yosemite and Yellowstone are now acknowl
edged as (at least partial) constructions of the human psyche, with wood cabins
and paved roads practical attestations of federal presence. Meanwhile, nuclear
landscapes carry the physical scars of prolonged military tests and reactor
building programmes. This section explores the making of two kinds of land
scape, and reveals how themes of mastery over nature, outbreaks of fear, and
national pride can bind places together, as well as separate them.
In implementing their design plans, both national park stewards and atomic
authorities at times demonstrated reprehensible attitudes towards resident flora
and fauna. In 1953, following a series of atomic explosions at Nevada Test Site,
over4,500 sheep died from radiation burns on surrounding ranch land.29 Military
personnel hid behind a cloak of secrecy and scientific jargon, insisting that the
herbivores died of eating toxic plants or malnutrition. Ranchers had trouble
believing what they were told. The sheep appeared neither thin nor diseased, nor
did rifles or ravenous predators kill them. The military-atomic complex was the

true culprit. Authorities apparently realised the cause of animal deaths in the
locality, but failed to disclose such information to beleaguered ranchers. Such
malversation helped ferment a popular understanding of nuclear landscapes as
places of nefarious scheming and malign portent in subsequent decades. That
flora, fauna, along with 'guinea pig' soldiers, emerged as victims of the atomic
age gave credence to the idea of nuclear terrain as inherently destructive. Nuclear

protesters came to associate the secret designs implemented at nuclear land
scapes with the failure of responsible government.
National parks, as paragons of democracy and public accessibility, avoided
such intense scrutiny. The National Park Service remained a highly respected
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federal authority, with the public thankful for its transparent two-fold raison

d'?tre of wilderness protection and recreational provision. While Americans
expected the Nevada Test Site to have a woeful past owing to military exigencies,

national parks were assumed to be in a pristine condition thanks to enlightened
land stewardship goals practised by the Park Service. Yet, in a sense, national
parks had their own secret past. Designs to protect 'nature' in early park systems

(namely herds of local ungulates) entailed the premeditated killing of resident

predators, with end results comparable to the radioactive sheep cull in Nevada

in the 1950s. In national parks from the 1870s to the 1930s, hundreds of
carnivores died from federal mismanagement. The United States Army assumed

control of Yellowstone in 1886, and continued an anti-predator agenda inaugu
rated by early park stewards. Cavalry units also saw off any furtive enemies
wandering Yosemite (1890), Sequoia (1890) and General Grant National Parks
(1890). Sounds of gunshots and military patrols indicated that the first national
parks began life as militarised zones. In 1916, the National Park Service, backed
up by scientific dogma, institutionalised annual killing sprees. The grey wolf was
one of the unfortunate species to be classified as a 'threat' to park ungulates and
nature's balance. Just as likely to be killed inside as outside park borders, Canis
lupus faced a torrent of prejudice. By the 1940s, the wolf had been extirpated
from the continental United States.30

The burnt Nevada sheep and the castigated American wolves were the
victims of large-scale human experiment. Military and park authorities relished

exercising dominion over their respective territories. Federal officials sought
absolute control of their surroundings. Destruction was tied to the creative
process, with the laying of strychnine and the spread of plutonium part of the

making of landscape.
Although at the time hidden from view, the scale of transformation that
accompanied the nuclear age proved far-reaching. Manhattan Project engineers
shaped vast expanses of the American West to match their World War and Cold
War intentions. The Manhattan Project was huge in every way, from budgetary
expenditure, to public deception, to the western lands appropriated for atomic

testing. 'Secret' cities were constructed.31 The wild western landscape was
refashioned to meet an orderly military remit. Art historian Peter Hales located

the Manhattan Engineering District as psychologically 'somewhere between an
army base and a Utopian social experiment' ?1 The Nevada Test Site, meanwhile,

provided a 'massive outdoor laboratory' for the advancement of scientific
knowledge.33 Close to ground zero, army personnel packed beagles, mice, hogs
and monkeys into wire cages to register the effects of atomic blasts, not realising
that they too were 'experimental' animals. Nature incarnate represented the
canary thrust into the mine as a meter of danger. In the 1950s, Project Plowshare

took the nuclear experiment a stage further. Project proponent (and eminent
nuclear physicist) Edward Teller insisted that atomic energy could be used to
improve on nature's design. Grandiose plans included forging commercial ports,
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melting polar ice caps, and transforming deserts into lush green paradises with

the aid of nuclear explosives.34 Whole ecosystems seemed ripe for redevelop
ment. Atomic energy promised the transformation of place on an unlimited scale,

with the nuclear physicist assuming the al fresco role of landscape gardener.
Albeit on a far smaller scale, national park wardens similarly operated by an
ethos of management, control and scientific advancement. Plant and animal
populations were stringently monitored to meet park guidelines. Most wildlife
biologists regarded intervention as necessary to keep nature in 'perfect' balance.

Yet scientific knowledge of ecological systems proved far from flawless. In the
early twentieth century, park officials encouraged ungulate numbers in excess of

ecological capacity, with disastrous results.35 Natural fire was artificially pre
vented in national parks until the 1970s.36 Authorities, meanwhile, shaped their
dominions to meet public expectations. At Yosemite in the 1920s, bears and
mountain lions were kept in cages so that tourists could view nature 'red in tooth
and claw' without having to stray from the safety of the park village.37 Roads,

railroads, hotels and stores were all initially welcomed into the 'wilderness'.
State and national parks signified constructed landscapes.
Branching roads and animal culls aside, park authorities remained commit
ted to the protection of wild nature in principle, if not always in practice. National

parks denoted the crown jewels of the American homeland, majestic sequoias
and rock formations cast as nature's cathedrals to rival European stone spires.
Park staff defended such places from ruination, protecting America's natural
heritage from unscrupulous developers. National pride inspired the safeguard
ing of natural assets.

Systematically exploding more than a thousand bombs on western soil,
nuclear pioneers lacked such noble land stewardship goals. Nevertheless, the
work of the nuclear establishment was still tied to the defence of American
territory. In 1953, the Las Vegas Review-Journal declared, 'We like the AEC
[Atomic Energy Commission]. We welcome them to Nevada for their tests
because we, as patriotic Americans, believe we are contributing something, in
our small way, to the protection of the land we love'.38 Crater sites, irradiated
atomic veterans, and burnt beagles were a small price to pay for national security.

The military-industrial complex protected the whole of the United States,
including state and national parks, from the 'red enemy'. Park authorities
meanwhile experienced their own territorial skirmishes with Native Americans

and industrial capitalists. In Glacier National Park (1910), Montana, park staff
engaged in a perennial battle with the Blackfeet regarding indigenous user rights

on the Eastern slopes of the preserve, while neighbouring oil and gas operations

threatened the ecological integrity of the park.39 Both atomic and park land
scapes concerned the protection of 'America the beautiful'.
American pride proved integral to both institutionalised landscapes. Park and
nuclear boosters rallied to win over the American public to their respective
projects. Rail tracks and luxurious hotels attracted the rich and influential to
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Yellowstone and Yosemite. The Atomic Energy Commission announced bomb
blasts at Las Vegas hotels, inviting gamblers to temporarily leave behind the
neon lights of their casinos for other bright sights across the desert. The Nevada
Highways and Parks magazine for late 1953 used pictures of 'Doom Town' at

Nevada Test Site to promote tourism, the beleaguered irradiated buildings
offering a novel portrayal of state accommodation compared to the usual motel
fare.40
Both the eruption of Old Faithful geyser at Yellowstone and the rise of giant

mushroom clouds across Nevada drew outbursts of pride, wonder and horror
from onlookers. Watching Yellowstone's Mud Volcano, Nathaniel Langford,
member of the Washburn Party, wrote how 'The sensations inspired in me to
day, on again witnessing its convulsions, and the dense clouds of vapor expelled
in rapid succession from its crater, amid the jarring of the earth, and the ominous

intonations from belief, were those of mingled dread and wonder'. Yellowstone

was deemed 'unnaturally natural'.41 In The Big Picture, a 1950s military film,
a chaplain described an atomic explosion: 'you look up and you see the fireball
as it ascends into the heavens. It contains all of the rich colors of the rainbow, and

then as it rises up into the atmosphere it assembles into the mushroom. It is a
wonderful sight to behold' .42 Observers claimed to have found god in the glow
of ground zero and within the 'cathedrals' of Yosemite.43 Nuclear tourism was
never as explicit as nature tourism, but Americans were able to find divine beauty

in both landscapes. The sublime inhabited both nuclear and natural domains.
What differentiated the nuclear park from the nature park was the level of fear

assigned to it. Nature parks had successfully transformed the 'wilderness', once
considered primeval by Euro-Americans, into a goodly and spiritual landscape.

National parks were new Edens, providing honest pursuits for wholesome
Christian families. By contrast, nuclear landscapes were insalubrious, malfeasant

places, where invisible evils lurked. The nuclear priesthood readily sacrificed
their lands in the pursuit of forbidden knowledge, the secrets of the atom.
Meanwhile, atomic uses amplified, rather than wiped clean, lingering notions of
the taboo and the unwelcome. Seeping radioactive barrels strengthened popular

perceptions of arid lands in Nevada and California as desolate wastelands. The
new nuclear wilderness had its roots in soil already deemed unfit for life.
For environmentalists, the barrenness of ground zero indicated the destruc

tiveness of humanity and a fast approaching ecological doomsday. Nuclear
landscapes signified tortuous practice grounds for a forthcoming holocaust. The

spring 1971 edition of The Living Wilderness detailed 'The nuclear sword of

Damocles', 'the greatest threat to the continuance of animal, vegetable and
human existence', declaring 'not only the wilderness but the whole world is in
peril'.44 Released during the same year, saturnine science fiction movie Silent
Running explored the possibility of life devoid of wilderness. With Planet Earth
(and, more importantly, the United States) denatured to the point of supporting
only the human species, American spaceships carried the 'last forests of our once
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FIGURE 2. Old Faithful geyser, Yellowstone (US National Park Service photograph)

FIGURE 3. 'Nancy' tower shot, Nevada, 1953 (US Department of Energy photograph)
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beautiful nation' in giant bio-domes, with the distant hope of re-establishing the
'parks and forest system'. However, budget cutbacks led to the abandonment of

the space project. All but one of the domes was destroyed using nuclear
explosives. The last forest survived thanks to an extrovert nature enthusiast
disobeying orders. He then taught two friendly robots to look after the wilder
ness. Silent Running reflected popular concern over environmental collapse and
nuclear destruction, and made an emotional plea for better land stewardship.45

Fearing a rise in public opposition, the nuclear industry attempted to
reconnect atomic sites with natural landforms in the 1960s and 1970s. Corpora
tions located nuclear plants amidst newly created 'nature reserves', hoping that

local wildlife would freely congregate alongside reactors and thus show their
support of the atom. One industry advert proclaimed 'Go Play in the Atomic
Park', alleging that children could safely play in nuclear landscapes without fear

of fallout.46 A number of movies suggested that radioactive decay was not
altogether bad for the world. Bizarre post-apocalyptic utopias were expected to
rise from the ashes of nuclear Armageddon. Film historian Joyce Evans ex

plained the 'attraction' of 'nuclear war' as 'like a cloth that wipes away the
accumulated ravages of history and allows a clean, fresh world to be reborn'.47
Movies such as Genesis 2 (1973) predicted a return to the virgin wilderness, with
'man' as survivor, an atomic Daniel Boone, with his ragged clothes testament to
the abandonment of former cultural excesses.48 Meanwhile, radiation mutants,
savage and predatory, replaced the bears and serpents of the original wilderness.

THE MODERN PARADOX: THE POST-ATOMIC PARK?
This final section details recent debates surrounding the setting aside of former

nuclear lands as protected park areas. While atomic aficionados put great store
by the abundance of species to be found at testing grounds and reactor sites in the

American West, environmentalists struggle to make sense of unfolding events.
The true meaning of the 'post-atomic park' remains open to interpretation.

In the 1990s, many nuclear projects were downscaled or decommissioned.
Nuclear energy had proven itself uncompetitive in the marketplace, while the
end of the Cold War abruptly halted the nuclear arms race. Attention gradually

turned to the ecological costs of the atomic era. While the scale of radioactive
spoilage defied public expectations, equally shocking was the survival of nature
in atomic 'wastelands'. At ground zero, native vegetation had reclaimed Trinity.

Ravens nested in the plugs of former underground nuclear tests.49 The 'nuclear
wilderness' of the 1990s was far less 'alien' than depicted in the movies. If there
were any radioactive mutants, they were kept secret and well hidden.

Those responsible for cleaning up atomic sites welcomed signs of natural
recovery. The presence of endangered species testified to a healthy rather than

terminally polluted landscape. Wild flora and fauna also bolstered nuclear
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tourism. Tour guides for Nevada
Test Site stressed the natural legacy
of the nuclear age. The Department

of Energy proudly spoke of the
6000acres surrounding Rocky Flats
plutonium processing plant north

west of Denver, 'home to many
species of animals and plants'.50
The land had assumed a dual pur
pose, preventing nuclear contami
nation from reaching human settle
ments while protecting wild nature

from increasing urbanisation and
tourism. In May 1999, US Energy

Secretary Bill Richardson an

nounced the setting aside of 800
acres of Rocky Flats as Rock Creek
Reserve, thus protecting 'a unique

FIGURE 4. Nevada test site habitat that has been untouched by
(US Department of Energy photograph) human development for 25 years'.51
Authorities stressed their com
mitment to preserving nuclear and post-nuclear wilderness. At Yucca Mountain,
proposed site for high-level radioactive waste storage, and, as such, a nuclear
landscape in the making, officials monitored the endangered desert tortoise and

'indicator species' such as the long-tailed pocket mouse for early warnings of
environmental impact.52 Just like national park rangers, nuclear authorities
regretted their past record of land mismanagement, and vowed to make amends.
Portland General Electric, as a gesture of 'responsible environmental steward
ship' offered land occupied by Trojan nuclear plant to the state of Oregon for
park use.53 The atomic plant, dubbed Oregon's Trojan horse' due to its poor
operating performance, was in the process of being decommissioned. Featuring
500 acres of woods and wetland, including 200 wildlife species and one concrete
nuclear sarcophagus, the Hanford News commented, 'As far as parks go, it
would indeed have a bit of everything'. The newspaper's headline read 'From
nuclear to state park?'54
The gulf between the atomic park and the nature park appeared to be closing.
Tennessee Valley Authority dams, along with other huge industrial adventures,
had been accepted in the past for their accompanying picnic sites and boating
lakes.55 The atomic industry offered similar fringe benefits. The National Park
Service assumed responsibility for a number of nuclear missile silos next to

Badlands National Park as newly appointed national historic sites.56 Park
employees also restored the McDonald Ranch at Trinity Test Site, after rain
(rather than atomic blasts) damaged its tin roof and mud brick construction.
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Environmentalists, ranchers, farmers, real-estate developers and Native Ameri

cans all competed for stretches of the Hanford Engineering Works. Only five
percent of the reservation had suffered plutonium contamination, leaving 530
acres of 'prime habitat'. In June 2000, Hanford Reach National Monument,

home to bald eagles and peregrine falcons, was set up as a shrub-steppe
reservation. Battelle-Northwest biologist Larry Caldwell elaborated on the
importance of Hanford, explaining that 'in a state that is losing thousands of acres

of wildlife habitat each year...We're sort of an island, sort of a last bastion of
sagebrush-dependent species' .57 With many more acres to be freed for purchase,

environmental hopes centred on expanding the post-nuclear National Monu

ment.

While nuclear landscapes received unexpected plaudits, national parks came
under fire from wilderness purists. The vulnerable ecology of nature parks had
been meddled with and trampled on for too long. Park authorities were encour
aged to manage humans, not nature. While the National Park Service appeared

receptive to environmentalist pleas, they struggled with a sizeable tourist
problem. At Yellowstone, recreational vehicles roared across park landscapes in
the summer months. Snowmobiles invaded in the winter. Yosemite village was
famous for its neon shopping experience. The 'wilderness' experience appeared
in danger of devolving into a vacuous retail industry.
Nuclear landscapes had yet to be tarnished by consumer capital. Trinity Test
Site, open to the public twice a year, featured only a few gift sellers. Neither was

FIGURE 5. Traffic jam, Yellowstone (US National Park Service photograph)
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overcrowding a problem. Rebecca Solnit found the unpopulated zones of
Nevada Test Site preferable to the claustrophobic Yosemite, shocked to discover
'this country's national Eden so full of disturbing surprises and its Armageddon
so comparatively pleasant' ,58 Solnit was not the only one to favourably compare

nuclear lands with traditional park areas. One wildlife biologist claimed PG&E's
Diablo property was in far better ecological condition than Montana de Oro State
Park, its northerly neighbour.59 Plans were put forward to protect Diablo Canyon

following plant decommissioning.60 While nature parks suffered from their own

recreational success, nuclear lands, mostly off-limits to the nation, often resem

bled their pre-nuclear countenance. Buffer zones, as no-mans-land, had served
as enigmatic wildlife refuges. Rather than national parks, nuclear parks boasted
the human-less 'frozen' wilderness.

The nuclear wilderness nevertheless had its fair share of critics. Colorado

environmentalists rejected claims of a 're-natured' Rocky Flats. The 'Rocky
Flats Horror Picture Show', with over 170 contaminated hotspots, hardly
qualified as wilderness.61 Nor were its land stewards well-trusted nature lovers.

One environmentalist described the Department of Energy as 'so focused on
public image that they cast aside safety'.62 The 'rebirth' of Denver's Rocky
Mountain Arsenal (RMA), former chemical warfare site turned wildlife menag
erie, was equally regarded with suspicion. According to the Army Corps of
Engineers, the territory featured 'the most contaminated square mile on Earth' .63

Reports of tumble mustard tree groves flourishing on Rocky Mountain soil
seemed unlikely given the prodigious manufacture of mustard gas and other
lethal concoctions. Attempting to bypass the issue of human access, unconscion

able authorities had merely discovered 'a way to do less clean-up' by proposing

wildlife reserves.64 Even more suspect was a plan to make RMA part of a
'Central Park of the West' ,65 Both the Rocky Mountain Arsenal and Rocky Flats

represented dubious additions to the US park system. Environmentalists fer
vently pushed their own 'toxic tours' of the sites surrounding Denver, showing
a landscape connected by pollution, not protection.66

For several decades environmentalists had vilified atomic energy as an
enemy of ecology. While clean-up authorities promoted stories of natural
recovery and benign experimentation, anti-nuclear activists preferred to keep
with their well-established narratives of environmental ruin. Along with cancer

suffering atomic veterans, nuclear and post-nuclear landscapes provided mate
rial proof of radiation damage. For vehement critics of the nuclear age, the
landscape was itself a story of secret holocaust and the slow death of nature.
'Atomic photographers' in the late 1980s and early 1990s captured scenes of
nuclear devastation in western territory. Carole Gallagher photographed brave

but sickened residents of Utah and Nevada, and cloudy, contaminated land
scapes.67 Richard Misrach shot pictures of dead animal corpses and nuclear
desolation in the desert.68 The overwhelming image was one of needless human
sacrifice and creeping ecocide.
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Photographs situated the 'nuclear west' as a social creation, a landscape
forged by atomic device. Unlike huge canvas paintings of national parks, or early

portraits of the 'Great American desert', where humans were noticeably absent,
the nuclear vista was an 'irrevocably social landscape' moulded by nefarious
sapient endeavour.69 To help magnify themes of poisoning, nature was often cast

as a powerless victim of atomic 'progress' or a gloomy, deathly backdrop.
Celluloid scenes of the nuclear landscape drew on deep-rooted fears of both
atomic energy and harsh terrain. The tortured animal bones immortalised by
Misrach resembled the buffalo skulls in classic paintings of the West by Charles
Russell one hundred years earlier.70 The myths of the American desert, 'waste
land' and 'wilderness', death and beauty, coincided. While tourists captured on

film freakish geysers and the 'unnaturally natural' at Yellowstone, atomic
photographers documented poisoned waterholes, misshapen military machin
ery, and the 'naturally unnatural' at Nevada Test Site. Nuclear industry pictures
of healthy wildlife thriving in atomic spaces were fake and timid by comparison.

Environmentalists recognised that the 'nuclear park' ideal drew attention
away from serious problems at atomic sites involving decontamination and
waste storage issues. As well as supposed nature reservations, Rocky Flats and
Hanford were also federal Superfund sites. Established by Congress in 1980, the
Superfund program was designed to clean up the most polluted sites in the
country, under the guidance of the Environmental Protection Agency. Peter

Hales described 'the atomic
spaces of the Manhattan Engi
neering District' as 'legendary

3^ theantithesisof^

(US Department of Energy photograph) reational paradises of Yosemite
and Yellowstone. According to
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the New Atlas of the West, nuclear landscapes were the quintessential 'ugly
west', despoiled lands marked by 'atomic leftovers'.73 While park landscapes
testified to wholesome recreation and fondness for wild nature, nuclear and post
nuclear landscapes manifested destruction and deception. The most revealing

'nuclear park' was to be found just a half-mile from Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory, a nuclear weapons research centre east of Berkeley,
California. To the shock of Livermore personnel, plutonium particles had been
found at Big Trees Park, popular destination for local parents and children, not

to mention birds and wildlife. The San Francisco Examiner renamed it the
'Plutonium Park'.74

REINTERPRETING ATOMIC SPACES
At Bodega in the early 1960s, any useful discussion of the atomic park had been

cut short by the discovery of the San Andreas Fault directly beneath PG&E's
groundbreaking plant. A natural, seismic threat put paid to any chances of a
nuclear park on the headland. Pacific Gas was forced to withdraw its plans. The
land set aside for nuclear status passed into state park ownership, with the shaft
dug for the atomic plant (known by locals as 'the hole in the head') claimed by

birds as a duck pond. The nature reserve gradually covered up all traces of
PG&E's atomic aspirations. Nature had been saved, and the full ravages of the
nuclear landscape avoided. The choice had been between an atomic park and a
state park, industry and despoliation or nature and recreation. A journalist,
recounting events at Bodega Head, declared 'It's a park alright, but not an atomic

one'. The difference appeared self-evident.75
Over a period of fifty years, nuclear landscapes served as popular icons of

danger and destruction. Hanford Engineering Works and Nevada Test Site
represented sacrifice zones, Armageddon wastelands where humans experi
mented with deadly materials. Unlike US national parks, set aside to preserve
wild scenery, lands appropriated for the nuclear cause were subject to exploding
bombs and the annihilation of nature. In the 1990s, nuclear lands taken over for

clean up or decommissioning were expected to bear testament to their deadly
purpose. Decomposing waste barrels were the anticipated legacy of the nuclear
era. However, a bunch of coyotes hanging out at ground zero told a slightly
different story. Battered and irradiated, nature had survived the holocaust. Just
as national park managers had partly crafted the 'virgin wilds', natural forces had

maintained an influence on the man-made nuclear landscape.

Nature's survival was treated as something of an enigma. While bears
wandering in Yosemite symbolised a wild American landscape cherished by its
keepers, the presence of wildlife at Nevada Test Site hardly matched with the
destructive mandate of military authorities. Puzzling over how to interpret the
atomic park paradox, commentators turned to effete narratives of the nuclear era.
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Pro-nuclear industrialists took credit for natural recovery, while environmental

ists remained sceptical. Nuclear lands were inescapably tied to partisan interpre
tations of the nuclear age. In 1995, the Smithsonian revised a major exhibition
on Enola Gay and the dropping of the atomic bomb to placate war veterans.76 In

1994, New Mexico officials, fearing 'gatherings of peaceniks', rejected a request
by thousands of US children for a peace park at Los Alamos, although a Missile
Park at White Sands Missile Range Museum continued to attract its fair share of
war technology enthusiasts.77 The nuclear age, ended or not, had lost none of its
controversy. American society and landscape still appeared gilded by their brush
with atomic physics. Perhaps not the oxymoron that it first appears, the 'atomic
park' is part of this contested territory. Just as US national parks remain fiercely

controversial landscapes, subject to divergent interpretations, and imperfect
monuments to America's past, nuclear parks are similarly contentious places.
Reaching a steadfast verdict on the ecological costs of the nuclear age is thus
likely to remain out of reach until a scientific and intellectual common ground
emerges. The advent of 'post-atomic parks' will need to be set alongside the trials

encountered in burying mountains of nuclear waste. Despite a very different
charter, Hanford Reach Monument shares its history with Yucca Mountain.
Atomic landscapes need to be reinterpreted, and the nuclear story rewritten, to
take into account themes of natural loss and recovery. This entails a greater role
for environmental history in nuclear history, and perhaps a diminished role for
studies based on Cold War mentalities.

Equally, nuclear issues have much to add to our understanding of environ
mental history, especially in regard to prominent terms such as 'nature' and
'park'. From this article, it is clear that much of the allure of the park rests on its

wilderness imagery, of a landscape untouched by humanity, while nuclear
landscapes are repugnant due to their overt military exigencies, and concomitant

lack of naturalness. Situating nuclear landscapes and park territories as polar
extremes reflects the influence of two important cultural paradigms, one assert

ing the nuclear age as intrinsically destructive, the other positing the conserva

tion era as productive and praiseworthy. On a more profound level, nuclear
landscapes are meant to symbolise the danger of human dominion and control,
while parks embody idealistic notions of nature pure and unsullied by culture.

However, the specific landscapes set aside as totems of cultural decay or biotic
resurgence rarely conformed to their mantles. From abandoned, military vehi
cles to bustling concessionary stores, signs of human impact pepper both nuclear

and national park landscapes. Meanwhile, nature (as a description of floral and
fauna agents) fails to abide by the absolute definitions we foist on it. Endangered
species rebound at nuclear wastelands, while grizzly bears struggle to maintain
numbers in protected areas such as Yellowstone. Neat stereotypes disregard the
complex interactions between nature and culture. Once a term used to describe
the geologic curiosities of Yellowstone, today more appropriate to post-atomic
wilderness, the 'unnaturally natural' remains not only a paradoxical phrase, but
also leads to a sticky quagmire over how best to interpret the modern landscape.
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NOTES
1A picture of the billboard can be found in Wellock 1992, 192.
2 David Pesonen,4 A Visit to the Atomic Park'. The pamphlet reprinted articles published
in the Sebastopol Times during autumn 1962. Held at the Bancroft Library, University of

California, Berkeley.
3 See Hays 1987,23-4,86-7.
4 Eminent Western historian Richard White remarked how developers established 'park
like' industrial sites in Western states during the post-1945 era. Stanford Industrial Park,

founded in 1951, was the first university-sponsored industrial park in the country. See

White 1991, 547 andFindlay 1992, 117-59.
5 For further insight into Disney landscapes, see Findlay 1992, 52-116.

6 Yellowstone National Park received 2,062,476 visitors in 1965. Haines 1996 [1977],

480.

7 Novelist Wallace Stegner is credited with having described the US national park system

as 'the best idea we ever had' in 1983. Noted in Milstein 1996, 8.
8 Throughout the 1970s, anti-nuclear protesters highlighted themes of radioactive con
tamination and even mutation, while offering solar power as a natural alternative energy

source. Following the accident at Three Mile Island nuclear power plant, Pennsylvania,
in 1979, mainstream American society adopted a critical stance towards atomic energy

production, although nuclear weapons were still accepted as valuable 'peacekeepers' to
counter the 'Soviet threat'.
9 Yosemite Park Act, June 301864, U.S., Statutes at Large, 13(1864), 325. Yosemite was

expanded to become a National Park in 1890.
10 Ibid.; See Alfred Runte's discussion of national parks as 'worthless lands' in Runte
1979,48-64. California senator John Conness described the Yosemite bill as 'a grant of
certain premises located in the Sierra Nevada mountains, in the State of California, that
are for all public purposes worthless, but which constitute, perhaps, some of the greatest

wonders of the world'. Runte, 48-9.
11 Washburn expeditioner Cornelius Hedges is said to have first raised the idea of 'a great

National Park'. See Milstein 1996, 39.
12 Milstein 1996, 39. The origins of the park idea may alternatively be traced to events
surrounding the establishment and operation of Yosemite Park (1864). See Runte 1990,

26-7, 33-5.

13 For a study of the re-evaluation of wilderness in the late nineteenth century, see Nash

1982 [1967], 108-21.
14 For park policy towards Indians, see Spence 1999 and Keller and Turek 1998.
15Solnit 1994, 136.

16Kuletz 1998, xiv. Solnit discusses Shoshone title to the Nevada Test Site in Savage
Dreams, 28-30. For land issues at Hanford, see Ken Olsen, 'At Hanford, the real estate

is hot', High Country News, 28/1, 22 Jan. 1996; for Los Alamos, Barbara Ferry,
'Homesteaders sue over ancestral land', High Country News, 32/6, 27 Mar. 2000.
17 In 1956, the National Park Service also announced Mission 66, an extensive plan to
expand the park system and attendant visitor services. Hays 1987, 117.
18PG&E, 'Summary Comparison of Sites for Nuclear Power Plant, South Coastal Area',
Sierra Club Collection (henceforth SCC) 71/295c, box 189, file 30, Bancroft Library.

19 In correspondence dated March 6, 1963, Sierra Club member Frederick Eissler
suggested, 'There is every reason to believe that the Nipomo Dunes is another Bodega
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Head', SCC 71/103c, box 78, file 13. The Bodega analogy was later applied to
controversies surrounding a nuclear plant at Diablo Canyon. In early 1967, the San
Francisco Chronicle detailed events at Diablo, commenting Once again, as at Bodega,
a good power plant site was also a good park site'. San Francisco Chronicle, 12 Feb. 1967.

20PG&E, 'Summary Comparison of Sites'.
21 Sierra Club Board of Directors, Minutes of the Annual Organisation (May 7-8,1966),

8, SCC71/103C, box 4, file 5.
22 For example, memorandum 'To Board of Directors from Fred Eissler', (September 8,
1966) , SCC 71/103C, box 110, file 1. Eissler first referred to the Pacific Coast Recreation

Area Survey (1959), published by the National Park Service, at the May 1966 Club

meeting.
23 'The Diablo Canyon Area: California 's Last Unspoiled Pastoral Coastlana", signed by
David Brower, Polly Dyer, Jules Eichom, Fred Eissler, Martin Litton, Daniel Luten,
David Pesonen, Eliot Porter, and Georg Treichel, Sierra Club Bulletin, 52/2 (February
1967) , 7, author's personal copy.
24Kathy Jackson, 'Correction: John Muir Would Vote No', (February 1969), SCC 71/
103c, box 123, file 11. The letter was part of a cantankerous battle between members
regarding how John Muir (1838-1914), co-founder and 'patron saint' of the Club, would

have voted on Diablo if alive in the 1960s.

25 William Siri and Ansel Adams, 'In Defense of a Victory: The Nipomo Dunes', Sierra
Club Bulletin (February 1967), 4.
26 See Schrepfer 1992, 212-37 and Wellock 1998, 68-94.
27 William Bennett quoted in Ramparts, February 15,1968, SCC 71/103c, box 117, file

33.

28PG&E, 'Special Report ofDiablo Canyon', PG&ELife (June 1967), 15, SCC 71/103c,
box 113, file 40. In the Aleutians off the coast of Alaska, Atomic Energy Commission
officials similarly downplayed the natural worth of Amchitka Island to bolster support for

nuclear testing in 1971. See Coates 1996, 22, 33.
29Keith Schneider's foreword in Gallagher 1993, xvii. The incident is discussed more
fully in Hacker 1998, 157-75.
30 Wolves survived in Alaska. For an overview of National Park policy towards Canis
lupus, see Mclntyre 1993.
31 For more on the construction of nuclear cities, see Abbott 1998, 90-115.

32 Hales 1997, 2.
33 Here I use the Department of Energy's description of Nevada Test Site as a 'massive
outdoor laboratory,' at http://www.nv.doe.gov/nts.
34 However, Project Plowshare promised far more than it could ever possibly (let alone
safely) deliver. The American public remained wary of radiation side-effects, while the
test grounds of Nevada and White Sands, marked by dusty craters and military ditches,
were hardly the best indicators of what nuclear engineering offered. For insights into a few

of the controversies surrounding Project Plowshare, see Coates 1989, 1-31, O'Neill
1994, and Krygier 1998, 311-22.
35 In the 191 Os and 1920s, the National Park Service killed predators in order to encourage

huge elk herds. However, the herds overgrazed suitable range, and vast numbers died
during harsh winters. This led to more protection for elk, and the cycle repeated itself until

policy revisions in the 1930s. For a highly critical look at Yellowstone National Park
management and elk overpopulation problems, consult Chase 1987, 19-24.
36 Yosemite and Yellowstone park employees endorsed natural-burn policies for the first
time in 1972: Chase 1987,70 and Runte 1990, 216. The seminal work on the use of fire
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through time remains Pyne 1982. On the 'creation' of national park landscapes, see

McClelland 1998.

37Runtel990, 133-4.
38Los Vegas Review-Journal, 21 May 1953. Cited in Fradkin 1989, 19.
39 On the Blackfeet issue, see Warren 1997, 126-51 and Spence 1998, 29^19. On gas
threats, see Buchholtz 1976,78. On dangers to national parks in general, see Freemuth

1991.

^Nevada Highways and Parks magazine (June-December 1953). See Fradkin 1989,

103-4.

41Milsteinl996, 39.
42 Gallagher 1993, xii.
43 Upon witnessing the first atomic explosion at Trinity Test Site in July 1945, Los Alamos

Laboratory director J. Robert Oppenheimer quoted a passage from the Bhagavad Gita,
while the appropriately named 'Cathedral Rocks' and 'The Cathedral Spires' have been
a source of inspiration for Yosemite visitors for decades.

^Lenore Marshall, 'The Nuclear Sword of Damocles', The Living Wilderness (Spring
1971), Papers of David Hartsough, American Friends Service Committee, San Francisco

office.

45 Silent Running (Universal Pictures, 1971).
46 A copy of the advertisement can be found in Gofman and Tamplin 1973, 182-3.

47Evans 1998, 137.
48 Genesis 2 (TV movie, 1973) written and produced by Gene Roddenberry (of Star Trek
fame), is brimming with atomic references. The post-nuclear war story (set in 2133)
features a mutated race of humans (the Terranians) living underground, who depend on
an arcane nuclear generator for their electricity. The surface has meanwhile become wild.

Dylan, suspended by cryogenic experimentation in the 1970s, awakes into this bizarre
world. While initially upset at losing his local highway and airport to wilderness, he soon

comes to admire the beauty of blue skies and clean water, exclaiming, 'it's like the earth

has been given a second chance'. On behalf of a remnant (and enslaved) human
population, he destroys 'Terrania' with a nuclear missile left over from the Third World

War. Other nuclear movies posted an anti-survivalist message, such as Massive Retali
ation (Massive Productions, 1984).
49 Journalist James Abarr related on a visit to Trinity how 'Ground zero at Trinity offers

strong testimony to the recuperative powers of nature. Radiation levels are virtually nil,
and the once-blackened and scorched land has fully recovered from the nuclear devasta
tion of a half-century ago. Plants, grass, soil and wildlife have all returned...'. James

Abarr, 'The Legacy of Trinity', ABQ Journal.com, 28 Oct. 1999. According to one
Nevada Test Site tour guide, a raven annually nests atop the plug of a crater caused by
Bilby, a 1963 atomic test. Bilby has become a 'drive through' crater on tours of the test
site, a modern-day version of the drive-through redwood at Yosemite National Park.

Solnit 1994, 208.

50Department of Energy, 'Rocky Flats Closure Project: Rocky Flats Overview', http://
www.rfets.gov. The DOE similarly declared that land use restrictions at Nevada Test Site
assured that 'biotic communities are in a relatively natural balance', in 'Nevada Test Site:

National Environmental Research Park', http://www.nv.doe.gov/nts/researchpark.htm.

51 Department of Energy, 'Energy Department - U.S. Fish and Wildlife Partnership
Creates "Rock Creek Reserve'", press release, 17 May 1999, copy available at http://
www.rfets.gov. The agreement was reached between the US Fish and Wildlife Service

and the DOE.
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52 Such details are noted in the 'Environmental Program' posted at the Department of
Energy's Yucca Mountain website, http://www.ymp.gov.
53 'From nuclear plant to state park?', HanfordNews/Tri-City Herald, 15 Aug. 1999. The
article is posted at http://www.hanfordnews.com/1999/aug25.html.
54 Ibid.

55 The Tennessee Valley Authority, established by Congress in 1933, is responsible for the

economic (and, in turn, social) development of the Tennessee River drainage basin.
Alongside huge industrial projects (including over 30 dams), the TVA has also created
campgrounds, beaches and parks. For further insight into TVA's industrial and natural

legacy, see Wilson 1992, 259-66.
56 'Strangelove park', High Country News, 26/13, 25 July 1994.
57 John Stang, 'Hanford habitat key to survival', part of a series on Hanford, entitled

matter of habitat', Tri-City Herald, 25-28 Feb. 1996.

58Solnitl994, 367.

59 Conversation with Sue Benech, biologist, Diablo Canyon, 21 Aug. 1997.
60David Sneed, 'Water board working to preserve PG&E land', The Tribune, 17 Aug.

1999, and Sneed, 'PG&E supports Diablo preserve', The Tribune, 3 Oct. 1999. The
Tribune was formerly the San Luis Obispo County Telegram-Tribune.
61 Michael Fumento used the phrase 'Rocky Rats Horror Picture Show' in the as titled
'Rocky Flats Horror Picture Show: Rocky flats Plutonium-Processing Plant', National

Review, 5 Nov. 1990.

62 Sierra Club member Susan LeFever, quoted in Camille Colatosti, "Toxic Tour" of
Denver: Working for environmental justice at the grassroots', The Witness (July-August
2000). A copy of this document is available at http://thewitness.org/archive/julyaugOO/
toxictour.html.

63 Cited in Wilson 1992,281.

^Colastosti, "Toxic Tour" of Denver...'
65 Governor Roy Romer put forward the idea of a 'Central Park of the West'. See Mark
Obmascik, 'Arsenal Billions Away from Being Picnic Site', Denver Post, 14 Feb. 1987,
reprinted in Cronon 1995, 65. Maria Streshinsky included the RMA in a list of 'Five
fabulous makeovers for Mother Earth', in 'From Blighted to Beautiful' Via Online
magazine (November 1999), available at http://www.viamagazine.com/top_stories/arti
cles/environment99.htm.

66The Colorado People's Environmental and Economic Network (COPEEN) offer toxic

tours. See Colatosti, "Toxic Tour" of Denver...'
67 Gallagher 1993.
68 Davis 1999, 341-5 briefly discusses the work of Richard Misrach. A useful article on

pro-nuclear photography is Kirsch 1997, 227-55. Kirsch argues that AEC photographs
were 'designed, quite literally, to take the place out of the landscape'. (229) so that the
public felt no attachment to areas used for testing.
69 Davis 1999, 347.
70For a brief discussion of Russell's work, see Dippie 1994, 692-4.

71 Hales 1997,5.

72 Downwind of the Nevada Test Site, Zion National Park (Utah), Bryce Canyon National
Park (Utah) and Grand Canyon National Park (Arizona) inevitably received fallout from
aboveground nuclear tests during the 1950s.

73 Riebsame 1997,134. Details of Nuked Landscape' are located in a chapter looking
at the so-called 'Ugly West'.
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74 Jane Kay and Erin McCormick, 'Bay ' s nuclear leftovers', San Francisco Examiner, 25

Nov. 1997.

75 Simone Wilson, 'How Bodega Bay Nixed the Atomic Park', Albion Monitor, 3 Dec.
1995. A copy of this document is available at http://www.monitor.net/monitor. See also

'Bodega's Bird-Dogs Saved Town', San Francisco Chronicle, 23 Dec. 1997.
76 On the controversies surrounding the Smithsonian exhibition on the Enola Gay, see Kai

Bird's article 'Silencing History', The Nation, 20 Feb. 1995.
77 'Peace Gets No Chance', High Country News, 26 Dec. 1994. The peace park was
planned as a 'sister memorial' to the Hiroshima Memorial Peace Park.
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was considerably greater than could be accounted for
by natural sources of suitable radiation, such as radio
active materials and cosmic rays.

BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL
LONDON
SATURDAY OCTOBER 26 1957

EXPERIMENTAL MUTATIONS IN PLANTS
The word mutation came into biological literature

An important development in the study of muta

tion occurred during the war, when Charlotte
Auerbach and J. M. Robson1 at Edinburgh dis
covered that mustard-gas will cause mutation. It is

now known that many substances can do so. They
range from inorganic to complex organic compounds,
and so their mechanism of action must be diverse.
Purely physical theories of mutation suffered further
setbacks with the discovery that the mutagenic effects

of ionizing radiations were much influenced by the
through its use by de Vries, of Amsterdam, about 60
chemical environment, such as the oxygen concentra

years ago for abrupt inherited changes in an organism.

He had observed such changes in the evening prim

tion, at the time of treatment. Also it was found

that irradiating the culture medium prior to inoculat
ing with fungal or bacterial cells caused mutations. It
of a theory of evolution by mutation. Subsequent
is not surprising therefore that hypotheses are now
research has shown that the evening primrose is a
favoured which attempt to explain mutation primarily

rose and used the behaviour of this plant as the basis

curious kind of hybrid and that the mutations observed

in terms of the liberation of organic peroxides or other

by de Vries were due to new combinations of genes
active substances in the neighbourhood of the gene.
rather than to changes in the genes themselves. The
There have been several outstanding recent develop
term mutation is now normally restricted to the latter
ments in the study of mutation. M. Demerec2 3 and
phenomenon. The most characteristic feature of gene
co-workers at the Carnegie Institution of Washington,
mutation is that the change is permanent, or in other
New York, have made some remarkable discoveries
words that the gene is inherited indefinitely in the
with Escherichia coli. They have found that par
changed form. A second feature is that mutations
ticular mutagens, whether chemical or physical, cause
are usually of rare occurrence, the normal character
different mutation rates in specific genes over a wide
istic of genes being their great stability.
range of frequencies. Thus, gene A was found to be
An outstanding development in the study of gene
particularly sensitive to manganous chloride, gene B
mutation was the discovery by Muller in 1927 that
to ultra-violet light, gene C to x rays, and so on.
treatment with x rays much increased the frequency
Indeed, some genes were found to be stable to some
of mutation. It was subsequently found that muta
mutagens, or even to all the mutagens tested, although
tions are induced by all types of ionizing radiations
their capacity to mutate was evident, since they were

and also by ultra-violet light. With ionizing radia
tions such as x rays, the frequency of occurrence of

observed to do so spontaneously. These findings
were unexpected because it is known that the types of

mutations was linearly proportional to the dose in
mutations caused by one mutagen are essentially
roentgen units and independent of other variables
similar to those caused by another. Demerec infers
such as the wavelength of the radiation and the
intensity of the dose (that is, the time of irradiation).

that at least the majority of these induced mutations

arise through indirect action of the chemical or
Since roentgen units are measures of ionizations per
physical agent. The mutagen is thought to induce

given volume, it was suggested that mutation resulted
specific physiological changes in the treated cells, and
from a single ionization event in the neighbourhood

of the gene. Up to the time of the 1939-45 war

these in turn to cause mutation of certain of the genes.

S. Benzer4 at Purdue University, Indiana, and G.
hypotheses were favoured which attempted to explain
Streisinger and N. C. Franklin5 at the California Insti
mutation in such purely physical terms, although it
was realized that the natural mutation rate of genes tute of Technology have studied mutation in bacterio
phages of E. coli and have obtained detailed informa
1 Auerbach, C, and Robson, J. M., Report to Ministry of Supply, W3979,

1942.

Demerec, M.,Proc. 9th Internat. Cong. Genetics, Caryologia, 1954, Suppl.

Vol., p. 201.
?-Amer. Nat., 1955, 89, 1.

4 Benzer, S., Proc. nat. Acad. Sei. Wash., 1955, 41, 344.
* Streisinger, G., and Franklin, N. C, Cold Spring Harbor Symp. Quant.

Biol., 1957, 21, 103.
McClintock, B.f ibid., 1952,16, 13.

1-ibid., 1957,21, 197.

Shapiro, S., Conference on Radioactive Isotopes in Agriculture, 1956, 141,

U.S. Atomic Energy Commission.

tion about the structure of particular genes. It
appears that, just as in higher organisms genes are
linearly arranged on the chromosomes, so in phage
(and apparently in other organisms also) the gene
itself is composed of linearly arranged units. Muta
tion of a particular gene results whenever a change
occurs in any of its component units. Thus, if the
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normal gene is represented by ABC . . . XYZ, one

BX.G. VACCINATION IN THE U.S.A.

mutant might have b instead of B, another mutant of
the same gene pqr instead of PQR, and so on. Some The prevention of tuberculosis by B.C.G. vaccination
is now an accepted public health measure in almost
of the mutants are thought to be deletions of parts of
every country in the world. A striking exception is
the hereditary material, rather than substitutions.

Important contributions to the study of mutation the United States of America, where B.C.G. has so
have also been made with higher plants. In par far not been used on a national scale. This is surpris
ticular, Barbara McClintock, also working at the ing, for as long ago as 1949 the American Trudeau
Carnegie Institution of Washington, New York, by a Society advocated the vaccination of contacts and

combined cytological and genetical study of maize, others at special risk from tuberculosis ; and the value
has revealed the existence of a mechanism for the of B.C.G. in such circumstances is also accepted by
biological control of the mutation rate of genes. That the United States Public Health Service. Medical

such biological control must exist has been known for opinion about B.C.G. may become more favourable
some time, for mutation rate is known to be influenced in the U.S.A. now that a medical advisory committee
by the genetic constitution of the organism, and in has examined the validity of the objections raised to
general to be adapted to the needs of the species. vaccination there.1 Some of these objections are of
Thus mutation rates appear to be adapted to the long standing, and, although formerly advanced in

generation time of the species, being lower per given other countries as well as the U.S.A., are now less
time interval in long-lived organisms than in short. seldom heard elsewhere. The committee, for
McClintock6 7 finds evidence that certain structures example, examines and accepts the view that the safety

in the chromosomes, to which she gives the name
" controlling elements," influence profoundly the rate
of mutation of numerous genes. The best known of
these controlling elements, " Dotted," can cause one
of the genes for anthocyanin pigmentation to mutate
with high frequency. There is reason to believe that
the controlling elements are situated in specialized

of B.C.G. is undoubted. As to the efficacy of the
vaccine, the committee's report discusses in some
detail the early findings2 of the Medical Research
Council's clinical trial of tuberculosis vaccines at
present being undertaken in this country, and con
clude that the results " can leave no doubt in the mind
of an unbiased observer that B.C.G. afforded a sub

parts of the chromosomes which are composed of stantial protection against tuberculous disease." The
heterochromatin. Hitherto heterochromatin has contribution made to the prevention of tuberculosis
usually been regarded as genetically inert, and its by vaccination would in all likelihood more than com
pensate for the loss of the tuberculin test as a diag
biological function has not been understood.
From these recent studies, which are probably of nostic measure.
Two less familiar objections to B.C.G. vaccination
wide application, it is evident that mutation is not a
simple process. The great stability of the hereditary which have been heard only in recent years are also
material, manifest from Demerec's discovery of discussed by the committee. The first is that instead
mutagen-stable genes, has probably been achieved of vaccination chemotherapeutic drugs might be given

to tuberculin-negative reactors as a precautionary
such as McClintock's controlling elements, which measure. It is pointed out, however, that chemo
protect the genes to greater or lesser degree from prophylaxis is inferior to vaccination in that it does
chemical and physical mutagens. In view of this not raise immunity of itself, suppresses tubercle bacilli
through specific adaptations in cellular organization,

complexity, it is not surprising that the use of muta only during the period that the drug is being taken,
genic agents in plant breeding must be on a largely is so far experimental, and requires continued co
empirical basis at present. (It is for the same reason operation from the patient for many years. For these
reasons it seems unlikely that chemoprophylaxis could
that the magnitude of the mutagenic effects of atomic
radiations on man is still largely unpredictable.) in the foreseeable future take the place of vaccina
S. Shapiro8 describes an experiment which is being tion. The second recent objection to vaccination in
the U.S.A.?that morbidity from tuberculosis is now
conducted in the U.S.A. for the induction of muta
so low that vaccination schemes are unnecessary?is
tions in plants by continual irradiation during growth
one
which is likely to be increasingly discussed in all
by means of a cobalt-60 source. Although most

mutations are harmful to the species, a small propor
tion may be desirable, and these can be selected by
the plant breeder. The method has only recently been
adopted, but shows promise of providing a valuable
new source of hereditary variability in plants.

countries as the mortality and incidence of tuberculosis

1 Report of the Medical Advisory Committee of Research Foundation,
Chicago. J. Amer. med. Ass., 1957, 164, 951.

1 First (progress) report to the Medical Research Council by the Tuberculosis

Vaccines Clinical Trials Committee, Brit. med. J? 1956, 1, 413.
8 Palmer, C. E., and Shaw, L. W., Amer. Rev. Tuberc, 1953, 68, 462.

4 Griffiths, M. I., and Gaisford, W.t Brit. med. J., 1956, 2, 565.

? Pollock, T. M., ibid., 1957, 2, 20.
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Introduction

The emergence of several national atomic energy installations after
World War II provided new contexts and opportunities for the devel?
opment of biology. The contributions gathered here address these
developments under the rubric used frequently at the time, radiobiology.
In the 1920s, radiobiology referred to studies of the effects of X-rays on

biological processes, exemplified by H. J. Muller's demonstration that
X-rays induce mutations in Drosophila} The term took on a new and
charged valence in the wake of World War II, as it was associated with
the development of nuclear reactors, artificial radioisotopes, and the
health risks of radiation - just as these technological realities had
become entangled with military capability and international relations.

1 The Oxford English Dictionary, for instances, has as its earliest citation for
radiobiology a 1919 abstract referring to the selective action of X-rays on biological
materials. (Med. Sei. Abstr. & Rev. 1, p. 358). See also M?ller, 1927.
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Rather than seeing radiobiology as a simple application of physical
instrumentation to biology or the influx of physicists themselves, we

are interested in following the reciprocal patterns of exchange and
collaboration between physicists and biologists. The development of the

atomic bomb clearly changed the scale and range of such collabora?
tions, as researchers in nearly every field sought to exploit tools asso?

ciated with the new nuclear reactors, aided by civilian-oriented

government policies for atomic energy. Yet the contributions here
demonstrate that life scientists were already interested in methods and
questions associated with radiobiology, and took advantage of national
and international initiatives to advance their research interests.

By focusing on four national contexts (US, England, France and
Spain), we have here a comparative perspective for seeing the growth in
postwar radiobiology. Two features stand out in this collective picture.
First is the central role that government agencies played in advocating
and disseminating the scientific resources associated with atomic energy.

The aims of new national atomic energy programs were not only

domestic; science and technology became crucial tools of international
diplomacy in the arena of atomic energy, as John Beatty has shown and

more recently Ronald Doel and John Krige have stressed.2 Biologists
and physicians were well-positioned to benefit from attempts to develop
the "humanitarian" applications of atomic energy, whether from their
own national governments or from programs of international exchange.

Second, the leading fields of postwar biom?dical research - such as
biochemistry, molecular genetics, endocrinology, and physiology benefited directly from these atomic energy programs and the new tools
they provided.3 In this sense, the 'footprint' of radiobiology is both more
extensive and less coherent than one might expect; the term signaled the
bountiful experimental tools and funding associated with radiation and
reactors more than any single scientific question or approach.4
In one respect or another, all of these essays respond to a histori?
ography of atomic science that tends to be organized around physics.5
2 Beatty, 1991; Doel, 1997; Krige, 2006.
3 In addition to the essays in this collection, see Fragu, 2003.
4 In the early 1960s, Alexander Hollaender argued that developments in biochemistry
and molecular biology that had ushered in a more chemical view of the gene necessitated
a broadening of the understanding of radiation biology beyond the reliance on physical
approaches. Hollaender, 1963, p. vii. See also Creager, this issue.
5 Two essays that frame the debate about the atomic bomb's legacy for physics research
are Forman, 1987; Kevles, 1990. The centrality of physics to this historiography can be
viewed as part of a broader trend; as David Kaiser has shown, until the 1980s, history of
the physical sciences dominated history of science overall. See Kaiser, 2005.
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Comparatively less attention has been paid to the consequences of
atomic energy - and its legitimation - for biology, agriculture, and
medicine. What scholarship exists provided an encouraging background
to this collection. Evelyn Fox Keller, Nicolas Rasmussen, and Soraya de

Chadarevian have addressed in various ways the significance of the
bomb for the origins of molecular biology. Keller points to the symbolic

continuities between a physics tainted by its secretive pursuit of a
massive instrument of destruction and the physics-inspired pursuit of
the secret of life by molecular biologists. In her view, molecular biology
benefited from the high cultural authority of physics while providing it
some vindication.6 Moving the theme of redemptive biology to a more
disciplinary level, Rasmussen argues that the infusion of funds and

people into biophysics after the war - as American politicians and

scientists attempted to find a "silver lining" in the mushroom cloud seeded the subsequent emergence of molecular biology.7 De Chadare?
vian analyzes the postwar British politics in similar terms, arguing that
atomic energy-related funding for biophysics was crucial to the Unit for
the Study of Molecular Structure of Biological Systems under William

Bragg at Cambridge. In the 1950s this laboratory became the first

institution to use the name Molecular Biology, even as the connections
to atomic energy were progressively less visible.8 Along similar lines,

Bruno Strasser has shown how the growth of molecular biology in
Europe (notably in Switzerland) drew support from atomic energy
organizations, including EURATOM.9 These accounts emphasize how
scientists and politicians created and used initiatives in biology and
medicine as a way to counteract ambivalence and fear about the atom
bomb. Strikingly, however, the resulting scientific successes are seldom
attributed to the atomic energy initiatives that enabled them.
Other arenas of research were more visibly connected to the opportu?
nities and risks of the atomic age. Several historians of biology have traced
how programs of research in biology and medicine of the US Atomic En?
ergy Commission (AEC) - in some cases inherited from the Army or Na?
tional Academy of Sciences - shaped the postwar direction of certain fields.
John Beatty and Susan Lindee have examined the history of the Atomic

Bomb Casualty Commission (ABCC), which investigated the radiation
effects in survivors of the wartime atomic detonations in Japan.10
6 Keller, 1990, 1992
7 Rasmussen, 1997.
8 de Chadarevian, 2002.
9 Strasser, 2002.
10 Beatty, 1991; Lindee, 1994.
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The results were "negative," an outcome that the AEC tried to use to
counteract public fear of radiation risks. Not that the agency succeeded;
new casualties from exposure to peacetime tests (particularly the Lucky
Dragon incident) reinforced public alarm.] l The AEC sought to manage the

consequences of agency-produced radiation in other ways. Stephen
Bocking has shown how concerns about test-bomb fallout and radioactive
contamination prompted the AEC to become the largest supporter of
ecological research in the 1950s and 1960s.12 Included among the AEC's
activities in this area was a large-scale radioecology group at Oak Ridge
National Laboratory that launched the growing emphasis there on envi?
ronmental science. Timothy Lenoir and Marguerite Hays have examined
how the AEC's programs for radioisotope distribution and clinical appli?

cation drew on precedents from the Manhattan Project to shape the
emergence of nuclear medicine.13 These studies of AEC-sponsored research

have probed the political context largely in terms of the reaction
(both nationally and internationally) to the use of atomic weapons against

the Japanese and the salience of atomic energy to the Cold War. Our
contributions expand this framework by focusing on the explicitly civilian

aspects of atomic energy, particularly the Atoms for Peace campaign.

Indeed, our papers support the notion that even before President
Eisenhower's initiative, biology, agriculture, and medicine served to
represent the peaceful face of atomic energy, which the US viewed as
increasingly strategic to the waging of the Cold War in non-military
terms.14

The application of atomic energy to biology and medicine after
World War II referred mainly to two resources: radiation sources and

radioisotopes. In both cases, the resources were not novel, but the
development of nuclear reactors changed the range and sheer quantity
of radiant materials available for research and therapy. The shift to
mass-production had political overtones as well in being identified with
'Am?ricanisation,' as the French called it.15 Government involvement
with matters of atomic energy simultaneously encouraged and con?

strained radiation genetics and radioisotope usage. In the US - and
slightly later in the UK and France - science policy for radiobiology was

formulated in response to both the problem of radiation-induced
mutations (particularly once public concern emerged over weapons
11 See Hacker, 1994; Jolly, 2003.
12 Bocking, 1995, 1997.

13 Lenoir and Hays, 2000.
14 Krige, 2006.
15 See Gaudilli?re, this issue and 2002.
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testing fallout) and the opportunities for radioisotope use in biology and
medicine based on the existence of government-owned nuclear reactors.

As in the case of the ABCC, creating the problem and promoting

'solutions' became faces of the same coin after the first bombs. How the

aftermath of the atomic bomb changed laboratory instrumentation,
biological knowledge, and medical practice comprises the core question
behind this collection.

Our contributions feature government actions taken to promote
research on genetics of radiation-induced mutations at the Oak Ridge

Biology Division of the US AEC (Karen Rader), and at Harwell by
the British Atomic Energy Authority in collaboration with the Medical

Research Council (Soraya de Chadarevian). Both projects addressed

the biological effects of low-level radiation on mammals. These studies
were motivated by governmental responsibility for the occupational
health of the thousands of workers in national atomic energy instal?
lations - as well as concern with civilian exposure to radiation from
peacetime nuclear tests. On both sides of the Atlantic, the model
organism of choice was the inbred mouse. Rader stresses the way in
which mammalian genetics fit into a broader plan of radiobiological
research at the national laboratories. There the life sciences suggested
productive avenues through which "big science" and atomic energy
could be deployed to promote health. This strategy was especially

important at Manhattan Project facilities no longer needed for

weapons production or nuclear physics. Alexander Hollaender's pro?
gram oriented around studying the biological effects of radiation
helped justify the continuation of atomic energy research at the US

AEC's Oak Ridge site.

Hollaender's newly-hired mouse geneticists Bill and Liane Russell

developed the "specific locus test" (SLT) as a highly efficient system for

detecting radiation-induced mutations. The SLT mouse model, Rader
argues, mediated both political and scientific concerns, providing an
"acceptable middle ground, for both scientists and policy-makers,
between experimental studies of flies and bacteria and the study of
Japanese survivors."16 De Chadarevian reminds us, however, that
geneticists could not control the terms of public discourse about radi?
ation hazards - in the 1950s British government studies of radiation
risks gave the emerging anti-testing and disarmament advocates scien?

tific justification. The British mouse genetics project started not in

a national laboratory but at Edinburgh, under the direction of
C. H. Waddington. In the mid-1950s the group moved to Harwell,
16 Rader, this issue. For more on the SLT model, see Rader, 2004, chapter 6.
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where the required 150,000 mice could be raised and analyzed. This also
brought novel experimental resources into reach: geneticists had access

to the reactors "Gleep" and "Bepo."
One cannot help but be struck that the American and British
groups undertook similar massive breeding experiments with little
coordination or communication. This was not necessarily due to

constraints posed by military secrecy: As Rader emphasizes,

Hollaender fostered an in-house research culture of openness and
publication (in striking contrast to research done at Oak Ridge
during the war). Rather the Harwell geneticists found the American
group unwilling to share information on their experiments. Thus the

politics of nuclear secrecy, which disrupted technical cooperation
between American, Canadian, and British scientists after the war, was

mirrored by scientific rivalries in genetics.17 These parallel cases
also help us understand the ways in which biologists managed to
use atomic facilities to bring radiation genetics to a new scale of
operation, nicely captured by reference to the "Mega-Mouse" project

at Oak Ridge.

The application of radioisotopes also relied on the infrastructure of
massive reactors, but these nuclear tools traveled beyond atomic en?
ergy facilities to thousands of laboratories, hospitals, and clinics. Be?
fore the end of the war, as Angela Creager's essay shows, leaders of
the Manhattan Project decided to dedicate one of their facilities, the
nuclear reactor at Oak Ridge, for mass-production and distribution of

isotopes to outside users. Like Hollaender's radiobiology program,
this plan helped justify continuing atomic energy operations at Oak
Ridge, since the reactor there was no longer needed for plutonium
production. The early uses of AEC-produced radioisotopes, following
the precedent of cyclotron-produced isotopes 10 years earlier, dem?

onstrate the strong historical link between biological research and
clinical application. Particularly around the Berkeley cyclotron, ther?

apeutic uses of radiophosphorus and radioiodine were developed in

concert with biological tracer studies with these elements. The pub?

licity surrounding the AEC's radioisotope program emphasized the
medical dividends, at times explicitly contrasting the potential of
atoms to heal with their destructive force in nuclear weapons. As
health physicist Robley Evans asserted in 1946, "The sober truth is
that through medical advances alone, atomic energy has already saved

more lives than were snuffed out at Hiroshima and Nagasaki."18
17 See Hewlett and Duncan, 1990.
18 Evans, 1946, p. 68.
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Beyond the links (rhetorical and experimental) with clinical uses of
radioisotopes, the AEC's strategies built on and reinforced a trend in
biology towards physical-chemical instrumentation, fostered in the
1930s through Warren Weaver's program in the Natural Sciences at
the Rockefeller Foundation.19
The US AEC's decision in 1947 to expand their isotope distribution
system to include foreign recipients affected the policy-making of many

other countries regarding radiobiology. Policy-makers concerned

themselves not only with access to atomic technologies, but with safety

and regulation of the uses of radioactive sources by scientists and
physicians. The papers by Jean-Paul Gaudilli?re and Mar?a Jes?s San
tesmases follow the radioisotopes from the atomic installations where
they originated (in the US and then later in the UK and France) into
European laboratories where biochemists and physiologists developed
techniques for using them to visualizing life processes at the molecular
level, such as metabolic pathways and hormone action. In Spain and in

France, as well as in the US, the new availability of radioisotopes

shaped the rapid growth of biochemistry even as its boundaries with
other fields - physiology, endocrinology, and molecular biology - were
being negotiated. Radioisotope usage continued to feature prominently
in biom?dical research until problems with nuclear waste disposal and
concerns about worker safety prompted the development of alternative
tracing technologies from the 1980s onwards.

American hegemony characterized the postwar development of

atomic energy in Europe, but the US's atomic monopoly was shattered
by the explosion of the first Soviet nuclear weapon in 1949.20 In addi?
tion, the establishment of civilian reactors in Canada and Great Britain
meant that users of radioactive materials often had several competing
suppliers.21 Scientists could work this multi-national supply system to

their advantage; the competition put pressure on the US to lessen

restrictions on their exports, and as Gaudilli?re shows, French
researchers could turn to the American supply to circumvent institu?
tional control over radioisotopes by the Institut National d'Hygiene and

the France's Atomic Energy Commission. At the same time, the

movement of nuclear materials was fraught with the politics of national
security, which in the US was dominated by anti-Communism. Given
this political background as well as the 1947 failure of the Baruch plan

for the establishment of international control of atomic energy,
19 See Abir-Am, 1982; Kohler, 1991; Kay, 1993.
20 On American hegemony, see Krige, 2006.

21 Gowing, 1974; Kraft, 2006.
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scientists tended to view the actual transAtlantic circulation of non
fissionable nuclear materials positively - as the peaceful uses of atomic
energy and international scientific cooperation - even though the pat?
terns of material transmission were circumscribed by the emerging Cold
War. Of course, European scientists were acutely aware that there was
not a level playing field in postwar science; Americans possessed easier
access to materials and instruments as well as funding. As a result, as

Santesmases shows, scientists such as Margarita Salas and Eladio

Vi?uela strategically selected problems and materials for which they
could corner the market, such as the working out of RNA and protein
synthesis in Bacillus subtilis phage cj)29 rather than in the more popular

E. coli T-bacteriophages or X phage.
These papers point to a greater range of resources and a more far
reaching set of policies than we usually associate with atomic energy.
As names do matter, atomic energy was a captivating term that
generated high-profile research projects. The industrial-scale produc?
tion of mutant mice and radioisotopes reinforced the trend in biology
towards reliance on standardized and commodified tools.22 The ef?
fects of promoting these technologies were lasting; Daniel Kevles and
Gerald Geison have referred to radioisotopes, for instance, as "sine

qua non in molecular biological research."23 In part, it is the

apparent success of this set of practices in our present world that is
at the basis of the questions the contributions pose and, in good part,
answer. There is not a simple line for any atomic age story-telling,

however. This is also shown by the diversity of paths taken by
researchers and governmental agencies analyzed in each of the papers
that contributes to this issue.

The excavation of atomic age-related biology, agriculture, and
medicine is far from complete. In particular, the realm of agriculture
is barely touched by these papers or the existing historiography, al?

though the US AEC frequently touted the importance of atomic
energy to improving plant science and agricultural practice.24 At a
different level, the collection should invite further international
comparisons, particularly extending to countries in Eastern Europe
and the Southern hemisphere. Here Gabrielle Hecht's recent work on

uranium mining in Africa is particularly suggestive of how atomic
science and technology (if not biology or medicine per se) played out
at sites strategically important but geographically removed from the
22 See Gaudilli?re and L?wy, 1998; Rader, 2004.
23 Kevles and Geison, 1995, p. 101.
24 See, for example, US Atomic Energy Commission, 1952.
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centers of Cold War power.25 And Paul Josephson's analysis of

"atomic-powered communism" points to the system for disseminating
radioisotopes and nuclear technology that emerged on the other side
of the Iron Curtain, complete with "isotope stores" in cities such as

Moscow and Kiev.26

Over the course of the three decades after Hiroshima, radiobiology
served as an umbrella term for a variety of research interests sup?

ported by atomic science policy. At the policy level, radiobiology
helped to legitimate previous developments on nuclear physics and to
counteract the public fears associated with the use of atomic weapons.

At the laboratory level, the research associated with radiobiology

eventually contributed towards a molecular understanding of biologi?
cal phenomena in an increasingly DNA-centered conceptualization of
life, with its associated images and genetic orientation. While we do
not want to suggest that the ramifications of atomic age science policy

were restricted to research developments associated with radiation
genetics and biochemistry (one thinks, for instance, of the significance
of radioisotopic tracers to ecological investigation in the 1950s as well
as the rapid growth of nuclear medicine), we hope that this collection
will invite a fresh and more comparative assessment of the intellectual
place and parameters of radiobiology in postwar life science.
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INDUCED MUTATIONS
IN CROP PLANTS
The Fernhurst Lecture by

D. ROY DAVIES , B.Sc., Ph.D.,
of Wantage Radiation Laboratory , Atomic Energy
Authority , delivered to the Society on Wednesday ,

1 6 th March , i960, with F. R. Home , C.B.E. ,
M.A., N.D.A. , Director , National Institute of
Agricultural Botany , zVz ¿/zč Chair

the chairman : The first time I think I heard of Dr. Davies was at Aberystwyth.
This is a very pleasant sounding name to all those concerned with agriculture and
with botany because of the outstanding plant breeding work which has been done

there. Dr. Davies was also in America. I followed him round to some of the stations

where pioneer work has been done on mutations in crop plants induced by artificial
means. Dr. Davies is at present at the Wantage Radiation Laboratory, in what we
know as the Technological Irradiation Group - the T.I.G. This, of course, is
associated with the Atomic Energy Authority, and when I last saw their complicated
and most impressive apparatus it recalled to me the story of the two ghosts. One
asked the other how he came to be there, and the reply was, 'Well, I was in the car
with my wife, and she said, "Be an angel and let me drive"; and I did, and I was'.
I have a very high admiration for those who are doing the pioneer work on atomic
energy. I think it is one of the most remarkable phenomena of recent years that
rarified nuclear physics should be combined with down-to-earth plant breeding,
and I know something of the outstanding work which Dr. Davies has done to bring
these together. His is a highly technical subject for the benefit of the agricultural
industry, but it is one which has a very definite and close bearing on plant breeding
work. I do not think it would be denied that of all the materials which go into the
countryside and on to the farm, seeds are really the primary materials - the materials
on which all production is based ; and the difference between good seeds and not so
good seeds rests very largely in the different heritage which they carry. That heritage
is what Dr. Davies is going to tell us about.
I think we have to congratulate the Royal Society of Arts and the sponsors of the
Fernhurst Lecture for having persuaded Dr. Davies to come, because at this time
we hear a lot of the possibilities of inducing mutations and obtaining new varieties
of crop plants in this way, and there have been a good many references in the
agricultural and the national press. It is very valuable to have Dr. Davies' appraisal
of it all.

We at the National Institute of Agricultural Botany, Cambridge, are in fact testing
two new varieties, one a very promising new barley variety bred or induced in this
particular way, which is going to claim the close attention of the people who have to
decide about Recommended Varieties of barley. I won't attempt to forecast the
future, but all this does indicate that now is the time when we want to have
an authoritative assessment of the importance of this new technique in plant breeding
and I have very much pleasure in asking Dr. Davies to deliver the i960 Fernhurst
Lecture on this important subject.
The following lecture , zvhich was illustrated with lantern slides , was then delivered.

596
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THE LECTURE

In 1927 two American scientists, Drs. Muller and Stadler, working respectively

on Drosophila and barley, discovered that ionizing radiations could induce
heritable changes or mutations in living organisms. Very soon after these initial

studies the question arose as to whether such mutations could be usefully
exploited in programmes of plant breeding, but many years elapsed before any

concerted effort was made by plant breeders to elucidate the problem. Even
to-day the answer is not readily available, though we are now in a position to
evaluate the situation more critically. The early reluctance to enter this field of

study was due in part to the fact that American geneticists especially were
sceptical that any, other than deleterious, changes could be induced. Pioneering
work by German and Swedish workers helped to overcome this early scepticism
to some extent, but it was the post-war programme of atomic research and the
greater availability of sources of ionizing radiations that gave a final impetus to
programmes of research on the production and utilization of induced mutations
in crop plants.
Since the biochemical nature of hereditary factors or genes is not known, the

fundamental changes involved in the production of mutations must remain
undefined. We can merely recognize genes as units of function, located in a
particular segment of chromosome in the cell nucleus. After exposure to
mutagenic agents such as ionizing, and even some non-ionizing, radiations,
and a great variety of chemicals, the unit of function may be changed or lost,

structural alterations may occur in the chromosomes and even changes in
chromosome number may occur. The term mutation is often loosely defined to

cover all these, but unless otherwise specified, in this lecture the term will
be confined to gene mutations.

The various forms of radiations utilized produce mutations by transferring
their energy through ionizations or excitations to sites within or near the genetic

material, thereby increasing the chemical reactivity of those sites, whereas
chemical mutagens interact directly or indirectly with the genetic material.
Spontaneous mutations probably arise due to a variety of causes such as metabolic

upsets, physical and chemical changes within or in the environment of the
tissues, and natural radiations. The rate of occurrence of these spontaneous
mutations has been variously estimated for different genes, tissues and organisms
as being between 1 in io5 to 1 in io8 genes, but after exposure to mutagens this
rate may be increased up to a thousandfold. However, most mutations, whether
spontaneously or artificially induced, are deleterious and of no value to a plant
breeder ; in fact, it has been estimated that possibly only one out of every eight

hundred induced mutations could be potentially of value. This rare occurrence
of the event sought necessitates growing very large populations of plants, and
in such large populations, a detection and recognition of the desirable change
may be difficult. If mutants exhibiting such obvious changes as differences in
height, colour or even disease resistance are sought, then the problem is
minimized, but more subtle changes such as those in yield are not as easily found.
597
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Another difficulty which arises when this technique is adopted is that induced
chromosomal damage frequently leads to sterility or even an elimination of the
cell bearing the damaged chromosomes, and both of these factors result in the
non-recovery of mutant genes. Nevertheless in spite of these and other difficulties,

useful mutations have been produced, detected and utilized in breeding programmes, and they have stimulated research into ways and means of minimizing
the disadvantages of the technique. For example, it is now known that manipula-

tion of various physical, chemical and biological factors within the organism
and in its environment can lead to changes in radiosensitivity, amount of
chromosome damage and the frequency and spectra of mutations, and these
factors will now be considered briefly in relation to their effects on the response
of plants to radiations. Since so little is known of chemical mutagens they will
not be considered in this context.

Of the physical factors, the type of radiation utilized is of considerable
importance. The various radiations which have been used include the low
energy ultra- violet radiation, and the ionizing X- and y-rays, a and ß particles,
and thermal and fast neutrons. Ultra-violet rays are of limited value for genetic

work in higher plants because of their poor penetrating ability, and hence
mutation studies with this agent have been confined to analysing the results
obtained after treating pollen. It has been suggested that it produces less chromo-

some damage than the other radiations considered. The sparsely ionizing
radiations X-rays and y-rays have been most extensively utilized in plant breeding
work, and they are of particular interest in that their biological effects can be
modified very markedly by manipulating and controlling various factors within

the organism and its environment, ß particles are somewhat similar in
action - the most common sources of this type of radiation being the radioisotopes P32 and S35. These can be incorporated directly into a growing plant, but
it is doubtful whether there is any distinct genetical advantage gained by treating
biological material in this manner. There have been comparatively few studies of

the effect of the very densely ionizing a particles, but they are of somewhat
limited value because of their low penetrating ability. Finally, thermal and fast
neutrons produce dense ionizations, but are not limited in terms of penetrating

ability in biological material, and hence have been utilized extensively for
inducing mutations. Because of the high ion density of their recoil protons,
their effects cannot be modified as markedly as the y- and X-rays. In practice

the choice for the plant breeder usually lies between thermal and fast

neutrons on the one hand, and X- and y-rays on the other, and at present
the relative merits of the two classes have not been defined clearly. Neutrons
certainly have the high relative biological efficiency, that is, for a given amount

of energy absorption they induce more damage. Swedish workers have stated
that neutrons are fifty to one hundred times as efficient as X-rays in inducing
mutations, and ten to twenty times in inducing chromosomal changes, whereas

American scientists obtained a similar number of mutations with both when the

frequency was measured on the basis of the numbers of chromosomal changes
induced. Again, the latter have claimed no differences in the spectra of mutations
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Figure i. 120 Curie Coeo installation
at the Wantage Radiation Laboratory
produced, whereas the former indicate that differences do exist. In the absence
of more definite evidence there is at present little justification, apart from availability of sources and convenience, for a plant breeder stating a preference for
one as opposed to another type of radiation. Figure 1 shows a Co60 gamma source at
the Wantage Radiation Laboratory of the United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority which has been specially designed for the irradiation of whole plants, seeds or

pollen. The 120 curie Co60 source is stored in a lead 'coffin' sited on the floor
of the cell and can be raised vertically by remote control through a guide tube
to any height up to 100 cms. above the turntables on which the plants are located.
Dose rates of 600 to 6,000 rads per hour are available by varying the distance of
the turntables from the central guide tube; uniformity throughout the volume
being irradiated is ensured by rotating the turntables at 1 r.p.m.

With the less densely ionizing radiations, and certain types of mutational

event, a reduction in the dose rate or a fractionation of the dose into two or more

parts, results in a lowering of the mutation rate. A few years ago it was suggested

that low dose rate treatments or chronic irradiations would be advantageous,
as they would allow an irradiated plant to suffer a minimum amount of physio-

logical damage whilst permitting an accumulation of mutations. To allow such
treatments to be undertaken, gamma fields were constructed, but as far as the
599
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plant breeder is concerned, they now appear to have no advantage over installa-

tions permitting acute treatment only, and are certainly more expensive to
construct. Environmental conditions can not be easily controlled in gamma
fields ; they have to be sited in remote places away from laboratories, and though

they have been considered valuable for treating large specimens such as fruit
trees, it has yet to be shown that chronic irradiation of these is any more efficient

than acute treatments of cuttings which can later be rooted, or grafted on to
unirradiated stocks. Again, let us assume that a plant is exposed for a month in
a gamma field, but within the first week of treatment a desirable mutation is
induced ; then for the remaining three weeks that plant is exposed to physiological

and genetic damage which may result in the non-recovery of that particular
mutant.

The effect of temperature both during and pre- and post-treatment has been
extensively investigated and shown to be important in determining the biological

response of tissues to sparsely ionizing radiations. For example, seeds exposed
at ca. - i9o°C. show much less damage than those irradiated at room temperature,
and seeds immersed in water at +9o°C. immediately post-irradiation are similarly
protected. Germination at sub-optimum temperatures results in an enhancement

of damage, presumably due to a lowered rate of metabolism and an inability
to repair cell damage. Again, the water content of tissues is important in this

respect; for example, dry barley seeds (ca. 6 per cent water) are more
radiosensitive than wetter ones (ca. 16 per cent water). Finally, the injurious
effects of X- or y- radiation on dormant barley seeds increase with the length of
time that the seeds are stored after irradiation and before hydration. This storage
effect, as it is termed, is more marked in dry than wet seeds, and is enhanced
in the presence of oxygen.
Of the chemical factors that can affect the response of biological material to

X- and v-rays, the effect of the atmosphere during irradiation has been
investigated most thoroughly. Gases such as oxygen, carbon dioxide and carbon
monoxide enhance the effect, whilst nitrogen and the inert gases protect tissues.

Similarly a few chemicals such as ascorbic acid, cysteine and thiourea reduce,
whilst others such as potassium cyanide and hydrogen peroxide enhance the
effect of a given dose. The chemical content of tissues is also known to be
important - those deficient in Calcium and Magnesium being more radio-

sensitive, whilst those deficient in Boron are more resistant.

There are numerous biological factors which are important in this context,
including genotype, chromosome number, tissue, age, stage of cell division, and

stage of development. Species vary greatly in their sensitivity, a dose which
would kill 50 per cent of exposed plants in some Pinus species being about
4,000 rads, whilst for some Brassica species the value is near 100,000 rads.
Little is known of the basic reason for these differences, but even two varieties
or two sister plants differing very little in genotype can vary in sensitivity. If
closely related species exhibit a range of chromosome numbers, it will be found
in general that the higher chromosome number forms are more resistant. Tissue

differences have not been investigated thoroughly - seeds are certainly more
600
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resistant than whole plants or gametes as their cells are in a resting stage, but the

more subtle differences, for example, between root cells, pollen mother cells
and pollen grains have not been fully elucidated. As far as the plant breeder is
concerned, the treatment of seeds has a number of obvious advantages - they
are available in bulk, can be easily handled and can tolerate a great range of
environmental conditions. Regarding the other factors - aged seeds are more
sensitive than fresh seeds, whilst the stage of cell division, especially during
meiotic stages, has been shown to be most important both in terms of the amount

of chromosome damage and number of mutations induced. The importance of
stage of development has been indicated by the work on pollen, where it has
been shown that most mutations are produced if pollen is irradiated three to
five days before anthesis, and by the fact that germinating seeds are more sensitive
than resting seeds.
When all the information available from studies of these and other factors is

considered, it is apparent that the response of a tissue to a given dose of sparsely,

but not densely, ionizing radiations can be greatly modified. Modifications of
practical value would include inducing as high a frequency of mutations as
possible, but with a minimum amount of chromosomal aberrations and physio-

logical injury. However, though the plant breeder can exercise some degree of
control in this respect, it is still very far removed from the Utopian idea of
a direction of the mutation process.

Chemical mutagens have not been as extensively investigated as ionizing
radiations, but already some are proving of considerable interest to the plant
breeder. For example, nebularine, a purine-9-d- riboside, is a mutagenic agent
which does not produce any chromosomal breakage, and two other compounds -

ethylene oxide and ethlene imine - have been shown by Swedish workers to
produce up to four times as many viable mutations as X-rays, but with no in-

crease in chromosomal aberrations.

In spite of the inefficiency of the techniques for inducing mutations, useful

variation has been induced in many species of crop plants, some has been
incorporated into breeding programmes and a few new varieties have resulted.
In Sweden, barley, wheat, oat, pea, soya bean, flax and mustard mutants have
been produced which vary in yield, straw strength, earliness and other characters,

and new varieties have resulted in some instances. These include a higher yielding
white mustard, oil-rape and pea, and a stiffer- stra wed variety of barley. One
interesting report from Sweden claims that they have produced barley mutants
which flower earlier and hence can be grown in more northerly latitudes - such

variants not being available to them previously. From Germany plant breeders
have reported cereal variants having higher grain yield, up to eight days earlier
flowering, stronger straw, higher protein content and improved disease resistance.
The naked-kernel mutants of spring-barley reported by Scholz from Germany

offer an instructive example of the use of radiation. A gene 'n' for nakedness
can be introduced from non-adapted varieties of barley, but in spite of intensive

work for many years, attempts to produce high-yielding naked lines were
unsuccessful After irradiation, naked mutants were found having the same
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yield as the parent lines. From that country there have also been reports of some
very promising blackcurrant mutants, which vary in terms of size of bunches,

taste, seed number, and earliness. These last results are especially encouraging
as progress in the breeding of this crop by conventional methods had been
extremely slow and unrewarding. In Britain a self-fertile form of cherry has been

produced from the normally self-sterile type, that should be less dependent on

insects for pollination and therefore give a better yield in colder regions and
unfavourable seasons. A considerable number of cereal mutants have been produced at the Plant Breeding Institute at Cambridge, but none has proved very
valuable as yet. American workers have reported variants similar to those
mentioned previously, and in a great variety of crops, including horticultural
species. Frequently the latter exhibit gross changes in form and colour which
might be deleterious in agricultural crops but have considerable value as curiosi-

ties in horticulture. The most thorough studies in America of the potential
value of mutation breeding have been undertaken by Gregory. In 1949 he
instituted a programme for the improvement of groundnut varieties, and ten
years later he had produced a new variety NC4X, by mutation breeding, which
had a higher yield than the original variety (2,925 as opposed to 2,759 lb. per acre),

improved disease resistance and a lower percentage of damaged and cracked
pods. It is as well to note here that a few years ago, a great many claims were
made by American workers regarding the induction of mutants which were
resistant to various diseases, and their early optimism regarding the value of
mutation breeding was to a large extent based on these claims. However, more
recent analyses of these results, and a repetition of some of the experiments
under more critical conditions has shown that most of these claims were not

justified, and the disease-resistant forms were not in fact due to mutations, but
to natural crossing of the irradiated plants with resistant varieties growing in the
vicinity.
We can now make a preliminary evaluation of the status of mutation breeding,

bearing in mind the techniques that are available at present, and the results
that have been achieved.

Firstly it has yet to be shown conclusively that radiation can produce anything
new, that is, a mutant not occurring naturally. There have been indications of

this in the claims of American scientists regarding the production of winter
hardy oats and a new source of stem rust resistance in the same species, in the
production of different types of leaf marks in Trifolium repens , and in the production of early maturing forms of barley in Sweden, but conclusive proof of

these claims is difficult, especially in view of the problems of exploring all
naturally occurring genotypes.
Secondly, if the vast majority of induced mutations are merely duplications
of those which occur naturally, then the relative merits of this technique and the

more conventional methods of plant breeding must be considered in terms of
economics - time, space and labour requirements. No valid comparisons of
the two techniques in terms of these factors have been undertaken, and the
potential amounts of variability which could be released by hybridization and
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mutation has yet to be compared. Gregory's results with the breeding of peanuts are of interest in this connection. In 1949 he instituted two programmes
of breeding for the improvement of groundnut varieties - one based on mutation

and the other on hybridization. Ten years later he had succeeded in producing
two new varieties - one by either method, both of which were very similar in
terms of yield and general performance, and considerably superior to the original
variety. Actual figures for yield in lb./acre were

Original variety NC4 - 2759
Mutant variety NC4X - 2925
Hybrid variety NC2 - 3°59
That this technique offers no short cut to success is also indicated by the fact
that Down & Anderson produced a mutant form of Phaseolus vulgaris in 1941,
but seventeen years elapsed before it was suitable for release to the growers.
Similarly Swedish workers produced a mutant form of barley in 1947 which is
being released this year as a new variety - Pallas.

Thirdly, it has been suggested that this new method of breeding would be
useful for adding a single characteristic to an otherwise well-adapted variety in other words, one would not upset the genotype unduly by this method,
whereas if one attempted to introduce a single desired character by hybridization,
the background genotype would be considerably altered. There are a few examples

of such situations; for example, Indian workers have succeeded in producing,
from awnless forms of wheat, awned mutants which differ little, if at all, in other

respects from the original variety. Attempts to introduce this character by back-

crossing have already taken a considerable number of years, and the genotype
is still different from the original awnless forms. A similar situation existed
with the naked barley mutants reported by German workers and discussed
earlier. In general, however, instances such as these two quoted are exceptions
rather than the rule, and one finds that a mutation induced in one gene is almost
invariably accompanied by numerous changes in the remainder of the genotype.
It then follows that after the initial production of the desired mutation, a considerable amount of backcrossing has to be undertaken to restore the remainder
of the genotype. In other words, this technique is not likely to result in the pro-

duction of new varieties immediately, but is merely a method of inducing
variability, and the conventional plant breeding techniques of selection and
hybridization must follow.
Finally, there are certain situations where it is likely that induced mutations
can make significant contributions to plant breeding. The exceptions mentioned

previously must be included here, but there are other situations where, for
example, a loss mutation is desirable, and a good example of this is the production of self-fertile cherries from the normally self-sterile forms. In the case of

asexually propagated plants also, where due to the length of the life cycle and
their genetical complexity, conventional methods of breeding are difficult, it is
possible that artificially induced mutations could prove valuable, and the work on
blackcurrants seems to support this contention.
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Up till now, the value of radiations and mutagenic chemicals has been considered solely in terms of the production of useful variants in cultivated varieties

of crop plants. However, it is conceivable that they could be valuable in other
respects also. One particular application which we have investigated intensively
at the Wantage Radiation Laboratory is the possibility of using ionizing radiations
to overcome the barriers to crossing that frequently exist between our cultivated
forms of plants and their closely related wild species. Frequently one finds that

valuable characters, such as resistance to diseases, exist in these wild species,
which it would be desirable to introduce into the cultivated forms, but this
introduction is often precluded by the barriers to crossing between the two
forms. The technique we have adopted in our work is to irradiate either male or

female gametes at all stages of development from premeiotic cells to mature
gametes with a range of doses of y-radiation. These irradiated gametes of one
species are then utilized on successive days as they mature, for crossing with
unirradiated plants of the other species. In this way we have undertaken very
comprehensive programmes, involving thousands of crosses, in a range of species.
Of the series we have attempted, those between Hordeum vulgare and Hordeum
bulbosum , and between Antirrhinum majus and Antirrhinum orontium were wholly
unsuccessful. That between Vicia f aba and Vicia narbonensis resulted in a signifi-

cant increase of large aborted ovules over that obtained in the control series,
and that involving Ly coper sicon esculentum and Ly coper sicon peruvianum resulted

in the production of two hybrids, but in the latter instance the very rare pro-

duction of a hybrid has been reported previously by other workers. The final
series involved Brassica oleracea , Brassica campestris and Brassica nigra , and of
the many possible combinations, the one involving B. oleracea x B. nigra proved
extremely interesting. No hybrids were obtained in the control series but after

irradiation a total of 35 hybrids were produced (Figure 2). Swaminathan has
reported from India the production of hybrids between Nicotiana tabacum and

Nicotiana rustica after irradiation, and from Japan there have been similar
reports of new hybrids between Avena strigosa and Avena barbata , and between

Avena strigosa and Avena sativa.

Though some new hybrids have been produced with the aid of mutagenic
agents, we have once again to evaluate the potential usefulness of this technique.

It is obvious that it is not going to succeed in overcoming many instances of
interspecific incompatibility, and since there is such a diversity of types of barriers

to crossing, it will probably be impossible to extrapolate from our present
results and predict the results in any other cases. Again, even in those instances
where it has succeeded, one has to consider whether the same end result would

have been achieved more easily by screening naturally occurring genotypes in
order to determine whether some more compatible forms exist, or whether in
some instances other techniques such as the in vitro culture of hybrid embryos
would have proved even more profitable.
Other specialized ways of exploiting ionizing radiations in plant breeding have

involved utilizing induced chromosomal changes. In an earlier section chromosomal changes were referred to as undesirable features accompanying the process
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Figure 2. Plants of Brassica oleracea,
B. nigra and their interspecific hybrid

of mutation, as they can often lead to sterility. Occasionally, however,
chromosome breakage may have some value, and several examples may be
quoted to illustrate this point. One involves the possibility of separating two genes
or two parts of a single gene, one of which is useful and the other deleterious,
but which are so closely linked together on the chromosome that it is difficult

to separate them naturally. In oats there is a situation in which a dominant
genetic locus conditions susceptibility to Victoria blight and resistance to several
races of crown rust, and it will be of interest to follow the attempts being made to

separate the two parts by radiation. We have shown that two parts of a single
genetic locus in clover can be separated fairly easily by radiation, but are not
separable in nature (Figure 3). Again, the changes produced by the breaking and

rearranging of chromosomes are extremely valuable in locating the relative
positions of genetic loci on chromosomes, but the outstanding use of the breakage

phenomenon has been demonstrated by an American geneticist, Dr. Sears.
One of the prime problems facing plant breeders in America is that of the leaf
rust diseases which attack cultivated wheats. Aegilops umbellulata , a wild grass
related to wheat, is resistant to some of these diseases, and moreover there is no
effective barrier to introducing this resistance into cultivated wheats. However,

progress in the utilization of hybrid plants has been impeded by the fact that
wheat plants having the additional chromosome from Aegilops bearing the
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Figure 3. Leaves of Trifolium repens showing on the

extreme left a normal leaf, and to the right leaves in which
the two component parts of the leaf mark have been separated

disease resistance, had so many deleterious features which could not be separated

from the disease resistance. Dr. Sears irradiated these plants prior to meiosis,
and in this way broke the linkage of disease resistance and undesirable features,

and translocated the segment of chromosome bearing the desirable gene on to
one of the wheat chromosomes. The plants which he ultimately produced were
distinguished from normal wheat only by their rust resistance and slightly
later maturity. This work has been an outstanding achievement in the field of
plant genetics, and is unlikely to have succeeded without the use of mutagens.
Similar attempts are now being made at other research centres to transfer
characters from one species to another, but it remains to be seen whether this
technique can be exploited in many other instances.
In summarizing briefly the position of mutation breeding to-day, it is as well
to remember that in Britain there is in general very little enthusiasm for the
technique, and that in America the mood of tremendous optimism of a few
years ago has changed to one of extreme caution. In Sweden and Germany,
where during the last twenty to thirty years so much has been done to exploit
the technique, there is much optimism that it can make a significant contribution

to plant breeding. Elsewhere the tendency is for enthusiasm to be inversely
related to knowledge and experience of the technique. As yet a total of only
seven new varieties have been produced by mutation breeding, and even in their

production conventional breeding techniques have still played a large part.
It must be remembered, however, that a considerable proportion of the research
effort on this topic has so far been confined to exploratory work concerned with
techniques.
Future research work in this field will probably include studies of the effects

of modifying factors, the relative merits of pollen, whole plant and seed
irradiation, the sensitivities of different cell stages, the value of other radiations
such as ultra-violet and a particles, the value of polygenic rather than major gene
mutations, methods of modifying the competition of normal and mutant cells in
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multicellular tissues, and the relative rôle of induced mutations in inbreeders
and outbreeders. The more specialized investigations concerned with the use of
chromosomal changes will be pursued further, and the field of chemical mutagenesis is still in its infancy and worthy of a considerable amount of research
effort. It is in this last field that the greatest hope for this technique lies.

With the present status of mutation breeding and the inefficient techniques

available to us to-day, there is little justification for a plant breeder seeking
variability from irradiated material, if it is already available naturally. There are
exceptions, but in general it has yet to be shown conclusively that the required

variability can be produced more quickly, more economically, or with less
utilization of space and labour by mutagens than by hybridization. The exceptions

include some examples of loss mutations, mutations in asexually propagated
plants, and those in horticultural crops where bizarre forms often have commercial
value. Claims that mutation breeding is essential because we are running out of
variability do not appear to be justified. It is true that in some instances where,
for example, hybrid maize programmes are being introduced, gene pools may be

restricted unless special precautions are taken to conserve old land varieties,
but in general, the reservoirs of variability which are available in natural
populations and which are being released continually by hybridization, are
very great.

Future work, especially with chemical mutagens, may drastically modify our
concepts regarding the status of mutation breeding, but it is obvious that much
research work has to be undertaken before a full evaluation of its true potential
is possible.
DISCUSSION

MR. p. к. SHAHANi : Could the lecturer tell us the reason why the biochemistry of
the cells has not yet been found out?

the lecturer: The biochemistry of genes (which is what one is ultimately
interested in) is a very specialized field which we are only starting to exploit, and
we have very little understanding of the basic biochemical pathways of some of our
genes.

dr. A. d. MCKELViE (Plant Breeding Institute, Cambridge) : I wonder if Dr. Davies
could say anything about the future possibilities of producing different types of
mutations after different treatments? At Cambridge at the moment we are doing a
lot of work on mutations, trying to find out if mutagenic agents do in fact produce
differences in mutation spectrum. So far we have not found any evidence of this
but the programme is in its early stages and will continue for some time. Dr. Davies
is probably aware of what is being done by the Fahmys at the Chester Beatty Institute

with alkylating agents on Drosophila. They claim that some of these chemicals
produce mutations not previously seen after radiation.

the chairman: Dr. McKelvie, before Dr. Davies answers would you care to say
what mutagens you are using at Cambridge to cause the mutation ?

dr. mckelvie: At Cambridge we are not working primarily on crop plants. We
are using a small annual, Arabidopsis thaliana , which occurs naturally in this country.

We use it because it flowers in three weeks from sowing the seed so that you can
obtain a lot of generations in a year ; and we are testing the effect of several mutagens
on the mutation rate and spectrum of this plant. We are using X-rays as the sole
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source of radiation because it is felt that the differences between types of radiation
will be less important than between radiation and various chemicals. The chemicals
we are using include some of the alkylating agents that Dr. Davies mentioned. We
are also using nebularine, fluorouracil and several other chemicals which act upon
the cell nucleus. Dr. Davies is aware that we do not know how these chemicals produce
mutations, but at least they should have different modes of action in the cell.

the lecturer: I am delighted to have Dr. McKelvie's comments on this work.
I suspect he knows a great deal more about it than I do. In relation to this particular
question (the work of the Fahmys), I must apologize for not mentioning it and for
having to rush unduly through this lecture. Chemicals are claimed to produce a
different spectrum of mutations in Drosophila , which is the organism with which
they are working. But as far as I am aware there has been no repetition of this work.
At present I personally am not in a position to judge their results, but certainly there
are indications that chemicals do produce a different mutation. I am very interested
to hear of what Dr. McKelvie is doing at Cambridge and I think these chemical
mutants he is using are the answer to many problems.
MR. R. A. Cumberland : In octoploid strawberries, which already have a fairly wide
variation, would there be any advantage in using mutagens ?

the lecturer: Again, that is a very difficult question to answer. If you have
variability available in your strawberry population, I would say every time, use it
and do not seek the variability which is produced by mutation, because you are so
liable to run up against the problem of sterility for one thing, and the chances of your
finding a desirable mutation are so small. From an academic point of view these
studies are always justified, but if I was a practical plant breeder, I think I would
have to be very desperately in need of some variation before I could justify doing
mutation breeding. I do not know what some of the other experts in the audience
feel, but this is my own personal point of view.
dr. p. s. Hudson (Commonwealth Bureau of Plant Breeding and Genetics,
Cambridge) : I think on this point it might be of interest to the speaker and the
audience for me to mention a conversation I had with Dr. Lein, who it will be remembered was one of the earliest workers on mutation breeding in Germany - in fact,
anywhere. Dr. Lein is now working for a commercial firm as a plant breeder, and
when I asked him whether he was using mutation breeding, he said, 'Oh no, not any
longer'.
dr. John к. jones (Department of Agricultural Botany, Reading) : Whether you use
mutation commercially seems to me to depend very much on whether you feel it is
possible to change one thing at a time. I was surprised to hear that you regard this
as so difficult that any attempt to induce mutations in individual genes is not worth
while. Chromosome breaks have frequently been induced at one place, for example
by Sears, and I suggest that it is not really so difficult to change only one gene at
one time. The remaining problem is whether the frequency of desirable change is
sufficiently high.

the lecturer: Yes, it is certainly true, you can change one gene at one time.
In wheat, the suppressor gene for awn formation has been eliminated and awned
varieties of wheat produced which are no different in any other respect from the
awnless varieties. There are other instances - the naked-kernel mutants in barley is
an example. But this is not the general case, and I would quote an eminent American
worker in this respect; Dr. Frey of Iowa once stated at a symposium that you may
well induce a single gene mutation and not affect the rest of the genes at all ; but that
in general, if you induce a mutation, and this I quote, 'You also introduce an awful
lot of dirty genes'. What you say is perfectly true, it can be done in some instances ;
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you can just change the one character you want ; but in general you will find that you
have changed a tremendous number of other characters.

dr. KAMLA KANT PANDEY (John Innes Horticultural Institute): I should like to
know how Dr. Davies produced these hybrids ? At what stage did he overcome the
barriers to crossing between species?
the lecturer: When I was trying to overcome the barriers to crossing between
two species, at what stages did I irradiate the plants and what was my procedure?
Well, let us take the two examples, Brassica oleracea and Brassica nigra . Our
programme would be this: we would cross Brassica oleracea and Brassica nigra , as
controls ; we would do the reciprocal cross Brassica oleracea x Brassica nigray again as
controls ; then the radiation programme would be this, first Brassica oleracea x Brassica
nigra with the female irradiated. We would irradiate the female at all stages from the
premeiotic divisions of the egg right up to maturity; we would thus be testing every

successive stage, and every alternate day we would be crossing as successive mature
eggs developed. That would be the first thing - irradiate the female at all stages. We
would also irradiate with a range of doses, usually from about 50 rads to about
3,000 rads. The next cross would involve irradiating the male parent, which in this
case would be the Brassica nigra. Again we would irradiate at all stages from meiosis
right up to mature pollen again with a range of doses. That is the second cross. Then
we would do the reciprocal, and take Brassica nigra as the female and irradiate that
at all stages of development with a range of doses, and then the last cross would be
Brassica oleracea as the male - irradiated at all stages of pollen development with
a range of doses.
So in any one crossing programme there were thousands of crosses involved. All
the female plants were emasculated every time. It involved a tremendous amount
of work, and the returns for it were slight.
dr. D. j. Griffiths (Welsh Plant Breeding Station, Aberystwyth) : I should like to
compliment Dr. Roy Davies on his very lucid and objective account of irradiation
breeding, and I wish to thank him for presenting the pros and cons of the method
as a technique of crop improvement. Speaking from experience of irradiation breeding
studies conducted on winter oats over the last five years, I would also stress the need
for a critical appraisal of the method; to be of use in a practical improvement programme, mutagenic techniques must be judged by comparison with other methods
of achieving similar end results, as for example hybridization and selection.
Comparisons between irradiation breeding and that by means of interparietal hybridization and selection have led us to the conclusion that if the character sought does not
exist in the collection of genetic material available to the breeder, the attempts to
produce it de novo through irradiation are fully justified irrespective of the other
limitations of the method, but I must state that it is worth while searching very hard
indeed for the required variation in the wild before resorting to its artificial induction
through ionizing radiations. When the desired variation is available, careful selection
of parents for hybridization ensures a much higher probability that variation in the
desired direction will be induced than by the irradiation of one of the parents.
I should like to ask Dr. Davies one point; if he were to initiate an irradiation
programme with the cereals, would he irradiate seeds or pollen ?

the lecturer : The answer to that, I hope, we shall be able to give in exactly one
year's time. This is one of our main programmes at present: to compare the amount
of polygenic variability which is induced when you irradiate inbred Antirrhinums
(these have been inbred for about twenty years) as seed, and as pollen. We
have undertaken preliminary programmes of pollen irradiation of several species.
The first one involved Melandrium album , and we wished to determine exactly how
much variability was induced when you irradiated mature pollen. We found there
was a tremendous amount of variability induced for flowering time, in this particular
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species. We were so encouraged by this result that we then went on to irradiate
barley mature pollen in the hope that we would be equally successful. We undertook
quite a big programme, and scored flowering time, height, tiller number, and ear
length. After exposure to a range of doses ranging from quite low doses, 250 rads,
up to the lethal dose, the net result of two years' work was that we found that we had
induced no variability whatsoever in barley after irradiating pollen.
The next stage of this programme involves a comparison of the amount of quantitative variability produced when you irradiate the different stages of barley pollen
development from premeiotic stages right up to maturity. We have taken this programme up through the first generation (x 1 generation) but in view of our
disappointing results last year after irradiating mature pollen, I feel it is not worth
pursuing this particular problem further.
If I was undertaking a practical programme, I think I would concentrate on seed
irradiation until we have more evidence regarding pollen irradiation. Pollen
irradiation can be difficult due to problems of handling, and the same quantity of x
material cannot usually be produced as with seed irradiation.
professor G. c. VARLEY (Hope Professor of Entomology, Oxford) : The point you
made that the tetraploids and octoploids were less affected than the diploid forms
suggests that a reasonable proportion of the mutants that are produced are possibly
recessi ves. To what extent is your technique directed to discovering recessive

mutants ?

the lecturer: I would say that 99.99 per cent of mutations are recessive. This
is probably the reason why you get this reduced sensitivity in high polyploids - the
recessives are just masked by the normal dominant alleles. Certainly we have never
found dominant mutations and if anybody does find one his first thought should be
one of suspicion, that it is a contaminant.

MR. walker (Messrs. Bees Ltd.) : Is one more likely to get induced mutations in
plants where one has a proportion of natural mutations ? In roses, for example, where
quite a lot of varieties are natural mutations?
the lecturer : In general if you have a gene which shows a high rate of spontaneous
mutation the induced mutation rate is usually very high too. The cholorophyl mutations which I showed you have a fairly high spontaneous mutation rate, and the
induced rate is very high. In the case of the roses - if you have no variability in your
natural population I would say quite definitely you are justified in trying to produce a mutant type of rose. Horticultural plants are probably among the most
promising for this technique because of the value of bizarre forms. In agricultural
crops such mutants would have to be thrown out immediately.

MR. Do m. PITKETHLY (Charles Sharpe & Co. Limited, Seedsmen, Sleaford, Lines) :
I should like to ask whether Dr. Davies thinks that the types of mutation coming
from radiations are more frequently less beneficial than naturally occurring mutations ?

It seems to me that in naturally occurring mutations there is a natural selection
which will make many of them disappear before they are noticed, and only those
giving an advantage become apparent ; whereas in the artifically created ones we have
all the effects, both good and bad, to choose from. Does Dr. Davies think that the
artificially created ones are more lethal, should I say, than the naturally occurring

mutations ?

the lecturer: I would say that from the evidence in Drosophila the induced

mutations which you get are almost exactly the same as the spontaneous mutations.

dr. l. a. darby (Glasshouse Crops Research Institute): Being associated with

horticulture I am presumably classified as being bizarre, but I should like to comment
about my experience with lettuce and chlorophyl mutants. A programme was initiated
three years ago to attempt to produce a winter hearting lettuce, a lettuce which would
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heart in short days, but of paler colour than existing types. Rather cautiously I decided

to tackle this in both a radiation programme and also in an orthodox breeding pro-

gramme. Over three years the proportion of the total material devoted to the radiation
programme has fallen from 50 to 10, and then down to about 3 per cent. This is very

much in keeping with what Dr. Davies has said.

the lecturer : I know of Dr. Darby's work and am very interested in it. I hope
that I have not been too pessimistic, in this lecture and discussion. One tries to keep
a sense of perspective ; do not think I dismiss the technique completely out of hand.
On the other hand, one must be very careful not to consider it as a panacea for all
the plant breeder's ills. In some cases I feel sure the technique is going to be worth
while, but one must have highly specialized knowledge and think very seriously
before deciding to use it.
Though I have tried to present a balanced picture, my own feeling is that in
general the mood should be one of pessimism rather than of optimism. But it must
not, I repeat, be dismissed completely. It is worth while doing a lot more research
before we finally make our decision as to what its contribution can be, and the sort
of work which Dr. McKelvie is doing at Cambridge is most valuable.
the chairman : I should first like to say on behalf of us all how grateful we are,
both to the Royal Society of Arts for arranging this meeting, and to the sponsors of
the Fernhurst Lecture.

There are so many sides to the comprehensive survey we have heard, but I am sure
you will all have noted with very much interest Dr. Davies' remark that induced
mutations on the whole have not given a high proportion of really important and
valuable improvements. I know there is a lot of interest at present in other countries
as well as in Britain, in the encouragement of plant-breeding. Perhaps it is rather
reassuring to the breeder who has spent perhaps fifteen years in hybridizing and
testing his material, to know that there is not a very big chance that someone else

can do just as well in two or three years simply by inducing mutations in the

established varieties.

I am sure you will all agree with me that Dr. Davies has made a very important
and difficult subject both intelligible and interesting, and on your behalf I should
like to thank him most warmly for his lecture.
The vote of thanks to the Lecturer was carried with acclamation and, another having
been accorded to the Chairman upon the proposal of Mr. A. R. N. Roberts , the meeting
then ended.
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Rice (Oryza sativa L.) grain is a major dietary source of cadmium (Cd)f

which is toxic to humans, but no practical technique exists to substantially reduce Cd contamination. Carbon ion-beam irradiation pro-

duced three rice mutants with <0.05 mg Cd*kg~1 in the grain
compared with a mean of 1.73 mg Cd*kg~1 in the parent Koshihikari.

We identified the gene responsible for reduced Cd uptake and developed a strategy for marker-assisted selection of low-Cd cultivars.
Sequence analysis revealed that these mutants have different mutations of the same gene (i OsNRAMPS ), which encodes a natural resis-

tance-associated macrophage protein. Functional analysis revealed
that the defective transporter protein encoded by the mutant osnramp5 greatly decreases Cd uptake by roots, resulting in decreased
Cd in the straw and grain. In addition, we developed DNA markers to
facilitate marker-assisted selection of cultivars carrying osnramp5.

When grown in Cd-contaminated paddy fields, the mutants have
nearly undetectable Cd in their grains and exhibit no agriculturally
or economically adverse traits. Because mutants produced by ionbeam radiation are not transgenic plants, they are likely to be accepted by consumers and thus represent a practical choice for rice
production worldwide.

countries, such as Japan. Many consumers fear eating food produced by transgenic plants.

Energetic heavy-ion beams have been recently used to generate mutants in higher plants because they induce mutations
with high frequency at a relatively low dose (i.e., at which virtually all plants survive), and they induce a broad spectrum of
phenotypes without affecting other plant characteristics (20, 21).
Using this technique, unique varieties of some flowers and trees
have been commercialized, but this has not yet occurred in crop
plants. Mutants produced by ion-beam radiation are not transgenic, so they are more likely to be accepted by consumers.
In the present study, we report (/) nontransgenic rice mutants

with nearly cadmium-free grain produced by irradiation with
heavy-ion beams and (//) the development of a DNA marker for
further breeding based on the identification of the gene (OsNRAMPS) responsible for low Cd uptake. Field studies show that
these mutants have nearly nondetectable levels of Cd in the
grain, even when cultivated in paddy fields contaminated with
high levels of Cd.
Results

Isolation of Low-Cd-Accumulating Rice Mutants. We irradiated seeds
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toxic
food to to
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the from
kidkidneys, particularly to the proximal tubular cells, where it accumulates and leads to renal dysfunction (1). In Japan, itai-itai
disease (renal osteomalacia), which is characterized by spinal
and leg bone pain, is recognized as chronic toxicity caused by
excess Cd in drinking water and crops (2). To reduce the risk of
Cd poisoning, the Joint Food and Agriculture Organization/
World Health Organization (FAO/WHO) Expert Committee on
Food Additives established a provisional tolerable monthly Cd

intake of 25 ^g kg-1 body weight (3), and the Codex Ali-

mentäres Commission of the FAO/WHO established maximum
Cd levels in food crops (4). The international maximum limit for

rice is 0.4 mg Cd-kg"1 polished rice. Rice is a staple food for
nearly half of the world's population, and global production and
consumption of rice increased approximately threefold from
1960 to 2011 (5). The demand for rice continues to grow, so it is
necessary to produce low-Cd rice to reduce the potential risk
that Cd poses to human health.
There are substantial genotypic differences in Cd accumulation in rice (6, 7), concentrations generally being higher in indica- type cultivars than in japónica- type cultivars. Genetic loci
determining genotypic differences in Cd accumulation have been

identified by quantitative trait locus (QTL) analysis of several
mapping populations (8, 9). Recently, genes involved in Cd uptake by the root (10-13), root vacuole sequestration (14, 15),
root xylem loading (16, 17), and phloem transport in the node
(18) have been found in rice, so the physiological and molecular
processes of Cd transport in rice are increasingly well understood
(19). Although regulation of Cd transport by transgenic techniques may enable us to reduce Cd accumulation in rice grain,
commercial transgenic rice is not currently acceptable in many

of the most popular Japanese temperate japónica rice cultivar,
Koshihikari, with accelerated carbon ions. Three low-Cd mutants
(i Icd-kmtl , lcd-kmt2 , and lcd-kmt3) were identified in initial
screening for grain Cd concentration from among 2,592 M2 plants
grown in Cd-polluted soil. The grain Cd concentration in the three

mutants was <0.05 mg kg"1, compared with an average of 1.73
mgkg"1 in the WT Koshihikari parent (Fig. L4). The root and

shoot Cd concentrations were significantly lower in all M3 led-kmt
mutants than in the WT (Fig. 1 B and C) when the seedlings were

exposed to Cd in hydroponics. The concentrations of iron (Fe),
zinc (Zn), and copper (Cu) in shoots and roots did not differ

significantly between the led-kmt mutants and the WT (Table SI).

However, the manganese (Mn) concentration in the shoots was

significantly lower in the mutants (73.6-79.7 mg kg-1) than in the

WT (1,004 mg kg-1). There was no difference in plant growth

among the WT and Icd-kmtl or lcd-kmt2 mutants, but the growth
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Fig. 1. (4) Frequency distribution of grain Cd concentration in rice mutants (2,592 M2 plants) grown in
pots filled with Cd-contaminated soil. The circle and

range bar represent the mean and SD of grain Cd
concentration in Koshihikari (288 plants). ( B and C)
Cd concentrations in the shoots and roots of WT
Koshihikari and of three low-Cd Koshihikari mutants

{Icd-kmtl, Icd-kmt2, and Icd-kmt3) grown in hydro-

ponie culture containing 0.18 ^iM Cd. Bars labeled
with different letters differ significantly ( P < 0.05,
ANOVA followed by Tukey's test).

of lcd-kmt3 was reduced (Table SI) under the sufficient Mn level
in hydroponics. These results suggest that Cd might be transported via the Mn pathway into the roots.
Metal Concentrations in Grain and Agronomic Traits of Field Grown
led-kmt Mutants. The M4 led-kmt mutants and WT were cultivated

together in paddy fields to evaluate their metal concentrations
and agronomic traits. There were no apparent differences in plant
or grain morphologies between WT and Icd-kmtl (Fig. 2 A and B)
or between WT and lcd-kmt2 (Fig. SI A and C). In addition, there
were no significant differences in soil plant analysis development
(SPAD) value for chlorophyll content (Fig. 2 C), grain and straw

yields (Fig. 2 D and E), or eating quality (Fig. 2 F) between WT
and Icd-kmtl. Similar results were found between WT and Icd-

kmt2 (Table S2). This was in contrast to the lcd-kmt3 mutant,
which had significantly earlier heading, smaller plant size, higher
panicle number, and lower grain and straw yields than the WT

(Fig. SI B and C and Table S2). The concentration of Cd in the
grain (unpolished rice) of Icd-kmtl was extremely low, near the
limit of detection (<0.01 mgkg-1), whereas the Cd concentration
in the WT grain exceeded the maximum limit of 0.4 mg kg-1 (Fig.
2 G). Indeed, the Cd concentration in Icd-kmtl was <3% of that in
the WT. The Cd concentration in the straw was also much lower in

Icd-kmtl than in the WT (Fig. 2 H). Similar results were observed
for Cd in grain and straw of lcd-kmt2 and lcd-kmt3 (Table S3).

The Mn concentration in the grain of led-kmt mutants was
approximately one-third that of the WT, and an even greater

difference of nearly 30-fold was evident in the Mn concentration
in the straw (Table S3). The concentrations of Cu, Fe, and Zn in
grains of Icd-kmtl and lcd-kmt2 were similar to those of the WT
and slightly higher in lcd-kmt3 than in the WT. This was presumably because of the smaller size of lcd-kmt3 plants. There was

no significant difference in Fe concentration in the straw

between the WT and led-kmt mutants, whereas that of Zn was
a little lower in Icd-kmtl and lcd-kmt2.

Gene Identification. We developed an F2 population by crossing
Kasalath, an indica- type rice cultivar, with Icd-kmtl and then
performed positional cloning of the gene(s) responsible for reduced Cd uptake by Icd-kmtl. Among the 92 F2 individuals, 22
plants were categorized as having a similarly low shoot Cd concentration to Icd-kmtl , whereas 70 plants showed a relatively
high shoot Cd concentration (Fig. 3/4). The segregation ratio was
not significantly different from a 1:3 low:high ratio (x2 = 0.058,
P = 0.810), suggesting that the low-Cd trait of Icd-kmtl is controlled by a single recessive gene. The gene locus associated with
shoot and root Cd and Mn concentrations was localized on the

short arm of chromosome 7 (Table S4). Linkage analysis showed
that the gene was localized in the interval defined by the simple
sequence repeat markers RM8007 and RM3635 (Fig. 3 B). The
maximum logarithm of odds values for all four traits were found
at RM3767 (Table S4), which was located 9.07 Mbp from the
distal end of the short arm of chromosome 7.

We found two genes, OsNRAMP5 (0s07g0257200) and OsNRAMP1 (0s07g0258400), annotated as putative heavy-metal
transporters around RM3767 in the Rice Annotation Project

Database (http://rapdb.dna.affrc.go.jp/). The OsNRAMPl cDNA

sequence was unchanged in the led-kmt mutants relative to the
WT. On the other hand, the cDNA and genomic DNA sequences
of OsNRAMP5 revealed a single-nucleotide deletion in exon IX of
lcd-kmt2 and a 433-bp insertion in the exon X of Icd-kmtl (Fig.
3 C). The latter replaced the terminal 32 bp in exon X of the WT
with 50 bp in Icd-kmtl ; the remaining 383 bp of the insertion in Icd-

kmtl is expected to be spliced out with intron X. The inserted
DNA sequence was identical to the sequence of mPingAl , a
member of a class of miniature inverted-repeat transposable elements in rice (22). An ~227-kbp deletion that included all of
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Fig. 2. Agronomic traits of Koshihikari and Icd-kmt
mutants grown in the field. (A) Plant morphologies

of WT Koshihikari and Icd-kmtl. (B) Morphologies
of unpolished rice grains. (C) Chlorophyll content in

the flag leaf determined using a SPAD meter. (D)
Grain yield. (£) Straw yield. ( F ) Eating quality scores

evaluated using a taste analyzer; values >80 are
considered "good quality." No significant differences in agronomic traits or eating quality were
observed between the WT and Icd-kmt1 (P > 0.05,

ANOVA followed by Tukey's test). (6 and H) Cd
concentration of unpolished rice (G) and straw (H).
Plants were grown in Cd-polluted paddy fields in

three regions of Japan. Data are presented as

means ± SD (n = 5). ND, not detected; ML, maximum

allowed Cd concentration for rice (Codex Alimentarius Commission).

OsNRAMPS was found in lcd-kmt3 (Fig. S2). On the basis of these
results, we propose naming the mutant genes as osnramp5-l for

Icd-kmtl (DNA Data Bank of Japan accession no. AB690552),
osnramp5-2 for lcd-kmt2 (AB690553), and osnramp5-3 for Icd-

kmt3 .

OsNRAMPS (AB690551) from the WT Koshihikari is predicted
to encode a 538-aa protein. The single base pair deletion in osnramp5-2 results in aberrant translation of 53 aa before a new stop
codon at amino acid 358 (Fig. S3). On the basis of the cDNA and
genome sequencing data of Icd-kmtl, it is likely that an 11 -aa region of the WT was replaced with 17 aa at the terminal position of

exon X, resulting in a 544-aa protein in the osnramp5-l.
Microarray analysis showed a 2.5-fold increase in OsNRAMPS
expression for Icd-kmtl compared with the WT (Table S5). The

expression of other OsNRAMP genes did not change sub-

stantially. Moreover, marked changes in the expression of genes
possibly involved in metal transport, such as OsIRT , OsHMA ,
and OsLCTl , were not found in the mutant. Rather, genes involved in the photosynthetic process were up-regulated considerably, and Fe-deficiency inducible genes were down-regulated
in the Icd-kmtl mutant.

osnramp5-l fused with GFP was observed at the periphery of
the cells but not inside the cells (Fig. 44), indicating the same
localization as OsNRAMP5-GFP (10). This suggests that the
mutation in osnramp5-l did not alter the subcellular localization
to the cell membrane. The growth of yeast cells expressing osn-

ramp5-l was not affected by the Cd treatment (Fig. 4 B), although

the growth of transformed mutant yeast cells expressing OsNRAMPS was strongly impaired by Cd. This suggests that the
osnramp5-l could not transport Cd into yeast cells, whereas the
WT OsNRAMP5 was able to do so. Furthermore, the mutant
protein osnramp5-l could not transport Mn and Fe, in addition
to its inability to transport Cd.

Development of Genetic Markers for Breeding Low-Cd Rice. DNA
markers that detect polymorphism in the region of OsNRAMP5
would be useful for developing new cultivars with the low-Cd trait.
Thus, we designed primer sets to amplify the mutated region.
Different PCR fragment patterns could be readily detected between Icd-kmtl and WT, because there is a 433-bp insertion in Icdkmtl (Fig. AC). The Fi heterozygous genotype derived from Icd-

kmtl X WT appeared as two bands on the gel. In contrast, no
differences in PCR fragment sizes were observed between the
undigested PCR products of lcd-kmt2 and WT (Fig. 4D). Al-

though these two alleles differ in length by only 1 bp, the mutation

created a unique Fspl site in lcd-kmt2. Fspl digestion cut the PCR

product of lcd-kmt2 (LK2) into two fragments of equal size,

whereas the PCR product of WT was not cut by this enzyme. The
alleles from both lcd-kmt2 and WT could be detected in the F^

Using the developed genetic marker, we tested whether the
mutant osnramp5-l allele significantly decreases Cd accumulation in F2 plants derived from a cross between Icd-kmtl and
Kasalath. All F2 plants homozygous for the osnramp5-l allele of
Icd-kmtl had significantly lower shoot Cd concentrations than

19168 I www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1211132109 Ishikawa et al.
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Fig. 3. Positional cloning of the gene. (A) Frequency distribution for shoot Cd concentration of 92 F2 seedlings derived from a cross between Icd-kmt1 and
WT Kasalath, an indica cultivar. White and black triangles represent the mean shoot Cd concentration of Icd-kmt1 and Kasalath, respectively. ( B ) Gene locus
for low shoot Cd concentration on chromosome 7. Arrow indicates the peak logarithm of odds for the putative QTL gene. Graphical genotypes of F2 plants

having recombination in the candidate region (Left) and their shoot Cd concentrations (Right) are shown. White, black, and gray bars indicate regions
homozygous for the Icd-kmt1 allele, homozygous for the Kasalath allele, and heterozygous for the two alleles, respectively. (C) Structure of OsNRAMP5
(0s07g0257200) and the mutation sites in Icd-kmt1 and Icd-kmt2. Exons and introns are indicated by gray bars and black lines, respectively. The arrow below
exon IX indicates the position of a 1-bp deletion in Icd-kmt2 relative to the corresponding sequence in WT Koshihikari. The arrow below exon X indicates the
position of a 433-bp insertion in Icd-kmt1. The blue WT nucleotides have been replaced by the red nucleotides in Icd-kmt1. The bold TTA sequences indicate 3bp target-site duplications, and underlines indicate 15-bp terminal inverted repeats.

those homozygous for the OsNRAMP5 allele of Kasalath and

three other genes, OsIRTl , OsIRT2 , and OsHMA3, previously

those that were heterozygous for the two alleles (Fig. 4 F). This
demonstrates that the allelic effect of osnramp5-l contributes to
decreased Cd in rice plants. In addition, the plants homozygous
for Icd-kmtl did not exhibit any significant decrease in their
shoot dry weight (Fig. 4 £), even if the genetic background was
changed by crossing. These results indicate that introduction of
the osnramp5-l allele into the other cultivars might not affect
plant growth under the Mn-sufficient conditions.

related to Cd transport in rice, did not differ between the WT and

Discussion

By using ion-beam mutagenesis, we succeeded first in producing
nontransgenic rice mutants that accumulate very low Cd in grain
of <3% that in Koshihikari, the most popular Japanese temperate
japónica rice cultivar. Physiological studies in hydroponie culture

demonstrated that decreased Cd uptake by roots leads to low
levels of Cd in the shoot and grain of these mutants (Fig. 1). Our

QTL analysis suggests that a Fe and Cd transporter gene, OsNRAMP1 , on chromosome 7 was the most likely candidate gene,
but the OsNRAMPl cDNA sequence was unchanged in the Icdkmt mutants. Microarray analysis showed that the expressions of

Icd-kmtl mutant (Table S5). Instead, we found that the three
mutant lines each had a different mutation [i.e., a transposon
{mPingAl) insertion, a single-base pair deletion, and a large deletion], in the same gene OsNRAMP5 , which is located near
OsNRAMPl (Fig. 3 C and Fig. S2). A mPingAl was probably activated by the ion beams (23), then transposed into a preferred
insertion site (TTA) in an exon of OsNRAMP5 (22). It has been
reported recently that OsNRAMP5 is involved in Mn, Fe, and Cd
transport in rice roots (10, 13). Interestingly, in our previous study

(10) the RNAi-induced silencing of OsNRAMP5 in rice promoted

Cd translocation to shoots, although root Cd uptake was decreased. In these OsNRANP5-KNM plants, the expression of
OsNRANP5 was suppressed but the expressions of several Fe
deficiency-inducible genes were up-regulated. In contrast, the
expression of osnramp5-l present in the Icd-kmtl plant was increased but the expressions of Fe deficiency-inducible genes were
down-regulated (Table S5). Therefore, the differential pattern in
root-to-shoot Cd translocation between the RNAi-plants and Icd-
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Fig. 4. (A) Subcellular localization of OsNRAMP5 and osnramp5-1 in transformed onion epidermal cells. (A 1) GFP only; (A 2) OsNRAMP5::GFP fusion protein;
(A 3) osnamp5-1 ::GFP fusion protein. (B) Growth of yeast cells transformed with the vector control (VC), OsNRAMPS, or osnramp5-1. Yeasts were spotted at
three dilutions (optical densities at 600 nm of 0.1, 0.01, and 0.001, left to right). (B, 1) Growth of yeast Aycfl (Cd-sensitive mutant) cells; (B, 2) growth of Asmfl
(Mn-uptake mutant) yeast cells; (B, 3) growth of Afet3fet4 (Fe-uptake mutant) yeast cells. Cont, control, with (+) or without (-) the specified metal. (C and D)
DNA fragments of the genomic region containing the mutation amplified by PCR. (C) M, size marker; LK1, Icd-kmt1 ; WT, wild-type Koshihikari; F1, F^ progeny
of Icd-kmt1 X Koshihikari. (D) M, size marker; LK2, Icd-kmt2; WT, wild-type Koshihikari; F1, F1 progeny of Icd-kmt2 x Koshihikari. Where indicated, amplified
samples were digested with Fspl before electrophoresis, (£) Frequency distribution for shoot dry weight of F2 plants derived from a cross between Icd-kmt1
and Kasalath. Using the developed marker (C), the 88 F2 plants were classified into three genotype classes: (A) those homozygous for the osnramp5-1 allele of
Icd-kmt1, (B) those homozygous for the OsNRAMPS allele of Kasalath, and (H) those that were heterozygous for the two alleles. (F) Frequency distribution for
shoot Cd concentrations of F2 plants used in £.

kmt mutants could be partly explained by the different expression
of Fe deficiency-inducible genes.
Although the osnramp5 mutant gene was expressed in the roots,

the mutant transporter proteins failed to mediate uptake of Cd,
Mn, and Fe in yeast (Fig. AB ), indicating loss of function of these

metal transporters in the cell membrane. A highly conserved
consensus transport motif (CTM) between transmembrane
domains 8 and 9 was transformed into a hydrophobic segment in
osnramp5-l and was truncated in osnramp5-2 (Fig. S4). The CTM

in NRAMP (natural resistance-associated macrophage protein)
has been implicated in the interaction with ATP-coupling subunits and to be important for metal transport by these proteins
(24). Within the CTM motif, the Gly-347 residue (based on position in OsNRAMP5) is absolutely conserved in all members of

the NRAMP family. This residue could be especially important
for metal transport activity because in mammalian NRAMP2,
a mutant in which glycine is substituted with valine, lost
NRAMP2 function in yeast (25). The Gly-347 residue is absent
from the osnramp5 mutant proteins (Fig. S3). Therefore, such
changes might affect Cd and Mn transport via the cell membrane

in the roots.

The Icd-kmtl and lcd-kmt2 mutants did not exhibit significant
negative effects on plant or grain morphology, eating quality,
grain yield, or straw yield (Fig. 2 and Table S2), indicating that
a transposon insertion or a single base pair deletion on OsNRAMP5 does not negatively affect agronomic traits. In contrast,
lcd'kmt3 had earlier heading and smaller plant size than the WT,
presumably because of the large DNA deletions in this mutant
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line (Fig. S2 and Table S2). These results indicate that Icd-kmtl
and lcd-kmt2 can be used directly in breeding programs.
Field trials showed that the led-kmt mutants have nearly undetectable Cd concentrations in their grain and staw (Fig. 2 G
and H). Although root Cd concentrations were not measured in
field conditions, root Cd uptake by led-kmt mutants is presumed
to be substantially lower than in WT. If a small amount of Cd
enters the root cells via other cell membrane metal transporters
such as OsIRTl (11) and OsNRAMPl (12), a kind of "firewall"
system might sequester Cd in the root vacuoles via a functional

OsHMA3 transporter (14, 15). Therefore, a defective gene

( osnramp5 ) working together with a functional gene (OsHMA3)
may be responsible for the drastic decrease in grain and straw Cd

concentrations in the led-kmt mutants.

Surprisingly, there were no differences in the leaf chlorophyll
contents between WT and led-kmt mutants (Fig. 2 C and Table
S2), even though the shoot (straw) Mn concentration of the ledkmt mutants was markedly lower than that of the WT (Table S3),
and several genes involved in the photosystem were up-regulated
significantly (Table S5). Being adapted to the reducing conditions in paddy soils, rice accumulates high Mn in shoots of up
to 2,000 mg-kg-1, an order of magnitude higher than that in
soybean shoots (26), without damage (27). One T-DNA insertion
line and RNAi lines of OsNRANPS in rice exhibited severe

growth inhibition, although the Mn concentration in the straw
was 100-200 mg-kg-1 in soil culture (13). In contrast, the led-kmt
mutants did not show any adverse growth with <100 mg-kg"1 Mn
in straw. Additionally, the F2 plants harboring the osnramp5-l
allele did not exhibit a significant decrease in shoot dry weight,
even when their genetic background was changed by crossing.
Our results indicate that rice may require less Mn for normal
growth than is typically present in the shoot, and the introduction

of osnramp5-l allele into other rice cultivars might not induce
the growth inhibition under the Mn-sufficient conditions. Further investigation is needed on the effects of osnramp5 alleles on
plant growth and various agronomic traits under low-Mn conditions. The mutant osnramp5 alleles did not significantly reduce
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Materials and Methods
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Physically Induced Mutation: Ion Beam Mutagenesis
Shimpei Magori, Atsushi Tanaka, and Masayoshi Kawaguchi
Abstract

Ion beams are novel physical mutagens that have been applied to a wide variety of
plant species. Unlike other physical mutagens such as X-rays, c-rays, and electrons,
ion beams have high linear energy transfer, leading to high double-strand break
yields and the resulting strong mutational effects. Takasaki Ion Accelerators for
Advanced Radiation Application (TIARA) in Japan was established as the ﬁrst ion
beam irradiation facility for biological use. In this facility, positively charged ions are
accelerated at a high speed and used to irradiate living materials, including plant
seeds and tissue cultures. By utilizing this approach, several novel mutants have been
successfully isolated even from Arabidopsis, in which thousands of mutants have
already been obtained using different mutagens. This demonstrates that ion beams
are a powerful alternative mutagen with a mutation spectrum different from other
chemical, physical, and T-DNA-based mutagens. The application of such an alternative mutagen is of great importance not only to analyze any gene functions through
novel mutant isolation, but also to improve global food situations by providing new
crop varieties with beneﬁcial traits. In this chapter, we describe the detailed methods
of ion beam irradiation and discuss its applications in genetic research as well as plant
breeding.

1.1
Introduction

Mutagenesis is one of the most critical steps for genetic studies as well as selective
breeding. Successful mutant isolation largely relies on the use of efﬁcient mutagens. In
plant research, a chemical mutagen, ethylmethane sulfonate (EMS), has been commonly used for this purpose. Although this mutagen can be handled easily and applied
to any plant, it primarily produces single base substitutions, but not drastic mutations
such as large genomic deletions. Therefore, application of more powerful mutagens
with different mutation spectra is of great signiﬁcance in some cases. One good
technology for this end is ion beam mutagenesis. The ion beam is a physical mutagen
The Handbook of Plant Mutation Screening. Edited by Günter Kahl and Khalid Meksem
Copyright ! 2010 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
ISBN: 978-3-527-32604-4
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that has just recently come into use for plants. In this type of mutagenesis, positively
charged ions are accelerated at a high speed (around 20–80% of the speed of light) and
used to irradiate target cells. As a physical mutagen, ion beams are similar to other
forms of radiation such as X-rays, c-rays, and electrons, but it is different from them in
that ion beams have much higher linear energy transfer (LET). This characteristic is
important to understand the high biological effectiveness of ion beams.
1.1.1
LET

LET is the energy deposited to target material when an ionizing particle passes
through it. Once an accelerated particle encounters any substance, it gradually loses
its own energy (i.e., the same amount of energy is transferred to the substance
causing damage) and eventually stops at the point where the maximum energy loss
is observed (Figure 1.1). LET is usually expressed in kiloelectronvolts per micrometer

Figure 1.1 Conceptual diagram of LET. An
ionizing particle gradually loses its own energy
as it slows down in the target material. LET
refers to this energy loss, which is deposited to

the material. In this cartoon, LET is represented
by wavy lines. LET reaches its maximum just
before the ionizing particle stops. Immediately
after this peak, LET plunges to zero.

1.1 Introduction

(keV/mm), which represents the average amount of energy lost per unit distance. Ion
beams have a relatively high LET (around 10–1000 keV/mm or higher), while X-rays, crays, and electrons have low LETs (around 0.2 keV/mm). Therefore, ion beams are able
to cause more severe damage to living cells than other forms radiation, resulting in
the high relative biological effectiveness [1, 2].
1.1.2
Mutational Effects of Ion Beams on Plants

Biological effects of ion beams have been investigated not only in mammals, but also
in plants. For example, studies using Arabidopsis thaliana and Nicotiana tabacum
showed that ion beams were more efﬁcient in decreasing the germination rate and
the survival rate than low-LETradiation [3, 4]. More importantly, analysis focusing on
transparent testa (tt) and glabrous (gl) loci revealed that 113-keV/mm carbon ions
induced a 20-fold higher mutation rate per dose than 0.2-keV/mm electrons, thus
demonstrating the power of ion beams as a mutagen [5, 6]. The detailed characterization of the carbon ion-induced mutations showed that ion beams can cause large
DNA alterations (large deletions, inversions, and translocations) as well as small
intragenic mutations and that ion beams frequently, but not always, produce
deletions with variable sizes from 1 bp up to 230 kbp, compared to electrons
(summarized in Table 1.1) [6]. Since such deletions possibly lead to frameshifts or
total gene losses, mutants derived from ion beam mutagenesis can be considered as
nulls in many cases. This is a signiﬁcant difference from the conventional chemical
mutagen EMS, which mostly generates point mutations resulting from GC ! AT
transitions.
These great mutational effects of ion beams are partly due to high double-strand
break (DSB) yields induced by ions. The study using tobacco BY-2 protoplasts as a
model system showed that initial DSB yields were positively correlated with LET, and
that high-LET helium, carbon, and neon ions were more effective in causing DSBs
Table 1.1 Classification of mutations induced by carbon ions and electrons (modified from [6]).

Mutagen (LET)
Carbon ions (113 keV/mm)

Electrons (0.2 keV/mm)

Intragenic mutation
48%
deletion
base substitution
insertion

38%
7%
3%

75%
deletion
base substitution
insertion

33%
33%
8%

Large DNA alteration
52%
inversion/translocation
total deletion

21%
31%

25%
inversion/translocation
total deletion

25%
0%

The distributions of the indicated mutation patterns were determined based on the sequence analysis
with 29 and 12 mutant alleles produced by carbon ions and electrons, respectively [6]. Note that
carbon ions induced large DNA alteration in the tested loci more frequently than electrons. Such
large DNA alterations include total deletion, which refers to a complete loss of a gene locus.
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than c-rays [7]. Further, it was found that at least carbon and neon ions produced short
DNA fragments more frequently than c-rays, suggesting that ion particles can act
densely and locally on target genomes [7].
It is plausible that DSBs are more difﬁcult for cells to repair than single-strand
breaks (i.e., DSB repair can be error-prone), which might partly explain the high
mutation rates caused by ion beams. However, the molecular mechanism of ionmediated mutation induction remains largely unknown. To address this issue,
Shikazono et al. analyzed the DNA sequences ﬂanking the breakpoints generated
by carbon ions and showed that many of the tested sequences contained deletions
(1–29 bp), whereas most of the electron-induced breakpoints were ﬂanked by
duplications (1–7 bp) [6]. Based on these ﬁndings, they hypothesize that unlike
electrons, high-LET ions could induce not only DSBs, but also cause severe damage in
the broken ends and that such damaged sequences might be eventually excised
during the repair processes, resulting in deletion mutations (Figure 1.2) [6].
Although further analysis is necessary to elucidate its precise mode of action, ion
beam mutagenesis appears to be a good alternative that can accomplish high
mutational effects and a mutation spectrum presumably different from other
mutagens such as EMS and low-LET radiation. To date, ion beam mutagenesis has

5’-GATTACTAGGTTCAGTGATA-3’
3’-CTAATGATCCAAGTCACTAT-5’
High LET radiation
(carbon ions)

Low LET radiation
(electrons)

Damaged ends
5’-GATTAC
TAGGTTCAGTGATA-3’
3’-CTAATGATCCAA
GTCACTAT-5’

5’-GATTAC
TAGGTTCAGTGATA-3’
3’-CTAATGATCCAA
GTCACTAT-5’
Annealing

Excision

TA

5’-GATTAC
3’-CTAAT GAT

GG

CC

TT
C AGTGATA-3’
GTCACTAT-5’

5’-GATTAC
TAGGTTCAGTGATA-3’
3’-CTAATGATCCAA
GTCACTAT-5’

AA
Annealing
Ligation

5’-GATTACAGTGATA-3’
3’-CTAATGTCACTAT-5’
Deletion
Figure 1.2 Model of mechanisms by which
high-LET and low-LET radiation induce
mutations (originally proposed by N.
Shikazono). High-LET radiation such as carbon
ions produce damaged ends of DSBs, which are
excised before annealing and ligation of the
broken fragments. On the other hand, low-LET
radiation such as electrons cause intact ends,

Fill-in ligation
5’-GATTACTAGGTTAGGTTCAGTGATA-3’
3’-CTAATGATCCAATCCAAGTCACTAT-5’
Duplication
which are repaired without any removal of the
end sequences. This difference in DSB repair
leads to deletions and duplications generated by
high-LET and low-LET radiation, respectively.
Red letters: bases to be excised; blue letters:
bases used for religation; green letters: bases
filled in during DSB repair.

1.2 Methods and Protocols

been applied to a wide variety of plant species, including Arabidopsis thaliana, Lotus
japonicus, carnations, chrysanthemums, and so on. It is noteworthy that this
approach has been successful in the isolation of novel mutants, making a great
contribution to plant genetics and breeding (see Section 1.3).

1.2
Methods and Protocols

Currently, there are four facilities available for plant ion beam mutagenesis: Takasaki
Ion Accelerators for Advanced Radiation Application (TIARA) of the Japan Atomic
Energy Agency (JAEA), RIKEN RI Beam Factory (RIBF), the Wakasa Wan Energy
Research Center Multi-purpose Accelerator with Synchrotron and Tandem (WMAST), and the Heavy Ion Medical Accelerator in Chiba (HIMAC) of National
Institute of Radiological Sciences (NIRS). Table 1.2 shows the physical properties of
Table 1.2 Ion beam irradiation facilities and the physical properties of the radiations [modified from
the list in The Ion Beam Breeding Society web site (http://wwwsoc.nii.ac.jp/ibbs/)].

Facility

Radiation

Energy
(MeV/u)

LET
(keV/mm)

Range
(mm)

TIARA, JAEA (http://www.taka.jaea.go.jp/
index_e.html)

He

12.5

19

1.6

He
C
C
Ne
C

25.0
18.3
26.7
17.5
135

9
122
86
441
23

6.2
1.1
2.2
0.6
43

N
Ne
Ar
Fe
H

135
135
95
90
200

31
62
280
624
0.5

37
26
9
6
256

C

41.7

52

5.3

C

290

13

163

Ne
Si
Ar
Fe

400
490
500
500

30
54
89
185

165
163
145
97

RIBF, RIKEN Nishina Center (http://www.rarf.
riken.go.jp/Eng/index.html)

W-MAST, The Wakasa Wan Energy Research
Center (http://www.werc.or.jp/english/index.
htm)

HIMAC, National Institute of Radiological
Sciences (http://www.nirs.go.jp/ENG/index.
html)

Listed are representative ion radiations that have been used in each facility. The energy, LET, and
effective range for each ion species are shown.
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the ion beams frequently used in these facilities. Here, we describe the protocol of ion
beam irradiation in TIARA, which was originally described elsewhere [3, 8].
1.2.1
Ion Beam Irradiation

In general, a variety of ion species, from protons to uranium ions, can be utilized for
ion beam applications. In the case of carbon ions, they are produced by an electron
cyclotron resonance ion source and accelerated by an azimuthally varying ﬁeld (AVF)
cyclotron to obtain 18.3 MeV/u 12C5 þ ions. At the target surface, the energy of the
carbon ions slightly decreases to 17.4 MeV/u, resulting in the estimated 122 keV/mm
mean LET in the target material (0.25 mm thick) as water equivalent. In this case, the
effective range of the carbon ions is about 1.1 mm. These physical properties can be
predicted by the ELOSSM code program [8]. ELOSSM requires the elemental
composition and density of the speciﬁed substance to determine the potential LET
of ion beams. As shown in Figure 1.3, ion beams scan a ﬁeld of more than
60 " 60 mm2 in a vacuum chamber and exit it through a 30-mm titanium foil in
the beam window. The samples to be irradiated are placed in the air at a distance of
10 cm below the beam window. In the case of Arabidopsis or tobacco seeds, for
example, 100–3000 seeds are sandwiched between two Kapton ﬁlms (7.5 mm in
thickness; Toray-Dupont) to make a monolayer of seeds for homogeneous irradiation. As for rice or barley seeds, the embryo sides should be kept facing toward the
beam window. On the other hand, when calli or explants cultured in a Petri dish need
to be irradiated, the lid of the Petri dish should be replaced by a Kapton ﬁlm cover to

Figure 1.3 Schematic diagram of ion beam
irradiation. Ion beams such as carbon ions
accelerated by the AVF cyclotron first scan the
irradiation field (greater than 60 " 60 mm2) in a
vacuum chamber. Then, the accelerated ion
beams exit through a titanium foil into the

atmospheric conditions. Finally, the ion
particles attack thinly prepared target samples.
Here, plant seeds kept between two Kapton
films are shown as an example of target
biological materials.

1.2 Methods and Protocols

minimize the energy loss of ion beams. The target samples are irradiated for less than
3 min for any dose.
1.2.2
Dose Determination for Ion Beam Irradiation

Determining an optimal irradiation dose of ion beams is the most important and
laborious step before irradiating your samples. In principal, the ideal irradiation dose
would be a dose at which ion beams show the highest mutation rate at any loci of
interest; therefore, you might want to ﬁgure out your own favorite irradiation doses by
testing different doses at a time and screening all of the resulting samples for your
desired mutants. However, such an approach is not practical because plenty of time
and effort need to be taken. Alternatively, survival rate, growth rate, chlorophyll
mutation, and so on, can be the good indicators to determine appropriate doses for
mutation induction.
Figure 1.4 shows the survival curves of Arabidopsis dry seeds against several ion
beams in comparison with low-LETelectrons. The effect of ion beams on the survival
rate is higher than that of electrons, but it varies by energy and species of ions. Until
now, 18.3 MeV/u carbon ions have been widely used, leading to high mutation rates
and efﬁcient novel mutant isolations. However, it has not been fully understood
which kind of ions with how high energy would be the most effective for mutation
induction. Supposedly, the optimal ion radiation might depend on plant species and
materials as well as genome size, ploidy, water content, and also what kind of
mutation a researcher wants to produce. Based on several results up to date, it has
been suggested that the effectiveness of ion beams as a mutagen might not be

Survival (%)

100

2 MeV/u electron
12.5 MeV/u He
5 MeV/u He

10

18.3 MeV/u C
13 MeV/u Ne

1

0

500
1,000
Dose (Gy)

1,500

Figure 1.4 Survival curves of Arabidopsis dry
seeds after irradiation of ion beams (modified
from [3]). Dry seeds of the Columbia ecotype of
Arabidopsis were irradiated with different kinds
of ion beams as well as electrons for a low-LET
radiation control. Survival responses are shown

as a function of irradiation dose. A dose at the
shoulder end of each survival curve (e.g., 200 Gy
for carbon ions) or less than this dose is
supposed to be the most efficient for mutation
induction.
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determined by the species of ions, but mostly by the LET of ions. So far, ion beams
with LET of around 10–500 keV/u appear to be suitable.
As for doses, the median lethal dose (i.e., LD50) has been thought to be the best dose
for mutation induction using X-ray or c-ray irradiation. Recent studies have shown
that the dose at the shoulder end of the survival curves (200 and 1000 Gy for carbon
ions and electrons, respectively, in Figure 1.4) or less than these doses is more
efﬁcient for ion beams as well as low-LETradiation (unpublished data). In fact, we are
currently using 150 Gy with 18.3 MeV/u carbon ions for Arabidopsis dry seeds. In the
case of plantlets, we usually irradiate ion beams at such doses that show 100–80%
growth rate (around the shoulder end of the growth curve). Also, when tissue culture
is concerned, we favor doses that lead to more than around 80% regeneration or
growth rate of calli compared to unirradiated controls.
1.2.3
Plant Radiation Sensitivity

In order to determine irradiation doses, it is very useful to understand general
radiation sensitivities of plants against radiation. Radiation sensitivities of plants
differ greatly among not only plant species, but also plant materials (seeds, plantlets,
tissues, etc.). Table 1.3 shows a comparison of the D50s of representative plant
materials. Basically, the radiation sensitivity of living cells depends on the genome
size (i.e., the nuclear contents per cell). With increasing genome size of plant species,

Table 1.3 Effective irradiation dose on plant materials.

Plant material

Radiation
18.3 MeV/u C

12.5 MeV/u He

Low-LET radiations

(a) Dry seeds (genome size)
Arabidopsis (130 Mb)
Rice (430 Mb)
Tomato (950 Mb)
Barley (4.8 Gb)
Wheat (16 Gb)

300
40–50
70
10–20
25

1100
200
240
—
—

1200 (electrons)
350
—
—
—

(b) Tissue culture
Chrysanthemum var. Taihei
Chrysanthemum var. Jimba
Carnation

15
3
15

10–20
2–3
40

#60–80
#10
60

Listed are D50s (Gy), the irradiation doses that lead to 50% lethality (a. dry seeds) or growth rate
(b. tissue culture). D50 is a good indicator to know general sensitivity of plants against radiations.
Here, carbon and helium ions with the indicated energy were used for high-LET radiation. For lowLET radiation comparison, c-rays were used, unless otherwise noted. Note that D50 decreases as
genome size increases (a) (i.e., plant species with larger genomes are more sensitive to radiation). In
addition, even in the same species, D50 varies among different varieties (b). Data were extracted from
experiments performed at TIARA, the electron beam facilities in JAEA, and the c-ray irradiation
facilities in Institute of Radiation Breeding (unpublished data).

1.3 Applications

the sensitivity against radiation increases. Occasionally, radiation sensitivities vary
signiﬁcantly even among different varieties of the same plant species. In the case of
Jimba, which is a major variety of chrysanthemum in Japan, its sensitivity is more
than 5 times higher than that of a variety Taihei, of which the sensitivity is
considered as a standard level in chrysanthemum. Radiation sensitivities also differ
among plant organs. This difference is thought to be due to DNA content, water
content, and so on. Cells in S phase of the cell cycle are the most sensitive to radiation
because in this stage, the DNA content increases and the chromosomal DNA
molecules are unpacked, leading to a cell status that is readily attacked by radiation
and the secondary radical products. Radicals such as hydroxyl radicals are a major
cause of DNA damage. It is well known that these radicals are generated by reactions
between water and radiation. Therefore, plant materials such as dry seeds, in which
the water content is very low, tend to show high resistance to radiations.
In conclusion, irradiation dose should be carefully determined according to the
kinds of ion species and energies, plant species, plant varieties, plant state of
materials such as cell cycle, and water content.
1.2.4
Population Size of the M1 Generation

Apparently, it is preferable to prepare as much of the target samples as possible
because mutations basically happen at random and therefore under the laws of
probability. When the mutation frequency of a particular locus is known, the
minimum size of irradiation treatment samples can be roughly estimated. In the
case of 18.3 MeV/u carbon ions, the mutation rate at tt and gl loci is 1.9 " 10$6 per
locus per dose [5]. As the irradiation was performed with a dose of 150 Gy, the
mutation rate was about 2.85 " 10$4 (roughly 1/3500) per locus, indicating that about
3500 seeds are necessary on average to obtain at least one mutant for a certain locus.
In practice, the minimum population size to isolate one phenotypic mutation (not
one gene) is likely to be around 2000–5000 M1 seeds for Arabidopsis [9–11], rice, and
other crops (unpublished results). However, it is not fully understood how many
seeds will be required for plants with different genome sizes, gene numbers, and
ploidies. On the other hand, it seems that a smaller population size would be
sufﬁcient for mutation induction from explants or tissue cultures. Moreover, several
phenotypes, such as ﬂower colors and shapes, chlorophyll mutations, waxes, and so
on, have been obtained even in the M1 generation, although the mutation mechanisms are still unclear [12–15].

1.3
Applications

Considering its high mutation rate and its mutation spectrum that potentially differs
from other chemical and physical mutagens, ion beam mutagenesis can be a
powerful and useful technique to induce novel mutants. In fact, ion beam muta-
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genesis has been employed in many plant species and several novel mutants have
been produced. Identiﬁcation of such novel mutants will bring about a better
understanding of any biological process of interest, and also a dramatic improvement
in agriculture and horticulture. Here, we describe the effectiveness of ion beams by
citing recent studies using ion beam radiation.
1.3.1
Ion Beams for Forward Genetics

In forward genetics, isolation of mutants is merely the ﬁrst step, yet it is a very
critical procedure that enables us to analyze any relevant gene functions and gain a
new insight into any developmental/physiological event. The new technique of ion
beam mutagenesis has contributed signiﬁcantly to plant research in this respect.
For example, a novel mutant, antiauxin resistant1-1 (aar1-1), was identiﬁed by
screening the M2 progeny of carbon-ion-irradiated Arabidopsis seeds for plants
resistant to p-chlorophenoxyisobutyric acid – a chemical that inhibits the auxin
signaling pathway [16]. Further characterization of aar1-1 showed that this mutant
exhibits attenuated response speciﬁcally to a synthetic auxin 2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid (2,4-D), but not to the native auxin, indole-3-acetic acid (IAA) [16]. This
ﬁnding is quite surprising because it has been believed that 2,4-D and IAA have
similar effects on auxin signaling despite differences in their stability. It was
revealed that the aar1-1 mutation is a 44-kb deletion encompassing eight annotated
genes [16]. Among them, a gene encoding a small acidic protein (SMAP1) was
shown to be solely responsible for the aar1 phenotype [16]. Further molecular
analysis of SMAP1 is necessary to dissect the previously underestimated 2,4-Dspeciﬁc auxin signaling pathway.
Ion beam mutagenesis has also been applied to the model legume Lotus japonicus.
Leguminous plants develop symbiotic root nodules to conﬁne soil bacteria called
rhizobia, which provide the host plants with ammonia produced through bacterial
nitrogen ﬁxation. Since this organogenesis is energetically expensive, the host plants
should tightly regulate the development and number of nodules. For this purpose,
legumes have evolved a long-distance signaling pathway that inhibits unfavorable
overproduction of nodules. This systemic regulation requires at least a CLAVATA1like receptor kinase gene and the mutations of this gene lead to the hypernodulation
phenotype [17–20]. However, the precise molecular mechanism have been unclear,
partly due to the absence of any other hypernodulating mutants, in spite of many
attempts to isolate such plants from L. japonicus using EMS or T-DNA mutagenesis
([18, 21, 22] and N. Suganuma, personal communication). To circumvent this
problem, helium ions were utilized as an alternative mutagen and a novel Lotus
hypernodulating mutant, klavier (klv), was readily produced [23]. Grafting experiment
using klv mutants showed that KLV is necessary in the shoots rather than in the roots,
indicating that KLV, together with a CLV1-like receptor kinase gene, constitutes a
long-distance signaling control of the nodule number control [23]. This successful
identiﬁcation of the klv mutant indicates that ion beams can be a relatively efﬁcient
mutagen, possibly having a different mutation spectrum from EMS and T-DNA.

1.3 Applications

1.3.2
Ion Beams for Plant Breeding

The problem of food shortages is one of the most crucial global challenges that we
have ever faced. For this concern, production of new crop varieties with beneﬁcial
traits such as drought tolerance is important to fulﬁll a stable food supply. Moreover,
industrialization of these induced varieties could have a great economical impact on
societies.
Kirin Agribio in collaboration with the JAEA has generated many varieties of
ornamental plants including carnations, chrysanthemums, and petunias by utilizing
ion beams [12, 24, 25]. In the case of carnations, the parental leaf tissues were
irradiated with carbon ions and then the plants were regenerated from them [24].
Using this approach, a great number of ﬂower mutants including unprecedented
round-petal carnations were obtained and some of the new varieties have been
commercialized as Ion Series varieties (Figure 1.5) [12, 25].
1.3.3
Limitations of Ion Beams

We have shown that ion beam mutagenesis has been applied to a wide variety of plant
species in many research ﬁelds and it has been successful for novel mutant
production. The effectiveness of ion beams can be attributed largely to their highLET characteristics, which lead to high DSB yields, strong mutational effects, and a

Figure 1.5 Carnation varieties codeveloped by
Kirin Agribio and the JAEA using ion beams. The
flower on the upper-left corner is the parent
carnation flower (var. Vital) and the others are

mutant flowers produced by carbon ions. Note
that ion beams successfully induced many
flower color and shape mutants.
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unique mutation spectrum compared to other chemical and physical mutagens.
However, some limitations of ion beams also need to be taken into consideration. For
example, ion beam-induced mutations are mostly deletions that can cause frameshifts or total gene losses; therefore, ion beams may not be favorable for hypomorphic
mutant isolation. In addition, ion beam irradiation results in various kinds of
mutations such as small intragenic deletions, large deletions (greater than 100 kb),
translocations, inversions, and chromosomal aberrations. Although this broad
mutational effect of ion beams is advantageous with respect to novel mutant
induction, the unpredictability of the mutation patterns could potentially hinder
the subsequent molecular cloning of the relevant genes in some cases.

1.4
Perspectives

A mutagenesis technique – ion beam irradiation – has been exerting a huge impact
on plant basic and applied research. Given that only a small fraction of the annotated
genes have been analyzed for their functions even in Arabidopsis, the presence of such
an alternative mutagen will become increasingly important. Further, application of
ion beams in plant biotechnology will be more and more valuable to tackle global
issues like food and environmental problems. However, some improvements are still
necessary to make this mutagen a more reliable tool. For example, at present, the size
of deletions generated by ion beams is variable from 1 bp to over 6 Mbp [26]. In this
regard, development of techniques that enable us to control the deletion size will
provide us with more efﬁcient gene knockout approaches that can delete only a single
gene at a time or sometimes tandem-duplicated multiple genes altogether if
necessary. To achieve such an improvement, the precise molecular mechanism by
which ion beams induce mutations needs to be elucidated.
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FEATURES

Plant breeding: Induced mutation
technology for crop improvement
Scientists at the IAEA's Seibersdorf Laboratories are helping
breeders to develop crops having more desirable traits

present forms of life are the product of
three factors:
• mutation, the fundamental source of heritable
variation,
• environmental factors, which influence the
selection of those mutations that survive and
reproduce, and
• time, during which the genotype and environment constantly interact and evolutionary
change is realized.
Genetic variation found in nature does not
represent the original spectrum of spontaneous
mutations. Rather, this is the result of genotypes
recombining in populations and continuously interacting with environmental forces.
Green plants are the ultimate source of
resources required for human life, food, clothing,
and energy requirements. Prehistoric people,
who depended on their skills as hunters, drew
upon abundant natural vegetation to collect
nutritious and nonpoisonous fruits, seeds, tubers,
and other foods. As human populations increased, greater and safer supplies of food had to
be found, and gradually production systems
based on plant domestication were developed.
The domestication of crops historically has
been influenced by ecological and agricultural
conditions, as well as by food gathering
preferences. Genotypes that have adapted to a
wide range of climatic and edaphic conditions
typically have been selected for cultivation. The
achievement of higher yielding crops facilitated
population growth, sedentary settlements, and
further development. Which crops were domesticated depended not only on the number of
seeds or the size of fruits, but also on taste,
palatability, and other factors.
Only a small fraction of the world's approximately 200 000 plant species have been
Dr Novak is Head of the Plant Breeding Unit at the IAEA's
Seibersdorf Laboratories, and Dr Brunner is a senior scientist
in the Unit.

found suitable for domestication; humans have
used about 3000 of these for food, fibre, spices,
etc., with 200 ultimately domesticated as crops.
Today, only 15-20 of these are food crops of
major importance.
The means of developing new plant varieties
for cultivation and use by humans has come to be
called plant breeding. Early on, it primarily involved selection, the choice between good and
bad plants. People learned not to eat all the "best
fruit" but to plant the seed from some of them.
Genetics became a fundamental science of
plant breeding after the Moravian monk J.G.
Mendel discovered the laws of heredity in the
mid-19th century. Plant breeding further advanced when the methodology of hybridization
was developed. Its aim was to combine various
desirable properties of many plants in one plant,
instead of just choosing between good and bad
plants. This method, often supplemented by
germplasm derived from induced mutation, has
become the most common one for breeding
plants through sexual reproduction.
However, some crops—including bananas,
apples, cassava, and sugar cane—reproduce
vegetatively, especially those that are fully
sterile without seeds. For this important group,
alternative approaches had to be developed,
namely techniques of manipulation with somatic
tissue: mutation breeding and biotechnology.

by F.J. Novak
and
H. Brunner

Mutation breeding
Plant breeding requires genetic variation of
useful traits for crop improvement. Often, however, desired variation is lacking. Mutagenic
agents, such as radiation and certain chemicals,
then can be used to induce mutations and
generate genetic variations from which desired
mutants may be selected.
Mutation induction has become a proven
way of creating variation within a crop variety.
IAEA BULLETIN, 4/1992
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One natural evolutionary
product of genetic
variation: a mutant of
dwarf coconut palm.

It offers the possibility of inducing desired attributes that either cannot be found in nature or
have been lost during evolution. When no gene,
or genes, for resistance to a particular disease, or
for tolerance to stress, can be found in the available gene pool, plant breeders have no obvious
alternative but to attempt mutation induction.
Treatment with mutagens alters genes or
breaks chromosomes. Gene mutations occur
naturally as errors in deoxyribonucleic acid
(DNA) replication. Most of these errors are
repaired, but some may pass the next cell
division to become established in the plant offspring as spontaneous mutations.
Although mutations observed in a particular
gene are rare, there are probably 100 000 genes
in a cell of a higher plant. This means that every
plant may carry one or more spontaneous mutations into the next generation. Gene mutations
without phenotypic (visible) expressions are
usually not recognized. Consequently, genetic
variation appears rather limited, and scientists
have to resort to mutation induction. There are
no other economic ways of altering genes, except to wait a long time for spontaneous mutations to occur.
Artificial induction of mutations by ionizing
radiation dates back to the beginning of the 20th
century. But it took about 30 years to prove that
such changes could be used in plant breeding.
Initial attempts to induce mutations in plants
mostly used X-rays: later, at the dawn of the
"Atomic Age", gamma and neutron radiation
were employed as these types of ionizing radiations became readily available from newly established nuclear research centres.
26
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Major efforts were devoted during this initial
phase of mutation induction to define optimal
treatment conditions for reproducibility. Research focused on changing "random" mutation
induction into a more directed mutagenesis to
obtain more desirable and economically useful
mutations. However, it did not lead to the desired
alterations in the mutant spectrum. Limitations
were the concomitant increase of plant injury
with increasing radiation dose and the low frequency of economically useful mutations. This
led scientists to search for potentially better
mutagens. As a result, new methods of radiation
treatment, as well as chemical agents with
mutagenic properties, were found.
Plant biotechnology
Breeding for improved plant cultivars is
based on two principles: genetic variation and
selection. The process is extremely labourious
and time consuming with high inputs of intellectual and manual work. (See box.) However, the
development of plant cell and tissue culture over
the last 20 years has made it possible to transfer
part of the breeding work from field to laboratoryconditions.
Extensive research has resulted in new areas
of plant breeding, namely "plant biotechnology"
and "genetic engineering". They are based on
cellular totipotency. or the ability to regenerate
whole, flowering plants from isolated organs
(meristems). pieces of tissue, individual cells.
and protoplasts. The isolated plant parts are
aseptically grown in test tubes on artificial media

FEATURES

Some tools and products of plant breeding
(clockwise from top left): a mutant of paddy rice
induced by ionizing radiation; yams and other root
and tuber crops can be genetically improved by
mutation breeding; tissue culture and in vitro
mutagenesis are basic methods of biotechnology
for improving crops; "Golden Maidegg", an apple
mutant with improved market value, was induced
at the Seibersdorf Laboratories by irradiation of
cuttings from "Golden Delicious" apples;
mutation breeding has improved the tolerance to
environmental stress of Azolla, a water fern used
as biofertilizer in rice paddies.
IAEA BULLETIN. 4/1992
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General scheme of
mutation breeding

Breeding a new variety of crop takes anywhere from 12 to 15 years of intensive effort The steps include:

Characterization

Generation

Seeds, pollen, vegetative parts, or tissue cultures
treated by physical (radiation) or chemical mutagens.
Mi(MiVi)

Plants grown from treated seeds (Mi) or vegetative
propagula (MiVi).

M2(MiV2)

Population of plants grown from seeds (M2) or vegetative
parts (MiV2> harvested from Mi or MiVi respectively.
Selection of desired mutants may start in this generation
or later.

MS - MS
(MiV3 - MiV8)

Continuing selection, genetic confirmation, mulitphcation
and stabilization of field performance of mutant lines.

Next 2 - 3 generations

Comparative analyses of mutant lines during different
years and in different locations.

Next 2 - 3 generations

Official testing before release as a new variety.

Applications of
nuclear techniques
in plant breeding
Cross Breeding
(using mutants)

Mutation Induction

Genetic Engineering

|

| Mutation breeding
Tracer techniques
Both

Biochemical-and
DNA Markers

Crop improvement is
based on two basic
principles: genetic
variation and selection.
Serving as invaluable
tools are mutagenic
irradiation and isotope
tracer techniques, which
are incorporated into the
various breeding
methods.
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Disease and Pest
Resistance

Yield (Photosynthesis Studies)
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I Africa

Asia & Pacific

Middle East & Europe

22.6

proved soil and water practice, and composting
—is a desirable support of sustainable agriculture in developing countries. The mixed planting
of a main crop with specific cover crops (e.g.
forage legumes or grasses) minimizes the use of
herbicides.

28.3°

I Latin America

26.4%
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Role of the Seibersorf Laboratories

15.1%

23.6%

34.0%

25.5%

Fellows

Trainees

Total: 53 from 26 countries

Total: 212 from 73 countries

Training activities
in the Plant
Breeding Unit of
the Seibersdorf
Laboratories,
1982-92

scientists and plant breeders already has identified desirable genotypes in grain legumes
(soybean, garden bean) and other plant species,
including trees.
For many developing countries, breeding
crops for tolerance to salinity and acidity in soils
is of high priority. Current breeding strategies
(including mutation induction and in vitro selection) have clearly been successful in incorporating degrees of tolerance in different species. The
use of genetic engineering for creating environmental stress-resistant plants will depend on the
identification of specific genes which contribute
to the adaptation to specific stress environments.
In tropical countries, agriculture practices
have maintained the yield level of different crops
through "intercropping" instead of by increased
monocrop cultivation. Breeding crops for multiple functions—such as biomass production, im-

Radiation service
statistics, 1967-92
Treated samples
Treated species
Treated cultivars
Recipient Member States
Seed samples
Vegetatively propagated plants
Cobalt-60 gamma treatments
Fast neutron treatments
Other mutagen treatments

20329
217
1 134

108
17872
1 046
14382

5416
531

Note: Examples of major plant species treated include: cereals
(rice, wheat, barley, Iridíale, millet, tef); legumes (soybean,
peanut, common bean, cowpea. mungbean); root and tuber
crops (cassava, yam, cocoyam, potato); fruits (citrus, apple,
apricot, peach, grape vine): ornamentals (chrysanthemum, antirrhinum, achimenes, tulip): and others (rape, sesame,
amaranth, quinoa, niger).
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The Plant Breeding U n i t of the IAEA
Laboratories at Seibersdorf was set up in the
mid-1960s to support the Joint FAO/IAEA
Division's programme of genetic crop improvement. Nuclear techniques in plant breeding are
developed and transferred to countries by research and development in mutation breeding
and related biotechnological techniques, training
scientists from developing countries, and providing irradiation services and technical advice.
Initial research in the Plant Breeding Unit
focused on the development of mutation induction methods with ionizing radiation and chemical mutagens. The aim was to achieve high
mutagenic efficiency, i.e., a high frequency of
desirable mutations at minimal plant injury and
the highest possible reproducibility. This required a definition of radiation source characteristics in terms of dose homogeneity and
precise assessment of absorbed dose in biological targets by appropriate dosimetry. Irradiation
of seeds with gamma rays and neutrons was
commonly done, given the ease of handling, the
simple standardization of factors which modify
radiation sensitivity, and good reproducibility.
The establishment of methods for controlling
oxygen-dependent effects in the radiobiological
response to electromagnetic radiation was a
major achievement. The Laboratory actively
contributed to standardizing neutron irradiation
of seeds in nuclear reactors by developing special facilities for this purpose. These were known
as SNIP, for Standard Neutron Irradiation
Facility for swimming-pool-type reactors; and as
USIF, for Uranium Shielded Irradiation Facility
for Triga-type reactors.
This research was the basis for the IAEA
Laboratories' worldwide seed irradiation service
using fast and thermal neutrons at a high-dose
precision and reproducibility of induced effects.
Moreover, efficient and accurate treatments of
seeds with chemical mutagens, mostly alkylating
agents and azides, were developed with the aid
of isotope-labelled compounds and compared
with mutation induction by ionizing radiation.
The Unit has undertaken supportive research on
mutation breeding in cereals, pulse crops, industrial crops, and vegetatively propagated
crops.
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As each crop species has a variable reproductive capacity (number of progenies per plant) and
a specific system of reproduction (self- or crosspollinated sexual reproduction or asexual
propagation), a universal breeding approach
cannot be developed and species-specific procedures have to be applied. Most vegetatively or
asexually propagated species are difficult to improve genetically by conventional cross- and
mutation breeding methods. These breeding
problems can be more easily resolved by using
biotechnology in combination with mutation induction, and the Unit initiated in vitro mutation
breeding activities during the mid-1980s.
Several tropical food crops of great importance
to the food security of developing countries were
chosen as the main focus of R&D and training
activities in biotechnological plant breeding at
the IAEA Laboratories.
Research and development activities
The Unit provides focused support to the
FAO/IAEA's co-ordinated research and technical co-operation programmes. Assistance is
provided to numerous projects in terms of expertise for building facilities for plant tissue culture
and mutagenic treatment, for quality control of
dosimetry of mutagenic irradiation, and for the
development and transfer of nuclear technologies for plant improvement.
Ongoing R&D includes the application of
nuclear methods and associated advanced techniques, such as in vitro culture and molecular
genetics, to improve the production of a wide
range of crops through mutation breeding. The
development of biotechnological methods for
breeding vegetatively propagated crop plants of
major importance in developing countries has a
high priority.
Currently, the following R&D areas are
being pursued:
• Somaclonal and mutagen induced variation. Systematic studies are being conducted to
compare the genetic variation caused by tissue
culture (somaclonal) variation with that induced
by irradiation and chemical agents. Genetic
variation is being studied among maize plants
derived from in vitro cultured material via
somatic embryogenesis. This is being done to
assess the nature of somaclonal and induced
variation and its potential for use in practical
breeding.
• Mutation induction and breeding technology for banana and plantain. Low genetic
variation and sterility handicap genetic improvement of banana and plantains (Musa spp.) by
conventional breeding techniques. Shoot-tip cul-

ture and in vitro plant regeneration are being
investigated for use in mutation induction and
mutant selection. Somatic embryogenesis and
plant regeneration from cell suspensions of
Musa are used to develop somatic cell manipulation procedures for banana and plantain breeding. Methods of screening such plants for resistance to Panama disease are studied in tissue
culture, and biochemical markers (peroxidase)
are applied for the identification of tolerant
genotypes. DNA markers are used for identifying mutants and characterizing cultivars and
species of Musa. Mutant clones identified at the
Seibersdorf Laboratories are tested in the field in
tropical countries.
• Mutation breeding to improve the
tolerance to environmental stress of Azolla.
Azolla is a small aquatic fern that lives in symbiotic relationship with the nitrogen-fixing
cyanobacterium Anabaena. Under suitable field
conditions Azolla can double its weight every
3-5 days. The Azolla-Anabaena symbiotic system provides green manure for flooded crops,
particularly rice. Induced mutagenesis has
produced Azolla variants tolerant to high
salinity, toxic aluminium levels, and/or to herbicides. Tolerant plants are being investigated
under field conditions to confirm that heritable
changes cause the increased tolerance to environmental stress.
• Methods of mutation induction and
breeding of tropical root and tuber crops (cassava and yam). Cassava and yam are among the
most important staple food crops of the lowland
tropics. Mutation breeding technology is being
developed to increase variation in plant stature,
cyanide content, disease, and pest resistance. In
vitro techniques are used for the propagation of
healthy plants and improved clones. Somatic
embryogenesis is being developed for cassava
and yam improvement through in vitro
mutagenesis and later on by somatic cell
manipulation. Mutant and polyploid clones are
prepared for field testing in Member States.
• Tissue culture in cocoa as a system for
more efficient mutation breeding. Attempts to
breed cocoa for disease resistance have yielded
very limited success. A major constraint is that
little variation exists in currently available cultivars. Somatic embryogenesis is being
developed for propagation of desirable
genotypes and, through in vitro mutagenesis and
pollen mutagenesis, is being applied for induction of virus-resistant cocoa trees in Ghana.
Plant breeding research at the Seibersdorf
Laboratories is directly problem- and clientoriented. Many positive results of scientific work
have been achieved by junior scientists from
developing countries during their assignments
IAEA BULLETIN, 4/1992
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under the IAEA's fellowship training
programme. Local cultivars and genetic material
from tropical countries are brought to the
Seibersdorf Laboratories, transferred to tissue
culture conditions and used for experimental
work. Protocols and techniques that are specifically developed for a crop and a particular
genotype are then directly used in national
programmes. Additionally, breeding material
originating from mutant lines and clones which
are ready for field testing are dispatched from
Seibersdorf to developing Member States in support of their breeding programmes.
Training of plant breeders
Training in plant breeding represents the
most active component of technology transfer at
the Seibersdorf Laboratories. For 20 years the
Plant Breeding Unit has supported the Agency's
fellowship programme and organized interregional training courses. Training activities are
closely connected with R&D efforts on crop
plant improvement and the application of
nuclear techniques in breeding. (See graphs.)
During a period of three to twelve months, fellows usually work with radiation or chemical
induced mutagenesis in plant species cultivated
in their home countries. Whenever possible,
training of small groups of two-to-five fellows is
organized for solving common problems. The
experiments are individually designed to assure
that laboratory techniques and results will be
directly applicable upon return to the home institute.
As a result of their work, fellows have
produced numerous scientific publications in internationally recognized journals and symposia
proceedings. Very often, as continuation of a
fellowship in Seibersdorf, fellows participate in
co-ordinated research and technical co-operation
projects of the IAEA.
The FAO/IAEA Interregional Training
Course on "Induction and Use of Mutations in
Plant Breeding" has been held at the Seibersdorf
Laboratories since 1982. Twenty participants
from different Member States of FAO and IAEA
are admitted annually to this intensive training
course that usually lasts 6 to 8 weeks. Through
lectures, laboratory exercises, field experiment
evaluations, seminars, and excursions, participants are made aware of the latest advanced
mutation techniques and biotechnological and
molecular biology methods for crop improvement. Special training is given in the safe handling of radiation sources, radioisotopes, and
particularly hazardous mutagenic chemicals. At
the end of each course, participants are able to
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discuss and evaluate the potential role of induced
mutations and advanced biotechnologies in their
national breeding programmes for specific crop
improvement of cereals, legumes, oil crops,
forages, vegetables, fruits, root and tuber crops,
palms, rubber, and other plants.

Support for national programmes
A radiation treatment service is provided at
no cost to FAO and IAEA Member States to
foster the application of nuclear techniques in
crop improvement programmes and to render
direct support to plant breeders in developing
countries. Mutagenic treatment is applied to
seeds, corms, tubers, scions, cuttings, and tissue
cultures ("in vitro materials") with precise doses
of gamma and fast neutron radiation. The doses
are carefully calibrated to assure reproducible
effects. Users of the service are requested to
report on the objectives of the applied mutation
breeding project and to provide an adequate
material (population size) to ensure a high probability for mutation induction of desired characters. Moreover, a prior radiosensitivity test in a
greenhouse is frequently performed to assess
useful radiation doses for the great variety of
biological samples in mutation breeding. The
treated materials are dispatched with a detailed
irradiation protocol and with the request to report
on the induced radiation effects in the first and
second mutation generation. This feedback is
required to improve radiosensitivity estimates of
species and cultivars from different environments.
Over the last 25 years, the Unit has provided
radiation services on more than 20 000 samples
from the majority of Member States from the
FAO and IAEA. (See table.) Most of these were
seed samples which were irradiated with cobalt60 gamma rays.
Recently, however, requests for mutagen
treatment of in vitro materials and for fast
neutrons have become more frequent. This
reflects the increasing importance of biotechnology and molecular genetics in plant improvement programmes.
Less than 80 mutant varieties were officially
released before the start of irradiation services.
Over the past quarter century, more than 1500
cultivars of crop plants and ornamentals with
significantly improved attributes — increased
yield, improved quality, higher market value,
disease resistance, and/or stress tolerance —
have been released. Some of these mutant
varieties were derived from radiation services
provided by the Seibersdorf Laboratory.
O
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A banana plant
developed by mutation
breeding using ionizing
radiation. At left The
schematic represents a
banana mutation
breeding system.

An initial
plant

Propagation of shoot
tips in test tubes

DNA 'fingerprinting' for
genetic characterizatioin

Selection and plant
regeneration in
test tubes

Plant selection in the field

Rapid propagation
of a selected plant
in test tubes

Mutagenic
irradiation

Acclimatization of
plants in soil

A mutant clone in the
farmer's field

Bananas, plaintains, and cooking bananas are
different cultivars and species belonging to the
botanical genus Musa. Banana "trees" are actually
big herbs which produce fruit that are one of the most
important foods for hundreds of millions of people in
developing countries. The world's production is
more than 70 million tonnes per year and about 90%
of the total harvest is used as food for domestic
consumption. The banana industry generates an
income of about US $1.7 billion annually for exporting developing countries.
The cultivation of bananas and plantains is
seriously threatened by several diseases caused by
pathogenic fungi, bacteria, viruses, and nematodes.
Some of them may be controlled by pesticides;
however, the most epidemic pathogen. Fusarium, is
a soil borne fungus which causes Panama disease.
There is no effective chemical control against the
spread of this fungus in infested soil. Panama disease has devastated several hundred thousand
hectares of banana plantations in Central America
and created serious problems in Africa where many
people are dependent on plantains and cooking
bananas as part of their staple diet. The only way to
resolve this problem is to breed varieties having
disease resistance.
The world's production of bananas is based on
a very limited number of genetically unimproved
clones that were selected and domesticated from
nature. Although cross breeding has contributed a
little to banana breeding, the most important

varieties are entirely sterile and therefore impossible
to improve by conventional breeding techniques.
Research on the induction of mutations in
bananas by exposing them to radiation and supporting tissue culture techniques was initiated at the
Seibersdorf Laboratories in 1985. Shoot tips were
isolated from several economically important
banana and plantain cultivars and micropropagated
on artificial media in test tubes. Several types of
mutagenic irradiation (gamma rays and fast
neutrons) were applied on actively growing cells of
apical shoot tips which were regenerated into plants.
This research resulted in the development of mutant
clones of the most important cultivar of the dessert
banana. "Grand Nain". These varieties are now
being tested in several countries for agronomic performance such as yield, quality of fruit, and earlier
harvest.
The Seibersdorf Laboratory supports a co-ordinated research programme on breeding for improvement of Musa crops and assists several technical co-operation projects in establishing national
breeding programmes in Colombia, Panama. Costa
Rica, Cuba. Ghana, Malaysia, and Thailand.
Recent developments in molecular biology have
made it possible to characterize plant genomes and
to identify markers for practical use in plant breeding.
Genetic "fingerprinting" of banana cultivars and
mutants opens new perspectives for breeding these
genetically "recalcitrant" crops which are of such vital
importance to people in developing countries.
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Breeding
hardier bananas
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Atomic Agriculture: Policymaking, Food
Production, and Nuclear Technologies in the
United States, 1945–1960
NEIL OATSVALL

While most stories of splitting the atom—from Chernobyl to Fukushima and
Hiroshima to the Marshall Islands—revolve around images of pure destruction and human misery, the truth is that a much more complicated relationship
has existed between nuclear technologies and human existence. This article
focuses on agriculture to explore how executive branch policymakers in the
United States implemented nuclear technologies in the budding nuclear age.
Part of that tale involves how nuclear technologies, especially radioactive
isotope tracers, helped improve agricultural science and knowledge. The
other side of the story is that agriculture also proved important to the development of nuclear technologies because it provided a clearly peaceful output
for atomic research. Atomic agriculture thus frequently assumed a place of
prominence for explaining how splitting the atom was a gift to the world and
not the red horse rider of the apocalypse.

A growing plant is a chemical factory, of course. Scientists have
known this for years—but haven’t known exactly what went on in
that factory. They didn’t know and couldn’t find out how chemicals
entered the plant, what the chemicals did, how they accomplished
their work. So, agriculture has had to depend on trial-and-error in
NEIL OATSVALL received his PhD in history from the University of Kansas in 2013.
His current research project, from which this article has been revised, is a book manuscript titled “The Nuclear Complex: Environment and Policymaking, 1945–1960.” The
work examines the confluence of nuclear technologies, the natural world, and executive
branch policymaking in the early Cold War United States.
© the Agricultural History Society, 2014
DOI: 10.3098/ah.2014.88.3.368
368
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producing vital food.
Now agricultural science has perfected a way for studying and
following plant chemicals from the time they leave the soil until they
are finally deposited in the various parts of the plant. By mixing
small quantities of radioactive isotopes with the soil, the scientist,
with his Geiger counter, can now follow the movement of important
chemicals through the whole cycle of plant life. . . .
Food production, therefore, is passing from trial-and-error to certainty.1

THE LOVEABLE CARTOON CHARACTER DAGWOOD BUMSTEAD is best known for
eating impossibly large sandwiches, napping, and, of course, his beautiful wife
Blondie. During the Cold War, however, the United States enlisted the good
patriot Dagwood to help teach the nation about nuclear science. In Learn How
Dagwood Splits the Atom! the magician Mandrake shrank our animated protagonist and his family to the size of molecules, and in their diminutive states,
the Bumsteads learned about the composition of atoms and how nuclear chain
reactions work. The booklet not only sent Dagwood on his miniaturized journey but also acted as a booster for the nuclear industry.
In this mission as a booster, Dagwood also promoted the benefits of harnessing the atom to improve agriculture. Completely outside the tiny Dagwood
story arc, several pages at the end of the comic were single-page snapshots of
how atomic energy had benefitted, and would continue to benefit in the future,
medical science, industry, and agriculture. Atomic tracers could track “plant
chemicals from the time they leave the soil until they are finally deposited in
the various parts of the plant” and seemed to be a miracle technology that
would transform growing food from “trial-and-error to certainty.” Such statements held a clear implication: if researchers could only understand the exact
biological processes that govern how plants grow and produce food, those scientists would be able to help farmers feed the nation in a failsafe fashion. As
an Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) report to Congress in the same year of
the Dagwood cartoon’s publication claimed, “The story of the Garden of Eden
and the myth of Promethean fire find uncanny parallels in the huge responsibilities of the Atomic Energy Commission to control the unprecedented forces
of atomic energy for the welfare of man.” And yet, with atomic energy and its
lessons, US policymakers hoped to turn the country’s agricultural lands into
a modern-day Garden of Eden, albeit with less devastating apples.2
The Dagwood cartoon is important for the attitudes and mindsets it repre369
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sents. The cartoon is emblematic of how, during the Truman and Eisenhower
administrations, policymakers paid careful consideration to the ways growing
nuclear scientific understandings might be applied outside of improving warmaking capabilities. General Leslie Groves, former head of the Manhattan
Project, wrote of Learn How Dagwood Splits the Atom!, “This book will reassure the fearful that the future can be made bright.” Historian Joel B. Hagen
has described how many people, specialists and not, quickly realized that
atomic energy could pose incredible dangers to both human health and the environment. Hagen explained that, “In response, professional ecologists effectively used concerns over atomic energy as a convincing justification for
ecosystem studies.” He further elucidated that for postwar professional ecologists (or in our case, agronomists), nuclear energy became “a kind of double-edged sword” that could wreak havoc on the natural world, but also unlock
“many of nature’s secrets for human benefit.” In the same way, research into
atomic agriculture allowed US policymakers simultaneously to increase research into atomic energy and nuclear technologies and learn more about how
these affected the natural world without necessarily creating bombs that could
cause incredible harm to both human and natural systems.3
During the 1940s and 1950s, executive policymakers, especially in the
AEC, wanted to improve the nation’s agriculture. They believed that doing so
would represent their commitment to more than creating weapons of greater
and greater mass destruction. Indeed agricultural research could be used as a
way to mitigate the effects of any potential nuclear attack. In short, atomic
agriculture represented an attempt by policymakers to repurpose atomic energy research as a peaceful entity. Those decision-makers intended atomic
agriculture to create hope for the future and held an optimistic belief that technology and greater control of nuclear energy could create a better nation.
Moreover, they realized that, if the AEC improved agriculture, agriculture
could help the AEC better develop atomic energy and cast its research into a
much more publicly palatable form. The August 4, 1947 issue of Time magazine depicted AEC Chairman David Lilienthal in front of a fiery red horse and
asked, “Is there any way out of the Atomic wilderness?” Agriculture, however,
frequently assumed a place of prominence for explaining how splitting the
atom was a gift to the world and not the red horse rider of the apocalypse.4
In order to understand this interplay between the atom and agriculture,
however, atomic agriculture must be placed in several different contexts—nuclear weapons research, the modernization of agriculture, and the Green Rev370
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olution. The first atomic weapon exploded over Alamogordo, New Mexico,
during the summer of 1945, but a system of research networks existed for
years before that. The detonation of an atomic bomb over Hiroshima on August 6, 1945 announced nuclear research to the world and immediately conjured mixed emotions among the world’s peoples. It signaled that the world
had changed a great deal and would continue to do so in the coming years,
with that change being felt even by rural residents as the US government attempted to inculcate them into civil defense networks. And though an emphasis on using nuclear technologies for peaceful endeavors began early in Harry
Truman’s presidential term, President Dwight Eisenhower’s “Atoms for
Peace” speech at the United Nations in 1953 called for an international focus
on turning the atomic sword into a plowshare, calling the application of some
nuclear technologies to agriculture, among other industries, “one of the bright
spots in the atomic energy program.” While these efforts provided a necessary
jolt to atomic agriculture, some of the patterns of change had been set in motion long before.5
Agriculture in the United States began its journey to modernized farm production in the nineteenth century, but after the First World War that action accelerated. Farmers adopted more machines, particularly machines powered by
hydrocarbon fuels like gasoline, and these mechanical aids let farmers do their
jobs easier, quicker, and with less human labor. With those machines came a
rising industrial logic, as the transformation also had an ideological component. After World War II agriculture took off in an even more spectacular way,
as it “underwent a revolution in productivity spurred by machines, chemicals,
and improved plant and animal breeds.” Continued use of machines combined
with a budding US chemical industry, as tractors went hand in hand with fertilizers, herbicides, and pesticides. The process did not happen seamlessly,
however, and farmers made many individual decisions along the way as the
process advanced. In the end, farming became more of a business, leading to
the current state of trucking cheaply produced agricultural products across the
country to feed a nation that eats better and at less expense than any before it
in history.6
Once the United States reached that situation, however, a series of decisions
to share the methods to such agricultural productivity coalesced into what is
commonly called the Green Revolution. Previous world hunger, such as the
El Niño–exacerbated fin-de-siècle drought famines that killed tens of millions,
had elicited little attention from the United States and especially the US gov371
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ernment. After World War II the world political climate changed enough that
feeding the world and eradicating hunger became an important political goal.
In addition to mechanical and chemical advances, improved plant breeding
also played a crucial role in getting food to mouths. In particular, improved
cereal grain crops like highly productive dwarf wheat and rice strains, combined with chemical fertilizers and petro-fuels, meant producing incredible
amounts of food could be done easier than ever before. Also crucial was a
reconceptualization that foreign nations needed the United States’ help to feed
their peoples. In addition to that new philosophical approach to foreign aid,
US Public Law 480 (also called Food for Peace) was enacted during the Eisenhower administration with the general goal of using agricultural surpluses—
surpluses that would only increase with the use of nuclear technologies to
advance agriculture—in the United States to feed poor people across the world
and open up new markets for US agricultural products. The Green Revolution
did not deliver on everything it promised, however. Though intended as a foreign aid solution that would put the Third World into the United States’ camp,
the Green Revolution did nothing to change existing social imbalances. And
a host of unexpected outcomes, like pesticides damaging both the environment
and human health, meant that even its successes came with distinct failures.
In short, the Green Revolution was no perfect solution and perhaps what US
planners considered to be the problem (lack of food) was more a symptom of
uneven development than the problem itself. No matter the problem, though,
atomic agriculture did play a key role in increasing agricultural production.7
Fundamentally, though not exclusively, agricultural research with atomic
energy began with the use of radioisotope tracer atoms. A June 1946 press release by President Truman declared, “The first peacetime applications of the
results of wartime atomic research becomes immediately possible with announcement today of availability of radioisotopes for biological and medical
research.” Although less than a year had passed since the bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki and the United States represented the only nuclear
power in the world, Truman’s administration had begun to promote atomic
energy as a peaceful entity. Produced from the “atom pile,” radioisotopes offered scientists the ability to use “tagged” atoms—radioactive versions of
common elements—to track how these atoms moved through biological
processes, ecosystems, or anything else through which elements moved. Applying the tracers to agriculture seemed logical and, as Truman expressed,
would revolutionize biological research. The results from radioisotope re372
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search caused policymakers to champion the atom as a boon to agriculture.8
Lilienthal embraced the president’s message when he gave an address in
1947 at the American Farm Bureau Federation’s annual meeting. In that
speech, he explicitly connected the atom to agriculture and showed the AEC’s
commitment to improving agriculture. He offered the Chicago-gathered crowd
advice as to why they should care about atomic energy. He explained as his
number one point, “No one in this country has a greater stake in the vigorous
development of atomic energy, and the consequent increase in knowledge of
the fundamental laws of Nature, than you who day after day work most closely
with nature—the farmers of America.” Since he thought farmers had such a
high stake in atomic development, Lilienthal’s second point followed closely
when he contended that farmers needed to stay informed of atomic energy discoveries and peaceful uses of the atom.9
Lilienthal further claimed, “the farmer and the farm family have a very special stake in the wise and vigorous development of the science of the nucleus
of the atom, for peaceful purposes.” He even compared the incredible stores
of atomic energy to farm energy, saying, “the energies that produce great
poems, that build churches and homes, the energies from which spring such
noble ideas as our Constitution and Bill of Rights. That energy has been stored
up in the plants of the field, and in the tissues of the animals that feed on your
pastures; thence it comes to men.” Farms had produced food from the atomic
energy of the sun for millennia, and farmers represented “the trustee and steward of that never-ending miracle by which the atomic energy of the sun becomes chemical energy and then human energy.” With this reasoning, farmers
held an important stake in the development of atomic energy and its application in peaceful endeavors. Farmers made possible all the United States’ great
history and ideas by nourishing the bodies that produced these marvels, and
the country needed them to help continue this great legacy. Moreover, the AEC
needed farmers, the trustees and stewards of the sun’s atomic forces, to help
support its atomic energy research agenda.10
To Lilienthal, the difference between “a modern American farm and a backward poverty-stricken farm” was knowledge, and “In this country the farmer
has seen that the scientist is his partner, his companion and friend.” Lilienthal’s
message held a clear implication—if providence (or the AEC) gave farmers,
the “custodian of the sun’s energy and the forces of growth,” the opportunity
to do something like develop nuclear power they surely would. The AEC
chairman gave the example of phosphorous to help explain why the wise
373
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farmer would want atomic science developed. He elaborated that, even though
it cost a great amount, US scientists could produce radioactive phosphorous.
Phosphorous, like many other elements, is taken up by plants during the
growth process, but at the time agricultural knowledge had not advanced
enough to know exactly what the plant did with that phosphorous after the
chemical’s uptake. By using tagged radio-phosphorous, scientists could help
“in a way never before possible chart the changes that occur in matter in the
process of plant life and growth. In your behalf, the researcher can gain new
and important knowledge of how plants convert the sun’s energy into life energy on this planet.” Clearly this represented the farmer’s “big stake” in nuclear development. Since, according to Lilienthal, scientists worked on behalf
of farmers, it seemed only logical that farmers would support their efforts, as
supporting scientists truly was, in effect, supporting themselves.11
Near the end of his speech, Lilienthal brushed aside any concerns his audience might have had over exactly what the uses of the atom in agriculture
might be, anticipating that the breakthroughs would be significant. He reminded them that many prominent scientists, like Gregor Mendel, had been
unsure of what their research might mean when they began, though that research eventually proved fundamental to farmers. Lilienthal noted that harnessing the atom might also improve agriculture through pest control, pointing
to an upcoming conference on the subject at Alabama Polytechnic Institute at
Auburn (today Auburn University). And while radiation might not be useful
directly as fertilizer or in foods (though research would continue on this subject), agricultural improvement remained “one of the glorious promises of
atomic science. It well may help to solve one of the most vexing problems of
humanity—how to keep food production in pace with the growth of the
world’s population.” With this flourish Lilienthal ended his speech. He
claimed, “Trained as are no other group of men in the discipline of understanding and working with and through natural forces, endowed by the very
nature of your calling with both persistence and patience, you American farmers are uniquely qualified to play a leading part in realizing the beneficial possibilities of this new force.” Thus farmers, using atomic agriculture, would
play a pivotal part in US foreign aid plans in the future as the United States
reconceived its world role as helping poor, underdeveloped, and hungry countries become modern, fed, and prosperous nations.12
Beyond rousing speeches by its leaders, the AEC’s technological optimism
about the role of nuclear energy in agriculture also showed in its reports to
374
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Congress. The January 1949 report showed that the commission had an emphasis on both using radioactive tracer atoms to follow life processes and also
on studying how living creatures absorb radiation. That report asked, “Does
Radiation Stimulate Plant Growth?” and demonstrated an AEC commitment
to harnessing the atom on a very blunt force level to improve agriculture. Even
though Lilienthal warned farmers in 1947 that radiation would not be useful
as fertilizer, during the 1948 growing season, the AEC supported experiments
in fourteen states on nineteen different crops to see if radiation could be used
to boost plant growth. Unsurprisingly, the experiments were not successful,
but nevertheless the AEC planned more for 1949. The report clearly stated,
however, that such experiments were “quite separate and distinct” from others
using radioactive isotopes to better understand plant growth—experiments on
“the rate and volume of movement of various fertilizer materials in the soil,
their absorption into the plants, and their accumulation in plant parts.” The
commission expected such studies would “solve practical problems of fertilizer application which are of direct dollars-and-cents interest to farmers, fertilizer producers, and farm machinery manufacturers.” Even if radiation did
not work as a fertilizer itself, research using radioactive isotopes could make
existing fertilizers work better and unequivocally save farmers, and through
them the rest of the nation, money.13
The July 1949 report further explained the AEC’s research plans regarding
agriculture and portrayed improving agriculture as one of the commission’s
goals. A section on “Radiation and Life,” described all of the ways that humans
had learned about radiation, peaceful and violent, helpful and harmful. The
report explained, “Radiation attacks, disrupts, and destroys the delicate electro-chemical balance in the atoms, molecules, and protein combinations within
the bodies of living things. As a result, it damages and kills the cells of which
atoms and molecules are a part. If enough cells are destroyed, the whole organism—plant, animal, man—is severely injured or dies.” In spite of this
statement, though, the AEC continued its program on radioactive fertilizers.
It is unclear where the logical disconnect occurred. Clearly knowledge existed
that radiation harmed living things, but somehow this fact did not manifest itself into the cognizance that radiation might not be successful as a fertilizer.
Researchers tested the same crops as in 1948 and still found no beneficial effects. The AEC also studied cattle exposed to radioactive fallout dust, looked
at how fertilizers feed into plants, and ran many other smaller programs on
photosynthesis, mineral nutrition, and improving fungicides and herbicides.14
375
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Despite knowledge of radiation’s dangers, and even though Lilienthal had
stated publicly that hopes for radioactive fertilizers were pointless, such research continued, demonstrating a deep commitment to atomic agriculture and
a desire to prove that radiation could be beneficial to life forms. In 1950 the
commission reported that too much radiation could slow tomato plant growth.
Its studies found that if tomatoes received twenty thousand roentgens total at
a rate of one hundred fifty an hour, the plants would suffer ill effects. The next
AEC report clarified the seemingly commonsense (even then) position that
radiation would hurt plants: “Experiments gave no indication that radiation
could improve growth rate or yield, but in large doses caused marked damage
to both.” Fortunately for taxpayers, not all AEC-supported research proved so
fruitless.15
Use of radioisotope tracers continued to form a crucial component of the
commission’s research and helped it show how radiation could be beneficial.
For example, research delved into how cattle interacted with their environment, particularly how the ruminants broke down feed and converted that to
milk. Other investigations used radioiodine to study plant growth regulators
and also looked into mealybugs and their effect on pineapple plants, using radioisotopes to study the salivary secretions of the pests. Research even tested
radioactive weed killers to determine how plants interacted with the chemicals.
Further studies used radioisotopes to look at how plants absorb nutrients into
their roots, transport them throughout the plants themselves, and then deposit
those nutrients in the various plant structures. Radioisotope research proved
diverse and robust, and the AEC continued its research programs in 1951. That
year agriculture and animal husbandry research advanced especially on the
subjects of the metabolism of cows, fertilizers, and plant nutrition.16
The January 1952 AEC report to Congress contained the largest section yet
on the atom and agriculture, with dozens of pages under the heading, “Atomic
Energy and Its Applications in Plant Science” and helped explain the AEC’s
research program and its goals. Important for understanding the commission’s
motivations, the report claimed that there were two broad objectives in supporting research in plant science, one related to radiation safety and the other
to directly improve agriculture as an industry. The first meant determining
“the effects of radiation and radioactive products upon plants in order to
broaden scientific understanding and to aid manufacturers and users of atomic
energy in adopting measures to safeguard life and property.” In short, the AEC
wanted to help protect “crops and other property” from the damages radiation
376
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might present, as research “is necessary to cope with circumstances that may
follow atomic explosions.” Focused on protecting the United States during an
atomic bomb attack, knowing how plants and animals reacted to radiation exposure would be vital to the nation’s long-term survival. The second reason
for studying the atom and agriculture was to “help in the application of atomic
energy products and techniques to fundamental and applied research with
plants” for the benefit of the United States’ people and industries.17
The first research listed in that January 1952 AEC report focused on “Intense Radiation and Plant Development” and provided an endpoint to previous
research. Different from past investigations, though, the AEC did not present
this inquiry as any sort of fertilizer program. Instead, pertaining to objective
one of the plant science research program, the research focused only on how
radiation affected plant growth so that the commission would know how plants
might react after a nuclear blast. In general, the experiment produced mixed
results. For example, on tested potatoes, some grew malformed, but others
failed to sprout at all. Interestingly, these latter potatoes did not rot in the
ground—irradiating the potatoes seemed to preserve them. This information
would be important in the future. Fungi tended to handle radiation better than
plants, so using radiation as a fungus control seemed impractical—dosing the
undesired fungus with enough radiation to kill it would do more harm to the
plants to be protected than to the attacking fungus.18
Finally clearing up previous investigations into radiation being used as a
fertilizer, the January 1952 report stated, “Claims that radioactive fertilizers
would increase crop yields have been discredited by repeated tests.” The
USDA had claimed back in 1914 that radioactive fertilizers did not work. Even
with such a judgment, agricultural scientists considered radioactive fertilizers
anew after the Hiroshima and Nagasaki bombings because observers claimed
in the aftermath there had been “greatly increased crop yields” near the cities.
In hindsight, though, it became clear that something else caused those bountiful harvests. In short, findings showed that if radiation had any effects on
plant growth, those effects would be negative, either killing the plant or stopping it from growing (or never growing in the first place).19
At this point, the notion of radiation as a fertilizer seemed officially dead,
but the fact that it held sway for as long as it did in research programs is important for what it says about the AEC. Whether it was for political reasons,
merely to satisfy their own consciences, or due to blind technological optimism, the idea that splitting the atom could and should be used for more than
377
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making war wove a common thread through both the Truman and Eisenhower
presidencies. Agriculture represented an easy way to show the benign effects
of nuclear research and demonstrating that radiation was not a wholly bad entity seemed important in promoting the peaceful uses of atomic energy. Radiation, especially at high levels, breaks down living tissues. Thus while it may
be put toward useful ends (such as in x-rays or for use as a radioactive tracer),
it does not benefit biological life. The US public knew that radiation represented a real threat to human health, especially after John Hersey’s New Yorker
articles (which ultimately became the book Hiroshima) described in vivid detail the devastation wrought by the first atomic blast in Japan. Clearly, then,
research into ways that radiation, with no qualifications, might be a good and
useful thing would have been important for policymakers. If they could show
that radiation had benefits or even could be healthy for some organisms in
certain contexts, the moral position of creating radiation (such as in a nuclear
blast) would change dramatically.20
On the other hand, the AEC chronicled radiation’s harmful effects quite
clearly, which reinforced its need to find peaceful and helpful aspects of
atomic energy. Beyond its obvious effects on living tissues, radiation also
seemed either to kill soil microorganisms, including those around plant roots
that help fix nitrogen, or make these less effective. Also, the January 1952 report to Congress recognized strontium 90 (Sr90), an isotope produced as fallout
from nuclear explosions, as “potentially the most biologically hazardous of
the fission products.” In biological processes, Sr90 mimics calcium, and therefore, plants readily draw in the fallout product. Once Sr90 enters plant tissues
it then bioaccumulates as it works up the food chain and eventually is passed
onto humans, especially in cow’s milk (the largest source of calcium in the
human diet). In contrast to Sr90, reactor-cooling water seemed safe, as even
though it has some radioactivity, most of that is either short lived or diluted,
even if some might be absorbed by plants or algae.21
Research into how fallout radiation might harm US agriculture also reflected a deep understanding of new geopolitical realities. In August 1949 the
Soviet Union detonated its first nuclear weapon, meaning the United States
suddenly had to contend with the possibility of another country unleashing an
atomic blast upon it. With this new reality came a desire to know exactly how
the nation might be affected. Thus experimentation into what might happen
to US agriculture after nuclear attack—discerning how fallout and other radiation affected plants—became an even more important part of the US atomic
378
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energy program.
Studies on genetics and radiation also spoke to the AEC’s mission to better
understand living beings through radiation. For example, inquiries found that
corn exposed to less than five roentgens of radiation exhibited no appreciable
effects, but exposure between five to fifty-five roentgens caused mutations
proportional to the radiation dose. Mutations can occur naturally, and, although some are beneficial, an overwhelming majority end up being negative
(at least from the perspective of the individual organism). If radiation in a controlled laboratory setting could speed up the rate at which mutations occurred,
beneficial mutations could be created, discovered, and isolated much more
quickly than if humans left nature to its own devices. Radioisotopes also
helped make possible research into tree and crop diseases, insecticides, herbicides, and photosynthesis.22
As the Eisenhower presidency began, no great changes in agricultural research occurred from the AEC perspective, although a focus on peaceful uses
of the atom increased. Developing atomic energy into a true industry formed
an important part of Eisenhower’s 1952 presidential campaign platform. Citing the need to both “improve the atomic arsenal” and continue “to probe the
frontier of knowledge,” soon-to-be President Eisenhower cautioned against
being afraid of advancing nuclear technology and instead explained that policymakers needed to be prescient and support the development of this new
technology, atomic energy, and all its beneficial advances. From this perspective, properly developing atomic energy certainly would create great developments in many fields, including agriculture.23
These campaign speeches made sense in the context of an Eisenhower administration that tried to base agriculture much more on free market ideals
than had his Democrat predecessors. As one example of this emphasis, Eisenhower selected Ezra Taft Benson for secretary of agriculture, representing a
conservative shift in policy. Benson was a well-known conservative who believed that agricultural problems of the 1950s stemmed from overproduction
by farmers in previous decades. Benson’s policies, especially cutting holdover
price floors from the 1930s, combined with other modernizing impulses in
US agriculture and led to over half of the country’s 5.8 million farms failing.
Edward and Frederick Schapsmeier claimed this happened due to “business
failure, particularly among the small, inefficient operators.” In hindsight, it is
clear this occurred as part of a trend toward larger industrial farms and away
from family farming. Decisions during the Eisenhower era represented notions
379
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that agriculture should be considered a business, and atomic energy could improve agricultural technology.24
With the nuclear industry and the threat of nuclear war in mind, AEC-sponsored investigations continued into how plants dealt with radiation. Those experiments studied how plants grew in soil containing concentrations of “fission
products” (such as Sr90) equal to the maximum fallout observed at nuclear
blast sites. Growing radishes, barley, oats, cowpeas, and ryegrass, researchers
found that strontium was indeed the radioactive element most likely to be absorbed by plants, but this occurred at a lower rate in soils rich with calcium.
When cattle ate plants that contained radioactive fallout, they absorbed 25–
30 percent of ingested Sr90, with about 25 percent of that reaching the bone.
Researchers said this bone contamination would only be a hazard to humans
if they ingested the bone splinters that might be present in the meat. Other experiments measured how radiation sickness affected animals and used radioisotopes as tracers to study how tropical crops absorbed potassium.25
In addition to previous research, intentionally induced plant mutations continued to function as another example of the usefulness of atomic energy to
agriculture. Even though radiation from space, “the so-called cosmic rays,”
produce natural mutations, these do not occur very often, and breeders frequently wish they could speed up these mutations—radioactivity could help
speed up this process. The Gamma Field, located on Long Island near
Brookhaven, represented the best example of this. There, radioactive cobalt
was lowered into the ground by remote control when needed, and then researchers planted crops in concentric circles around the cobalt. Researchers
studied the resulting crops, and “occasionally” one of the resulting mutations
from exposure to the radioactive cobalt proved beneficial. For example, experiments produced what appeared in 1954 to be one promising crop, “a mutant of oats,” that “seems to have resistance to one of the most destructive
diseases which attack this important crop.” In conjunction with ideas that increased food production could be important to both national security and
peace, atomic research helped transition agriculture from merely being how
the nation fed itself into a way that the United States could support geopolitical
stability and set itself up as the leader of that new world order. The combination of such research endeavors represented the idea that improving agriculture
with the atom meant more than enhancing food production—it meant a policy
decision about the security of the nation.26
The combination of technological optimism and boosterism of atomic en380
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ergy in relation to agriculture coalesced in 1956 with the “Report of the Panel
on the Impact of the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy to the Joint Committee
on Atomic Energy.” The panel devoted chapter five of its report entirely to
agriculture and argued, “Peaceful uses of atomic energy in the field of agriculture are a significant addition to the many other modern methods of improving farm technology.” Not only did atomic agriculture mean “increased
productivity and lower costs for individual farmers,” but the report also argued
that improved agriculture gave the United States a “dramatic opportunity to
lead underdeveloped, undernourished nations to higher living standards.” Only
by sharing food production techniques with impoverished nations, by cultivating the Green Revolution, could US planners safeguard the Third World
from communist influence and keep those nations secure from destabilizing
influences. Hence, atomic agriculture could play a significant role in defining
the United States’ place in the world.27
The panel held up plant breeding as a dramatic expression of how radiation
could be a good thing for living beings just as the AEC had hoped earlier experiments into radiation fertilizers would. Scientists could use atomic energy
“to speed the evolution process.” This implied that radiation mutations were
not unnatural, but instead merely helping nature work a little faster than it
might on its own. Exposing plants, animals, or insects to radiation made it
possible to create new varietals more quickly and replace natural selection
with human choices. The report further explained that only a small percentage
of the new “variations” would be good, and scientists still had to winnow these
from the unhelpful ones so they could be “put to work on the farm.” The report
closed the section by boldly claiming, “At least on a laboratory scale, the day
of the tailor-made plant seems close at hand.”28
Other parts of the panel’s report seem like science fiction, even in today’s
world. The report claimed that researchers could duplicate many of the steps
involved in photosynthesis, meaning that a time was “within the realm of possibility” that humans would not depend on plants “to produce edible energy
in the form of starches, sugars, fats and proteins,” but this could instead be
done chemically on a commercial scale. And if other boosterish claims were
not so far-fetched, they still presumed a great deal. The report made claims
about how atomic energy would help produce more food on fewer acres at a
lower cost. Since a “principal fact of the American way of life is that it is
based on abundance,” creating even more abundance with food would only
enhance the lives of the nation’s citizenry, as surely low food prices would
381
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stay low (that such production might hurt farmers went unmentioned). Again,
the greatest problem the United States ran into with this line of reasoning was
how to deal with all the agricultural surpluses that such research would surely
help produce. Historian Shane Hamilton has interpreted these surpluses as aggressively undermining New Deal liberalism with free market solutions.
Whether this is true or not, policymakers did believe that if excessive production meant consumer prosperity then even more food would lead to ever-lower
prices on the shelves and improve lives of the nation’s citizenry.29
This report also explicitly insisted this new knowledge and technology
could help the United States feed the world, emphasizing a perception that the
United States’ role in the geopolitical realm had changed. It stated bluntly that
the United States “can help the undernourished peoples of the world have
more to eat” so long as more research, education, and work occurred, as there
would be “no miracles” without these. The report finished with three recommendations: the United States needed to keep researching; those dealing with
the farm surplus problem should take into account that atomic developments
will exacerbate the problem; and an exploration of the humanitarian benefits
that could result should begin immediately. The third point held particular importance, as “Only in this way can the United States bring to bear atomic contributions to agriculture, so as to demonstrate our historic sense of
international humanitarian leadership.” This particular sentiment likely proved
particularly important as the United States sought to establish its place as a
world leader in contrast to the Soviet Union. If the United States could help
feed the world it would have a significant bargaining chip in the Cold War
court of world public opinion. Thus agriculture, and by extension atomic agriculture, became fundamentally tied to a US global imperative.30
One new avenue of research pursued by the AEC in the late 1950s centered
on irradiating seeds and crops to produce positive effects and continued the
theme of searching for benefits of radiation. Just as earlier research had accidentally discovered with potatoes, irradiating, if done at proper levels, could
significantly improve the storage of agricultural products. In contrast to early
efforts at using radiation as a fertilizer, irradiating foods and seeds at precise
levels did seem to have real benefits and at the end of the decade occupied
much of the ink received by atomic agriculture. This is not to say older sorts
of experiments (such as using radioisotope tracers to track how nutrients travel
through plants’ leaves, stems, and fruits) disappeared entirely, but irradiating
plants became much more important. Previous experiments had used radiation
382
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to create beneficial mutations, and the AEC reported, “beneficial mutations
are being found in sufficiently high numbers to justify continuing efforts.”31
It is no surprise that the AEC moved toward development of irradiated agriculture because such a program well fit its goals of benefitting agriculture and
the nation by using atomic energy. On February 25, 1960 the commissioners
of the AEC met and discussed the establishment of a radiation-processed food
program. The Interdepartmental Committee on Radiation Preservation had
proposed a conservative investigation into the potential of irradiated foods
building upon a similar Army study from 1953. At that time, the Army had
performed experiments on twenty-six types of food, particularly focused on
unrefrigerated preservation for up to a year. It found that only certain meats—
beef, pork, poultry, and ham—fit the desired specifications. Thus while atomic
agriculture could serve the national security mission by feeding a hungry
world, it also could enable the US military to conduct even longer troop deployments than previously.32
Though the Army program found some success, there had been no testing
on civilian foods. The commissioners decided that civilian food should be
tested. More than seeking to fill a hole in a research program, though, the AEC
thought the food irradiation program fit its mission of finding peaceful applications of atomic energy and also made sense for the AEC to pursue because
of its “unique knowledge and competence” concerning the involved technology. Eventually John McCone, the AEC chairman, declared that the program
“held promise for revolutionary developments for the food industries of the
world.” The commission then approved $115,000 in their budget for research
in fiscal year 1960, with $500,000 planned for the 1961 fiscal year. In the end,
the Joint Committee wanted to push the program “because preservation of
food by radiation was a dramatic program easily understood by the public.”
The commissioners agreed, and their only concern was how the program might
appear to a public that had been promised rapid results—results that might be
hard to deliver so quickly.33
After Eisenhower’s term, significant research into the applications of
atomic energy in agriculture continued, particularly by the United Nations’
Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) and the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA). In many ways modeled after the United States’ AEC,
the IAEA developed after Eisenhower’s 1953 “Atoms for Peace” speech and
in 1964 even teamed up with the FAO to create a special FAO/IAEA Joint Division. Historian Jacob Darwin Hamblin chronicled this tale and showed a
383
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confluence of modernizing principles, science, technology, international politics, and agriculture. In his estimation, the IAEA “succeeded in reshaping the
UN toward a particular technological path of modernity,” often at the expense
of the FAO and the scant resources of developing countries, all the while
brushing aside any significant critiques of its activities. As Hamblin described,
the IAEA’s “raison d’être [was] to promote a particular set of technologies”—
promoting peaceful uses for nuclear technology—and not necessarily foster
agricultural development. Hamblin said specifically, “To abandon food and
agriculture would have been to undermine a crucial component of ‘Atoms for
Peace’ that specifically targeted the developing world.” Thus a story that began
with research sponsored by the AEC in the mid-1940s had a continued history
long after Eisenhower left office.34
In the end, using atomic energy and its products to improve agriculture
showed several things about the United States. First and most obviously, it
functioned as a way to improve the nation’s agriculture and agricultural production, even though by the 1950s one of the most serious problems the nation’s agriculturalists faced was how to deal with the incredible surpluses of
food they already had created. Yet atomic energy helped scientists uncover
new ways to farm and raise livestock, and this achievement proved important
to policymakers. Even though helping the nation better produce greater
amounts of food might have seemed inconsequential or even harmful, those
in power repurposed overproduction as a way for the nation to feed a world
that policymakers conceived of as being filled with hungry people in need of
US aid (for both their own good and that of the United States). Particularly
with radioisotope tracers that helped unlock many biological mysteries, US
agriculture harnessed the atom quite successfully. And yet using atomic energy
did more than nobly ensure that food production passed “from trial-and-error
to certainty” as the Dagwood cartoon claimed.
Perhaps even more important than its obvious purpose of improving farming, atomic agriculture functioned as a way to show how splitting the atom
could do more than unleash death and destruction. By emphasizing the nonviolent possibilities, programs that attempted to improve agriculture allowed
policymakers to say to the public, with good reason, that they desired peaceful
applications of nuclear energy. Clearly the first worldwide uses of atomic energy had been horrific. Showing that using atomic energy could be peaceful
dramatically changed the AEC’s mission and transformed the organization
from death dealer to life bringer. In this way, research into agriculture using
384
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atomic energy was just as useful to the AEC as it was to fields and farms.
Studying atomic agriculture also opens a window into the perceived place
of agriculture in both the United States and the world at the time. Agricultural
modernization with mechanization and chemicals found its logical next step
in atomic agriculture, as the atom represented the newest technology that could
be put to work for the good of farming. This let US farmers produce food more
cheaply and efficiently, which meant that US citizens got more bang for their
buck in grocery stores, all while supporting the rise of agribusiness. Internationally, anxieties about feeding the world (necessitating increased food supplies) also meant that the United States could manufacture a new place for
itself as world food supplier and as a distributor of knowledge. Both of these
facets of food production—at home and abroad—aided atomic agriculture in
bolstering nuclear technologies and furthering their development, which created a sort of feedback loop between the atom and agriculture. Supporting
atomic research thus meant furthering agricultural modernization and the
Green Revolution, and frequently the inverse of that held true as well.
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14. Sixth Semiannual Report, 18, 21, 101, 104.
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Commission, Eighth Semiannual Report of the Atomic Energy Commission: July 1950
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of the Atomic Energy Commission: January 1951 (Washington, DC: GPO, 1951), 24.
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Report of the Atomic Energy Commission: July 1951 (Washington, DC: GPO, 1951), 42–44.
17. US Atomic Energy Commission, Eleventh Semiannual Report of the Atomic Energy
Commission: January 1952 (Washington, DC: GPO, 1952), 69, 71, 75.
18. Ibid., 75, 81.
19. Ibid., 82–83.
20. John Hersey, Hiroshima (1946; repr., New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1981), 46.
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Agronomic Mutations in Oats Induced by X-Ray Treatment1
Kenneth J. Frey2

HpHERE has developed in the United States, largely as a
•*• result of Swedish publications, a renewal of interest in
"mutation breeding" in the cereal crops. From 1930, when
Stadler (8) reported upon his experiments with irradiation
of cereal grains, until 1950, there was a conspicuous absence
of the use of induced mutations in plant breeding in the
United States. Meanwhile, plant breeders in Sweden and
Germany (1, 5) succeeded in inducing and isolating mutations with agronomic value from X-ray treated barley. Gustafsson (4, 5) published upon several induced beneficial
agronomic mutations in barley including a stiff strawed strain
called "erectoides," and two or three mutant lines which
produced very high yields. The best of these yielded 10%
more grain than the parental variety, Gull, and one line
showed improved malting quality.
Shebeski and Lawrence (7) have reported a mutant Barley strain from irradiated Montcalm variety which is equal
to Montcalm in grain production and malting quality, out
has shorter and stiffer straw. MacKey (6) obtained a number
of the mutant strains from irradiated oats which were earlier
and produced higher yields than the parental varieties. Similar results were obtained with wheat.
This paper is a more complete report of an earlier publication by Frey (2) in which beneficial mutations selected
from irradiated oats were briefly described. The data pre-

sented herein are from only a few of the 61 mutant lines
tested. The families of lines shown were selected to illustrate the various agronomic mutations obtained. Only the
agronomic mutations will be discussed since a companion
paper (3) will deal with the induction of disease resistance
mutations in the same materials.

1
Contribution from the Iowa Agr. Exp. Sta., Ames, Iowa. Journal paper No. J-2657. Project 1176. Rec. for publication Dec. 8,
1954.
2
Associate Professor of Farm Crops; Agronomy Department,
Iowa State College, Ames, Iowa.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

METHODS AND MATERIALS
Four hundred primary seeds of Huron variety of oats containing 9-5% moisture were irradiated with 25,000 r units of X-ray
and planted in the field in 1950. Mature Xj plants were produced
from 45% of the irradiated seeds. Each Xi plant was harvested
and threshed separately and in 1951 one row containing 25 spaced
plants was planted from each Xi progeny, resulting in approximately 4,500 Xz plants which were observed for mutations.
Because of the confounding influence of environment on the
single plants, it was necessary to save all plants that deviated,
even slightly, from the parental variety. The Xs progenies were
sown in plant rows in 1952 and 61 mutant strains which appeared
to breed true were grown in yield tests at Ames, Iowa in 1953
and 1954. Plot size was 4 rows wide and 8 feet long with measurements being taken on the 2 center rows. Coefficients of variability for yield in these experiments were 5.0 and 3.5% respectively, in 1953 and 1954. In each year a rather severe epiphytotic
of oat stem rust, predominantly race 7, developed resulting in a
confounding of the yielding ability and stem rust reaction of the
mutant strains.

The most common mutations found in the irradiated material were fatuoids and vine-type plants. The fatuoids were
discarded in the X2 generation because they were common
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MUTATION BREEDING OF CHRYSANTHEMUMS
C. BROERTJES
Association EURATOM-ITAL, Wageningen
With 13 figures
Received 17 Jan. 1966

Rooted cuttings of the pot-grown Chrysanthemum variety "Hortensien Rose" were
irradiated with X-rays, fast neutrons, thermal neutrons and electrons. As soon as the
plants grew they were topped to stimulate side-shoot formation, often resulting in
complete periclinal chimeras (sports). In addition mutation frequency in a given
number of plants is enlarged by such a method.
Electrons proved to be ineffective, producing only 6-10 % mutated plants. The optimum dose X-rays is 1500 Rads. Both fast and thermal neutrons showed a marked
higher mutation frequency, the best dose resulting in both cases in c. 28 % of mutated
plants.
The mutation spectra, e.g. the type of mutations induced, showed some variation
after the various treatments. But the number of plants irradiated, as well as the number of mutations induced, do not justify the conclusion that a certain treatment results in a specific mutation spectrum, although there was a tendency towards greater
variability after neutron irradiation.
The mutation spectrum as well as the frequency greatly depends on the genetic
constitution of the treated material. lrradiation of the pink-flowering "Hortensien
Rose", with the maximum number of dominant genes for flower colour, resulted in
a great number of different flower colours, as was expected, as well as a number of
mutations of flower shape and size. Other pink-flowering varieties showed a similar
spectrum, although in some cases the frequency was low or even zero. Chrysanthemum varieties with other flower colours showed a lower mutation rate, most of the
flower colour mutations being based on a lower number of dominant genes.
Finally, the practical importance and ways of application were discussed.
INTRODUCTION
Mutations induced by radiation treatments are being increasingly applied by Dutch
plant breeders, especially those dealing with asexually propagated ornamentals. Most
of such plants are highly heterozygous, so that mutations, in most cases from dominant to recessive, can be detected in the irradiated material itself. Moreover the selection of ornamentals is very easy when such visible characters, as flower colour, form
and size, or leaf form and growth habit are concerned. A mutated shoot can usually
be readily propagated by means of cuttings, grafts or buds and the subsequent clones
can finally be compared with each other and with existing cultivars. This may eventually lead to one or more new varieties.
Various authors have already pointed out these possibilities [4, 7, 101 and in Chrysanthemum a number of authors report flower-colour and other mutations [l, 6, 8,
11, 12, 13, 141.
The experiments described were carried out in 1963, 1964 and 1965 for the purpose
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C. B R O E R T J E S

Figs. 1-6.

first row (top to bottom):
1. Chrysanthemum "Hortensien Rose"
with a dark yellow sector
2. left control; right pale pink mutant
3. left control; right light orange mutant

second row:
4. left control; right (almost) white mutant
5. dark yellow mutant
6. left control; right brown-orange mutant

M U T A T I O N B R E E D I N G OF C H R Y S A N T H E M U M S

Figs. 7-12

firsr row:
7. left control; right light orange-brown ii~utantwith flat (non-tubular) pctals
8. mutant with long, narl-ow, tubular petals
9. mutant with a greater number of gracefully curled petals
sero~tilmu.:
10. left control; right red mutant
1 1 . dark pink mutant with graceful petal,
12. Icfc contr-01; center half of the flower ~nutatedtnwat-d< pale link; I-ight compact flowcr (grcatcr
number of curled petal\.). Roth mutations in one plant.

C. B R O E R T J E S

Fig. 13.
13. Red flowering sport of "Hortensien Rose".
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P R E S E N T A S P E C T S OF I N D U C E D

MUTATIONS

IN PLANT BREEDING *
HORST GAUL
Max-Planck-Institut ftir ZiJchtungsforschung, K61n-Vogelsang
Received l l Aug. 1958

ABSTRACT
The present status of the utilization of induced mutations in plant breeding is briefly
reviewed. It is concluded that with induced mutations in principle successes can be
expected similar to those with the conventional breeding methods. Owing to the relatively small yield of progressive mutations the efficiency of mutation breeding, however, is rather poor at present. Greater efficiency may be expected with increased
knowledge of both control of original mutation production and of selection.
Control of mutation production seems to be possible in at least three ways, (a) by
raising the total mutation frequency (b) by changing the relative frequency of chromosome versus point mutations and (c) by altering the spectrum of point mutations.
The possibilities of such control through the diverse action of different radiations
given with or without modifying agents is reviewed and various mutagenic chemicals
are mentioned.
Control of mutation selection may be achieved in two ways, (a) by a better understanding of diplontic selection (intrasomatic selection) of mutated cells and (b) by
developing appropriate screening methods. A working hypothesis concerning the
diplontic selection is briefly outlined. The "one initial cell theory" means that the
greatest efficiency of mutation production can be expected after radiation ofprimordia
or young buds with only one or a few initial cells which will form the tissue of interest.
It is hoped that by this the intercellular competition is restricted and a reduced elimination of mutated cells will result.
Procedures for selection of mutants, at least in barley, can already start with M 1spikes. It was shown that completely fertile Ml-spikes possess the same frequency of
point mutations (chlorophyll mutations) as those with disturbed fertility. Selection
of fertile Ml-spikes should, therefore, eliminate to a large extent the undesirable
chromosome mutations and in this way increase the efficiency of screening for progressive mutations. Maximum mutation frequencies of fertile Ma-spikes can, however,
only be achieved if the tillering is reduced.
It is suggested that more emphasis be put on screening of small mutations, which
may generally be expected to have a greater importance for practical purposes than
drastic deviations. Usually screening of micro vital- mutations will be advisable in the
M3-generation. Indicator characters may be found through mass selection methods
which by their pleiotropic gene action also effect properties eventually of breeding
value.

*) (Lecture delivered at the organizational meeting of the section "Mutation and Polyploidy" of
EUCARPIA in Lund and Svalbf, July 9-11, 1958).
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HORST G A U L
l. GENERAL SURVEY

The idea to induce mutations for practical breeding purposes is more than 30 years
old. It is closely connected with the discovery in 1927 of the mutagenic action of
X-rays by H. J. MULLER (58) who himself considered the practical importance of
induced mutations.
Historically, the pioneer work of GUSTAESSONand the Swedish research group deserves great credit, 1 though also in other countries the practical importance of induced
mutations was early recognized, particularly in Germany (STUBBE,80; FREISLEBENand
LEIN, 17) and in Russia (DELAUNAY,8; SAPEHIN, 65). It may be mentioned that in the
USA early scepticism (STADLER,77) recently has given way to a more optimistic view
on the part of many research workers. For several years in that country the significance
of mutations for plant breeding has been under test on a large scale (SHAPIRO,71, 72 ;
SHAPIRO and SAGAWA,73; OSBORNE,64).
Present situation
In recent years a number of reviews dealing with the induction of useful mutations
have been published (GuSTAESSONand v. WETTSTEIN,37 ; GAUL, 21, 26; MAC KEY, 57;
SINGLETON,74; SPARROW,76; KONZAK,49; SMITH,75).
Most of these reviews are more or less complete, and there is therefore no need for
another at this time. The progress made in the past 30 years is great ahd fascinating.
However, we still seem to be at the very beginning of this mysterious field of research
when we consider such questions as the nature of mutations and how they should be
controlled and utilized.
Today there is little doubt that all the genes involved in the world collections of our
cultivated plants can be reproduced by induced mutations. Particularly in Drosophila
(MULLER, 59), Hordeum and Antirrhinum evidence for such a conclusion has been
accumulated. But also in all the other numerous organisms investigated there is no
argument against the assumption that every spontaneous mutation can also be induced if the material is comprehensive enough and if the mutation is thoroughly
searched for with appropriate methods. Among the characters of economic importance
which have been repeatedly induced in cultivated plants are earliness, stiff straw, dense
spikes, large kernels, higher protein and oil content, disease resistance, etc. It is important to note that even in highly productive varieties the kernel yield can be increased, as has been shown most extensively for barley by HOffMANN(39), FR&ER (18)
and SCHOEZ(67), for wheat and oats by MAC KEY (55) and for peanuts by GREGORY
(30). Moreover, apart from such gene mutations it is possible to rearrange the chromosome structure and by this to create new caryotypes.
Utilization o f induced mutations therefore is a matter of fact in plant breeding
today. Unknown, however, is the future extent and the relative importance of this
method as compared with the conventional ones. Though according to our present
knowledge it seems that in principle most of the progress made by the traditional
breeding methods can also be gained through induced mutations, the question of the
efficiency of what can be called mutation breeding is still open. Until now the frequency of progressive mutations obtained has been rather low, necessitating
x) see survey in "Mutation Research in Plants", Acta Agr. Scand. 4, 3, pp. 359-642 (1954).
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much labour and the expenditure of large sums of money for their detection. It is,
however, only this low frequency of progressive mutations which we get with our
present methods that makes the practicability of mutation breeding questionable,
not the new tool itself.
Mutation frequency and micro vital-mutations
There exists an estimate of the frequency of progressive mutations in barley. In this
crop we have the most experience concerning practical aspects of induced mutations.
With suitable radiation dosages the frequency of mutants easy to detect is of the order
of one or two per 100 M~-plants 1) (GAUL,21). Among these mutants the frequency of
those which are superior in yield has been estimated to be one or two per thousand
(GusTAFSSON, 34). It should however be emphasized that this estimate is based mainly
on drastic mutations, the most common type selected in the past barley mutation
work. One of the main intentions of the present paper is to direct attention towards
small mutations, the screening of which is considered to be an important task of the
future. The frequency of progressive micro-mutations may be expected to be higher
than that of macro-mutations. It may be mentioned that from a genetical point of view
a classification into these two groups of mutations is arbitrary. Its practical value is,
however, obvious. Micro-mutations are difficult to detect in a single plant but easier in
a group of plants. They often change the physiological behaviour of the plant without
any pronounced morphological effect. The significance of small mutations ("Kleinmutationen") in the course of evolution was early recognized by BAUR (2) and is
emphasized again in most of the modern conceptions (STEBBINS,78). The problem
of utilizing micro-mutations for practical purposes lies in the difficulty of detecting
them. Questions concerning relevant screening methods will be considered at the end of
this paper. Here it will only be emphasized that, assuming the efforts of selecting
micro-mutations will be successful, at present we actually possess no adequate estimate of the frequency of induced progressive mutations. GREGORY(31) in his extensive
work with peanuts takes more notice of small mutations than was previously done in
any crop. He indicates that the frequency of mutants which are superior in yield may
be of the order of 1 among 500-5,000 M2-population plants, which is a remarkable
difference from the estimate mentioned above.
Without doubt there is a need for increasing the yield of progressive mutations. This
is one of the most important problems in the practical application of induced mutation.
The question of whether or not mutation breeding will become more popular depends
on its solution. The present status of this problem and prospects for the future will be
discussed in the following parts of this paper. There is a demand for increasing the
total frequency of induced mutations and/or a control of the different types, i.e. for
intentionally raising the number of more desirable types obtained. This can be done by
both a control of the original production of mutations and by selection methods. These
two possibilities will be considered separately.

1) M1, M2 etc. refers as a non-specific term of mutagenic treatment to the first, second, etc. generation after seed treatment (cf. KONZAK, 48).
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2. CONTROL OF MUTATIONPRODUCTION

A control of the mutation process seems to be possible in at least three ways, (a) by
increasing the total mutation frequency, (b) by changing the relative frequency of
chromosome versus point mutations and (c) by altering the spectrum of point mutations.

Raising of mutation frequencies
The problem of increasing the total frequency of induced mutations is closely connected with the killing effect of radiations as well as of mutagenic chemicals. It has
been well known for several years, however, that densely ionizing radiations, e.g. neutrons, produce appreciably less lethality than X-rays; the same percentage of surviving
Ml-plants gives a higher mutation frequency with neutrons than with X-rays (MAc
KEY, 54; EHRENBERGand NYBOM, 10; CALDECOTT, BEARD and GARDNER,6). Therefore, at least for the production of chromosome mutations, neutrons are more efficient.
The question of whether neutrons are also superior in the production of vital mutations
needs further investigation (EHRENBERGand NVBOM, 10; NVBOM,63).
Another possibility of increasing the mutation frequency per surviving Ml-plant is
the application of chemical or physical treatments given in addition to radiation. These
secondary factors may be present before, during and/or after the radiation. Some treatments are known in barley which have led to an increase of the surviving capacity of
Ml-plants but after which the frequency of point mutations (chlorophyll mutations)
has remained the same (NILAN, 61) or has even been enlarged (GAUL, 22). Recently it
was shown e.g. that a sublethal heat treatment given just after X-raying increased the
survival from 54 ~o to 64 ~, and also increased the frequency of point mutations from
8 ~ to 14 ~. A combined treatment of CO 2 and heat given in addition to X-rays increased the surviving capacity by nearly 50 ~ without any marked effect on the frequency of point mutations (GAUL 1.C.).
As concerns the efficiency of chemical mutagens in producing mutations, noteworthy
progress has been made. Judging from previous experience in plants (particularly
cereals), mutagenic chemicals generally have a pronounced toxic effect accompanying
the purely genetic action. The relatively high killing effect prevents raising either the
concentration or the duration of application of the mutagenic chemicals beyond certain threshold values. Consequently mutation frequencies often remain far behind
those achieved by radiations. With chemical mutagenesis we are however even more at
the very beginning than with radiation. Indeed, recently there are exciting indications
that in barley, with ethylene oxide (EHRENBERGand GUSTAFSSON,12) and with ethyl
sulfate (HESLOT and FERRARY, 38), frequencies of chlorophyll mutations can be
obtained which are quite comparable to those resulting from high X-ray dosages.
Chromosome versus point mutations
There are good reasons to assume that chromosome and point mutations originate
independently though at about the same time (GAUL, 27). The relative frequency of
both these mutation types can be altered either by means of physical or chemical treatments in addition to radiation or by the use of different mutagenic agents, particularly
chemicals.
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It has been shown repeatedly in barley in recent years that the relative frequency of
chromosome mutations can be either decreased or increased as compared with point
(chlorophyll) mutations through the use of appropriate agents in combination with
X-rays (KAPLAN, 44; CALDECOTTand SMITr~, 5; NILAN, 61; GAUL, 22). Furthermore,
there are chemicals, like nebularin, which produce no Mx-sterility at all but give rise to
point mutations. Also the reverse type of action has been detected; 8-ethoxycaffeine
induces an obvious Ml-sterility without any increase of the rate of point mutations
beyond the spontaneous level (EHRENBERG, GUSTAFSSONand v. WETTSTEIN, 11).
Since knowledge of treatments which increase the yield of either point or chromosome mutations has considerable practical bearing, future work in this direction is
extremely important. Mostly the breeder will be interested in obtaining only point
mutations. This holds particularly true for diploid species. In polyploids like wheat and
oats the relative importance of chromosome versus point mutations is not yet fully
understood. Because of the duplicated condition of many genes, polyploids seem to
have greater tolerance against chromosome mutations. This leads apparently to higher
mutation frequencies as compared with the related diploids, especially as more minor
and delicate deviations are concerned (MAc KEY, 54, 55, 57). Deficiencies and gene
inactivations need not necessarily be deleterious, since through them new gene interactions may be balanced or a permanent heterosis established (cf. GAUL, 21). Such an
assumption seems not to be unreasonable since it has been found that for instance
certain chlorophyll mutations which are lethal in the homozygous condition, surpass
on the heterozygous level the yield of the non-mutated parent (GUSTAFSSON, NYBOM
and v. WEXTSTE1N,36; GUSTAESSON,34, cf. also HOLM, 41).
High frequencies of chromosome mutations are extremely desirable in those modern
breeding methods which combine species and genus hybridization with induced translocations. There, gene mutations are actually without interest. Where there is in distant hybrids no or little pairing between the chromosomes of interest, the transfer of
the desired genes by induced translocations has indeed proved a worthy tool. With an
elegant method SEARS(68) succeeded in transferring the leaf rust resistance from Aegilops umbellulata to common wheat. He started with X-raying prior to meiosis, aneuploids having the resistant umbellulata-chromosome arm as an iso-chromosome in
addition to the 21 pairs of wheat. The pollen of the radiated plants was used for crossing with untreated normal wheat. Cytogenetic analysis led SEARS (I.c.) to the conclusion that the practically most interesting type recovered among the resistant F1plants with 42 chromosomes had an intercalary translocation from Ae. umbellulata.
This substitution line was cytologically entirely regular and morphologically indistinguishable from the common wheat parent except for its resistance and slightly later
maturity. Also the transfer of resistant genes from Agropyron elongatum (ELLIOTT, 13,
14) to Triticum aestivum by means of induced translocation has been successful, resuiting in cytologically stable types with 21 pairs of chromosomes. Similar positive
results were indicated when Agropyron intermedium was used as the source of resistance for common wheat (WIENHUES-OHLENDORF, personal communication). From a
comparison of X-rays, thermal neutrons and radioactive phosphorus and sulphur,
LARTER and ELLIOTT(50) inferred that neutrons were most efficient, since this radiation source yielded the most translocations on the basis of surviving Ml-plants.
Both chromosome and gene mutations are of interest in recurrent radiation pro279
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grams of artificially induced autoploids. The procedure of "diploidization of autoploids" presumably involves something more than creation of structural differentiation
of the two homologous chromosome complements involved, though this goal may be
considered as the main part of the project. There is, besides, ample evidence that the
amount of bivalent and multivalent formation in polyploids also is genically controlled
(GAUL, 19, p. 535, 20). Our present knowledge concerning the actual physiological
background of this gene control is insufficient, but the assumption seems to be not
unrealistic that bivalent formation in polyploids is a result of a diverse balance between
structural differentiation, asynaptic gene action and chromosomal interference (the
action of the last factor was inferred by LINNERT, 52, 53). Moreover, it is well-known
that there is not necessarily a correlation between the degree of multivalent formation
and fertility in terms of seed setting (cf. MONTZING,60). Despite abundant multivalents
in natural polyploids there may be high fertility (cf. also LEVAN,51), sometimes caused
by a pronouncedly regular zig-zag orientation of the quadrivalents in the meiotic rectaphase combined with a high degree of terminalization (e.g.v. BERG, 3). Nevertheless,
in programs trying to change the physiological behaviour of an artificial autoploid
into one similar to that of an old established natural polyploid, chromosomal reorganization may be considered as the main part, as pointed out above. That reduction in
quadrivalent formation can be achieved by radiation is already indicated in tetraploid
Dactylis (STEBBINS,79). The structural differentiation can be induced on the tetraploid
or on the diploid level, in the latter case followed by chromosome doubling (MAc
KEY, 57). In either case it can be expected that additional hybridization, not only of
selected plants of the same variety, but also plants of different varieties will accelerate
the accumulation of structural and genic diversity. Results concerning most such projects seem to be still unpublished. To the knowledge of the author (cf. also MAC KEY,
1.c.) they are running on the tetraploid level with red clover (JULEN,personal communication), vetches (NORDENSKIOLD,62), Linum, rye (HAGBERG,personal communication)
and barley (MAc KEY, 57; HAGBERG,personal communication, GAUL, unpublished).
The author's program with 4n barley is advanced to the fourth radiation cycle, which
is growing this year in the nursery. On the diploid level experiments with barley are
being conducted by CALDECOTT(personal communication) and SHEBESKI(personal
communication).
Mutation spectrum
Returning to the question of controlling mutation production, evidence is accumulating that more than the relative frequency of chromosome versus point mutations
can be changed. The possibility of altering the proportion of different point mutations
and inducing by this a sort of"group mutability" was considered seriously by GUSTArSSON (32, 33) in barley. Also in Antirrhinum there were early indications (KNAPI' und
KAPLAN, 47; KAPLAN, 43, see also KAPLAN,42).
Recently in barley new evidence of different spectra of chlorophyll mutations has
been obtained by a comparison of the effect of X-rays alone with the effect of certain
chemical and physical treatments combined with X-rays (D'AMATOand GUSTAFSSON,7
GUSTAFSSONand NVBOM,35; GAUL, 22) and through a comparison of different radiation sources with mutagenic chemicals (MAc KEY, 56, EHRENBERG,GUSTAFSSONand
V. WETTSTEIN, l 1 ; HESLOTand FERRARY,38). Colchicine treatment for instance, given
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in addition to X-rays produced nearly three times as many viridis mutations as did
X-rays alone, whereas the frequency of albinas remained about equal (GAUL, 1.C.). Also
the fraction of erectoides among the total of viable mutations was reported to be different with X-rays than with neutrons (EHRENBERGand NYBOM, 10; NYBOM, 63). Furthermore there is increasing evidence for selective mutability in microorganisms (see
reviews of KAPLAN,45, 46; DEMEREC,9) and some evidence in Drosophila (FAHMYand
FAHMY, 15). Most striking in barley are the cases of nebularin and ~-propiolactone
which produce no albina mutations but in the one case only viridis and in the other only
xantha plus a small fraction of viridis mhtations (EHRENBERG,GUSTAESSON and v.
WETTSTEIN, 11 ; HESLOTand FERRARY, 38).
Though for various reasons, not all the data published on this subject are entirely
convincing, considering the total evidence there can be little doubt at present that
group mutability is a real phenomenon. In higher plants our knowledge of experimentally directing the creation of mutation spectra is so far almost completely restricted to
genes controlling various chlorophyll deficiencies in barley. There is, however, no
argument against the assumption that similarly the spectrum of viable mutations is
alterable. Future work along this line will be extremely important. The fact that
appropriate mutation spectra for viable mutations have not yet been worked out is a
result of the fact that until now too few mutations have been produced and/or screened.
3. CONTROLOF SELECTION
The aim of selection methods for induced mutations is quantitative and qualitative
control of the final output. There are two ways of selection control which may be considered here. First the problem of "diplontic selection" (intrasomatic selection) will
be discussed and then some ideas concerning screening methods of progressive mutations will be propounded.

Diplontic selection
Most of the applied work with mutations has been done with radiation of seeds or
of buds of shoots. Both of these consist of many cells. After the mutagenic treatment
there is, therefore, a competition between cells preserving their full vitality and those
more or less damaged. This competition leads to drastic elimination of mutated cells
(cf. GAUL, 23), which was formerly called intrasomatic or intra-individual selection
(KAPLAN,44). Recently, for various reasons the term diplontic selection of mutated
cells was proposed (GAUL,28). Between the treatment of seeds and the screening of
mutations in M 2 there is not only the diplontic elimination of mutated cells but also
the filter of haplontic and zygotic selection. Only the diplontic selection of the M 1generation will be regarded in the following.
In plants propagated sexually the primary intention of controlled diplontic selection
should be to obtain high mutation rates of the germ lines. In crops propagated vegetatively one is interested in getting high mutation frequencies of isolated shoots or other
parts of the plants not necessarily including the germ line. Any plan to get insight into
diplontic selection must start with the histologic structure as well as the histogenesis
which is characteristic of the material treated. Unfortunately in plants our present
knowledge of the developmental mechanics is limited.
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,In barley a working hypothesis concerning the course of diplontic selection was
advanced recently (GAUL, 28). In it the ontogenetical data available from the literature
are considered and it is in agreement with preliminary experimental results gathered by
cytogenetic and genetic as well as statistical means.
There is evidence that the generative tissue of a single spike is generally derived
from one or two cells of the embryo after radiation of seeds. Therefore, not infrequently individual spikes are chimeras. However, this situation presumably holds true,
only for about the first five tillers. The axillary buds or primordia of these are already
present in the dormant embryo. With strbng tillering two or even more spikes may
have a single embryo cell in common. This situation seems to be established fairly
safely. Furthermore there is some.evidence that the mutation frequency of the later
formed tillers is smaller than that of about the first five?) This refers to chromosome as
well as to point mutations (chlorophyll mutations). The influence of tillering on the
mutation frequency is shown in table 1. After X-raying, the seeds were divided into
TABLE 1. EFFECT OF CLOSENESS OF PLANTING OF M1-PLANTS ON TILLERING, FERTILITY AND FREQUENCY
OF CHLOROPHYLL

Year and
spacing

Number of I Number of i
M l - p l a n t s Isplkes per plant i
•

Close
Wide

1954

i

o/, fertility

Number of
M2-seeds sown

% mutants

o

i

1953
Close
Wide

MUTATIONS

650
116

2.9
8.3

64.7
68.5

15,640
9,000

0.6
0.4

319
320

6.2
8.1

62.0
64.5

25,096
34,481

0.9
0.7

two portions, the one part being planted with small space and the other with large,
which led to considerable differences in tillering. From results of two years it may be
inferred that there is a dilution-effect of mutations among the later formed tillers: the
more tillers per plant the lower the frequency of chromosome mutations (in terms of
Ml-sterility ) and of point mutations (chlorophyll mutations). Thus the working hypothesis makes the assumption that intercellular competition takes place extensively only
among the later formed tillers of the irradiated embryo. Consequently there is a pronounced loss of mutations. It is, however, assumed that with about the first five tillers
the situation is entirely different. In agreement with the fact that about five primordia
are detectable in the dormant embryo, it is supposed that the corpus initial cells which
will form the generative tissue of the first five spikes are already differentiated. There
are only one or a few (surviving) initial cells in the corpus of each axillary bud, at least
after radiation with commonly used dosages. If these initials are somewhat disturbed
through mutations there are generally no cells in the neighbourhood which compete
with or replace those already more or less determined to form the generative tissues of
the spikes. Consequently these axillary buds will carry on the genetic error.Mutated
cells will be eliminated only if the damage is so heavy that it surpasses a certain thres1) The enumeration means the order in which the axillary buds were originally formed, independent
of the fact that many of them are supposed to be killed. Thus, e.g. the fourth growing tiller can really
be the seventh formed.
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hold value, leading to death of the initial cell and, therefore, presumably also to death
in most cases of the whole bud or primordia. In other words, since there is only a
restricted competition among the initial cells forming the generative tissue of about the
first five spikes, there is relatively little elimination of mutations. The real field of intercellular competition lies within the later formed tillers not yet represented by definite
initial cells, and results there in a tremendous loss of mutations.
The bearing of this hypothesis was generally extended to all other plants (GAUL,28).
Its basic idea is that the highest mutation frequencies can be obtained through radiation of primordia or very young buds having only one or a few initial cells which will
form the tissue of interest. On the other hand, pronounced elimination of mutations
can be expected by selection of those shoots etc. which during the time of radiation
were represented by large growing points with many initial cells and layers. Here a
pronounced elimination of mutated cells takes place, whereas in the first case the intercellular competition is restricted. According to this "one initial cell theory" of high
mutation frequencies as a result of diplontic selection, in practice the theoretical ideal
may be approached either by removing all visible buds before irradiation or by selection after radiation of those shoots etc. which during the time of mutagenic treatment
were represented by a simple histological structure of relatively few cells.
With this hypothesis also the remarkable results of BAUER(1) with Ribes nigrum can
reasonably be explained. Many efforts had been made for a long time in several parts of
the world to get induced mutations in fruit trees and shrubs. The fact that the results
were poor can be explained by the great efficiency of the diplontic selection which eliminated all the originally induced mutations within the large growing points irradiated.
BAUER(l.~.),however, in black currants, obtained the highest mutation frequencies and they were surprisingly high - from shoots which regenerated at the base of the
irradiated buds, after the primary shoot was cut back (root stock selection). These
shoots are developed from primordia or young dormant buds which at the time of
irradiation had, presumably, only a structure of relatively few cells. It may be that besides the limited competition of the respective initials, the "root pressure" forced these
cells to form shoots even though they may sometimes have carried a mutation which
(83), applying a similar method to pome and stone
reduced the vitality. ZWINTZSCHER
fruits, obtained encouraging results, too.
Thus raising the total mutation frequency by a certain control of the diplontic
selection seems to be a realistic goal of the future, as is indicated by the results with
barley and black currants mentioned above. The question how eventually to utilize the
selection phenomena within the plant to get rid of detrimental mutations is, of course.
completely open.
Selection of mutatedplants
Selection of mutated plants can already start in the MI-generation. It was recently
suggested that if in barley one is interested in getting a high fraction of point mutations
and a low frequency of chromosomal aberrations, one should select fertile MI-spikes
and grow only these in M, (GAUL,21). This was proposed because the frequencies of
point mutations (chlorophyll mutations) were found to be no smaller in the progenies
of fertile MI-spikes than in those with disturbed fertility (GAUL,27). Table 2 shows the
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relation of seed-setting in Ml-spikes and the Ms-mutation frequencies of their progenies. The M~-spikes were put into six fertility classes and the mutation frequencies
of each class determined in M s. Table 2 presents the pooled results of two experiments
carried out in two different years. Each experiment consists of a number of series with
different dosages or treatments. The table is based on the fertilities and mutation frequencies of 26,587 Ma-spikes giving rise to 1,434 mutated spikes with 3,655 mutants. It
is obvious that the frequency of point mutations is essentually independent of the
sterility, which is mainly a consequence of chromosome aberrations. Even completely
fertile spikes, which were grouped separately in table 2, have no smaller mutation rate.
This situation is the same with low and heavy dosages, since each series was carefully
analyzed separately preceding the pooling of the total material.
TABLE 2. FERTILITY CLASSES OF M1-SPIKES AND THE RESPECTIVE FREQUENCIES OF CHLOROPHYLL MUTATIONS, EXPRESSED AS PERCENT OF MUTATED SEEDS ( ~ MUTATED M~-PLANTS) ON THE MI-SPIKES. 1)
REDUCED TILLERING (4.6 SPIKES PER PLANT)

Fertility classes

0

% mutated kernels

-

20

1.1

-

40

1.2

-

60

1.1

-

80

1.1

1.1

< 100

100%
1.2

1) based on 26,587 total spikes, 1,434 mutated spikes, 3,655 mutants.
Through selection of fertile Ml-spikes, therefore, one can expect to eliminate many
of the undesired chromosomal aberrations and by this to increase the efficiency of
screening for progressive mutations.
The equal mutation frequency of fertile spikes, however, is only approached when
the amount of tillering in the Ml-generation is reduced. This was intentionally done
in the exPeriments of table 2 by sowing the radiated seeds extremely close together and
late (photoperiodic influence). There is, however a series which was sown with abundant space for the sake of comparison. Whereas the other material had an average of
4.6 tillers per plant, this series had 8.3 and showed a decrease in mutation frequency
with increasing Ml-fert!lity, as is shown in table 3. This high tillering series is the same
as in the 1954 experiment of table 1, which had a lower total mutation frequency.
Again, because of the dilution effect on mutations in later formed tillers, these spikes
fell into the more fertile classes of table 3, having concomitantly fewer point mutations.
TABLE 3. FERTILITY CLASSES OF M1-SPIKES AND THE RESPECTIVE FREQUENCIES OF CHLOROPHYLL MUTATIONS, EXPRESSED AS PERCENT OF MUTATED SEEDS ( ~ MUTATED M2-PLANTS) ON THE MI-SPIKES1).
INCREASED TILLERING (8.3 SPIKES PER PLANT).
F e r t i l i t y classes

% mutated kernels

0

-

1.0

40

-

0.8

70

-

< 100

0.6

100 %

0.4

1) based on 2,597 total spikes, 91 mutated spikes, 239 mutants.
The discrepancy of these investigations with those published previously by Swedish
and German authors seems to be a consequence of both the intentional reduction of
tillering and the use of a measuring method of the mutation frequency which is free
of the statistical bias inherent in the method applied formerly (GAUL, 24, 25).
Regarding now questions of screening methods in M s and advanced generations, the
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emphasis should be put again on micro vital-mutations, as was already indicated in the
beginning of this paper. Induced small mutations in plants (Antirrhinum) were already
described by STUBBE(8 l) in 1934. That physiological mutations of economic importance
can also be induced and detected if appropriate screening methods are applied was early
shown by FREISLEBENand LEIN (16), who found a mildew-resistant mutant in barley.
Since then selection of many diverse resistant mutations has been reported in various
crops (for literature see reviews cited at the beginning of this paper). Though it appears
now that not all of these resistant genes are really a consequence of mutations, being
sometimes rather the result of outcrossing, 1) considering the whole evidence there can
be little doubt that resistance can be induced. How abundant resistant mutations are
is, however, still an open question because there are considerable discrepancies with
different investigators. Another indication for the assumption that physiological mutations are, as a whole, more frequent than drastic ones is given by the character of earliness. Because of the ease of detecting earliness mutations, they have been found frequently in all crops. There have been all gradations of earliness ranging from one day
to several weeks. In wheat HOFFMANN(40) screened among progenies of morphologically unchanged Mz-plants for baking quality and found some "physiological mutants"
which were distinctly superior to the mother strain. Recently most convincing evidence
of the abundance of small mutations was presented by GREGORY (29, 30, 31) in his
extensive and most careful investigations of X-rayed peanuts. After random selection
of normal appearing M2-plants he found in progeny tests in the M 3 a striking rise of
the genetic variance of a quantitative character (yield), the increase being fourfold as
compared with the controls.
If the hypothesis of the frequent occurrence of micro vital-mutations is correct,
efforts will have to be made to develop mass selection methods for detecting them.
Concerning characters as resistance or earliness such methods are already easily available. Another classical example where screening for a specific character was succesful,
though with spontaneous mutations, was early given by v. SENGBUSCH (69, 70)
who discovered by a simple chemical reaction sweet lupines in a tremendous material of
bitter ones. Recently, in Melilotus albus, SCHEMEand HDLSMANN(66) screened successfully for plants with low content of cumarin after treatment with mutagenic chemicals.
Mass selection methods should have to focus on more or less specific characters. It was
however suggested recently (GAUL, 21) that the characters chosen for screening need
not necessarily be themselves of breeding value. From overwhelming evidence, particularly in Drosophila, Zea Mays, Antirrhinum and Hordeum, it is clear that almost every
mutation has a pronounced pleiotropic effect. It is only a matter of investigating thoroughly enough to detect it. Sometimes a drastic change in the environment where the
plants grow makes it easier to detect the manifold effects of a single gene mutation, as
was e.g. shown in Antirrhinum by BRUCHER (4) and STUBBE (82). It was, therefore,
suggested (GAUL 1.C.) to attempt, as a first step, screening for "indicator mutations"
1) Owing to the pronounced male sterility in M1, flowers often remain open for a longer period of
time than normally, and are thus more subject to cross-pollination. Presumably appropriate isolation
of the Ml-generation has not been made in all of the previous experiments, so that the mutagenic
nature of selected plants of agronomic value reported may sometimes be doubtful. This question was
subject to a serious discussion during the Golden Anniversary Meetings of the American Society o f
Agronomy, Division VII, November 18-22, 1957 (cf. also KONZAK, 48).
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characterized by small morphological or physiological deviations. Then, as a second
step, these mutants would have be to tested as to whether they also effect by their
pleiotropic gene action characters o f breeding value like yield etc. There is, at least in
diploid plants, the hope that a m o n g these mutations the fraction of progressive ones is
m u c h higher than a m o n g either drastic deviations or a pure r a n d o m sample. It can
be expected that, following such a program, selection in M 3 will usually be more advisable than in M 2. Since in the M3-generation not only single plants but a group o f
mutants is available having the same genotype, it seems easier to search for small mutations. This m a y be done either by purely morphological methods with plants grown
normally in the field, using possibly ruler and scale, or by testing reactions of seeds or
seedlings under various artificial and extremely changed laboratory conditions.
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SAMENVATTING
De aspecten van kunstmatige mutaties voor de plantenveredeling
N a een kort overzicht van de perspectieven v o o r toepassing van kunstmatige mutatie
bij de plantenveredeling wordt nader ingegaan op enige problemen die thans de aandacht hebben. V o o r het beheersen van de kunstmatige mutaties is het van veel belang
de frequentie van mutatie te kunnen vergroten en te kunnen bevorderen dat relatief
minder c h r o m o s o o m - en meer gen-mutaties tot stand komen. Vooral van de micromutaties verwacht schrijver vooruitzichten voor de plantenveredeling. Het is echter
thans nog zeer moeilijk d a a r o p te selecteren.
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SUMMARY
Actively growing young rhizomes of various Alstroemeria cultivars, most sterile hybrids, were
treated with X-rays. The optimum dose was about 400 rad for diploid cultivars and 500-600 rad for
triploid ones.
Although the buds on the rhizomes most certainly have multicellular apices, no X-ray mutant
showed any sign of chimerism. Hence only solid(-looking) mutants were obtained. This phenomenon,
an unforeseen but advantageous circumstance, could not be explained.
Among the rather large number of mutants, several proved to be improvements and have been
released to the trade such as cvs. Canaria Stagula, Yellow Tiger Stavero, White Wings Staretto,
Harmony Stabroza and Rosita Stareza.
INTRODUCTION

The main advantage of mutation breeding is the ability to induce one or a few favourable mutations of an outstanding cultivar without altering the remaining genotype.
Furthermore induction of mutations is the only means of introducing genetic variation in sterile cultivars or species of vegetatively propagated plants.
The possibilities of mutation breeding in vegetatively propagated species are
favourable, in general, for various reasons, such as the usually large heterozygosity
of the material which allows direct detection of mutations in the irradiated material.
In vegetatively propagated ornamentals, in which the intention is often improvement
in visible characteristics, selection of potentially useful mutations is generally easy
(BROERTJES, 1968).
One of the main stumbling-blocks in vegetatively propagated species is chimera
formation, after irradiation of multicellular apices, as well as ‘diplontic selection’ to
which the mutated cell is exposed. They can be avoided and restricted by the adventitious bud technique (BROERTJES et al., 1968), which has already proved itself in various
crops, such as Streptocarpus
(BROERTJES, 1969), Achimenes (BROERTJES, 1972) and
Kulunchol; (BROERTJES & LEFFRING, 1972).
This technique, however, cannot be applied in the case of Alstroemeria and the only
available method seemed therefore to be the irradiation of actively growing rhizomes
of young plants (Fig. 1). These steadily growing rhizomes carry tiny buds, in various
stages of development, ultimately growing out into flowering shoots. The irradiation
of shoots is useless since no method of propagation for them is yet available.
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Fig. 1. Actively growing rhizomes of a young
Alstroemeria
plant with buds in various stages
of development.

MATERIALSAND

METHODS

The genus Alstroemeriu, a herb with leafy stems, is a member of the monocotyledonous
family Amaryllidaceae. It is named after a Swedish botanist, Baron Klas von Alstroemer, who brought the first seeds of A. oelegrina from South America to Europe.
Most, if not all, species originate from S. America, mainly from central Chile and
central Brazil, but also from Bolivia, Paraguay and Argentina (KOORNNEEF, 1972;
VANRAALTE,
1971).
The species A. aurantiaca, A. ligtu and A. pelegrina are probably progenitors of the
modern hybrids, which produce larger flowers and are extremely lasting as a cutflower (OOSTHOEK, 1967).
Many of the recent hybrids are developed by GOEMANS (1962) (Parigo Horticultural Co., Spalding, England). By crossing a sport of an unpublished species with a
second species and subsequently with A. aurantiuca he obtained the so-called ‘Parigo
hybrids’, such as the pink-flowered ‘Ballerina’, ‘Pink Attraction’ and ‘Pink Perfection’, the red-flowered ‘Carmen’, ‘Marina’ and ‘Pimpernel’, the yellow-flowered
‘Sussex Gold’ and the pinky-yellow flowered cultivar ‘Parigo’s Charm’, to mention
only a few. A somewhat different type, Alstroemeria cv. Orchid fl (syn. cv. Walter
Fleming), a white and yellow flowered cultivar, originated much earlier, probably
as a spontaneous interspecific hybrid. The cultivars Beauty, Regina and others are
recent products of van Staaveren’s breeding programme.
The majority of these cultivars are sterile, probably either through interspecific
hybrid sterility with the diploid chromosome number (2n = 16) (cvs. Beauty and
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Plate 1. Rhizomes of
Alstroemeria cv. Orchid fl.

Plate 2. Alstroemeria
Orchid fl (control).

cv.

Plate 4. Alstroemeria cv.
White Wings.

Plate 5. Alstroemeria cv.
Yellow Tiger.

Plate 3. Mutant of ‘Orchidfl’
(larger flowers).

Plate 6. Alstroemeria
Canaria.

cv.

Plate 7. Mutant of amutant
of ‘Orchid fl’ (more
pronounced striping).

Plate 8. Mutant of ‘Orchid fl
(pronounced striping).

Plate 9. Pink-flowered mutant
of Alstroemeria cv. Starosa.

Plate 10. Alstroemeria
Regina (control).

Plate 11. Alstroemeria
Rosita.

Plate 12. Alstroemeria
Harmony.

cv.

cv.

cv.
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Orchid fl) or because one of the parents (A. aurantiaca?) was an unknown spontaneous tetraploid, resulting in triploid sterile seedlings (most of the Parigo hybrids).
Triploids such as cv. Regina are also reported after crossing diploids, most likely
because one of the gametes had an unreduced chromosome number. (We have not
checked the chromosome numbers but triploidy seems to be confirmed by (small)
differences in radiosensitivity between the diploid and triploid categories.)
All these sterile hybrids are among the best of present-day Alstroemeria cultivars.
They are attracting a fast increasing interest among cutflower growers because of their
flower form, the increasing choice of flower colours, the favourable lasting quality
and also because of the increasing knowledge of cropping methods (ANONYMOUS,
1969; VAN DORDT,
1969; LELIEVELD,
1972a, 1972b; VAN RAALTE,
1971, p. 48-51;
VERBOOM,
1972).
The area on which Altroemeria is grown increases steadily by about 20 % per year.
In the Netherlands it amounted to 7 ha in 1972. The total annual value of production
is now estimated at 2.5-3.0 million guilders and it is therefore not surprising that
breeders are looking for methods of improving the modern assortment by, for instance, enlarging the range of flower colours of the best cultivars. These could be the
cultivars with the highest quantity or quality of flowers, or types that react most
favourably to the cropping methods practised or types that tend to be year-round.
In the Netherlands, the main flowering period is May. Over a rather short period,
50-70 flowering shoots per plant are cut. About six weeks earlier, from mid March mid April, the rhizomes are actively growing, forming shoots and secondary rhizomes.
Probably as the result of long day and higher temperatures the plant stops growing
until August when regrowth starts and gives rise to a second crop in October-November.
To our knowledge nothing has been published about the genetics of Alstroemeria.
Neither the number nor the nature of flower colour genes, for example, was known
so that its suitability for mutation breeding had to be investigated by trial and error.
The same was true for characters like flower size, form, plant height and number or
quality of the flowers. Spontaneous mutations occur but seldom.
The only available method of vegetative propagation, at present, is to divide plants
and to make use of the fairly large number of fast-growing rhizomes that continue
to grow and regularly develop shoot apices which then become flower-bearing shoots.
Since a mutated cell has its largest chance when induced in the youngest possible
developmental stage of a meristem or apex, the best material to be irradiated seemed
to be the actively growing rhizomes of young plants. Our experience was that the best
time for irradiation was during March-April. First selections could often be made in
May or June and promising mutants were isolated by cutting them off the rhizome.
A second selection was made during the next flowering period. If the irradiation was
too heavy, the first selection could be made only in spring of the next year. Plants
irradiated during reduced vegetative growth (May through August; November
through February) generally die.
The irradiation was carried out with a Philips 250125 deep therapy apparatus,
usually operating at 250 kV and I5 mA, without an extra filter. The dose rate ranged
from 50-150 rad/min. X-ray doses were determined with a Philips Universal Dosimeter connected to a hose-shaped intracavity ionization chamber, placed among the
material at a representative position.
Euphytica 23 (1974)
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RESULTS

The first irradiations were intended to estimate the radiosensitivity of the material.
The dose ranged from 50 rad to several kilorads. Alstroemeria cultivars and, more
specifically, actively growing rhizomes proved to be very radiosensitive. For cv.
Orchid fl (syn. cv. Walter Fleming) and other diploid cultivars the optimum dose of
X-rays lays between 350 and 400 rad. A good choice is either 400 rad for all material
or, even better, a choice of three or four doses ranging from 350 to 500 rad. By this
method, the risk of small fluctuations in radiosensitivity or inaccuracies in the dose
was less. Cultivars reported as being triploids were less sensitive, as would be expected. Their optimum dose was between 500 and 700 rad.
A selection of cultivars was irradiated during about 10 years of experiments (Table
l), being a cooperative project between BV Handelskwekerij van Staaveren and the
Association Euratom-ITAL.
Similar projects have also been initiated with other
Table 1, Various data of mutation breeding experiments with Alstroemeria cultivars.
Cultivar irradiated

Optimum
dose
W)

Total number of plants
irradiated*
..
1971
until
1969
1969
+
+
1972
1970

Various3
about 500 50
Orchid fl
400-450 530
(syn. cv. Walter Fleming)
(2n = 16)

Regina (2n = 24)

500-600

Beauty (2n = 16)
Edison (2n = 16)
Starosa (2n = 16)

about 400
about400
about400

500

160

-

-

90
40

90

Mutation
frequency*
(%I

Mutation spectrum
(potentially favourable
mutations)

*

flower: more white, more
yellow, pinkish;
increased striping;
larger or smaller
plant: heavier growth
(generally less productive)
quality: better (more 1st
grade flower stalks
flower: champagne to
light pink colours
plant: reduced height

t
90
100
90
650

- (so far
- (so far)
+

flower: pink colour
plant: better growth
from - to + flower : better pink,
heavier striping
plant: better growth
(sometimes less productive)

Various numbers
3m600
(seedlings) or mutants
(2n = 16)
(2n = 24)

50

1 The average number of rhizomes
probably about 5.
’ + more than 5; f less than 1;
3 Various preliminary small-scale
and radiosensitivity were carried
pelegrina.

per plant was about 5. The number of apices per rhizome is also
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experiments on method of propagation, material to be irradiated,
out between 1962 and 1964 with A. aurantiaca, A. ligtu and A.
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private plant breeding firms, but, since these started later, no commercial results can
yet be reported. Since such proiects are set up on a very practical basis, no extensive
data are to be expected, such as precise number of mutants per dose or an exact
description of the mutation spectrum. Only absolutely necessary observations were
carried out and only those mutants were collected, multiplied and observed that were
likely to succeed in the trade.
As can be seen from Table 1, most experience was obtained with cv. Orchid fl (syn.
cv. Walter Fleming) which was also the first one to be irradiated on a relatively large
scale. Although the mutation frequency was low (<lx),
a few hundred mutants
were obtained, which demonstrated that all kinds of characteristic could be induced
to mutate (last column of Table 1). Selections were made for flower colour, different
degrees of striping of the inner petals (especially the two upper ones), flower size, but
differences were also found in plant height, production and quality.
An advantageous circumstance was the fact that all mutants for directly visible
characteristics seemed to be solid (non-chimeral) mutants. Whether they were true
solid mutants or periclinal chimeras was not investigated. The former, however, seems
more probable since various radiation-induced cultivars of Alstroemeria have been
grown on a large scale without a single case of ‘backsporting’, (in other words spontaneous (partial) uncovering of a periclinal chimera). During all the years of mutation breeding only one sectorial chimera was observed.
This phenomenon of mutants being solid or resembling solid mutants could be
explained on the basis of a unicellular top meristem of the rhizome. But this seems
unlikely. Another explanation would be that the shoot apices on the rhizomes develop
from one or a restricted number of epidermal cells similar to adventitious buds on
petiole basis of detached leaves, which originate from one cell (BROERTJES
et al., 1968).
Whatever the explanation, this advantageous circumstance facilitates (early) selection as well as further clonal propagation of a promising mutant.
So far, five mutants have been introduced to the trade, mainly from material
irradiated before 1970. They are:
cv. Canaria Stagula: mutant of cv. Orchid fl ; yellow outer petals (colour code RHS
8 A) and darker orange-yellow inner petals (RHS 17B and C);
cv. Yellow Tiger Stavero: mutant of cv. Orchid fl ; darker yellow outer petals with
more pronounced reddish-brown striping of inner petals;
cv. White Wings Staretto: mutant of cv. Orchid fl ; white outer petals and white
central inner petals;
cv. Harmony Stabroza; mutant of cv. Regina, the outer petals being mutated from
RHS 62C to RHS 26C, with the inner petals more yellow;
cv. Rosita Stareza: mutant of cv. Regina. The outer petals being RHS .54C, the
inner petals having a more pronounced reddish-brown striping. The growth in the
length of cv. Rosita is about 20% less than of cv. Regina.
Since 1970, many more rhizomes of various cultivars have been irradiated. They
have produced a number of mutants, which are now being propagated and selected.
Among the cultivars irradiated are also several mutants which, in turn, have produced
mutants after irradiation. From cv. Canaria, for instance, a mutant has been obtained with more pronounced striping.
Also in cooperation with other plant breeding firms, hundreds of plants of several
Euphytica 23 (1974)
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different cultivars have been irradiated, in some cases already with first results. It is
therefore to be expected that the number of commercial mutants will increase rapidly
during the next 5-10 years.
CONCLUSION

Apart from the fact that mutation breeding is the only way of inducing variation in
sterile cultivars of vegetatively propagated crops, as in many of the best Alstroemeria
hybrids, it has been demonstrated that commercial mutants can be produced fairly
easily and rapidly by this method. This is, to some extent, due to the circumstance
that (almost) exclusively solid (looking) mutants are obtained when actively growing
rhizomes of young plants are being irradiated. The heterozygosity, which was not
expected to be large since the modern assortment derives from only a few ancestral
species, turned out to be large enough to induce and obtain variability for a number
of important (ornamental or commercial) characteristics. Thus, within a few years
(bulk irradiation started in 1967), five commercial mutants and an even greater number of promising mutants were obtained. Many more are to be expected in the near
future, as Alstroemeria becomes increasingly popular as a cut flower.
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Selection of a mutant from adventitious shoots formed in X ray treated cherry
leaves and differentiation of standard and mutant with R A P D s
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Summary

An obstacle when using scions or in vitro shoots for mutation induction is the occurrence of chimeras. When
adventitious shoots are formed from irradiated material these usually are derived from single cells, this leading to
homohistont mutants. Since Prunus avium regenerates adventitious shoots from leaves at a low rate only (Yang &
Schmidt, 1992), leaves of the interspecific cherry rootstock '209/1' (P. cerasus x P. canescens) were irradiated.
~209/1' regenerates adventitious shoots readily. Dosages applied were 5, 10, 20 and 40 Gy. Shoot production
following 5 Gy irradiation was similar to the control. The application of 40 Gy resulted in strong damage with only
few leaves regenerating. Among the adventitious shoots from leaves irradiated with 20 Gy one shoot was evident
already in vitro with thicker and smaller leaves having a serrate margin. It was cloned as '209/1-20m'. The clone
stayed stable since 1990 in vitro, in the greenhouse and the field. Compared with standard '209/1 ~ the mutant is
very dwarf.
Research to differentiate between standard '209/1' and ~209/1-20m' was done using RAPDs. Among the decamer
primer kits D, J, and T from Operon Technologies, Calif. Only primer OPJ05 (5'CTCCATGGGG3') differentiated
between '209/1 ~and '209/1-20m ~. Rootstock ~209/1 ~showed one band of 2 kb additionally. This band is missing in
the mutant.
Introduction

For mutation breeding the production of non-chimeric
mutants is highly desirable. Unstable mericlinal
chimeras automatically occur when plant parts with
multi-cellular apices are irradiated. Moreover, the
so called intrasomatic selection in a multi-cellular
apex often prevents the appearance of mutated cells.
Chimeras can be converted into stable solid mutants
by repeated pruning. Vegetative propagation is often
necessary.
The possibility to regenerate plants from single
cells would automatically result in a high percentage
of solid mutants. The adventitious bud technique has
successfully been used for mutation breeding of vegetatively propagated horticultural crops (Broertjes &
van Harten, 1988). This method involves irradiation
of, and adventitious shoot regeneration from detached

leaves. The basis for the method is the origin of adventitious shoots from single cells.
Since adventitious shoots could be regenerated
from in vitro leaves of cherry rootstock '209/1' (Yang
et al., 1991), this genotype was used as model plant
to investigate the potential significance of the adventitious shoot technique for mutation breeding of woody
fruit plants. At first attention was paid to assay the
radiosensitivity of in vitro leaves, because such informations are prerequisites for a mutation induction
experiment. An induced mutant with changed leaves
can be identified during the stages of in vitro shoot
regeneration. This mutant was investigated morphologically and by means of PCR techniques.
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Table 1. Adventitious shoot regeneration from
leaves of ~209/1~in relation to irradiation dosages,
n=60
Dose
(Gy)

%ofleaves
formingshoo~

Numberof
adventitious
shoots/leaf

0
5
10
20
40

52a
55a
32b
28b
2

2,0a
1,9a
1,1b
0,6b
0

Values havingdifferentletters are significantly
different at c~= 5%.

Material and methods
The cherry rootstock ~209/V, an interspecific hybrid
derived from the crossing between Prunus cerasus •
P. canescens, was used in all experiments.
Adventitious shoot regeneration from detached leaves
All leaves used are derived from in vitro propagated
shoots. The media and environmental conditions previously described (Yang, 1992) were used.
Irradiation procedure
Immediately after plating, the detached leaves were
irradiated with doses between 5, 10, 20 and 40 Gy,
using an X-ray machine. The technical data were: 12
mA, 150 kV, 1.7 m m Al-filter; dose rate at a distance of
55 cm from the focus to the petridishes: 0.9 Gy m i n - 1.
For the measurement of the radiosensitivity of the in
vitro leaves the mean number of adventitious shoots per
explant and the percentages of leaves forming shoots
were estimated.
Identification of the mutant with RAPDs
DNA was prepared from fresh leaves by using the isolation method described by Colosi and Schaal (1993).
The samples were assayed in comparison with a standard after gel electrophoresis and contained approximately 20 ng/#l DNA. Two microliter DNA sample
containing app. 40 ng of genomic DNA were used for
the PCR. The PCR procedure described by Williams
et al. (1990) was followed with minor modifications
(Yang & Krueger, 1993). The decamer primers of Kits
D, J and T from Operon Technologies, Calif. were
screened.

Fig. 1. Normalplant (1.)and mutant(r.) derivedfromirradiated leaf
of ~2f~?/1~using 20 Gy.

Results and discussion
Radiosensitivity of in vitro leaves
X-ray treated leaves were cultivated under optimal conditions for adventitious shoot regeneration. Differences
were observed four weeks after the irradiation with
regard to the mean number of shoots per explant and
the percentage of leaves forming shoots (Table 1). The
treatment by 5 Gy does not show significant irradiation
damages, the treated leaves produced as many shoots
as does the control. LD50 was calculated as nearly 20
Gy. Since only one out of fifty leaves treated with 40
Gy formed shoots this dose is regarded too high for in
vitro leaves of ~209/1 ~.
Mutant selection and identification with RAPDs
Among the adventitious shoots from leaves irradiated with 20 Gy one shoot was evident already in vitro
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Fig. 2. Comparison of RAPD fragment patterns of ~209/1~(I.) and its X ray mutant ~209/1-20m~(r.), produced by different decamer primers,
the lane 1 and 2 were amplified using primer OPJ05.

with thicker and smaller leaves having a serrate margin. Compared with standard '209/V the mutant is very
dwarf (Fig. 1). The mutant was cloned in vitro; several hundred propagated plants proved to be identical,
indicating that '209/1-20m' is a homohistont mutant.
The screening o f 60 decamer primers of Kits D, J
and T resulted in the selection o f primer OPJ05 which
differentiated between '209/1' and ' 2 0 9 / 1 - 2 0 m ' as is
shown in Fig. 2. The standard has one band of 2 kb
additionally; this band is missing in the mutant, indicating that ' 2 0 9 / 1 - 2 0 m ' is a solid mutant. The band of
two kb must be also present in the mutant when being
a chimera.
A prerequisite for the induction o f solid mutants
using the adventitious bud technique is the single cell
origin of shoots. Because regeneration from leaves is
an unpredictable event, it was quite difficult to observe
the patterns o f shoot formation. The results presented
in this paper give an indirect evidence for the origin o f
the adventitious shoot from single cells.
If it is possible to achieve a reasonably high number
o f leaves regenerating the adventitious bud technique
could be o f great potential value for mutation breeding

of woody fruit plants as was shown in the herbacious
plants (Broertjes et al., 1976; Broertjes, 1982).
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THE BOTANICAL R E V I E W
IN TRODU CTION

In contrast to the indirect use of radiation in tracer techniques
or the direct cause and effect phenomena that characterize its use
in sterlilization and food preservation, the induction by radiation
and usage of beneficial genetic variants are in a different category
of complexity. Here the event of an ionizing radiation causing a
change in the fundamental hereditary material is only the beginning of a chain of circumstances. The change is first at a molecular
level; it is then taken up by the self-reproducing chromosome units;
there is recombination with the residual genotype; and the reaction
of the genotype with the environment becomes involved. Then the
influence of man is felt in selecting those genotypes which meet
his particular needs and there is the multiplication of these individuals and populations which carry the desirable inherent qualities at
the expense of others. Thus a whole series of events occurs, not
predictable in terms of the physical or chemical properties of the
initial response, so that artificial alteration of a single locus,
in a single chromosome, in a single organism could conceivably
result in such a divergent phenomenon as the growing of a new
variety of plant throughout a large area.
It is commonly stated that the use of radiation in agriculture to
improve crop plants represents a new departure from conventional
methods. A more meaningful comparison than that of "mutation
breeding" vs. "conventional breeding" may be made by considering
the relation of both methods to experimental evolution----defined
in this context as the experimental modification of gene frequencies in populations. There are four evolutionary forces that influence gene frequency. They are mutation, gene migration or the
consequences of hybridization, selection, and chance. In conventional breeding methods the store of natural variability, either
present in the sample population initially or introduced through
hybridization, is subjected to recombination and selection, and the
frequency of favorable combinations of genes is thereby increased
and fixed. The initial variability is, however, provided only through
spontaneous mutation. Spontaneous mutations occur at such low
frequencies that it is not usually considered practical to await the
appearance of desirable ones; so the conventional methods of plant
or animal improvement stress selection and, where necessary,
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hybridization in order to accomplish a favorable shift in gene
frequency.
So-called "mutation breeding" differs in that there is initial emphasis on induction of desired hereditary changes, rather than on
utilization of existing variability. After variability has been produced artifically, as with radiation, the techniques of selection and
testing are no different from those employed in conventional
methods.
It is the experience of genetics that when an organism is studied
extensively enough genetically, as, e.g., maize and Drosophila,
the conclusion appears justified that all parts and processes of the
organism are under the control of genes. It is further the experience
of genetics that all genes are subject to mutation. If these two statemerits are correct the inevitable conclusion is that all parts and
processes of an organism are capable of being altered by mutation.
Although the naturally occurring or spontaneous mutations
have in the past provided the basis for improvement of all cultivated plants and domesticated animals, we are not satisfied with
the accomplishment. We are not only dissatisfied, but are also impatient. We seek to control more effectively and to speed up
appreciably the tailoring of useful plants and animals to meet our
needs. It may even be necesssary to speed up the controlled evolution of organisms vital to our existence in view of the rapid alterations that humans are causing in the fauna, flora and available
habitats over a large part of the earth's surface. Consider, for
example, the increasing menace from pathogenic organisms attacking crop plants when relatively uniform homozygous genotypes, as
of wheat, are grown over large areas. This situation accounts in
part for the strong interest in the induction or selection of diseaseresistant mutants in the small grains in this country.
Once the fact is established that it is possible to produce beneficial or progressive mutations--i.e., that not all artificially induced
mutations are detrimental then the question of using the method
in agriculture becomes largely one of economics (56). Is it economical to launch a program in plant improvement using radiation
to induce mutations? To what particular circumstances is it applicable? Can the desired mutants be produced with sutficient frequency? Can techniques for recognizing and screening the improved forms be refined for practical use?
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HISTORICAL Ri~SUMI~

The effects of ionizing radiations on plants have been studied
since the early 1900's, but through the 1920's publications on
this subject emphasized only morphological and physiological responses. It remained for Muller and Stadler to provide in 192728 the first definite evidence that the appearance of sudden
heritable changes in plants and animals is greatly increased in
frequency by ionizing radiations. That this method might be used
to increase variability in crop plants was recognized early by a
few geneticists and plant breeders in Sweden, Germany and Russia.
In 1929 Nilsson-Ehle and Gustafsson (37) began experiments
using irradiation to induce mutations in cultivated plants. In 193435 the first promising mutants in barley---dense-eared, stiff-strawed
types called erectoides--were produced. In 1940 investigations
were started at Sval6f according to a comprehensive program which
included induction of X-ray mutations in a number of agricultural
plants and also a study of the mechanism of induction.
In Russia, during the 1930's, studies were made on the potentialities of radiation as a tool in plant breeding. Delauney (15)
and Sapehin (72) both produced mutations in wheat and published
results indicating that the method has definite possibilities. Their
studies might well have flowered into genuinely profitable contributions had they not been eclipsed by the chicanery of Lysenkoism.
In Germany the early work of Stubbe on mutations induced in
plants by radiation was followed by investigations of a more applied nature (83). In 1942 Freisleben and Loin (23) reported
positive results on the induction of resistance to mildew in barley,
and by 1944 they had isolated 92 induced mutations in one variety
of barley (24). These studies are being continued in Germany,
useful mutations having been reported as induced in barley (4,
41), wheat (68), flax (42), soybeans (90) and black currant (5).
In Austria, Hiinsel and Zakovsky (39) found evidence that by
radiation of barley, resistance to mildew may be produced as
frequently as lethal albino chlorophyll variants.
The statement is often made that work on the induction of
beneficial mutations was not undertaken in this country until after
the potentialities had been demonstrated in Europe. However,
attention should be drawn to a paper by Horlacher and Killough
(44) in 1933 entitled "Progressive Mutations Induced in Gos-
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sypium hirsutum by Radiations." They say--"Mutations which
are progressive have been produced in cotton by x-ray treatment
of dry seeds. These mutations consist of:
(1) A mutation from forked leaf shape to normal leaf shape.
(2) A mutation from virescent yellow leaf and plant color to
normal green leaf and plant color.
The mutation rate in each case was less than one percent".
Evidence was also presented for reversible mutations, that is,
from normal leaf to forked, and from green to virescent yellow
leaf. It is of interest to note that radiation of dry seeds was used,
the method which today has been most productive of beneficial
mutations.
It is true that there was little research or confidence in the potentialities of radiation-induced mutations for agriculture on the
part of American plant breeders until the 1950's. In Canada in
1950 Shebeski began a program in induced mutation and, in
1954, he and Lawrence (74) reported the induction of beneficial
mutations that conferred stem rust resistance and stiffer straw in
barley. Concurrently, Konzak (50) at the Brookhaven National
Laboratory and Frey (25) at Iowa State College published positive results on inducing stem rust resistance in oats.
In the past few years a number of workers in this country (76),
in Europe (60) and in Asia (12, 45, 46, 49) have reported the
induction of beneficial mutations in an increasing variety of materials. The recent interest has developed concomitantly with the
expansion of atomic energy programs and the general availability
of more sources of radiation.
TYPES OF RADIATION AND T H E I R E F F E C T S

Six kinds of radiation have been used most extensively to induce
mutations. These arc: X-rays, ~,-ray, /~-rays, fast neutrons, slow
neutrons, and ultraviolet rays.
The first two, X-rays and A-rays, are electromagnetic radiations of very short wavelength. Their energy may be absorbed
by atoms in the tissue through which they pass, causing an ejection
of planetary electrons and thus resulting in ionizations and consequent changes in chemical reactivity. Kinetic energy in the ejected
electron produces further ionizations. The biological effects result
from paths of ionizations, of relatively low or sparse ion density,
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produced along the track of the ejected electron. Genetic alterations may be effected through direct change in the gene molecules
or indirectly through other chemical changes in the cell.
Since the biological effects of X-rays and ;~-rays are produced by the ejected high-speed electron, it follows that similar
results can be obtained by direct bombardment with electrons, i.e.,
B-particles of comparable energies, but these do not penetrate tissue
for more than a few mm. However, certain radioisotopes, such as
p32, emit /3-particles during atomic disintegration, and can be
administered so as to reach the region of actively dividing cells.
In addition, since ps~ is transmutated into sulfur (S ~) as it disintegrates, this may have additional disruptive effects, leading to
mutation if the radioactive isotope has become incorporated in the
genetic material.
Neutrons are electrically neutral particles and in a somewhat
different category. Fast neutrons cause ionization indirectly by collision with nuclei of atoms, mostly hydrogen, in the tissue. Their
biological effects are almost wholly due to the densely ionizing
protons from hydrogen, whereas the effects of B-particles and
X-rays are due primarily to sparsely ionizing electrons. Slow
neutrons produce their effects as a result of radiations emitted
following transmutation reactions that occur when they are captured by nuclei of elements in the tissues penetrated, or by later
decay of radioisotopes produced. An important biological reaction
is the transmutation of nitrogen in which a proton is emitted and
dense ionization is caused in the neighborhood of the capture event.
The third distinctly different kind of radiation that has been
used to induce mutations, namely, ultraviolet rays, primarily
causes excitation and photochemical reactions through selective
absorption by cellular constituents, mostly nucleic acids, in producing genetic effects. UV rays do not penetrate tissues appreciably,
so that mutation studies with higher plants using this agent have
been confined to analyzing the results of pollen treatments.
Differential biological effects of irradiation have been interpreted
mainly in terms of different ion densities and of the relative importance of ionization vs. excitation in the reactions involved.
Both gene mutations and chromosome breakage result from the
dissipation of the initial radiant energy into ultimate chemical
reactions.
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INDUCED MUTATIONS VS. CHROMOSOMAL BREAKAGE
AND SPONTANEOUS MUTATIONS

The question of whether ionizing radiations, or any other mutagens, are capable of inducing true "point" mutations or "intragenic"
mutations, unaccompanied by breaks in and rearrangements of
chromosomes, has been a subject of much debate and experimentation. Its eventual resolution depends on further understanding of
the relation between the longitudinal cohesive forces holding the
chromosome intact and the functioning of the ultimate units of
heredity. A detailed discussion of investigations in this field is not
within the scope of this paper.
In a recent discussion of the problem in relation to spontaneous
mutation, Muller (61) has stated: "The best answer we have to
this question lies in the mass of data obtained in X- and gamma
ray experimentation on Drosophila which shows that, despite the
production of clear-cut deficiencies and other structural changes,
a very large proportion of the seeming point mutations, and especially of those induced in stages with extended chromosomes are
in no known way distinguishable from the mutations that have
arisen spontaneously. In fact, experience shows that every spontaneous mutant of Drosophila can, if thoroughly searched for, also
be found after X-ray treatment." Giles (29) has shown for certain
loci in Neurospora that changes occur in both directions: induced
so-called forward mutations, from wild-type to mutant phenotype,
can be induced to back-mutate to an essentially wild type.
It is a concept of considerable practical importance that the
gene mutations caused by ionizing radiations can be found, if an
intensive enough search is made, to be a counterpart of spontaneous mutations, i.e., those that account for the natural variability of the species. Actually, in application it matters little
whether the mutation is a minute rearrangement on the intergenic
level or a true intragenic change. Although the spectrum and frequency of mutants may not be exactly the same, artificial induction of mutations from a practical standpoint may be considered
as essentially a rapid "passing in review" of the spontaneous mutations that have not been previously incorporated into the genotype
at hand. In this sense the expectation is not so much that genuinely
novel variants will be produced by radiations; rather it is that any
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population of cultivated plant is conceived as only a selected
sample of the potential inherent variability of the species and
that this potential can be called forth by irradiation or exposure to
some other agent of the mutagenic arsenal. A similar spectrum
of variations might be picked up in nature if the species were
widespread and particularly if it were cross-breeding. The possible
inaccessibility of the desired variants and the expense of collecting
and maintaining natural variations points up the fact that the use
of radiation to produce mutations artificially is, to an important
degree, one of economics.
FACTORS WHICH MODIFY GENETIC EFFECTS OF RADIATION

A prime objective in the genetic use of radiation in crop improvement is to be able to control the treatment so that the frequency of desired mutants can be increased and the frequency of
undesirable effects reduced. Considering the rather basically different mode of action of the main sources of radiation, it is of
interest that the kinds of genetic changes produced show no major
differences. However, evidence has been reported that the frequencies and spectra of mutations may differ with the different
types of radiations used. Compared to X-irradiation, thermal
neutron irradiation is found to produce less response to environmental factors, more uniform growth of treated seedlings, a higher
frequency of genetic change relative to the numbers of plants
surviving treatment (10), and (with limited data) a significantly
different distribution of erectoides relative to other viable mutations
in barley (66). These differences have been interpreted in terms
of treatment with sparsely, as contrasted to densely, ionizing radiations. Thompson, Mac Key, Gustafsson and Ehrenberg (86)
found that fast neutrons produced 8.0% seedling mutants per
spike progeny in barley, compared to 4.5% with P ' , and 2.9%
with X-rays.
Results of treating maize pollen with ultraviolet and with X-rays
have shown that the former may produce more frequently, though
certainly not exclusively, chromatid breaks and so-called intragenic
mutations, in so far as they were not associated with pollen defects. X-rays, on the other hand, induce in this material, in many
cases if not always, extragenic alterations incidental to chromosome
breakage (20).
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Modifications of mutagenicity of practical value would include
ways of inducing beneficial mutations with a minimum of such
effects as chromosomal aberrations, physiological injury and
sterility. Accumulating evidence indicates that it will be particularly profitable to ascertain ways by which factors in the organism
and in the environment can be manipulated to modify radiation
effects.
Four factors in an organism that are known to influence radiosensitivity are its genotype, age of tissue, stage of the chromosomes,
and chromosome number. Differences in response to irradiation
have been found among species, varieties and genetic strains within
a variety. Sparrow and Gunckel (79) have reported widely different tolerances among 79 species of plants to chronic gamma radiation. A daily dose of 30 r per day produced severe effects in the
trumpet lily, whereas it required a dosage of 6,000 r per day to
cause comparable radiation damage to gladiolus. Gustafsson (35)
observed that mong seeds of various cultivated plants treated with
X-rays, the "critical dosage" ranged from 5,000 r for seeds of
sunflower to 90,000 r for seeds of rutabaga and white mustard.
Little is known about the basic reason for these differences, but
since varieties and even single gene differences (55, 77) will
show different degrees of response, it is clear that the genotype
itself can influence radiation effects.
In aged compared to fresh seeds, experimental evidence has
been reported that the frequency of induced mutations is greater
and the spectrum of types different (34). Young plants are apparently more radiosensitive than mature plants, and meiotic cells
have been found to be more sensitive to radiation than mitotic
cells (80).
The time of maximum sensitivity during meiosis has been
studied by a number of investigators, and, although there is not
general agreement, the best evidence with plant material (78)
shows that the stages from late prophase to metaphase are most
susceptible to breakage of chromosomes by radiation. Lewis (57)
reported evidence for recovering different frequencies of change
in self-incompatibility following irradiation at different stages of
meiosis. Singleton (75) reported that "mutation rate," as shown
by loss of endosperm characters in maize, was greater at late
stages of pollen development, probably corresponding to pollen
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grain mitosis, than at immediately preceding or more advanced
stages. There is also a suggestion (51) that chromosome aberrations are relatively more frequent when pollen is irradiated than
when seeds are irradiated.
Polyploids are in general more resistant to radiation than related
diploids. In wheat and oats it has been shown that the frequency
of induced chlorophyll seedling mutations is lower in the species
with higher chromosome numbers (81). However, with neutron
irradiation in hexaploid wheat, a decidedly higher frequency of
mature plant character mutants has been obtained (59) than in
diploid barley.
Environmental factors have been found to influence the genetic
effects of radiation, and these are of potential importance in
practical application, since they afford an opportunity for additional control over the mutation process. The interplay between
the effects of moisture, oxygen, storage and temperature are complex. Control of these environmental factors has been shown to
have a profound influence on responses in plants from seeds
treated with radiations of sparse ion density, but to have little
or no modifying effect on densely ionizing treatments.
Moisture content in the embryo of irradiated seeds affects the
radiation response in resulting seedlings (9, 17). Early studies
with barley showed that soaked seeds were more sensitive to
X-radiation than dormant seeds stored under ordinary laboratory
conditions. Furthermore, it was reported that in the former the
frequency of mutations per r dosage was higher (19) and possibly
the types of mutants produced were different (39). However, the
highest total number of mutations is obtained from high radiation
doses to seeds in their more radioresistant dormant condition (17,
36, 58, 85).
The injurious effects of X-radiation on dormant barley seeds
increase with the length of time that they are stored after irradiation and before hydration. Hydration in the presence of oxygen
with barley seeds of four to eight per cent water content in the
embryo results in greater radiation-initiated damage than does hydration in the presence of nitrogen (1, 13). This differential effect
occurs in seeds stored up to six hours after irradiation and before
hydrating but not thereafter. Therefore there are two phases to the
storage effects, an early phase which is modifiable by oxygen and
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a later one which is not (13). The injurious post-irradiation effect
of hydrating seeds in oxygen is established with 30 minutes of
hydration, but it is not observed in seeds with higher water content,
as 15 to 16 per cent (13). It is correlated with a greater frequency
of chromosomal aberrations, and the results at present favor the
interpretation that oxygen, probably by indirect means through
active radicals, reduces the frequency of restitution of broken
chromosomes. The relation between chromosome breakage by
radiation and the oxygen effect has been discussed in a number
of recent publications (3, 28, 52, 64, 84, 89).
The temperature of cells during irradiation can influence radiosensitivity. Stadler (82), Kaplan (47) and Nilan (63) as well as
Swedish workers (67) have found that when seeds are irradiated
at dry ice or liquid air temperatures, the frequency of induced
chromosomal aberrations is reduced, whereas the visible seedling
mutation frequency may be unchanged or increased. Heat applied
to barley seeds of low water content after irradiation enhances the
oxygen effect (13), while heat applied prior to X-radiation reduces the injurious effects (11 ).
Chemical treatments, not in themselves mutagenic, when combined with irradiation affect mutation in specific ways. With regard
to differential effects, D'Amato and Gustafsson (14) reported
that the proportion of radiation-induced chlorophyll mutations in
barley could be altered by pretreatment of the seeds with colchicine. The frequency of two rare mutant types was increased,
while the relative number of two common chlorophyll mutant types
was decreased. This list of modifying factors is by no means complete (for detailed review, see Nilan, 65). In summary, there is
increasing evidence that by altering the chemical and physical
conditions before, after or during irradiation, modifying effects
may be produced with respect to the frequency of mutation, the
differential production of intragenic changes vs. chromosome
breaks, and the spectrum of mutations.
Another possible means of attaining differential control over
the mutation process is the use of chemical mutagens alone or in
combinations with irradiation. Mac Key (60) and others have
shown differences in the relative distribution of two chlorophyll
mutants, albina and viridis, in the second generation of barley
treated with different mutagens. Radiations (X-rays, fast neutrons,
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p:,2) yield a lower proportion of viridis mutants; with mustard, 52
to 60 per cent of the mutants are of viridis type; and with neoularine (purine-9-d-riboside) as the mutagenic agent, the relative
frequency of the viridis type is raised to 85 per cent (18). Differential effects of mutagens on specific loci in Neurospora have been
reported by Smith and Srb (76a) and Kflmark (49a). Thus there
is evidence that a shift in the mutation spectrum can be effected
with differences in the fundamental type of mutagenic agent.
The most extensive evidence published to date on the nonrandomness of the mutation process has been afforded by the
recent work of Fahmy and Fahmy (21) on Drosophila. This evidence is based on three major differences in the mutants recovered
after treatment by certain alkylating compounds and X-radiation
as regards: (a) the types of visible mutants, (b) the ratio of
recessive visibles to lethals, and (c) the distribution of affected
loci along the X-chromosome. The chemical mutagens were reported to act on gene loci which are apparently stable to X-radiation, so that with them nearly 200 sex-linked recessive mutations
were recovered which are different in phenotype and genetic position from those induced by X-rays. A particular amino acid mustard was most effective in the induction of visible mutations,
mutating two to three times as many of this class of mutant relative
to lethals as X-rays.
Investigations on more active and specific chemical mutagens
separate from or combined with radiation may provide in the
future a means to exercise more direct control over the mutation
process.
RESULTS IN I N D U C I N G

BENEFICIAL MUTATIONS

The direction of natural evolution is toward better adaptation,
i.e., there is continual selection for combinations of genes that
give maximum adaptation to the species or population. For cultivated plants this adaptation is governed largely by the needs
and whims of man, so that there have been accumulated through
the past few thousand years the genotypes which to him are most
satisfactory. In so far as man's requirements remain fixed, a static
optimum might conceivably be eventually reached, and thereafter
no further gene changes would be beneficial. But man is continually shifting his requirements for cultivated plants by calling for
new uses, providing altered cultural conditions, combatting chang-
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ing spectra of pathogenic organisms, and extending the range of
cultivation. Agriculture in this country is, for example, based
largely on introduced crops. It is evident that there will be continuing demands for new genotypes.
Previously man has ferreted out, recombined and selected from
natural variability to meet his needs. The conventional view is that
these methods alone will continue to suffice and remain the most
economical. Clearly their full potentialities have not yet been
completely exploited, e.g., use of the composite cross population
methods is essentially untried (40). It is contended by many that
by diligent exploration, collection and maintenance of world germplasm of cultivated and allied species--for the purpose of recombining and increasing the frequency of desired genes when needed
--the problem of changing requirements and the objective of
continuous improvement can be met.
Artificial induction of beneficial mutations in cultivated plants,
at least as an auxiliary tool, is a challenge to the conventional
contention. The validity and importance of this challenge are
yet to be evaluated; but it is clear that the methods are complementary, not in opposition.
The Swedish experiments on induction of beneficial mutations
are most advanced, and a summary of a few of the more interesting X-ray-induced mutants produced by that group, which now
constitutes a team of over 20 members, has been compiled by
Mac Key (60). Mutants of potential agronomic value have been
produced in barley, wheat, oats, peas, soybeans, flax, white mustard and rape. Two of the mutant strains have been introduced
into the market: Sval~SfPrimex white mustard in 1950 and Sval~Sf
Regina II summer oil rape in 1953. Since both of these types
cross-fertilize naturally, and may therefore be highly heterozygous,
these examples of induced beneficial mutations are far from conclusive. For Primex, however, accompanying characteristics in
the strain are considered as proof of the existence of radiation
effects. For the first time, with the Weibull Str/tl pea which was
marketed in 1957, an X-ray mutant induced in a self-fertilized
crop by Swedish scientists was brought into practical use. Ready
for commercial use in this country is an improved Navy or
pea bean (Phaseolus vulgaris) in which earliness and the bush
habit were found in irradiated material (16).
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The experiences of Gustafsson (36) with barley and other
crop plants showed that one in ten offspring of his irradiated seeds
carried some definitely recognizable recessive mutation, and that
of these mutations something of the order of one in 800 were
potentially useful in some way. In the literature on induced beneficial mutations there is a serious paucity of precise information
comparing spontaneous and induced mutation rates for these
characters. Furthermore, the low rates of mutations obtained require that extreme care be practised to rule out the possibility of
contamination. This possible source of error is magnified where
radiation-induced chromosomal aberrations cause considerable
male sterility.
One of Gustafsson's interesting results with induced mutations
was to demonstrate differences in ecological response (38). His
erectoides mutants in barley were more adapted to a high nitrogen
nutritional level, owing to their stiffer straw, than the original
variety, whereas the reverse held true for the bright-green mutations.
A summarization of results obtained so far in this country with
mutation breeding in cultivated plants will serve to illustrate some
of the different potentialities of the method. There are two ways
in which a mutation breeding program may be justified for improving morphological and physiological characters, including yield.
One of these is to produce new mutations with singular traits of
economic value. A second is to create variation of a kind and
magnitude upon which selection can be practised to shift the
mean in a desired direction more efficiently than would otherwise
be possible.
Examples of the first type are the stiff-strawed erectoides mutants produced by the Swedish workers. In this country the shortstrawed mutants of wheat, oats and barley, some of which have
been produced at Brookhaven National Laboratory, as well as
the short-strawed rice mutant produced by Beachell (6) in Texas,
are radiation-induced variants of potential value in crop improvement programs, particularly to prevent lodging and to facilitate
mechanical harvesting.
The investigations of Gregory (31-33) on yield in peanuts
afford the most extensive demonstration that variation which is
quantitative can be increased by radiation sufficiently beyond the
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natural variability to increase the efficacy of selection. He first
demonstrated a fourfold increase in genetic variance among progenies of normal-appearing X2 plants compared to the controls.
He next made five best-mutant selections (all of which were
normal or wild type in appearance) and conducted yield tests
with the X5 generation in 1953 and 1955. In these tests the mutant
lines maintained a measurable superiority.
The stability of the mutants was tested in the X~ generation by
family progeny tests. Fifteen plant progenies were grown from
each of ten original selections of vegetatively vigorous normals.
The progeny to progeny variance in yield within each family was
not significant in eight of the ten progenies, thus demonstrating
that they were stabilized for high performance in an advanced
inbred generation.
Gregory's results show, therefore, that phenotypically constructive mutations affecting a quantitative character can be induced
by radiation and can be effectively accumulated by selection. This
is of particular significance, since most of the agronomically important characteristics by which species and varieties are differentiated are controlled in their inheritance by polygenic systems.
Two early maturing lines of tomato, produced by X-radiation of
seed, were reported by Mertens and Burdick (60a).
Programs for inducing disease resistance in cereals have perhaps
attracted the greatest amount of recent attention--a consequence
of the agricultural importance of the problem and the successes
reported. One probable reason for success relates to the delicate
balance between biochemical processes of host and pathogen so
that mutations which alter, in the host, the synthesis of nutritive or
metabolic requirements of the pathogen may be expected to confer
resistance (51 ). A second and important reason rests on the highly
efficient screening methods which are being developed and used
so that large populations can be subjected to selection for resistance. An example is the work of Wheeler and Luke (88) who,
using toxin produced by the pathogen Helminthosporium victoriae
as a screening agent, tested two varieties of oats that are susceptible to Helminthosporium blight, for resistant variants. In 100
bushels of oats (approximately 45 million grains) so screened,
973 blight-resistant seedlings were obtained; in addition, some of
these were resistant to crown rust. This method, which is equally
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applicable to investigations on induced and spontaneous mutations, is so efficient and relatively inexpensive that it brings sharply
into focus the problem of weighing the economics of planning
programs based on screening of spontaneous mutations vs. transfer
of mutations through backcrossing vs. artificial induction of mutants.
Disease-resistant types in small grains, the mutation frequency
of which has been reported by workers in this country to be increased by radiation, are: in oats, resistance to Victoria blight,
stem rust and crown rust; in wheat, resistance to stem rust and
stripe rust. The investigators reporting these results are Konzak,
Borlaug, Acosta and Giblet (54), Frey (26), Frey and Browning
(27), Myers, Ausemus, Koo and Hsu (62), and Wallace (87).
The induced disease resistance may be dominant, as in stem rust
resistance in wheat and oats; or recessive, as in Victoria blightresistance in oats and stripe rust-resistance in wheat.
Two other cases of radiation-induced resistance in crop plants
reported by U. S. workers are rust resistance in flax by Fief (22)
in North Dakota and resistance for leaf spot and stem rot in
peanuts by Gregory (33) in North Carolina. There is an interesting contrast in the two diseases of peanut in that the leaf spot
pathogen is highly species-specific, attacking only legumes of the
subtribe to which peanuts belong; whereas the stem rot pathogen
is highly species-general, attacking species of a number of families
of flowering plants.
Most of the uses of radiation to induce mutations have stressed
the undesirability of the accompanying chromosome breaks and
gross rearrangements; furthermore, emphasis has usually been on
the advantages of single-gene induced mutations within an accepted commercial variety to overcome the laboriousness of the
repeated backcrosses required to transfer a desired character to
the accepted residual genotype following hybridization. However,
radiation can be used to facilitate the transfer of a desired character where its only source is a species or genus so distantly related
that the chromosomes fail to pair with those of the commercial
variety and, in addition, carry associated unfavorable characteristics. Under these circumstances the transference by backcrossing
is impractical. Practical success can be achieved by transposing to
the accepted genotype through chromosome breaking and rejoin-
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ing only that part of the foreign chromosome which contains the
beneficial character separate from undesirable ones.
A demonstration of this technique, using radiation to break
chromosomes, has been afforded by Sears' (73) results in transferring leaf rust resistance from Aegilops umbellulata, a wild grass
of the Mediterranean region, to wheat. A single non-pairing
A egilops chromosome added to wheat provides a high degree of
resistance to leaf rust. Wheat plants with this added chromosome
were X-rayed prior to meiosis, and translocations between the
Aegilops and wheat chromosomes were obtained. Data from one
of the translocations indicated that the resistance gene was near
the centromere of the Aegilops chromosome, so that transfer of
the entire arm included associated deleterious traits. The one
intercalary translocation obtained showed essentially normal pollen
transmission, and homozygous plants were distinguished from
normal wheat only by their rust resistance and slightly later maturity.
That radiation-induced translocations may have general applications in locating and transferring valuable traits from exotic
sources to cultivated plants of refined genotypes, such as improved
maize selections, has been advanced by E. G. Anderson (2).
Production of radiation-induced somatic mutations, particularly
those affecting fruit or flower, in vegetatively propagated materials
is at present being investigated on a rather wide scale in this
country, in Canada, in Sweden and in Germany. Either chronic or
acute radiation is applied to growing points. The methods are as
yet inefficient. The problems of technique relate primarily to the
detection and propagation from a multicellular meristem of singleevent mutations that must subsequently compete with non-mutated
ceils to be recognized (48). Research is needed on ways to modify
cell selection within an individual. On the other hand, an obvious
advantage of the method is that a periclinal chimera which appears
in a single growing point can be multiplied clonaUy. Granhall (30)
has reported inducing red fruits in apples and russet-skin in pears.
Bishop (7) has produced dark red sports of the Cortland variety
of apple. In preliminary experiments with the black currant,
Kaplan (48) and co-workers have isolated a number of interesting
mutant shoots from X-rayed scions that showed changes in leaves,
in internode length, growth habit and fruit characteristic. With
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commercial strains of carnation, induced changes have been reported (70) from white to red flowers, red to variegated, and'
standard double to single-flowered types; in addition there were
mutations from the dominant red color to the recessive colors
brick red, salmon and white (71). The somatic mutations cited
are of potential practical value in horticulture.
Examples of beneficial mutations induced by irradiation are not
confined to the higher plants. A group of investigators (43, 69)
has developed by successive radiations of the mold Penicillium
and a stepwise incorporation of best-yielding mutants, a strain
which yields approximately nine times more penicillin than the
original variety. This result is of considerable economic and medical value.
Although the lethality incident to chromosomal aberrations is
generally a detrimental response in radiation usage, it has been
employed as a new tool in economic entomology. Males of the
screw-worm fly, a pest of goats and cattle in the tropics and subtropics, after being treated with gamma rays can be released in
large numbers to compete with normal males. They mate with
the females, but, owing to structurally changed chromosomes in
the sperms, the zygotes die, thus reducing the population. By
repetition of this process the screw-worm was eradicated from the
Caribbean island of Curacao in 1954 (8).
CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, the use of radiation to produce genetic variants
is a new tool of potential value in agriculture, capable of being
employed as an adjunct to conventional methods. With greater
understanding of the fundamental processes of gene mutation and
chromosome breakage, as well as refinements in techniques for
differentially modifying radiation effects and detecting desirable
variants, this tool may find increasing application. This field of
investigation is too new to be fully evaluated now. It is not a panacea that can be expected to revolutionize agriculture, but it
shows promise and is worthy of more extensive investigation. Particularly needed are more precise data showing rates of mutation
for beneficial mutants in untreated compared to irradiated populations. Considering the unique effects of radiation, emphasis in
future research should be placed on appropriate and special cir-
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cumstances where it can be used to greater advantage than conventional methods.
We have reached a crossroads and from here on the objective is
no longer primarily to test whether beneficial mutations can be
produced by irradiationuthis has been done. It has been definitely
demonstrated that with radiation, alterations can be effected in
the mechanisms of heredity (mutation in the broadest sense) that
are useful in plant improvement. It has been reasonably well
demonstrated that useful mutations in the narrower sense, i.e.,
changes at the gene (or, at least, minute rearrangement) level,
can be increased in frequency by irradiation. In fact, if it is agreed
that radiation can cause gene mutations, then to consider that
useful mutations are not producible would imply the unlikely
alternatives, either that the process of radiation-induced mutation is discriminatory against hereditary changes that man finds
useful, or that all desirable mutants have already been accumulated
in cultivated plant varieties. Induction by irradiation of entirely
new mutations, different from any occurring in nature, has not
yet been demonstrated; and, indeed, it may never be possible to
do so in a final sense.
The crux of the problem now i s - - a n d this is stressed throughout is it economically feasible to use radiation in plant improvement programs? There is no one answer. Each particular problem
requires careful appraisal, and the answers will be different, depending on the material, objectives and circumstances.
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Summary
The use of ionizing radiation, such as X-rays, gamma rays and neutrons and chemical mutagens for inducing
variation, is well established. Induced mutations have been used to improve major crops such as wheat, rice,
barley, cotton, peanuts, and beans, which are seed propagated. Since the establishment of the Joint FAO/IAEA
Division of the Nuclear Techniques in Agriculture, more than 1800 cultivars obtained either as direct mutants or
derived from their crosses have been released worldwide in 50 countries. In vegetatively propagated plants, many
of mutants were derived from irradiating rooted stem cuttings, detached leaves, and dormant plants. According to
the FAO/IAEA database, of the 465 mutants released among the vegetatively propagated plants, most are in the
floricultural plants and a few in fruit trees. These include chrysanthemum, Alstroemeria, dahlia, bougainvillea,
rose, Achimenes, begonia, carnation, Streptocarpus, and azalea. The irradiation of in vitro cultured date palm,
apple, potato, sweet potato and pineapple now provides a means to treat large populations, which would not have
been possible before. Irradiation of micropropagated plants, axillary and adventitious buds, apical meristems,
regenerative callus cultures, anthers and microspores, and somatic embryos provides a miniaturized version of
trees and seeds in the Petri dish instead of the field. During the last decade, the use of radio-actively labeled
probes in recombinant DNA research for cloning and mapping plant genes and transgenesis, particularly for
RFLP, microsatellite based DNA fingerprinting, has become a routine procedure. Many homeotic mutants that
change floral development have been isolated in Arabidopsis, Petunia, Antirrhinum and Lycopersicon. Mutants of
Arabidopsis are being used to analyze genes, which determine response to auxins, cytokinins, gibberellin, abscisic
acid and ethylene in plant growth, floral development and senescence, fruit formation and ripening. These mutants
are facilitating the isolation, identification and cloning of the genes, which would ultimately help in designing crops
with improved yield, increased stress tolerance, longer shelf-life and reduced agronomic inputs. The identification
and analysis of mutants by using molecular techniques of DNA fingerprinting and mapping with PCR based
markers, such as RAPDs, AFLP and STMS, and mutant tagging shall bring a new dimension in gene technology.
Already, mutations can be linked to changes in DNA sequences for some plant traits and to establish molecular
maps in structural and functional genomics of crop plants. These in turn would lead to a rapid enhancement of crop
yields and quality.

Introduction
The role of plant breeding in increasing food production and provide sustainable nutrition is well recognized. Increased crop yields, based on the use
of fertilizers, agro-chemicals to control insect pests,
pathogens and weeds, crop rotation and use of ag-

ricultural machinery, would not be possible without
varieties designed to meet the specific agro-climatic
conditions. During the past fifty years, plant varieties
coupled with improved management and agronomic
inputs have made a very significant increase in the
yield of major crops (cf. Swaminathan, 1998). With
increasing population and reducing land resources, it
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becomes even more important to breed plant varieties which can sustain production under the varied
agro-climatic conditions of different regions.
The methods of plant breeding have become increasingly sophisticated since the days of simple selection among natural populations, which consisted of
mixtures of genotypes. The populations arose from
natural variation and sexual recombination. Modern
day plant breeding is based on creating variation, selection, evaluation and multiplication of desired genotypes. To increase efficiency and make short cuts in
each step, the plant breeders combine several techniques together. In so doing, plant breeders have the
options to use in vitro culture for rapid multiplication, molecular methods to select specific genotypes,
mutagenesis to enhance variation, controlled environmental conditions to manipulate growth and flowering,
computers to assist data processing, and international
collaboration to exchange germplasm.
The use of nuclear techniques in plant breeding has
been mostly directed for inducing mutations. Since
the discovery of X-rays about one hundred years ago,
the use of ionizing radiation, such as X-rays, gamma
rays and neutrons for inducing variation, has become
an established technology. Induced mutations have
been used in the improvement of major crops such as
wheat, rice, barley, cotton, peanuts, beans, which are
seed propagated. Since the establishment of the Joint
FAO/IAEA Division of the Nuclear Techniques in Agriculture, more than 1800 cultivars obtained either as
direct mutants or derived from their crosses have been
released worldwide in 50 countries (Maluszynski et
al., 1995). During the last decade, the use of radioactively labeled probes in recombinant DNA research
for cloning and mapping plant genes and transgenesis, particularly for RFLP, microsatellite based DNA
fingerprinting, has become a routine procedure.

Past achievements
The prime strategy in mutation-based plant breeding
has been to upgrade the well-adapted varieties by altering one or two major traits. These include characters
such as plant height, maturity, seed shattering, and
disease resistance, which contribute to increased yield
and quality traits, e.g. oil profile and content, malting
quality, and size and quality of starch granules. For
example, short height genotypes in rice, wheat, barley
and maize have contributed significantly to increasing grain yield because of their resistance to lodging

and high planting density. This has allowed the use
of relatively high doses of nitrogen application. Many
such varieties were derived from induced mutations
with radiation and chemicals. For example, the semidwarf rice mutant ‘Calrose 76’ released in California
had short and stiff straw, and made a major contribution to rice production in USA as did the short height
mutant of rice ‘Basmati 370’ in Pakistan. Several rice
mutants induced with gamma radiation were released
in India as high yielding varieties under the series
‘PNR’; some of these were also early in maturity and
had short height (Chakrabarti, 1995). An outstanding
rice mutant ‘Zhefu 802’ was grown on more than 10.6
million ha in China during ten years. In Thailand, an
aromatic indica variety of rice ‘RD6’, derived from
gamma irradiation, was released in 1977. Even after
17 years of its release, this variety is still grown extensively in Thailand. It was planted on approximately
2.4 million ha (15.2 rai) during the 1994–95 wet season, covering 26.3% of the area under rice during the
season, and topped the list of rice cultivars grown by
the farmers. Another mutant ‘RD15’, released in 1978,
was planted over 0.2 million ha, equivalent to 3.2% of
the area under rice (Anonymous, 1995). The induction of thermosensitive genic male-sterile mutant in
Japonica rice, which is controlled by a single recessive
gene (Murayama et al., 1991), has contributed significantly to develop strategies for the production of hybrid
rice varieties. Similar mutants have been induced by
gamma rays in indica rice ‘26 Zhaizao’ in China (Chen
et al., 1993). Such mutants allow production of hybrid
seed based on only two lines.
Many induced mutants have been released as cultivars; several others have been used as parents in the
pedigree of some of the leading cultivars. The release
of high yielding and short height barley mutants as
varieties ‘Diamant’ and ‘Golden Promise’ have had
a major impact on the brewing industry in Europe.
These mutants have been used as the parents of many
leading barely cultivars released in Europe. For example, more than 90 leading barley cultivars in over
12 countries in Europe were derived from crosses involving ‘Diamant’. ‘NIAB-78’, a high yielding cotton
mutant released in 1987, had a major influence on sustaining the growth of textile industry in Pakistan. This
cultivar is heat tolerant, has determinate growth habit
and escapes bollworm attack due to its early maturity,
which made it an ideal cultivar for wheat-cotton-wheat
rotation. The release of ‘Sharbati Sonora’ as a mutant
of cv. ‘Sonora’ gave a variety with better acceptance
for grain colour by the consumer in the early years
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of ‘Green Revolution’ in India. Several high yielding, early maturing peanut varieties named ‘Yueyou’
series were released in China, which were derived
from crosses with the radiation induced mutants. A
recently released peanut mutant variety ‘TG-26’, developed at Bhabha Atomic Research Center, Bombay,
India yielded 9.4 tons/h nuts at the farm level. The release of flax cultivars with cooking quality oil ‘linola’,
based on induced mutations (Green, 1986; Dribnenki,
1996), is the latest contribution for changing oil quality as had been done before in ‘Canola’ from rape seed,
and high oleic acid in sunflower.
In vegetatively propagated plants, before the development of in vitro techniques, many mutants in ornamentals, e.g. Achimenes, chrysanthemum, carnation,
roses and Streptocarpus, were obtained by irradiating
rooted stem cuttings, detached leaves, and dormant
plants (Broertjes, 1977). The altered flower colour
and shape, growth-habit (dwarf or trailing) and other
novel phenotype of commercial value were selected.
According to the FAO/IAEA database, of the 465
mutants released among the vegetatively propagated
plants, most were in the floricultural plants and a few
in fruit trees. These included chrysanthemum (187),
Alstroemeria (35), dahlia (34), bougainvillea (9), rose
(27), Achimenes (8), begonia (25), carnation (18),
Streptocarpus (30), and azalea (15) (Maluszynski et
al., 1992). Since the effect of mutation in ornamentals
is very visible, selection for changed flower colour,
shape, and size is easy, and almost anything which
is novel has value. Hence, mutation techniques have
become a major tool for breeding ornamental plants
(Maluszynski et al., 1995). On the other hand, very
few mutant varieties have been released in fruit trees.
Among these are mutants of apple with changed skincolour in Austria (Brunner & Keppl, 1991) and disease
resistance in Japanese pear in Japan (Sanada et al.,
1993), seedless mutants ‘Rio Red’ and ‘Star Ruby’
of grapefruit with deep red colour flesh and juice in
USA (Hensz, 1991). A spineless mutant of pineapple
was reported in Philippines (Lapade et al., 1995).
In banana, ‘Novaria’ an early ripening mutant with
enhanced flavour was released in Malaysia (Mak et
al., 1996) and two mutants with disease resistance in
Cuba and Costa Rica. Recently, mutants have been
reported for reduced glycoalkaloid content in potato
tubers (Love et al., 1996). However, the technology
has yet to be exploited for the improvement of clonally
propagated crops such as sweet potato, yams, plantain,
strawberry and date palm.

In vitro culture and mutagenesis
It is possible to upgrade well-established clones by
changing specific traits by incuding mutations. The
availability of large populations for mutagenesis is one
of the basic pre-requisites to obtain sufficient variation. Mutation techniques in combination with tissue
culture and molecular methods provide a powerful
technology to improve clonally propagated plants such
as banana, plantains, apple, pineapple, date palm,
potato, sweet potato, cassava, carnation, chrysanthemums, roses and tulips. Nearly all of these plants can
be regenerated and multiplied in vitro, allowing the
production of large populations in a small space and
short time. The irradiation of in vitro cultured date
palm, apple, potato, sweet potato and pineapple now
provides a means to treat large populations, which
would not have been possible before. Irradiation of micropropagated plants, axillary and adventitious buds,
apical meristems, regenerative callus cultures, anthers
and microspores, and somatic embryos provides a
miniaturized version of trees and seeds in the Petri dish
instead of the field.
In mutagenesis experiments, whether with chemicals or physical mutagens, it is necessary to advance
the treated material through few seed generations or
vegetative propagations. In seed propagated plants, the
recessive mutants are usually selected in the second
(M2 ) or third (M3 ) generation after the treatment. In
vegetatively propagated plants, following mutagenesis, several cycles of propagation are needed to obtain
homo-histonts or to ‘dissolve’ chimeras and to obtain
‘solid’ mutants. It has been suggested that many of
the mutants thus generated are sectorial chimeras. The
in vitro subculture of irradiated material through V2
to V4 can be achieved rapidly and without loss of
any genotype under disease free conditions. In many
plants, such as banana and potato, this procedure can
reduce the duration of 5 years in field to less than nine
months in the laboratory. In addition, when plants are
regenerated from cell suspension cultures capable of
producing somatic embryos, the chances are that many
of the regenerants would be solid mutants, since only
a few and in many cases only single cells give rise to
such embryos.
Irradiation of in vitro cultures
In many mutagenic studies, gamma ray and X-rays
have been used to induce mutations. The key factor
in the irradiation of plant material is the dose, which
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is the amount of radiation energy absorbed by the material. The unit of measurement of radiation dose is
Gray (Gy). One Gy is equal to the absorption of 1
J of energy per kilogram of product irradiated. Radiation doses are divided into three broad categories:
high (> 10 kGy), medium (1 to 10 kGy), and low
(<1 kGy). The high doses are used for the sterilization of food products, and low doses to induce
mutations in seed material, where doses range from
60 to 700 Gy for many seed propagated crops, such
as rice, wheat, maize, beans and rape seed. In case of
in vitro cultured plant material, since only milligrams
of tissues and micrograms of cell suspensions are irradiated, the dose levels are much lower. The limited
number of available reports suggest that callus cultures
are much more sensitive to radiation treatment, and require much lower doses (2 to 5 Gy) than stem cuttings
or seeds; with relatively higher doses (15 to 20 Gy)
they turn necrotic or lose their regenerative capacity.
For example, regenerative callus cultures of date palm
above 25 Gy have very poor survival. In potato micropropagated plants, 20 Gy dose gives optimal survival.
In sweet potato, 10 Gy is lethal for callus cultures. In
garlic, callus proliferation and regeneration is inhibited with doses of 8 to 10 Gy. In sugarcane, 20 Gy
dose to callus cultures reduced regeneration by more
than 50%, and 60 Gy reduces regeneration to 2.5%,
the optimal dose being between 5 to 10 Gy (IAEA,
1997).

Use of induced mutations in basic research
Developmental mutants
Many mutants in Arabidopsis are being used to analyze genes, which determine response to auxins, cytokinins, gibberellin, abscisic acid and ethylene in
plant growth, floral development and senescence, fruit
formation and ripening. These mutants are facilitating
the isolation, identification and cloning of the genes,
which would help in designing crops with improved
yield, increased stress tolerance, longer shelf-life and
reduced agronomic inputs.
Induced mutations in Arabidopsis thaliana, maize,
barely, pea and tobacco have been used to isolate and
identify genes, which regulate plant development, particularly the onset of flowering, formation of floral
parts, seed and fruit formation, fruit ripening. These
mutants involve growth regulators (phytohormones),
such as auxins, cytokinins, gibberellins, abscisic acid,

ethylene and brassinosteroids. In plants, the study of
the biosynthetic pathways and regulation of the phenotype at the molecular level had been a slow process.
The fine dissection of loci has been made possible
because of the ease with which such mutants can be
isolated and identified among mutagenized populations of Arabidopsis. In many cases, these genes have
been cloned, sequenced and used in transgenic studies
to obtain plants with changed traits at the biochemical
or morphological level. In addition, T-DNA insertional
mutagenesis in Arabidopsis has rapidly advanced our
knowledge of the physiology, biochemistry and development of the plants. These advances would not
have been possible without understanding the process
of mutation induction, production of mutants and the
basis of mutagenesis.
The mutant analysis of super root (sur1) which results in an over-production of free auxins has revealed
the genetics of the regulation of auxin synthesis. The
fass mutants, which have reduced cell elongation in
the apical and basal axis, have suggested implications
of the locus in auxin conjugation and auxin homeostasis. There are many mutants which affect auxin
transport, auxin inhibition, auxin uptake (aux1, pid,
mp, lop1) and auxin signal transduction (axr1, axr4)
and many more which have been used to investigate
auxin metabolism (Leyser, 1997). Similarly, several
mutants with altered response to cytokinins are now
available which will contribute to our understanding
of the nature of cytokinin action. These mutants include those with elevated cytokinin levels (amp1),
photomorphogenesis mutants (det1, cop), cytokinin
resistant mutants, and cell division mutants (Miklashevichs & Waldon, 1997). Plant gene expression
can be markedly changed in response to cytokinins
with corresponding increase or decrease in the specific transcripts. Such genes are often regulated by
additional stimuli such as light and auxins. A large
number of cytokinin mutants and related to its metabolism, such as ckr1, ein2, cry1, stp1, zea3, have been
isolated in Arabidopsis thaliana. They are resistant to
cytokinins, and have shown that cytokinin-regulated
genes may be involved in diverse biological processes,
ranging from cell division, photosynthesis, chloroplast
development, disease resistance, and nutrient metabolism (Schmülling et al., 1997). An understanding of the
key processes is extremely important for breeding crop
plants with increased growth rate, improved nutrient
uptake, yield and disease resistance.
The elongated rice seedlings infected with Gibberella fujikuroi in Japan led to the isolation of crystalline
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gibberellic acids by Yabuta & Sumiki (1938). In contrast to other auxins and cytokinins, mutants with
altered shoot elongation in pea and maize were used
to investigate gibberellin as early as 1955 and 1956.
The application of GA3 to these mutants restored the
wild-type phenotypes in the dwarf le mutant of pea
and dwarf mutants of maize. Since then many mutants
have been isolated in Arabidopsis, maize, pea, wheat,
and rice, which are involved in GA synthesis and enzymes catalyzing GA biosynthetic pathways (gal-3 in
Arabidopsis; an1 and d3 in maize, ls-1 and lh-2 in
pea, dx in rice). Some show reduced amylase activity
as in GA deficient dwarf mutant in barley. Others are
GA responsive mutants as gai and spy in Arabidopsis.
Some short height mutants, e.g. Rht3 in wheat and D8
in maize are GA-deficient mutants, and do not respond
to applied GA3 (Ross et al., 1997). In the improvement
of many cereals, such as wheat, rice, sorghum and
barley, dwarf mutants (natural or induced) have played
a crucial role in producing lodging-resistant and high
fertilizer responsive varieties.
The genetic analysis of abscisic acid signal transduction has been based on many ABA-deficient
mutants, such as aba1 in Arabidopsis and aba2 in
Nicotiana plumbaginifolia which are orthologous as
shown by transposon-tagging isolation and mapping.
Other mutants with changed sensitivity response to
ABA application, such as abi1, abi2, abi3 and abi4,
show a marked reduction in seed germination (Merlot
& Giraudat, 1997). Such genes are highly valuable for
breeding cereal varieties, which sprout in situ on the
ear during seed maturation.
The Arabidopsis mutant etr1 which confers ethylene synthesis and perception has a major value in
increasing the shelf-life of fruits and extended flowerlife and delayed senescence as shown by its transfer
to tomato and petunia (Wilkinson et al., 1997). Many
such mutants, such as ein, ain in Arabidopsis and Nr
(never ripe) in tomato, have severely limited or impaired response to ethylene. Such mutants shall have
a major role in the international trade of fruits, such
as papaya, pineapple, mango, and banana, and cut
flowers, which rapidly spoil after ripening.
Many homeotic mutants, which develop defective
flowers, have been isolated in Arabidopsis, Petunia,
Antirrhinum and Lycopersicon. Alone or in combination, three groups of genes, A, B, and C regulate the
formation of unique organs in the four whorls of dicot
flowers. Among these are the floral homeotic gene
mutations DEFICIENS A, GLOBOSA, APETLA3,
AGAMOUS and PLENA in Antirrhinum, GREEN

PETALS in petunia, PISTILLATA, SQUAMOSA, FLORICULA and AGAMOUS in tomato (designated TAG1
which change floral structures, such as petals, sepals,
anthers (Pnueli et al., 1994). Homeotic mutants
for leafy cotyledons lec obtained through insertional
mutagenesis in Arabidopsis, are defective in maturation of embryos which remain green (Meinke, 1992).
The fis mutants, which determine seed development
independently of fertilization, have a critical role in
understanding apomixis (Chaudhury et al., 1997).
The isolation of the mutants, which determine development of seed, flowers and fruit, has contributed
significantly to our understanding of the basic patterns
of development in plants. The developmental patterns
in crop plants ultimately determine the yield and quality of the crops. The possibility to modify them will
open up a new dimension in plant breeding. The recent
investigations on the INDETERMINATE(ID1) mutant
in maize confirm the translocation of signal from the
immature leaves to the shoot apical meristem, where it
induces flowering (cf. Aukerman & Amasino, 1998).
This may be the first molecular clue to the elusive
florigen, implicated in the photoperiodic response of
flowering in plants.

Mutants for changing starch quality
Starch is the main carbohydrate material stored in the
amyloplasts of seeds and tubers, and is the main source
of energy in human diet. Most of the starch is derived from a few crops: rice, wheat, maize, sorghum,
oats, barley, cassava, potato, sweet potato, banana
and plantain. Starch can be divided into two types of
macromolecules, amylose and amylopectin. Amylose
is an essentially linear molecule of molecular weight
between 5 × 105 and 106 composed of anhydroglucose units connected through α linkages. Amylopectin
has a molecular weight of several millions, and is
much-branched polymer formed by anhydroglucose
units but additionally with 2 to 4% α-linked branches.
Starches from most plants are composed of about 30%
amylose and 70% amylopectin.
Mutations which affect starch biosynthesis can
dramatically alter the amount of both components,
which in turn can change the physico-chemical properties of the starch granules as has been shown in maize,
wheat, rice and pea. A large number of starch mutants
have been recognized in maize (Creech, 1965; Nelson
& Pan, 1995). Among these are the sugary (susu) in
maize (Hannah et al., 1993), which is a debranch-
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ing type and the waxy character mutants (wx loci).
Many mutants have been induced in pea by chemical
mutagenesis (Blixt, 1972). At least six loci have been
identified in pea, which modify starch composition
and use. In five of them, the regosus loci (r), the dry
seeds are wrinkled, like the one described by Gregor
Mendel (Mendel, 1865). The mutation analyzed by
Mendel is caused by a transposon-like insertion in the
gene (Bhattacharyya et al., 1990). The alleles produced by chemical mutagenesis all have single base
pair changes (MacLeod, 1994).
Grain texture of wheat ‘soft’ and ‘hard’ is controlled by the expression of a single major gene,
Hardness (ha), located on the short arm of chromosome D. Alleles of hardness gene are present on the 5A
and 5B chromosomes of hexaploid wheat but are not
expressed. Friabilin, which is a 15-kDa marker protein for grain softness (ha), consists of two proteins,
puroindoline a and b (pinA and pinB). This protein
is present on the surface of water-washed starch from
soft wheat in high amounts and on hard wheat starch
in small amounts. It is absent in durum wheat starch.
Recently, the hardness and softness of grain in wheat
(Triticum aestivum L. em Thell) has been shown to be
linked to mutation of glycine to serine in pinB or null
mutation in pinA, which leads to the absence of protein pinA. These mutations have been linked to grain
hardness. The complete linkage between this mutation
in pinB and hard grain texture among 5D chromosome substitution lines suggests that pinB is involved
in the control of grain texture. It seems that mutations
in either component of friabilin, pinA, or pinB, can
change grain hardness (Giroux & Morris, 1998).

Future prospects
Two new sets of technologies, in vitro culture and
molecular methods have created a new paradigm in
the use of mutations in crop improvement. The determination of radio-sensitivity tests, irradiation with
optimal doses and multiplication of irradiated material
through tissue culture techniques has assumed a new
dimension. With in vitro culture, milligram quantities
of tissues and calli can now be subjected to mutagenesis, which in future may reduce to micrograms when
routine methods of regeneration from cell suspension cultures have been established. Presently, there
are only a few vegetative propagated plants such as
banana, sugarcane and Alstroemeria that can be regenerated from cell suspension cultures and that also

not on a routine basis. On the other hand, many cultivars of seed propagated crops can now be regenerated
from cell suspension cultures; e.g. maize, rice, wheat,
barley, and soybean. Cells in suspension cultures often become small clumps rather than single cells. It
is anticipated that the radiation dose required to induce mutations in cell suspension cultures would be
even lower than that for callus cultures. We indeed
look forward to the development for routine cell suspension culture techniques and use of bioreactors to
induce mutations both in the seed and vegetatively
propagated plants. Equally important would be the
development of in vitro cell selection systems for resistance to diseases, where toxins can be used in the
culture media as has been shown for the selection
of herbicide tolerance. The regeneration capacity of
such cell suspension cultures and the stable transmission of the selected trait to the derived plant would
be the critical test of such systems. Particularly, if
such cell suspension systems can be developed from
haploid plants derived from microspore cultures, the
probability to obtain recessive mutants in homozygous condition would be enhanced many more times. A
combination of the existing techniques of anther and
microspore culture, cell suspension culture, irradiation
of haploid cells, chromosome doubling and regeneration of doubled haploid plants (Szarejko et al., 1995)
could be used to obtain the desired genotypes in a short
duration.
The identification, and analysis of mutants is based
on the use of molecular techniques of DNA fingerprinting and mapping on PCR based markers, such
as RAPD (Random Amplified Polymorphic DNA,
AFLP (Amplified Fragment Length Polymorphism)
and STMS (Sequence-Tagged Microsatellite Sites).
Site-specific insertion of a single base into a targeted
gene by using chimeric RNA/DNA oligonucleotides
as demonstrated in tobacco (Beetham et al., 1999) and
maize (Zhu et al., 1999), and mutant tagging shall
bring a new dimension in gene technology. Already,
mutations can be linked to changes in DNA sequences
for some plant traits, and to establish molecular maps
in structural and functional genomics of crop plants.
These in turn would lead to a rapid enhancement of
crop yields and quality. Induced mutations have thus
assumed a new dimension, not only in crop improvement but also in exploring biology. Thus, ‘after 50
years of dazzling progress, we find ourselves still
dependent on the use of mutants for probing the intricacies of biological processes, and on an understanding of the regulation and physiology of mutation for
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probing the subtle biological mechanisms responsible
for balancing genomic stability with plasticity’ (Fox,
1998).
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COMPARISON OF X-RAY AND FAST NEUTRON-INDUCED MUTANT SPECTRA.
EXPERIMENTS IN ARABIDOPSIS THALIANA (L.) HEYNH.
Lidwine M.W. Dellaert
Foundation Ital, P.O. Box 48, Wageningen, The Netherlands
INTRODUCTION
Research into the specific effects of mutagens in higher plants indicates that particular
mutants are more frequently or even exclusively obtained with a specific mutagen (Ehrenberg
et al., 1959; Gustafsson, 1963; McKelvie, 1963; Nilan et al., 1959) and mutagen specificity
of X-rays or *gamma*rays and fast neutrons for some individual loci was revealed by genetic
analysis of erectoides and eceriferum mutants in barley (Lundquist, 1975; Lundquist et al.,
1962; Lundquist et al., 1968; Persson et al., 1969).
Although Conger and Constantin (1974), Gaul (1964) and Nilan (1964) showed that both
experimental conditions and mutagen dose affected the mutant spectrum, these factors have not
usually been considered in work on mutagen specificity.
The present study about the effect of X-rays or fast neutrons on the mutant spectrum in
Arabidopsis was carried out to extend the data on X-ray and fast neutron specificity and to
study more closely the effect of dose on mutant spectrum. Moreover, irradiation was applied
with or without a dithiothreitol (DTT) pretreatment.
Fast neutrons induce relatively more chromosome breaks and less base damage than X-rays
(Ahnstrom, 1977, 1979; Hawkins, 1979). This could possibly explain the difference in induced
mutant spectrum. Since the data recorded in the literature (Malvarez et al., 1965; Schans et
al., 1979) indicate that irradiation in the presence of -SH compounds reduces the ratio
standard breaks/base damage, the effect of DTT on X-ray and fast neutron-induced mutant
spectra could elucidate whether the spcificity of radiation type is influenced by its
relative frequency of induced strand breaks.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
Plant material. Arabidopsis thaliana (L.) Heynh. is a small, fast growing, self-fertilizing
crucifer. Seed stocks used in the experiment were of the mutant erecta of the ecotype
"Landsberg" (Redei, 1962).
Pretreatment. To break dormancy, seeds were kept on moist filter paper at 2*degrees*C for 5
days and redried (24*degrees*C, 24 hr). The redried seeds were submerged in tapwater (=0%
DTT) or DTT solution (1.2% DTT), at 22*degrees*C, 3 hr before irradiation.
Irradiation. X-ray exposures were 140, 233, 327 and 420 Gy (10 Gy = 1 krad) for seeds
submerged in 22*degrees*C tapwater; and 280, 467, 653, and 840 Gy were given to seeds
submerged in 22*degrees*C DTT solution. The irradiation was carried out with an MG 301 X-ray
machine with an MCN 420 tube, operating at 320 kVp and 10 mA, with an additional filter of
0.25 Cu and 1.0 Al and with a dose rate of 4 Gy/min. Fast neutrons (20, 33, 47 and 60 Gy to
seeds submerged in 22*degrees*C 1.2% DTT) were given in the irradiation room of the BARN
(Biological Agricultural Reactor Nederlands, Wageningen) with a dose rate 1 Gy/min. The
*gamma*contamination was low, only approximately 3 percent on Gy basis. The maximum duration
of irradiation was 3.5 hr. In order to have uniform environmental conditions, the seeds were
submerged during irradiation as well as before (3 hr pretreatment) and after. From start to
finish, the seeds were submerged for 6.5 hr at 22*degrees*C, and subsequently rinsed with
tapwater (5min.) and sown.

The treatments described above (18 including the controls, Table 1) were done twice, with an
interval of approximately one year. The X-ray and fast neutron dose ranges applied, in the
presence or absence of DTT, induced approximately comparable levels of genetic damage, i.e.,
M 1-ovule sterility (Table 1), M 2-embryonic lethality, frequency of chlorophylls and viable
mutants (Dellaert, 1980).
Culture medium and culture conditions. The seeds were sown (equally spaced) in portions of 30
on a standard mineral medium in a petri dish and put to germinate at 24*degrees*C under
continuous illumination using fluorescent light tubes, 8000 lux/cm 2. After 8 days the
seedlings were transplanted into soil in an air conditioned greenhouse. The culture medium
and culture conditions used were as described by Feenstra (1964) and Oostindier-Braaksma and
Feenstra (1973).
M 1-generation. In the M 1-generation Moller's embryo test (Moller, 1961, 1963) was applied
to silique number 5 or 6 of the main inflorescence for scoring M 1-ovule sterility, M
2-embryonic lethals and chlorophylls (details of the results will be published elsewhere).
Since chimerism is progressively lost upwards along the stem (Balkema, 1971) and within
flower chimerism does not occur frequently in Arabidopsis (Dallaert, 1980; Ivanov, 1973),
chimerism was in the majority of cases avoided by harvesting a single silique from the top of
the main inflorescence per M 1-plant for progeny testing. Only well filled siliques were
harvested, in order to 1) increase the germination frequency of the M 2-seeds, 2) increase
the fertility in the M 2-generation, and 3) decrease the number of deviant M 2-plants caused
by chromosomal aberrations, without reducing the mutant frequency (Mesken et al., 1968;
Moller, 1966). The percentage M 1-plants harvested are given in Table 1.
Click here for table
Table 1: Treatments applied and plant material used for the determination of X-ray and fast
neutron induced mutant spectra in Arabidopsis.
Click here for table
Table 2: Classification of radiation-induced mutants in Arabidopsis according to phenotype
(the main groups of the classification system of Burger (1971) and Kranz (1978), mutagen
(X-rays versus fast neutrons) and the conditions of the treatment (0% DTT versus 1.2% DTT).
M 2-generation. Viable mutants were scored in the M 2-generation by testing the progenies of
the harvested M 1-plants. Five to twelve seeds were sown per M 1-progeny. Cold treatment (5
days at 2*degrees*C; to break dormancy) was given immediately after sowing. The other culture
conditions and the culture medium used, were as described above.
For establishing the fertility in the M 2-generation Moller's embryo test was applied to
silique number 5 or 6 of the main inflorescence of one randomly selected plant per M 2-line.
Mutant spectrum. Viable mutants in the M 2-generation were defined as flowering plants
showing deviations from the wild type in plant morphology and/or leaf colour. A random sample
from M 2-lines, which segregated for viable mutants was harvested and progeny tested to
verify the mutant type. Based on the phenotype characteristics, the viable mutants were
classified into different groups per treatment (Table 2). The mutant groups distinguished
conform to the classification system for morphological and seed colour mutants described by
Burger (1971) and Kranz (1978). In addition to this classification system the following
mutant phenotypes (Table 2) were ditinguished:
- Vital yellow-green mutants (phenotype group 1), in this group all flowering chlorophyll
deficient mutants were classified.
- Mutants with more rosette leaves and late flowering, ones as described by Hussein and Van
der Veen (1965, 1968) (Phenotype group 6).

- Mutants with hanging pods and short pod-stalks (phenotype group 12), one mutant with this
phenotype was described by Burger (1971), but she did not classify this mutant in a separate
group.
- Mutants with a different flower morphology but not belonging to the Flosculimut groups
described by Burger (1971) and Kranz (1978), such as the sterile "double-flowering" agamous,
similar to the one describd by Conrad (1971) (phenotype group 15).
- Gibberellin-sensitive mutants (phenotype group 17), such as described by Koornneef et al.
(1977)
To test the effect of the various treatments (radiation type and DTT pretreatment)
independently arisen mutants were classified according to three factors, i.e., mutagen, M
(X-rays versus fast neutrons), the condition of the treatment, D (0% DTT versus 1.2% DTT),
and the mutant phenotype, P (Table 21). Mutants were considered to be independent when they
occurred in different M 1 progenies.
The mutant frequency, m, per mutant group was expressed as the mutation frequency per cell
(Frydenberg, 1963; Gaul, 1957).
Click here for figure
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The effect of pre selection for "well filled" siliques in M 1 on the relation M 1-versus M
2-percentage ovule sterility.
Without selection for fertility in the M 1-generation a large part of the radiation-induced M
1-sterility is transmitted to the M 2-generation (Gaul, 1963; Mesken et al., 1968; Moller,
1966). From the data from Mesken and Van der Veen (1968) it was deduced that without
selection for fertility approximately 45 percent of X-ray induced M 1-ovule sterility in
Arabidopsis was transmitted to the M 2-generation. In the present experiment, where only
"well-filled" siliques were harvested in the M 1-gneration for progeny testing, it was
calculated from the M 1- and M 2-ovule sterility data in Table 1, that the relation between
the sterility percentages in the two generations can be algebraically described by:
Click here for figure
This means that approximately 12 percent of the M 1-ovule sterility has been "transmitted" to
the M 2-generation. This low percentage can be ascribed to the effect of selection for "wellfilled" siliques in the M1. However, it should be noted that the effect of selection could
not be accurately measured, since no data were available from a direct comparison (at the
same time) of the induced M 1-sterility, M 2-sterility without, and M 2-sterility with pre
selection for M 1-fertility.
The effect of radiation type on induced mutant spectrum.
Table 2 gives the number of independently arisen mutants, classified to phenotype (P),
mutagen (m) and conditions of the treatment (D). The data from a three-way contingency table.
To test whether or not the observed mutant spectrum, i.e., the frequencies of the different
mutants, was influenced by the type of radiation (X-rays or fast neutrons) and by the
pretreatment with dithiothreitol (DTT) a G-test for independence of the three variables (M,
D, P) was used (SOKAL et al., 1969). From Table 3 it can be seen that there was a significant
(p<0.005) association between mutagen and mutant phenotype (M x P). This indicates that the
mutant spectrum was significantly affected by the radiation type, i.e., X-rays or fast
neutrons, by which the mutants were induced.
Click here for table

Table 3: Analysis of independence P x M x D*
*Analysis of the data from Table 2; P = mutant phenotype group (17 categories, M = mutagen
(X-rays or fat neutrons), D = condition of treatment (0% DDT or 1.2% DTT)
After close examination of the data (Table 2), it was possible to group the 17 mutant
phenotypes into three, namely: -P I, the phenotype groups in which the number of fast neutron
induced mutants was approximately twice (or more) the number of X-ray-induced mutants, i.e.,
the long hypocotyl mutants, loosely packed rosette leaf mutants, roundish or broad leaf
mutants, eceriferum mutants, mutants with hanging pods and short pod stalks, mutants with a
different flower morphology, mutants with yellow seeds, and gibberellin-sensitive mutants.
- P II, the phenotype groups in which conversely the number of X-ray induced mutants was
approximately twice (or more) the number of fast neutron induced mutants. These were only
mutants with closely packed broad leaves and short petioles, and
-P III, the remaining mutant phenotypes.
In none of the phenotype classes was a significant effect of radiation type on mutant
spectrum left. This independence was expected because of the criteria used for grouping the
mutant phenotypes. It can be concluded that the significant G-value for the P x M association
can be attributed to the differential distribution of X-ray-compared to fast neutron-induced
mutants over the phenotype classes P I, P II, and P III, respectively (Table 4).
Click here for table
Table 4: Analysis of independence P I, II, III x M x D*
*Analysis of the data from Table 6; P I, II, III = mutant phenotype class (3 categories), M =
mutagen (X-rays or fast neutrons), D = condition of treatment (0% or 1.2% DDT)
Click here for table
Table 5: Rank Test (White, 1952) for unpaired measurements after X-ray and fast neutron
irradiation. A. the frequency of mutants with closely packed broad leaves with short
petioles/100 cells B. the frequency of mutants with loosely packed leaves with long
petioles/100 cells C. the frequency of mutants with roundish or broad leaves/100 cells D. the
frequency of eceriferum mutants/100 cells E. the frequency of (vital) yellow-green
mutants/100 cells
It is statistically unreliable to isolate individual lines from a contingency table and
ascribe significance to them. Therefore, to test whether in the dose range studied, specific
mutant phenotypes were more frequently induced with either X-rays or fast neutrons,
rank-tests (White, 1952) were applied in which the mutant frequencies of specific mutants at
various X-ray doses were compared with the ones obtained at various fast neutron doses. From
these tests (Table 5) it can be concluded that mutants with closely packed broad leaves and
short petioles were more frequently induced with X-rays (p<0,05), while mutants with loosely
packed leaves and long petioles, and eceriferum mutants were significantly more frequently
induced with fast neutrons (p<0.05 and p<0.01, respectively). For the remaining mutant types
of the phenotype class P I, i.e. mutants which were relatively more frequently induced with
fast neutrons, no significant differences between the frequencies were found (see for
instance the frequencies of mutants with roundish or broad leaves in Table 5). Between the
frequencies of X-ray- and fast neutron-induced mutants grouped into phenotype class P III
(i.e. mutants which were observed approximately as frequently after X-rays as after fast
neutrons such as the yellow-green mutants (Table 5), no significant differences were found.
The X-ray-induced mutant spectrum observed in the present study is in agreement with the
spectrum reported by McKelvie (1963) in Arabidopsis, at least as far as similar mutant groups
are concerned. McKelvie found a significant higher frequency of mutants with roundish or

broad leaves after X-rays than after EMS treatment.
The effect of dithiothreitol pre-treatment on induced mutant spectrum.
From Table 3 it can be seen that there was no significant association between mutant
phenotype (P) and the DTT treatment (D). This suggests that the observed mutant spectrum was
independent of the DTT pre-treatment. However, when the effect of DTT on the distribution of
the mutants over the phenotype classes P I, P II, and P III was tested, a weakly significant
association between the phenotype classes and DTT was found (0.05 Since DTT protects against
single as well as double strand-breaks (Chapman et al., 1975) and does not affect the induced
base damage (Schans et al., 1979), the observed DTT effect indicates that the ratio strandbreaks/base-damage is higher for P I mutants than for P II and P III mutants.
Click here for table
Table 6: Classification of radiation-induced mutants in Arabidopsis according to phenotype
class P I, P II and P III; mutagen (X-rays or fast neutrons) and dithiothreitol treatment (0%
or 1.2% DTT)
The mutant frequency per mutant group.
The study of the mutation rate of specific loci might elucidate to what extent mutability is
an intrinsic property of the gene or of the organization of the whole genome. Apart from the
effect of the experimental conditions, it is found that the mutability of individual loci
within an organism may vary by several orders of magnitude (Lundquist, 1975; Persson et al.,
1969; Stadler, 1942; Westergaard, 1959;). This indicates that the intrinsic property of the
gene and/or the "location" of the gene on the chromosome affects its mutability. It was
noticed by LI and Redei (1969) that mutations for thiamine auxotrophy occurred with the same
frequency, i.e., 0.75 x 10 E-4 per locus per genome, in Penicillium and in Arabidopsis, which
shows that homologous loci can have similar mutability. Unfortunately, very few data are
available for the comparison of mutation rates of specific loci across phylogenetic
boundaries (Li et al., 1969; Yonezawa, et al., 1975).
To relate the mutant frequencies observed in the present study to those found on other
experiments (with Arabidopsis or with other plant species) the mutant frequency per mutant
group per cell is given in Table 7. From these values and from the number of loci per mutant
group, a rough estimate for the average mutation frequency per locus per cell, i.e. 1 x
10E-3, in the present experiment was determined. Thus, the mutation rate of the "loci"
studied was higher than that of the thiamine loci. This may be due to either different
experimental conditions (mutagen, dose) or to a different mutability per se. However, it
should be noticed that the estimated frequency of the mutation rate per locus per genome by
Li and Redei (1969) might be underestimated due to the error annexed with their calculation
method. Apart from errors in estimating the genetic effective cell number per M 1-plant
progeny, their estimate is dependent on M 1-progeny size. This is in contrast to Gaul's
method (Frydenberg, 1963; Gaul, 1963; Yonezawa et al., 1975) which was used in this study.
Click here for table
Table 7: The mutant frequency per mutant group in Arabidopsis after X-ray or fast neutron
irradiation, with or without 1.2% dithiothreitol (DTT) pre-treatment.
Apart from the effect of radiation type, the data in Table 7 do not indicate a difference in
the mutability of the loci per mutant group per cell.
It is calculated that in the dose range studied, 1 Gy fast neutrons was generally equivalent
to 7 Gy X-rays for the induction of mutants. However, for the induction of mutants with
loosely packed leaves and long petioles and for eceriferium mutants, 1 Gy fast neutrons was
equivalent to 22 and 18 Gy X-rays, respectively, while for the induction of mutants with
closely packed broad leaves and short petioles 1 Gy fast neutrons was equivalent to 1.6 Gy

X-rays. In barley it was found that 1 Gy fast neutron was equivalent to 46.1 Gy X-rays for
the induction of eceriferum mutants (Lundquist, 1975). Thus, fast neutrons are more effective
in barley than in Arabidopsis for the induction of eceriferum mutants. This indictes that, at
least for the eceriferum loci in Arabidopsis and barley, 'homologous' loci have a different
mutability.
In barley, significant mutagen specificity in the mutability of individual eceriferum and
erectoides loci of X-rays or Gamma-rays and fast neutrons was observed (Lundquist, 1975,
Lundquist et al., 1962, 1968; Persson et al., 1969). The number of mutants per locus per
radiation type in Arabidopsis are still too low to pronounce upon mutagen specificity for
individual loci.
Conclusion
The most significant effect observed in the present experiment was the difference between
X-ray- and fast neutron-induced mutant spectra. The data are in agreement with the results
found in barley and show that the difference in spectra is consistent over dose. It is found
that fast neutrons are more efficient for the induction of specific mutants, i.e., the ones
belonging to class P I. The fact that the relative frequency of P I mutants was less with a
DTT pre-treatment than without, irrespective of radiation type by which the mutants were
induced, suggests that P I mutants more often originate from strand-break damage than the P
II and P III mutants. Therefore, the data indicate that the difference between X-ray and fast
neutron-induced mutant spectra is caused by the relatively higher frequency of breaks after
fast neutrons than after X-rays. In this respect it is worth mentioning that Schubert and
Rieger (1976) found differences between segmental response of chromosones I and V in Vicia
faba for the induction of aberrations by X-rays and fast neutrons. This indicates that
certain parts of the chromosomes have a better ability to 'repair' induced strand-breaks than
others. This specific 'repair' ability might be the basis for differences between X-ray and
fast neutron-induced mutant spectra.
SUMMARY
Arabidopsis Seeds were irradiated with X-rays or fast neutrons, in the presence or absence of
dithiothreitol. Well-filled siliques were selected in the M 1-generation, resulting in a good
M 2-fertility. In the M 2-generation, where specific mutants were used as parameter, a
significant differentc (p<0.005) was found between X-ray and fast neutron-induced mutant
spectra. X-rays, for instance, induced more mutants with closely packed broad leaves with
short petioles, while fast neutrons induced more mtuants with loosely packed leaes iwth long
petioles as well as more eceriferum mutants. This difference between the mutability of
certain characters by X-rays and fast neutrons was consistent ovr several doses.
The -SH radioprotector dithiothreitol did not significantly influence the mutant spectra
observed. However, certain mutant types, notably those more frequently induced by fast
neutrons, seem to be less frequent after irradiation in the presence of DTT.
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Induced mutations in plant breeding and biological
researches in Japan
H Nakagawa
Abstract
Two hundred and forty two direct-use mutant varieties generated by using irradiation, chemical mutagenesis and somaclonal variations, have
been registered in Japan. About 61% of these were induced by Gammaray irradiation, largely due to successful collaboration with the Institute
of Radiation Breeding. This high percentage of Gamma-ray irradiated
mutants indicates that mutation breeding via Gamma-ray irradiation is
an effective and highly successful approach for the generation of commercial cultivars. Some mutant cultivars of Japanese pear exhibiting resistance to diseases induced by Gamma-ray irradiation and development
of a unique bioassay by using toxins of fungi was discussed. In addition,
228 indirect-use (hybrid) mutant varieties primarily generated in rice
and soybean have found value as parental breeding germplasm resources
in Japan. In 2005, two direct-use cultivars and 97 indirect-use cultivars
of rice contributed approximately 12.4% of the total area of rice cultivation in Japan. The semi-dwarf gene (sd-1) generated in rice is perhaps
one of the most significant contributions. For soybean, similar Gammaray induced mutants comprised nearly 9.4% of the total cultivation area
of soybean in Japan. Molecular genetic studies focused on genome sequencing have become an extremely powerful tool for identifying the
genes and for selecting mutants exhibiting specific phenotypes. It is
anticipated that molecular genetic interaction will complement gains
in mutation breeding on a dramatic scale. Chronic irradiation in the
Gamma Field is also considered to be a useful tool for generating mutant resources for future molecular studies especially in rice, and expand
its use into the other graminaceous crops which have genomic synteny
to rice. There are interesting reports concerning mutations in rice, such
as low glutelin content, in which the size and location of deletions and
the mechanisms and phenotypes of low glutelin content were elucidated.
Chronic irradiation in the Gamma Field is useful to generate mutant
resources for molecular researches.
Introduction
After the construction of the Gamma Field, now considered the worlds
largest radiation field (Fig. 1, 100m radius with an 88.8 TBq 60Co source
at the center), the Gamma Room and the Gamma Greenhouse in the
Institute of Radiation Breeding (IRB) in 1960’s, mutation breeding was
accelerated by cooperative research with national and prefectural breeding laboratories, private companies and universities in Japan [1].
In The New York Times (In “Useful Mutants, Bred With Radiation” by
William J. Broad, August 27, 2007), Dr. P. J. L. Lagoda of the Joint FAO/
IAEA was quoted to say, “Spontaneous mutations are the motor of evolution. We are mimicking nature in this. We’re concentrating time and
space for the breeder so he can do the job in his lifetime. We concentrate
on how often mutants appear - going through 10,000 to one million - to
select just the right one.”
Institute of Radiation Breeding, National Institute of Agrobiological Sciences, Hitachi-Ohmiya,
Ibaraki, Japan
E-mail: ngene@affrc.go.jp

Figure 1 Gamma Field of IRB

The concept and objectives of the IRB’s Gamma Field has the same
goals for the plant breeder. The facility is used to artificially induce mutations at a higher frequency than it occurs in nature. The radiation dose
at the nearest point of the field (10m from the center, ca. 2 Gy/day) is
estimated to be about 300,000 times that of normal and natural background radiation. At the farthest point (100m from the center, ca. 0.01
Gy/day), the radiation dosage is about 2,000 times that of normal background radiation. This means that growing plants at the nearest point to
the Gamma-ray sources are being treated to a 1,000 year’s of accumulated normal background rates of radiation per day. Although we do not
know all the genes or mechanism of mutations, radiation breeding has
produced many useful mutant cultivars and contributed greatly to the
farmers and industries of Japan.
In 1991, the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries (MAFF)
of Japan launched the Rice Genome Research Program (RGP), with the
aim of fully decoding the rice genome in three phases over a 21-year period. With the cooperation of 10 participating countries [2], the genome
sequencing of 12 rice chromosomes was completed in 2005 [3]. Following this achievement, molecular genetic studies based on the results of
the genome sequencing project became the most powerful tool for selecting mutants of certain characteristics in rice. This is anticipated to
revolutionize mutation breeding success in rice, and become applicable
to a number of other important crop species.
In this report, the mutant cultivars developed mainly by Gamma-rays
are discussed. In addition, their economic impacts in Japan, as well as
molecular studies performed to elucidate the mutation at the DNA level
are described.
Mutation breeding and released cultivars in Japan
In a 2007 search regarding the number of induced mutation varieties in
the IAEA database, China is first in the number of described induced
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mutation varieties at 638; India is second listing 272 varieties; and Japan is third with 233 varieties. The total number of mutant cultivars,
including direct-use mutant cultivars and indirect-use cultivars, exceed
these totals. A selection of mutant cultivars developed in Japan, including the economic impact of these cultivars, and their characteristics are
reviewed here.
The number of cultivars developed by mutation breeding
Figure 2 shows the number of direct-use and indirect-use (hybrid) mutant cultivars registered in Japan in each five-year period from 1960 to
2005. The number of direct-use cultivars had been rapidly increasing
until 1995, when 67 cultivars were registered in five years (about 13 cultivars per year). This number fell from 2001 to 2005, with only 41 cultivars
being registered (about 8 cultivars per year). The number of indirectuse cultivars primarily generated in rice has steadily increased over time
and 68 cultivars were registered from 2001 to 2005. This number can be
increased if agronomically useful, direct-use cultivars, such as “Reimei”
with the sd1 dwarf gene for rice are developed.
Two hundred and forty two direct-use mutant cultivars comprising 61
species generated through irradiation utilizing Gamma-ray, X-ray and
ion beams, chemical mutagenesis and in vitro culture (somaclonal variation), have been registered and released in Japan (Fig. 3). More than 61%
of these were induced by Gamma-ray irradiation and those induced by
somaclonal variation and chemical mutagen, not including those with
double chromosome numbers through colchicine treatment, are 15.7%
and 6.6%, respectively. Recently, the development of mutant flower cultivars, generated by ion beam irradiation, has been a growing area of
mutation induction in Japan.

Table 1 shows the number of registered mutant cultivars of some
crops developed by radiation, Gamma-rays, and those irradiated at the
IRB, NIAS [4]. There are 50 mutant cultivars of chrysanthemum, 31 of
rice, 16 of soybean, 10 of rose, etc. Among them, 100 cultivars have been
generated at the IRB and these contributions of the IRB regarding the
development and release of superior mutant induced cultivars has been
extensive. This high percentage of Gamma-ray irradiated mutants indicates that mutation breeding via Gamma-ray irradiation is an effective and highly successful approach for the generation of commercial
cultivars.
The first mutant rice cultivar is “Reimei,” which means “dawn” in Japanese, was the first irradiation induced mutant cultivar that illustrated the
potential of utilizing Gamma-rays for breeding improvements in Japan.
Reduction of plant height, including dwarfism and semi-dwarfism is one
of the characteristics that can be induced with high frequency by irradiation and can be easily detected in the field. “Reimei,” registered in 1966
[5] was a successful case of an irradiation induced semi-dwarf mutant.
This cultivar exhibits a mutation of the sd-1 locus [6] and shows a culm
15cm shorter than the original cultivar “Fujiminori.” The semi-dwarf is
associated with the high-yielding ability and recorded the highest yield
in Japan in 1967 [5].
Table 1. Number of registered mutant cultivars developed by radiation, Gammarays, and those irradiated in the Institute of Radiation Breeding, NIAS [4]
Mutant cultivars1

Radiation

Gamma-rays

IRB2

61 Crops

242

188

146

100

Rice

31

14

12

11

Wheat

4

2

2

0

Barley

4

4

3

0

Soybean

16

16

15

9

Chrysanthemum

50

46

32

29

Rose

10

7

7

6

Sea pink (Limonium)

6

6

6

0

Cytisus

8

8

8

8

Apple

2

2

2

2

Japanese Pear

3

3

3

3

Others

108

80

56

32

Total number of mutant cultivars developed by radiation (Gamma-ray, X-ray and ion beams),
chemicals (Excluding colchicine treatment), somaclonal variation
Number of mutant cultivars irradiated in the Institute of Radiation Breeding (IRB)

1

Figure 2 Number of cultivars developed by mutation breeding in each 5-year period from
1961-2005. Total number of direct use cultivars is 212 and that of indirect use cultivars
is 230 [4].

2

Table 2. Number of indirect use mutant cultivars in Japan (2008)
Rice

Wheat

Barley

Soybean

Tomato

Others

Total

198

3

7

9

3

7

228

In Japan, the total number of indirect-use mutant cultivars is 228,
which includes 198 rice, 9 soybean, 7 barley, 3 wheat, 3 tomato, 4 lettuce,
1 eggplant, 1 Japanese lawngrass, 1 mat rush, and 1 mushroom cultivar
in 2008 (Table 2). Interestingly, among the 198 indirect-use mutant cultivars in 2008, 89 cultivars (44.9%) were derived from the “Reimei” or
its offspring. This suggests that agronomically useful mutations can be
utilized as parental lines to develop new varieties with this characteristic
and transferred efficiently to the farmers’ field.

Figure 3 Percentage of total 242 cultivars developed by mutation breeding by using various
kinds of methods in Japan (2008). Chemical mutagen does not include colchicine [4].
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The Economic impact of mutant cultivars in Japan
Figure 4 shows the increase of mutant rice cultivars, which were derived from mutants generated by Gamma-rays, planted in farmers’ fields
in Japan since 1960. “Reimei” was first cultivated on 61,598 ha in 1968,
(http,//ineweb.narcc.affrc.go.jp/). The number of mutant cultivars has
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been increasing and 99 mutant cultivars (2 direct-use and 97 indirectuse cultivars) were in cultivation in 2005 [4].

dollars) [4]. As a result, economic impact of mutant cultivars is huge in
Japan.
Some useful mutant varieties by using various screening
methods.

Figure 4 Total number of mutant rice cultivars, which are derived from mutants generated by
Gamma-rays, cultivated in farmers’ field from 1960 to 2005 in Japan [4].

Figure 5 Total areas of mutant rice cultivars, which are derived from mutants generated by
Gamma-rays, cultivated in farmers’ field from 1960 to 2005 in Japan [4].

Figure 5 shows the total cultivated field of the mutant cultivars, which
are derived from mutants generated by Gamma-rays, from 1961 to 2005.
This increased after “Reimei” was released for cultivation in 1968. The
peak use of mutant induced cultivars reached 250,000 ha in 1986 and
was slightly more than 200,000 ha from 1994 to 2005. In 2005, the total
cultivated area of mutant cultivars was 210,692 ha, which is 12.4% of
total cultivated area of paddy rice (1,702,000 ha) in Japan [4].
The total crude income of farmers selling the brown rice of mutant
cultivars also has been increasing as the increase of the cultivated area,
although the price of the grain is different in each year. The amount of
total income is estimated to be approximately 250 billion Yen (2.34 billion US dollars) in 2005 [4]). The mutant cultivars, which are derived
from mutants generated by Gamma-rays and have been cultivated on
more than 5,000 ha from 2001 to 2005, are the following 17 cultivars,
“Kinuhikari (263,223ha)”; “Haenuki (219,734ha)”; “Tsugaru-roman
(106,423ha)”; “Yume-akari (66,491ha)”; “Yume-tsukushi (58,893ha)”;
“Aichi-no-kaori (53,697ha)”; “Asahi-no-yume (51,049ha)”; “Mutsuhomare (46,959 ha)”; “Dontokoi (17,008ha)”; “Yume-shizuku (14,076ha)”;
“Mine-asahi (10,698 ha)”; “Yume-hitachi (10,440ha)”; “Yume-minori
(9,957ha)”; Aki-geshiki (7,510ha)”; “Aki-roman (7,450ha)”; “Miyamanishiki (7,242 ha)”; and “Tsukushi-roman (5,533 ha).” The mutant cultivars, which have been cultivated in more than 100000ha of farmers’
fields are the following 5 cultivars, “Akihikari (1,410,810ha)”; “Reimei
(886,188ha)”; “Kinuhikari (263,223ha); “Haenuki (219,734ha); and
“Tsugaru-roman (106,423ha).” Among them, “Reimei” is a direct-use
mutation cultivar and the others are indirect-use cultivars [4].
There are 16 direct-use mutant cultivars of soybean registered in Japan since “Raiden” and “Raikou” were developed by Gamma-ray irradiation in 1960. The improved characteristics were early-maturity and
late-maturity, yellow hilum, seed-coat color, short-stem, and the number
of pods/stem, lipoxygenase-free, low allergen etc. Among them, one cultivar was induced by X-ray and the other 15 were induced by Gammarays. The number of indirect-use cultivars is 10. The total cultivated area
of mutant cultivars cultivated in the farmers’ fields came to 13,283 ha
(9.4% of total cultivated area (142,000ha) of soybean in Japan in 2005)
and total farmers’ crude income was 5.56 billion Yen (ca. 52 million US

Rice
Although rice is not a high protein grain crop, the protein content is ca.
7% when the white rice is cooked. A mutant line with a low content of
gulutelin was obtained from the ethyleneimine (EI) treatment to “Nihonmasari.” The “LGC-1” was developed from back-crossing this mutant
with the original “Nihonmasari” to eliminate undesirable characteristics,
such as semi-sterility and semi-dwarfism [7]. The seed protein of the
“LGC-1” is composed of mainly of a low amount of digestible glutelin
and high amount of indigestible prolamine. This construction of protein
is disadvantageous for the digestion of rice grains in humans, though
the total amount of protein is mostly similar to the original cultivar. As a
result, the “LGC-1” is useful as “low protein rice,” and some clinical trials
on patients with kidney disease indicate that the variety is a useful and
effective daily food for such patients [8]. The defect of the “LGC-1” is its
eating quality, and there are the other loci that control the biosynthesis
of digestible protein, such as globulin. Therefore, Nishimura, et al. [9] induced a mutant named “89WPKG30-433” with a deficiency in globulin
from the leading Japanese cultivar “Koshihikari” through Gamma-ray
irradiation. They hybridized it with the “LGC-1” and selected “LGCKatsu” and “LGC-Jun” from the hybrids, whose globulin content was as
low as the “LGC-1,” where the globulin content is zero. The total digestible protein content tested to about 30% of ordinary rice. As the eating
quality is highly improved and digestible protein content is lower than
“LGC-1,” these two cultivars will greatly help in the dietary management
of proteins with chronic renal failure.
Soybean
Takagi [10] identified two major genes, which control radio-sensitivity,
in some soybean varieties. When the 50% reduction rate (RD50) of root
length was determined with acute irradiation to the seeds or the chronic
irradiation to the plants for the entire growth period, radio-sensitivity of
a sensitive cultivar, “Shinmejiro,” is more than twice that of the resistant
variety, “Tachisuzunari.” The differences in radio-sensitivity between the
varieties to the chronic irradiation in the Gamma Field were controlled
by a single recessive gene, rs1. Besides, the second recessive gene rs2,
which was discovered in “Goishishirobana,” whose activity is only expressed following acute seed radiation.

Figure 6 Metabolic pathway and key genes of fatty acid in soybean [13] (courtesy of Prof.
Y. Takagi).

Soybean is the most widely used source of edible oil for human con-
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sumption. Fatty acids of soybean seeds consist of palmitic acid, stearic
acid, oleic acid, linoleic acid, and linolenic acid (Fig. 6). Altered unsaturated fatty acid content (elevated oleic acid and reduced linolenic acid)
increase the oxidative stability that provides health benefits and improvement of fatty acid contents. This has been one of the most important breeding objectives of soybean. As natural genetic diversity in soybean is limited, mutation induction is one effective approach to induce
modification. Through the use of X-rays or chemical mutagens, mutants
with different fatty acid compositions, such as reduced and elevated palmitic acid, elevated stearic acid, elevated oleic acid (50%) , and reduced
linolenic acid (3%) content were isolated and found to be controlled by
major genes (Fig. 6; [11-13]).
Soybean seed has three lipoxygenases called L-1, L-2 and L-3, respectively [14]. The lipoxygenases are the main factors of the grassy-beany
flavor of the products. Soybean lines lacking each of the three genes have
been developed. However, no line lacking all three genes has been obtained because of tight linkage between L-1 and L-2 [15]. The F2 seeds
derived from a cross between a line without L-1, L-3 and a line without
L-2, L-3 were irradiated with Gamma-rays. After surveying 1,813 M3
seeds by using SDS/PAGE, one mutant seed lacking all L-1, L-2, and L-3
was selected [16]. A new cultivar “Ichihime” with this unique characteristic was registered and released in 1994 [17].

Italian ryegrass
Mutation breeding has been mainly established in seed propagated, selfpollinated species. Although several methods have been widely used for
the screening of mutants in self-pollinated species by the single-seed
descent approach [18,19] and by single seed descent (one-plant-onegrain method, Yoshida [20]), these methods have not been applied to
cross-pollinated species. Ukai [21] developed a new method for obtaining mutants of cross-pollinated species efficiently in a temperate forage
grass, Italian ryegrass (Lolium multiflorum L.). The method was called
the “Crossing-within-Spike-Progenies Method.” This method is composed of 1) taking seeds separately from each spike from a population of
plants irradiated with Gamma-rays, 2) sowing the seeds in a hill plot as a
spike-progeny, 3) isolating each hill from others at the time of flowering
and allowing the open-pollination of plants within hills, and 4) taking
seeds from each of the hills and sowing the seeds in hill progenies for
the screening of mutants. This procedure is repeated each year. When
300 Gy of Gamma-ray was irradiated to the seed, the frequency of chlorophyll mutations was approximately 70.6% per hill progeny and 1.87%
per plant. In contrast, open-pollinated populations exhibited that only
10% per progeny and 0.12% per plant, respectively. This method will be
applied to the other wind- or insect-pollinating outcrossing crop species.
Chrysanthemum
In general, it is very difficult to isolate mutants from mutation sectors
in vegetatively propagated crops although the maintenance of mutant
genotypes is easier than the seed-propagated species. It has been shown
that the combined method of chronic Gamma-ray irradiation and tissue
culture is very effective in solving this problem. By tissue culturing the
floral organs of chrysanthemum (Chrysanthemum morifolium Ramat.)
plants chronically irradiated in the Gamma Field from the seedling to
the flowering stages, many non-chimeric mutants, with various flower
colors and shapes, are obtained [22]. From these mutant lines, 10 cultivars were registered. The technology, given the term “radiobiotechnology,” is not only effective in obtaining non-chimeric mutants but also
effective in producing high mutation frequencies. The method has been
utilized to induce mutations in various vegetatively propagated crops
and many mutant cultivars have been registered.
Japanese pear and apple resistant to Alternaria disease
A popular cultivar of Japanese pear (Pyrus serotina Rehd. var. culta
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Rehd.), “Nijisseiki,” which was a leading variety, occupied 28% of the
total cultivated area of Japanese pear in 1990 in Japan. The cultivar, however, is highly susceptible to the black spot disease, Alternaria alternata
(Fr.) Keissier (= Alternaria kikuchiana Tanaka), one of the most serious
diseases of pear [23]. Growers are required to spray fungicides several
times during the growing season to counter the disease. To induce mutations resistant to the disease by Gamma-ray irradiation, small plants of
the cv. “Nijisseiki” were planted at every 4 meters from 37 m to 63 m
from the 60Co source in 1962 and chronic Gamma-ray irradiation was
applied (30 x 10-2 Gy - 4 x 10-2 Gy/day) in the Gamma Field [24]. In
1981, nearly 20 years after the planting, a twig without the symptom of
the disease was found in a plant planted at a distance of 53 m from the
irradiation source. As it was ascertained that there was no difference in
other agronomic characteristics between the mutant and the original variety except for the resistance to the black spot disease, it was registered
and released in 1991 with the name “Gold Nijisseiki”[24]. It was registered as the same name in Australia in 2004 (Certificate Number 2533).
Dr. Sanada, one of the breeders of this cultivar, mentioned, “The situation of mutation breeding on fruit trees has been severely criticized
because there have been no successful results.” Although it took them
nearly 20 years to identify a useful mutation and 30 years for the registration, the release of “Gold Nijisseiki” is a monumental achievement for
the Gamma Field.

Figure 7 Bioassay of resistant to the black spot disease by using the AK-toxin obtained from
the culture of the fungus. Upper to lower leaf disc(1 – 5) means 1 (young) to 5 (older) leaf;
cv.“Chojyuro”, highly resistant; cv. “Nijisseiki”, highly susceptible; cv. “Gold Nijisseiki”,
resistant

At the same time an easy and effective method for the screening of
resistance to the fungus has been developed by treating leaf discs (7 mm
in diameter) by the AK-toxin produced by the fungus [25]. It was coincidental and lucky for the breeders that Nakashima, et al. [26,27] isolated
and identified the chemical structure of the toxin named “AK-toxin” produced by the fungus of black spot disease and generating the symptom
of black spots on leaves at the same time. As a consequence, the breeding group entered into a cooperative research program with the chemistry group and established this unique method. When the leaf discs are
placed on the filter paper soaked with AK-toxin obtained either from the
extract of the fungal body or artificial synthesis in a Petri dish, and kept
for two or three days, susceptible leaves turned to black and resistant
leaves stayed green (Fig. 7). After the development of this method, two
new mutant varieties, “Osa-Gold [28,29]” and “Kotobuki Shinsui [30]”
were developed in a short period of time by using this screening method.
The economic effect of this research has been great [4].
These researches suggest that the breeding of fruit trees requires pa-
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tience and that development of easy and precise screening methods is a
very important addition to the development of methods for mutation
induction.
Achievement of biological researches on mutations induced by
Gamma-ray irradiation
Deletion size generated by Gamma-ray
Naito, et al. [31] studied the deletion sizes of transmissible and nontransmissible mutations induced with Gamma-ray and carbon ion beam
irradiation by the sophisticated pollen-irradiation methods in Arabidopsis. It has been revealed that most mutants induced with these ionizing irradiations possess extremely large deletions (more than 6 Mbp),
most of which are not transmittable to the next generation, as well as
small deletions (1 or 4 bp), which are normally transmissible.
In rice, the same tendency was observed in transmissible mutants.
Morita (unpublished) researched the frequency of transmission of different mutations possessing different deletion sizes as obtained with
Gamma-ray irradiation in rice. Among 11 Gamma-ray induced mutants,
one GluA2 mutant exhibited 1 base pair (bp) substitution, and among 10
mutants with a deletion, the deletion size of 6 mutants, which include
CAO (chlorophyllide-a oxygenase), GA3os (GA3-beta-hydroxylase),
GluA1 (glutelin A1), and GluA2 (glutelin A2) are 1 bp deletion, and
those of the other CAO mutants and PLA1 (Plastochron1) are 3 and 5 bp
deletions, respectively. Those of GluB4/5 (Glutelin B4/5), two α-globulin
mutants are more than 10 kbp, 15 kbp, and 90 kbp, respectively. It is
very interesting that the Gamma-ray induced mutations transmittable to
the next generation are primarily classified into 2 groups, the one with
extremely a large deletion and the other with small deletions (1 to 5 bp).
We are not sure whether or not it is very difficult to obtain mutants with
medium deletion size by Gamma-ray irradiations. However, we are accumulating data to elucidate it.
Different size and location of deletion generates different kinds
of phenotypes
In the course of plant evolution, genes are often duplicated in tandem,
resulting in a functional redundancy. The analysis of function of these
genes by developing double mutants might be difficult because they
would be very tightly linked. Mutants of such tandem duplicated genes
were investigated for their genotypes and phenotypes. There are reversely repeated two loci, which both codes for mRNA of glutelin production.
There are various mutants that exhibit low glutelin contents isolated by
SDS-PAGE [7, 32]. The mechanisms of low glutelin contents of mutants
that have been studied suggest that the size and the position of deletions
generate different characteristics of mutations. Some act as dominant
genes or recessive genes, and those relationships between genotypes and
phenotypes, etc. are provided as example below.

Mechanism of low glutelin content in the “LGC-1” mutant
The Low glutelin content (Lgc-1) is a dominant mutation that reduces glutelin content in the rice grain. Glutelin is a major digestible seed
storage protein encoded by a multigene family. Kusaba, et al. [33] reported that in Lgc-1 homozygotes, there is a 3.5 kbp deletion between
two highly similar glutelin genes that forms a tail-to-tail inverted repeat,
that might produce a double stranded RNA molecule, a potent inducer
of RNA silencing (Fig. 8). As a result, glutelin synthesis is suppressed
and the glutelin content is lowered. The Lgc-1 provides an interesting
example of RNA silencing occurring among genes that exhibit various
levels of similarity to an RNA-silencing- inducing gene. This was the first
report that shows the mechanism of a mutation was RNAi.

Mechanism of low glutelin content in the “glu1” mutant
The “glu1” is a gamma-ray-induced rice mutant, which lacks an acidic
subunit of glutelin, a major seed storage protein. Morita, et al. [34] elucidated that the glu1 harbors a 129.7 kbp deletion involving two highly
similar and tandem repeated glutelin genes, GluB5 and GluB4. The deletion eliminated the entire GluB5 and GluB4 gene except half of the first
exon of GluB5. As a result, the phenotype of the glu1 gene is a complete
lack of the acidic subunit of glutelin and acts as a recessive gene for low
glutelin content in rice grains (Fig. 9).
Conclusion
The above examples illustrate that the position and the size of deletions
in the same loci have the capacity to dramatically alter the phenotype of
mutants through the process of transcription and translation. The glu1,
which has a large 129.7 kbp deletion, acts as a recessive gene, while the
LGC1, which has 3.5 kbp deletion including probably a terminal signal
of the transcript region acts as a dominant gene.
Furthermore, the GluB5 and the GluB4 have the same amino acid
sequence in their acidic subunit, suggesting that only the mutation involving both GluB5 and GluB4 result in the resultant phenotype. That
is the lack of the glutelin acidic subunit deleted in the “glu1” mutant. It
probably is very difficult to knock out both loci by chemical treatment
or transposon techniques. Sequenced plant genomes exhibited more
that 14% of the genes formed tandem array [3, 35]. This finding, however, suggests that Gamma-rays can be an effective mutagen to generate knock-out mutants of both loci and to analyze tandem repeated and
functionally redundant genes.

Figure 9 Comparison of phenotype, mode of inheritance and mechanism of mutation character between glu1 and Lgc1 mutation with different size and place of deletion in the same
region of 2 loci, GluB4 and GluB5 (by courtesy of Dr. R. Morita, IRB, NIAS). glu1,Morita et
al. [34] ; Lgc1, Kusaba et al. [33]

Figure 8 Mechanism of low glutelin in LGC-1 through a deletion at the transcription termination signal and produced double-stranded RNA suppress the glutelin synthesis by RNAi
[33] (by courtesy of Prof. M. Kusaba, Hiroshima University).

Genetic studies by the useful mutations induced with Gamma-ray
chronic irradiation
As the history has shown, spontaneous and induced mutation resources have played an important role not only for mutation breeding
but also genetic studies and the elucidation of gene functions.
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Phytochrome
Takano, et al. [36] have isolated phytochrome B (phyB) and phy C mutants from rice and have produced all combinations of double mutants.
Seedlings of phy B and phyB phyC mutants exhibited a partial loss of sensitivity to continuous red light but still showed significant deetiolation
responses. The responses to red light were completely canceled in phyA
phyB double mutants. These results indicate that phyA and phyB act in
a highly redundant manner to control deetiolation under red light. They
also found that mutations in either phyB or phyC locus causes moderate
early flowering under a long-day photoperiod, while monogenic phyA
mutations had little effect on flowering time. The phyA mutation, however, in combination with phyB or phyC mutation caused dramatic early
flowering. Early flowering mutants were generated by chronic Gammaray irradiation with dose rates ranging between 3 and 6 Gy/day [36].
Aluminum tolerance
Ma, et al. [37] isolated a mutant with highly sensitivity to aluminum concentration from cv. Koshihikari of japonica rice, which has an aluminum
resistance [38]. The mutant was induced with chronic Gamma-ray irradiation and exhibited the same phenotype to the wild type with the
absence of aluminum. That is, M1 plants were irradiated in the Gamma
Field from seven days before heading to two days after heading under 20
Gy/day for eight days. The root elongation of the mutant, however, was
highly inhibited in the presence of 10 μM Al. The mutant also exhibited
poorer root growth in acid soil. Genetic analysis showed that the high
sensitivity to Al is controlled by a single recessive gene. The gene was
mapped to the long arm of chromosome 6.
Conclusion
The Gamma Phytotron was established in Korea in 2005 and the Gamma
Greenhouse, approximately doubled the size of the Gamma Greenhouse
located at the IRB, Japan, was established in Malaysia in 2008. Both facilities are focused on the induction of mutation by chronic Gamma-ray
irradiation to growing plants of important crop species. As described
earlier in this report, chronic irradiation is a useful tool for the generation of mutant genome resources that have application toward molecular
analysis as well as conventional breeding.
Conclusions
A. M. van Harten [39] describes in “Mutation Breeding -Theory and
practical application,”
“An explanation for the decreasing interest in mutation breeding, at
least in most “developed” countries, may be that during the past two
decades attention has become more and more directed towards studying
the possibilities offered to plant breeding by various new molecular technologies…As a result of these developments mutation breeding seems to
have lost part of its previous attraction for young researchers.”
It is not necessary to mention, however, that mutation breeding is still
a very interesting and useful technology for isolating genes and for elucidating gene mechanisms and metabolic pathways in various crops.
The record has also shown that mutation induction is a very useful
conventional breeding tool for developing superior cultivars. Today, sitedirected mutagenesis in vivo or in vitro cell can be envisioned and many
researchers are conducting programs in this direction.
New fields of science and technologies were developed on the basis of
achievements of traditional or classic methods. It is highly desirable that
the IRB continues their work while incorporating the new knowledge
and technologies. The IRB is well equipped with appropriate facilities
and equipment that will contribute to the future mutation breeding developments and be a contributor in solving the problems mentioned in
this review.
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Introduction
During the period since the discovery of x-rays by R6NTGEN in 1895, a
vast amount of work has been done in which these radiations have been
used for clinical diagnosis and therapy. The practical applications of
x-rays in medicine and surgery make it necessary to know the effect which
x-rays produce upon the living organism. Many investigators have suggested on the basis of general observations that small doses of x-rays may
stimulate cellular activity and growth, but convincing proof of such action
has been wanting. In more recent years such claims have been discounted
in favor of the belief that x-rays are always more or less destructive in action, and tend to retard growth.
It is not the purpose of this preliminary report to survey the literature
dealing with the effects of x-ray treatments upon plants. It has been found
that every part of the plant body can be profoundly modified by appropriate treatments. Cytological and histological examination of treated cells
and tissues reveals striking changes in the organization of the protoplasm
and of organs derived from the treated meristems. Most frequently the
results described are of a destructive nature. The protoplasm is partially
disorganized; chromosomes are vacuolated or fragmented; the cell division mechanism functions imperfectly, showing unequal distribution of
chromosomes, non-disjunctions, translocation of pieces of chromosomes from
one to some other non-homologous chromosome, etc. Gene changes may be
produced, often injurious in character, with resulting lethal effects and
tendency to sterility. The results obtained by McKAY and GOODSPEED (5)
on cotton are typical. Many mutations have been induced in maize and
barley (7, 8), and tobacco (1), but it has been questioned whether there are
any progressive evolutionary changes induced by x-ray treatments.
All vegetative parts are subject to injury by x-rays. Root tips may
become bulbous and swollen, with tumor-like enlargements in which giant
cells may occur. Stems become fasciated under strong treatments. Leaves
are injured readily; they become asymmetric and crumpled in appearance,
develop deep sinuosities, and often show irregular development of chlorophyll. The sunflower shows these injuries in typical fashion, the leaves
becoming pocked and marked as though they were suffering from a mosaic
1 This investigation was aided in part by a grant to the University of Chicago from
the Rockefeller Foundation.
287
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disease. Even the flowers of plants rayed in seed or seedling stages may
show fasciation or various teratological modifications. Some of these have
been described for the sunflower and tomato by JOHNSON (2, 3).
On the other hand, one can find a dozen or more claims in the literature
that x-rays in small doses are stimulative. In some cases increased yields
have been claimed for crops grown from x-rayed material. Such claims
have been reinvestigated in some cases, and the stimulative effects denied.
JOHNSON (4), for instance, has not been able to substantiate such claims
made for the potato. However, some increase of yield has been reported
for x-rayed potatoes at the New Jersey Agricultural Experiment Station.
PATTERSON and MULLER (6) have found that induced point mutations in
Drosophila (presumably caused by chemical changes in the genes) may
cause increased vigor in some cases. They argue in favor of the possibility
of progressive x-ray mutations with endless eventual potentialities.
As a result of our experiences with the use of x-rays on plants it is believed that stimulative effects may be consistently obtained if appropriate
conditions are employed. Possibly these stimulative phenomena have not
been regularly detected in the past because the intensity of the radiations
have been too great, or possibly because the x-ray beam contained too large
a proportion of long wave-length radiation. Deleterious effects are consistently obtained in our work when unfiltered radiations are used, and
we believe that these harmful effects mask the stimulation that occurs
when the beam is properly filtered. Filtration of the radiation, of course,
affects the wave-length constitution of an x-ray beam profoundly. It
not only reduces the intensity of each wave length throughout the x-ray
spectrum, but also changes the relative proportion of the energy supplied
by each wave length throughout the spectrum. The shorter radiations
suffer much less absorption than the longer radiations; and for practical
purposes the longest x-rays are so strongly absorbed by aluminum or copper filters that filtration through such metal plates practically removes
them from the beam.
Since filtration affects both the intensity and relative composition of the
beam, and since we have not yet differentiated these effects in our work, we
are not in position to discuss the nature of the x-ray action. Until further
experiments are done we cannot say whether the stimulating effects that
are obtained when the beam is filtered are due to the fact that harmful long
wave-length rays are removed, or whether they simply indicate that stimulation follows low intensity irradiation, regardless of wave length, and is
masked by injury if the intensity is greater, regardless of wave length.
Believing that the dosages in common use for treatment of plants were
much too large, we have used very small doses. The intensity of the radia-
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tions used is expressed in R6ntgen units measured with a Wulf ionometer,2
the measurements being taken in air without the effect of back-scattering of
the beam by solid material. We are indebted to DR. PAUL C. HODGES,
R6ntgenologist of the University of Chicago, for the calibration of our instrument, and for many helpful suggestions.
In these preliminary experiments we are using about 100 pk. KV.,
5 ma., 1-mm. aluminum screen. Under these conditions the instrument
delivers about 38 r-units per minute at a point 30 cm. from the target,
the distance used in these experiments. Our experimental material is
exposed on cellucotton pads in glass dishes resting on a lead-covered table.
It undoubtedly received slightly higher doses than were computed in air
because of a slight amount of back-scattering of the radiations. But the
computation of the dose in air is a standard method of measuring the
dosage. In some instances our best results have been obtained with 1
minute or less, a total of 30-40 r-units. In most cases maximum stimulation has been obtained with not more than 2 or 3 minutes; and with 4 or
5 minutes the effect is already one of retardation of growth.
It is evident at once that investigators who have been using from one
to ten erythema doses as light doses, are using extremely heavy doses.
The erythema dose is a rather rough unit of measurement, and may be
defined as that dose of x-rays that just fails to produce a detectable change
in the normal human skin. It is at best a vague designation, but is still
much used. It seems much better to adopt the more accurate r-unit. It
is generally accepted that the physical equivalent of the erythema dose is
approximately 600 r. The Holzknecht is also used in expressing x-ray
doses, and this is approximately 120 r.
The optimum dosage for different kinds of plants is probably specific,
and must be determined by experiment for each species and varietal strain.
A number of common plants seem to respond best to dosages between 30
and 120 r.
Methods
In order to make it possible to repeat our procedure, the details of
preparation of the seeds for treatment are given. Seeds of such plants as
corn, wheat, oats, and sunflower have been used. They are placed for 24
hours in a moist chamber upon a layer of cellucotton saturated with distilled water, and kept at a temperature of about 220 C. The seeds are used
without sterilization, and lie in conitact with the wet substrate on one side,
and in contact with moist atmosphere on the other side. They are not
2 Small-chamber inistruments of this sort are intended primarily for use with higher
voltages and are somewhat inaccurate at lower voltages. Eventually the calibration will
be checked with large-ehamiber instruments that are relatively insensitive to voltage
change.
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submerged during the period of preliminary imbibition and germination.
At the end of 24 hours the seeds of all four species show incipient germination. The radicles protrude through the pericarps and enable one to know
that the seeds are alive. At this stage the material for treatment and for
controls is selected. Twenty or more seeds as nearly at the same stage of
germination as possible (estimated by equal length of protruding radicles)
are chosen and divided into two lots. One lot is left untreated, the other is
placed upon fresh saturated cellucotton and treated at once for 1-5 minutes. Optimum effects are often obtained with 1, 2, or 3 minutes of treatment, according to species. Sunflower seems best at 3 minutes, corn possibly at 2 minutes, and some varieties of wheat at 2 minutes. In some cases
wheat gives good results at 30 to 45 seconds or 1 minute. As soon as the
raying is completed, controls and treated seeds are both planted in the
same type of soil, or in sand culture, or on fresh saturated cellucotton in a
moist chamber, depending upon the nature of the experiment. In the case
of respiration experiments, controls and treated seeds are placed on a wet
substrate in the respirometer immediately after treatment. During treatment the glass covers of the moist chambers or petri dishes are removed
so that the only screen is the metallic aluminum screen. In the case of sunflower seeds the pericarps of the fruits are removed before treatment. They
are also removed from the controls before planting. We have tried to
avoid any differences except that of the treatment itself. Selection of seeds
is practiced only to obtain material of uniform physiological activity for
the controls and treatments.
Results
WHEAT
The first tests with Marquis spring wheat indicated that it is sensitive to
small doses of x-rays. The treated plants were decidedly more vigorous
than the controls when the period of exposure was from 45 seconds to 1 or
2 minutes. By the time the plants were several weeks old (in soil culture),
the treated individuals were taller and of ranker growth. The greatest
difference was in the degree of tillering. The untreated plants showed
50 per cent. with one tiller each, while the treated plants showed 100 per
cent. with two tillers each. Figure 1 shows the general appearance of the
plants on September 17, after several weeks of growth.
Tests with Mfinhardi and Trumbull wheat gave us the impression at
the time that the hardier variety (Minhardi) was less easily influenced by
x-rays. The Minhardi wheat in the first tests seemed to show little stimulation, while Trumbull, a moderately hardy variety, showed plainly that its
early development was hastened by treatment, but not so much as the Marquis spring wheat. At the present time we are not certain as to the order of
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these varieties with reference to deg,ree of stimulation.3 It is possible that
varieties more stable toward cold treatments may also be more stable
toward x-ray action. We believe the dosage is specific for each variety, and
that a longer treatment may possibly be required by the hardier varieties to
produce a given amount of stimulation.

CORN
The most interesting results were obtained with Madison Yellow Dent
corn. It was noted that grains which had been treated emerged from the
soil more rapidly. On September 22, seeds which had been imbibing water
for 24 hours were treated 1-5 minutes, one series screened by aluminum,
another treated without metallic screen. A third series, untreated, served
as controls. Five days later the seeds treated through the screen showed
84 per cent. of emergence; the unscreened treated seeds showed 72 per cent.;

JII

FIG. 1. Influence of x-rays on growth of wheat: Pot at left rayed 1 minute; at
right, 45 seconds. Controls in middle pot. For other conditions see text.

and of the controls only 60 per cent. had emerged. Treated seeds kept in
petri dishes always showed a more rapid elongation of coleoptiles than untreated seeds. We have removed such coleoptiles from the seeds at the end
of three days and determined the fresh and dry weight of the coleoptiles.
Treated seeds showed from 5 to 26 per cent. greater fresh weight than the
controls, and from 3 to 16 per cent. greater dry weight. This suggests the
possibility that there is a more rapid utilization of the endosperm reserves
in seeds that have been treated.
When the treated corn seeds were grown for a few weeks, some very
important differences were noted. Figure 2 shows corn grown from seeds
treated 1-5 minutes under an aluminum screen. While the growth differences are visible, and somewhat irregular, the main differences in this
set are not visible to the eye in the photograph. The plants treated for
3

Work on these varieties of wheat is being continued by Miss BESSIE ZABE.LIN.
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short periods (1-3 minutes) had thicker stems than the controls, or those
treated a minutes. The treated plants looked and felt slightly more
succulent, and were darker green in color. The fresh green weight of the
tops was obviously greater in the treated plants than in the controls. Without detailed discussion we present in table I such differences as were
measured. The chlorophyll differences need further investigation, as this
darker green color was not noticed in the oats, wheat, and sunflowers.
The irregular growth of the 3-minute plants in figure 2 may have been
caused by a defect in the instrument which was not discovered and corrected
until after several lots of seeds had been treated. In table I the most important data are those on dry weight increase (column 11) and those on
chlorophyll increase (column 16).

I
~
~
~
~

~

~

~

......

~

FIG. 2. X-rays and the growth of corn. Control at the left.
minutes indicated on the pots. For other conditions see text.

Time of treatment in

In table II are presented data on the moisture content of the roots and
stems. While the differences are small, they affect roots and tops alike.

TABLE II
WATER

TREATMENT

Control
1 min

.....

.........

2 min
3 min.

4 min

.........

.........

5 min
.m........

CONTENT OF X-RAYED CORN PLANTS

RooTrs

Tops

DRY WEIGHT

WATER

DRY WEIGHT

WATER

per cent.

per cent.

per cent.

9.34

90.66

8.58

per cent.
91.42

8.09

91.91

8.32

91.57

8.75

91.25

8.03

91.97

6.78

93.22

8.25

91.75

7.92

92.08

7.87

92.13

9.14

90.86

9.06

90.94
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With light doses, the dry weight percentage decreases and the water content increases. Even these small differences are large enough so that the
practiced eye and touch can detect the greater succulence of the plants
from seeds treated for 1-3 minutes.
OATS
Only one experiment has been performed with oats. The seeds were
from a laboratory sample without name. The increased growth of treated
seeds was irregular, as in the case of corn, but plainly visible in all of
the treated material. Figure 3 shows the results with plants from seeds

| !J3v
4

X-rays

FIG.
and the growth of oats. Control at the left. Time of treatment
in minutes indicated on pots. For other conditions see text.
screen at 30 cm. for the periods of time
marked on the pots. A defective contact in the machine is believed to have
been responsible for the irregular behavior at 2, 3, and 4 minutes, but even
these showed increased growth in height and thicker culms than the controls.
SUNFLOWER
The sunflowers were treated after the x-ray machine had been repaired.
In figure 4 the controls and treated plants show an excellent curve of height
growth. In the photograph the 2-minute and 4-minute plants were omitted.
They were perfectly intermediate between 1 and 3 minutes, and 3 and 5
minutes respectively. The 10-minute plants were rayed without the screen.
These unscreened plants show the symptoms of burning described by JOHNSON (2). The leaves are asymmetrical, distorted, pocked as if they had
mosaic, and the plants are greatly stunted. The screened plants show none
of these ill effects; leaves are normal in every way, and growth more rapid.
The group of plants rayed 3 minutes blossomed first, indicating a slight
shortening of life history by the treatment.
Some attention has been given to the carbohydrate metabolism and respiration of treated seeds. Under the methods we are using, a slightly more
rapid liberation of sugar is detectable from the reserves of corn, and a

rayed through a 1-mm. aluminum
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slightly more rapid respiration of rayed seedlings. The increases are not
very striking, and we feel that the data are too meager to be published at
present. It seems hardly possible that the increased rate of emergence
of seedlings, increased rate of growth, etc., could take place without some
increase in respiration rate. This may be controlled in part by the concentration of sugar in the protoplasmic environment. The first tests on
diastatic activity, however, slhowed distinct depression of the enzyme by
x-ray treatment. Mucli more extensive tests must be made on sugar concentration, respiration, and enzvme activity with material more favorable than
corn for this purpose.
Conclusion
From the results obtained in these preliminary experiments it is concluded that if the x-rays are properly filtered to decrease the intensity of
the beam, or to decrease the proportion of the longer radiations, and if the
quantity of energy used is adjusted to the specific requirements of the

E~~~

~

.......... .._.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

FIG. 4. X-rays and growth of sunflowers. Control at left. Time of treatment in
minutes indicated on pots. Plants at right unscreened. For other conditions see text.

plants by control of the duration of radiation, and of the voltage and
amperage used, plants can be stimulated to show increased growth rates.

Summary
1. A few preliminary experiments are described which indicate that
under appropriate conditions of treatment, x-rays produce stimulative
effects upon plant growth. Wlheat, corn, oats, and sunflower seedlings

have been used.
2. The seeds were treated in an early stage of germination after soaking for 24 hours in a closed moist chamber on a substrate of cellueotton
saturated with water. The seeds are not submerged during soaking, but
are wet on one side, and in contact with air.
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3. The conditions which we believe necessary for such stimulative
action are: the use of metallic screens, high voltage and low amperage, and
brief exposures. The total dosage for stimulation does not much exceed
100 r-units. Even with the 1-mm. aluminum screen sunflowers given 150200 r-units were overtreated. Optimum growth occurred with about 115
r-units (3 minutes).
4. There is some evidence of increased sugar content and increased
respiration of treated seedlings.
HULL BOTAICAL
IcAABORATORY
UNIVEaSITY OF CHICAGO
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Protocol for X-ray mutagenesis of plant material: seed

Background
Induced mutagenesis in plants dates back to the beginning of the 20th century. Physical
mutagenic treatments have included gamma, X-ray and neutron irradiation. In the 1950s there
was a global spread of gamma irradiators for plant mutagenesis, especially to create desired
mutants for plant breeding. Protocols for gamma irradiation were optimised and many mutant
plant varieties have been released. The plant mutant variety data base (http://mgvs.iaea.org/)
However, gamma sources (usually the radioactive isotopes: Cobalt-60 and Cesium-137) have
become security risks and strict international regulations are imposed on: 1) the shipment of
gamma sources, 2) the production of gamma sources and 3) the refurbishment of old gamma
irradiators (Mastrangelo et al., 2010). These restrictions now limit gamma irradiation for
plant mutagenesis. The Plant Breeding and Genetics Laboratory (PBGL) of the FAO/IAEA
has therefore embarked on a series of investigations aimed at optimizing X-rays for plant
mutagenesis. Our initial studies have focused on developing procedures and adapting an
existing commercially available X-ray machine, the RS-2400, which has been used
extensively in the FAO/IAEA Insect Pest Control Laboratory to produce sterile male insects
for SIT (Parker and Mehta, 2007; Mastrangela et al., 2010; Figure 1)
In order to obtain even sample irradiation, X-ray machines require rotation of the sample in
the X-ray beam. In the RS-2400 X-ray irradiator samples are placed in canisters which orbit
the X-ray source, in addition the canisters also rotate longitudinal along their axis (Figure 1).

The RS-2400 X-ray irradiator (produced by RAD Source Technologies Inc., USA) is a self –
contained low-energy irradiator, which operates at 150 kV and 45mA to give a dose rate (to
water) in a centre of the rice filled canister 14.1±0.7Gy/min (rice is used as a irradiation
dummy as its density is close to that of other seeds such as rice, barley, wheat). The Specific
dose rate (SDR) at that location is 0.0376 Gy/kJ-1 or 2.26Gy min-1 kW-1. Samples are placed
inside canisters (5 canisters in the RS-2400) which are suspended by cradles that revolve in a
vertical plane around the fixed horizontal X-ray tube (Figure 2). A specific dose is achieved
by setting up a control panel with the required amount of kWs to produce the required
radiation absorbed dose. The RS-2400 is currently used in the sterile insect technique in 2
countries (Brazil and Costa Rica) and under installation in 2 others (Pakistan and Burkina)
Faso) and is easily adapted for plant mutation induction. Here we describe a protocol for seed
irradiation.

Adaptation of the RS 2400 irradiator - sample canister
Each sample canister of the RS 2400 is 178 mm in diameter by 167 mm in length, which
gives a volume about 3.5 litres (Figure 3). To achieve more uniform dose by hardening the
photon spectrum, 0.5 mm steel has been placed in all canister (Parker and Mehta, 2007). RS2400 offers a possibility of 5 irradiator canisters for a total volume of 17.5 litres (Figure 2b).
The volume of the sample canisters of the RS 2400 is too large for seed samples of many
crop species, e.g. the small grain cereals (rice, wheat, maize, etc.) in which a 1 litre volume
may contain 15 thousand seed. Seed irradiation for mutagenesis typically involves sample
sizes ranging from 3,000 – 50,000 seed. Additionally, it is important in X-ray irradiation that
samples are packed tightly to minimize air space and to maintain near uniform field of X-rays
through the entire sample, therefore a range of sample container sizes is required. Various
containers may be used, e.g. 0.4 to 0.7 litre and these can be set inside the standard sample
canisters of the RS 2400 using plexglass brackets (Figure 4).
1.
Dose optimization:
The radiation dose is the radiation absorbed by the samples after the completion of the
treatment. The standard 3.5 litre sample canister of the RS-2400 has been calibrated for dose
uniformity using instant cooking rice to fill the canister because the density of pupae and of
instant rice is quite similar, 0.46 and 0.44 g cm-3 respectively (Mehta and Parker, 2012).
Uniformity is achieved when all (5) canisters are filled with instant cooking rice during the
treatment. For seed irradiation, the seed samples need to be packed tightly in an appropriate
sample container which is placed into a standard RS 2400 canister and the remaining empty
space filled with instant rice (Figures 5, 6a and 6b).

2.

Determining the Relative Biological Effectiveness of X-rays

A prerequisite in developing an X-ray irradiation protocol for seed treatment is to determine
sample radio-sensitivity and thereby optimum dose for mutagenesis. These studies are
described in detail in Bado et al. (2012); an outline is given here. The effectiveness of X-ray
irradiation was assessed through the Relative Biological Effectiveness (RBE) by measuring
growth of M1 seedlings. The RBE for a given test irradiation was calculated as the gamma
radiation dose required to produce the same biological effect as a standard x-ray radiation
treatment. Seedling height or hypocotyl length as a percentage of control seedlings (from
untreated seed, M0) were plotted against the absorbed dose and growth reduction of 30% and
50% (GR30 and GR50, respectively) were estimated base on the linear regression analysis.
Tests were carried out on a range of seed samples of barley, lupin, sorghum and wheat (Table
1).

Table 1: X-ray irradiation doses giving growth reductions of GR30 and GR50 in M1
seedlings of barley, lupin, sorghum and wheat. The RBE with respect to equivalent gamma
ray treatments is also given.
Crop

Variety

Barley
Wheat
Sorghum
Lupin

Rum
ASCAD 176
Hourani
ASCAD65
Um Quis
Koden
LG-15
LG-46
LG-92
LAE-1
AU 11257-19/1

Gamma ray dose
in greys
GR30
GR50
249.8
400.3
121.4
281.4
222.3
314.1
244.0
350.6
249.1
352.7
246.8
406.4
401
826
586
1037
622
1129
451
897
430
786

X-ray dose in
greys
GR30
GR50
187.2
347.5
191.2
338.0
35.5
146.8
195.7
281.1
88.36
187.82
226.3
349.5
499
991
473
909
628
1047
423
873
468
806

1/RBE
GR30
0.75
1.57
0.16
0.80
0.35
0.92
1.24
0.81
1.01
0.94
1.09

GR50
0.87
1.20
0.47
0.80
0.53
0.86
1.20
0.88
0.93
0.97
1.03

These studies indicate that lower X-ray doses are required compare to gamma doses to
produce the same biological effect. This was also reported in sterile insect work (Mastrangelo
et al., 2010).

3. Protocol
Seeds sample preparation
Step 1
Prior to irradiation the seeds are kept at least for 3 days, in a desiccator with 60% glycerol
for moisture equilibration to 12-15% (Figure 7).
Step 2
Seed are packed into appropriately size sample containers to minimize air space (Figures
4). Different seed samples may be placed in paper bags before placing into the sample
container to avoid sample contamination or mixing (Figure 8). For small samples, small
containers or Petri dishes (size depend of the adaptor groove pre-defined) may be used and
the samples are immobilized by packing with tissue paper (Figure 9)
Step 3
The packed sample container is fitted with brackets and fixed into position inside a
standard RS 2400 canister. The void volume is filled with instant cooking rice. (Figures
10 and 11).

Step 4
Canisters are placed into the irradiator (Figure 12) and the required irradiation dose is
given

Post treatment activities
Post treatment activities are the same as for other physical and chemical induced
mutagenesis (including gamma ray) (Kodym and Afza 2003 and Mba et al., 2010).
Radiosensitivity checks
Grow up M1 to produce M2 seed
Screen for mutations, evaluation
Entry into breeding programmes

Kenya

Jamaica

Senegal

Poland

Eritrea

Jordan

Country

Barley

Artemisia

Ginger
r

Jatropha

Lupin

Sorghum

Wheat

Barley

Crop

Examples

200

Um Quis

Barley

Artemisia spp

Jamaica Yellow

China Blue

Jamaica Native

250

150

8

8

8 and 10

100, 200, 300, 400,
500

250, 500, 750, 1,000
and 1,500

AU 11257-19/1

Bacary Sarre

250, 500, 750, 1,000
and 1,500

250, 500, 750, 1,000
and 1,500
250, 500, 750, 1,000
and 1,500
250, 500, 750, 1,000
and 1,500

LAE-1

LG-92

LG-46

LG-15

200 and 400

250

ASCAD65

Koden

200

150

200

Dose used
(Gy)

Hourani

ASCAD 176

Rum

Variety

Development of rhizome rot
resistance
Development of rhizome rot
resistance
Development of rhizome rot
resistance
Good quality and quantity
biochemical (artemisin )for
malaria management
Increased yield and adaptation to
harsh environments

Radiation test, high yielding,
good quality and oil content

Radiation test and induce genetic
variability in the species and line

Radiation test and induce genetic
variability in the species and line
Radiation test and induce genetic
variability in the species and line
Radiation test and induce genetic
variability in the species and line
Radiation test and induce genetic
variability in the species and line

High yielding , striga resistance
and drought tolerance

Currently under development

Currently under developpment

Plantlets recently subcultured to M1V4

Plantlets recently subcultured to M1V4

Chlorotic abnormalities (10 Gy)

Currently under screnning

Changes in plant architecture, type of growth
(from indeterminate to determinate)
Changes in plant architecture, type of growth
(from indeterminate to determinate)
Changes in plant architecture, type of growth
(from indeterminate to determinate)
Restricted-branching and any change in growth
habit, early maturity, better yield potential,
potential to regenerate androgenic plants in in
vitro culture
Restricted-branching and any change in growth
habit, early maturity, better yield potential,
potential to regenerate androgenic plants in in
vitro culture

Diverse phenotypes mutants (seeds, seedling,
panicle structure, early tillering)

Plant heading time maturity, grain yield and
tolerance to smut

Plant heading time, maturity and grain yield
Plant heading time, maturity and grain yield

Plant heading time , maturity, grain yield and
any change in softness of awns
Plant heading time, maturity and grain yield

Smooth awns
Increased production under
drought condition
Increased production
Increased production and plant
height
Improved smut disease tolerance

Mutants detected

Purpose (target trait)

M2

M2

M1V4

M1V4

M1V4

M4

M2

M2

M2

M2

M2

M4

M2

M2
M2

M2

Current generation of
population/varietal development
M2
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Figure 1: X-ray irradiator RS-2400, sample canisters are loaded and unloaded from the top,

C

C
X-ray

C

C
C

Figure 2a: X-ray tube (centre) with orbiting and rotating sample canisters. Figure 2b:
Arrangement of sample canisters (5) around the X-ray tube

Figure 3: Sample canister and the cover, the interior of the canister is lined with a steel film
to harden the X-ray beam.

Figure 4: Brackets of varying sizes to fit different sample containers (0.7 litres, 0.4 litres and
Petri dishes), brackets are cut from 5 mm PMMA

Figure 5: Seed sample packed inside a contained and fixed in place using tissue. The
container is fitted with brackets.

Figure 6a RS 2400 standard sample canister (left, 3.5 litre volume) and a sample container
with adaptors (right, 0.4litre volume).

Figure 6b: Seed samples packed inside a sample container with adaptors to set inside the RS
2400 standard canister.

Figure 7: Desiccation treatment of seed to standardise moisture content to 60% glycerol

Photograph 8: Different seed samples in paper bag sealed in small container ready for
different dose treatment.

Photograph 9: Small seed samples may be packed into Petri dishes using tissue paper.

Figure 10: The prepared sample container is placed inside a standard RS 2400 canister where
it is fixed in position by adaptor brackets. The space between the sample container and the
canister is filled with instant cooking rice.

Photograph 11: Canister of samples with spare volume filled with by instant rice and cover
canister by side.

Figure 12: Placement of canister in Irradiator and closing the chamber.

SOME GENETIC EFFECTS OF X-RAYS
IN PLANTS*
L. J. STADLER
University of Missouri, Columlbia, Mo.

HIS paper summarizes the results of a series of experiments
on the genetic effects of X-rays,
conducted at the University of Missouri during the last four years. The
experimental material has included various plant species, chiefly barley (Hordeurn vulgare) and maize (Zea mays).
Space will not permit the detailed presentation of experimental methods or
data in this summary, but fuller accounts of the individual experiments
have been, or will be, published separately.
Mutation Induced by X-Rays and
Radium
The effects of X-ray and radium
treatments on the frequency of mutation in barley were determined by the
method illustrated in Figure 1. The
treatments were applied to dormant or
germinating seeds, which were then
planted at sufficient distance to permit
the development of several tillers. The
tillers develop from the axils of the
lower leaves, and each terminates, as
does the central culm, in a seed-bearing
head. Since the primordia of the tillers
are separate in the embryo at the time
of treatment, a mutation occurring at
this time affects only a single culm.
(In much-tillered plants a secondary
tiller often develops from an earlier
tiller, and a single mutation may affect
both).
The occurrence of a mutation is detected by growing a self-fertilized
progeny from each head. The mutant
character segregates in the progeny of
a single head, and its absence in the
progenies of other heads of the same
plant shows that it has resulted from

a genetic change occurring during the
development of the plant treated. Ancestral hybridity, pollen contamination,
or other complications could account
for the segregation of an unexpected
character in the progeny of a treated
plant, but in any such case the character would segregate similarly in all
head progenies of the plant oncerned.
In the first series of experiments, in
which about 2,800 head progenies from
X-rayed and radium-treated plants were
examined, 53 mutations were found.
In the untreated control, including
about 1,500 head progenies, no mutations were found. Of the 53 mutations
48 were recognizable in the seedling
stage. The methods of treatment and
the mutant seedling characters have
been reported elsewhere.4
Since about 90 per cent of the mutations found could be recognized in the
seedling stage, the use of seedling mutations alone as an index to mutation
rate is feasible. This permits the determination of mutation rates on a
large scale. Each head progeny may
be examined for seedling segregation
in a planting occupying about 15 square
inches for a period of 10 days, and
tests may be made in the greenhouse
at any season of the year. The ocurrence of seedling mutations is, in fact,
determined more accurately under these
conditions than in the regular field
plantings, since the less viable mutant
types sometimes fail to emerge under
field conditions. Seed remnants of all
head progenies are saved and those
from mutating plants are planted in the
field for further study.
By this method quantitative studies
of mutation rate may be made with

*These experiments were supported in part by a grant from the National Research
Council, Committee on Effects of Radiation on Living Organisms.
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ordinary "visible" mutations. During
the fall of 1928 seedling progenies were
grown in the greenhouse from about
20,000 head progenies. Only distinct
and conspicuous seedling characters
were counted as mutants, in order to
avoid fluctuation in the standard. About
250 of these were found. The evidence
discussed below on the relation of mutation rate to dormancy, temperature.
dosage, etc., is derived from these
experiments.
The Induced Mutations
The mutant seedling characters recorded were chiefly chlorophyll abnormalities. The predominance of this
type of mutant is clue in part to the
method of study, since special attention
was given to characters showing clearcut segregation in small progenies during the first few days after emergence.
This method discriminates against any
but the most extreme of morphological
variations. A few clear-cut morphological variants, however, are included.
Of the total number of seedling mutants found, some 300 in all, white
seedlings made up about 60 per cent.
Another 5 per cent were "virescent
white"; that is, white seedlings which
gradually develop green color. About
15 per cent were yellow seedlings of
various shades, of which about onethird were more or less virescent. Intermediate shades of greenish-yellow
made up another 10 per cent, and the
remaining 10 per cent included miscellaneous types such as "striped", "handed",
"fine - striped", "green - striped", "tarnished", "spotted", "tapering", spindling", "shriveled", etc. The mutants
grouped as virescent whites, yellows,
and greenish-yellows included many
phenotypically distinct types. Presumably these as well as the white seedlings included mutations at many different loci.
Most of the mutant seedling characters are lethal and almost all are unfavorable to growth, as would be expected in types conspicuously different
from the normal. The striped seedlings are fairly vigorous, and a few
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TECHNIC IN DETERMINING MUTATION RATE IN BARLEY
Figure
A recessive mutation induced by irradiation of the seed makes one tiller of the resulting plant heterozygous.
In the seccld
generation the self-d progeny of this tiller
segregates the mutant character. Some of
the normal pliits of this progeny are heterozygous, and segregate the same mutant in
the next generation. Since the rimordia of
the three heads are separate in the embryo
at the time of treatment, the other head progenies of the treated plant are unaffected by
th mutation.
e

ofthe virescents develop almost norsually in later growth.
Mutations having no conspicuous effenerat in the seedling stage but causing
distinct variations in later development

could have been detected in only about
4.he000 head progenies which have been
grow n to maturity.. Seven of these
were found, including three for "pale
green," two for "non-glaucous," one for
" fine-stripe," and onefor "dormant,"
a type resembling winter barley in
gr
owthth.
habit of groth.
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Tests of almost all of the mutations
found in the first series of experiments
have been carried through one or more
generations following that in which the
mutant character first appeared. In all
of these cases the head progeny segregating the mutant includes normal
plants which segregate the same mutant in the next generation. The few
mutants which reach maturity breed
true. In the few cases tested by crossing on untreated normal plants, the
mutant characters are transmitted
through the pollen, reappearing as recessive segregates in the F of the
hybrid. In other words, the genetic
behavior is as would be expected on
the assumption that the mutation is a
change of a dominant gene to the corresponding recessive in a somatic cell
of a homozygous plant.
In the original segregating head
progeny the proportion of plants showing the mutant character is usually less
than 25 per cent, and the proportion
of plants which are found heterozygous
is less than 50 per cent. In later generations the ratios are approximately
normal. The probable reason is that
only a part of the head is derived from
the cell in which the mutation occurred.
Not infrequently two different mutant characters segregate in the same
head progeny. The frequency of such
cases is greater than would be expected
from chance coincidence.
No clear case of a dominant mutation
has yet appeared. All of the mutations
tested beyond the first segregating generation are unquestionably recessive.
The remainder cannot be classified positively without further test, but none of
them has behaved as would be expected of dominants. A dominant muDIRECTLY-INDUCED STRIPING
tation should affect not only the progeny of the tiller concerned, but also the
Flgure 2
phenotype of the tiller itself. All of
A barley chimera resulting from. a direct the treated plants, including many not
cytoplasmic effect of X-ray treatment. The
two tillers on the right had broad yellow yet tested for recessive mutation, were
stripes, but the heads were entirely green.
carefully examined for somatic variaThe progeny was unaffected. In a similar tions such as might result from the ocplant in which a yellow stripe passed through currence of dominant mutations in the
the head, the seed of the striped sector
primordia of tillers. Among more than
transmitted the defect.

CHIMERAS INDUCED BY X-RAYS
Figurest3

d 4

Two maize chimeras resulting from X-ray treatment of the mature seed. Both are
purple plants heterozygous for the gene B b, and each has a sector of green tissue derived
from a cell in which B was lost. he extent of such sectors indicates the amount of tissue
which may be derived from a single cell in the embryo of the mature seed.

CHIMERAS PRODUCED BY IRRADIATION OF DEVELOPING EMBRYO
Figures 5 and

Two maize chimeras resulting from irradiation 6 days after pollination. Both plants were
heterozygous for the gene G g, for golden plant color. The lighter colored areas in the
figure are "golden," and are derived from a cell in which G was lost.
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23,000 treated plants only two variations affecting seed-bearing culms were
found. One of these was the plant
pictured in Figure 2. Two of its tillers
(on the same side of the plant) had
distinct broad yellow stripes on the leaf
blades and sheaths but not on the head.
The progeny of these two tillers was
entirely normal. The other plant had
a similar yellow stripe on the upper
sheaths and blades of the main stalk,
beginning as a narrow line but broadening on the upper leaves and appearing on several spikelets of the head.
The seed of these spikelets gave yellow,
green, and sectorially yellow-and-green
plants. Probably both cases resulted
from some direct cytoplasmic effect of
the X-ray treatment. A third case was
a plant with broad white stripes on two
late tillers, which never headed and
which therefore could not be genetically tested. No other indication of
dominant mutation has been found.
From the tests already completed it is
evident that the total number of recessive mutations from these plants will
be over 1,000.
The possibility is not excluded that
the recessive condition resulting from
X-ray treatment is merely the absence
of the dominant gene; that is, that the
mutation induced is simply the destruction of a gene. But the outward effects and genetic behavior of these mutations, so far as studied, are identical
with those of "normal" recessive genes.
and this conception may be applied
equally well to "normal" recessive
mutation.
Tests of the genetic identity and
linkage relations of several of the induced mutations have been undertaken
by rof. F. J. Stevenson, of the Unicersitv of Minnesota, in connection with
his studies of inheritance in barley.
The material is technically rather difficult, and routine determination of the
linkage relations of large numbers of
mutant genes is not practicable.
Induced Mutation In Maize
In experiments in which detailed
genetic study of the induced mutations

is desirable, maize is now being used,
because of its advantages for genetic
analysis. Mutations similar to those
found in barley are induced in maize
by X-ray treatment. Since maize is
naturally cross-pollinated, the treated
plants must
e self-pollinated artificially, and it is therefore not so well
suited as is barley to the determination
of mutation rates on the extensive scale
necessary in quantitative studies.
The portion of the plant which will
he affected by a mutation occurring in
a single cell of a mature seed is not
likely to include both the tassel and the
ear, and consequently the mutations induced by treatment of mature seed
usually do not segregate in the second
generation. A mutation affecting either
the tassel or ear, but not both, results
in the production of heterozygous
plants in the second generation and
segregation in the third. By using
only tiller ears and pollinating each
with pollen from the same tiller, the
chance of a second generation segregation is increased.
A more satisfactorv method is to apply the treatment not to the mature seed, but to the
young embryo, at so early a stage that
an induced mutation can affect the entire plant.
The portion of the plant affected by
mutations resulting from treatment of
the embryo at various stages of development is shown in chimeras produced by the treatment of embryos
heterozygous for certain plant characters. The plants shown in figures
3 and 4 are from seeds X-rayed just
before planting.
They are heterozygous for purple plant color, and each
shows a sector of green tissue developed from a cell in which a plantcolor gene (B) was lost. The genetic
nature of these cases is discussed in
a later paragraph. The point of interest in the present connection is the extent of the tissue which nmay be affected by a genetic change resulting
from treatment at this stage of development. Several chimeras of this
sort have occurred in cultures grown
from X-raved seed. The affected tis-

ABERRANT PLANTS DUE TO IRRADIATION
Figures 7 and 8

A defective plant from a seed X-rayed at
fertilization. The plant at the left is a normal plant of the same culture. Plants are
similarly affected by irradiation on the day
after fertilization.

A japonica-striped maize plant from the
irradiation of an embryo heterozygous for J i
shortly after fertilization. The entire plant
was lost.
is derived from a cell in which
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sue in these plants varies rather widely
in extent. Plant 1252-27, pictured in
Figure 3, has the largest portion of
tissue affected, while plant 1214-55
(Figure 4) has one of the smallest
sectors observed. In the former plant.
part of oth the tassel and the ear are
affected, while in the latter apparently
no portion of either the tassel or the
ear is included in the affected sector.
Even when treatments are applie(l as
early as the sixth day after pollination chimeras are produced.
The
plants shown in Figures 5 and i; were
produced in this way. In these two
cases the gene responsible is (; g, for
golden plant color. Both plants have
broad streaks of golden tissue in both
the main stalk and the tillers. None
of the plants from seed treated at this
stage showed a recessive character affecting the entire plant. On the other
hand, treatments applied on the first or
second day after pollination have produced no chimeras.
ut have given
several plants entirely recessive for a
character heterozygous in the seed
treated. One of these is shown in
Figure 8.
In studies of- induced mutation in
maize the X-ray treatment is applied to
seeds heterozygous for genes marking
several or all of the chromosomes.
These are treated in the field on the
second day after pollination.
The
plants grown from these seeds are
selfed.
The induced mutations thus
segregate in a progeny segregating also
for' the chromosome markers, and linkage relations are roughly indicated in
the generation in which the mutant
characters first appear.
So far as
possible. genes for endosperm and seedling characters are used as chromosome
markers. in order to permit the determination of mutation freqtiency and
linkage relations in seedling progenies.
Rarity of Induced Mutation in Wheat
and Oats
Treatment of common wheat and
oats by the methods described above
for barley gives a very different result.
The effect on the treated generation is

similar, andl the killing lose is not
markedly different, but in the following
generations there is little or no evidence of induced mutation.
Common oats of the two cultivated
species, A4vena sativa and Arena bulvzantina were treated in several experiments.
Selections of the varieties Kherson and
Fulghum were use(l. The conditions of
treatment varied somewhat in these explerinients. but were such as would have
yielded about 50( seedling niutations if
applied to barley on the same scale.
Only one mutation was found in the
oats, a white seedling segregation in
Kherson oats treated as dormnalt seed.
Commnon wheat (Triticui l tvulifarc)
was treated on a scale which would
have yielded about 40 niutations in
barley. Harvest Queen, a winter wheat.
and Marquis a spring wheat. were
used. No mutations were found.
It is probable that the cause of the
lower mutability of oats and wheat is
gene reduplication, connected with their
higher chromosome number. Each of
the genera Hordeunl. Arena and
'I'riticum includes species with chromosome numbers of ", 14", and 21", but
the cultivated barlevs belong to the 7"
group in Hordeum, while the cultivated oats and wheats belong to the 21"
groups in Avena and Tritictum. \\hether the 21" condition has arisen
y
sinlple chromosome reduplication or by
some more complex process ivolvin
the combination of unlike but related
sets of 7". it is probable that most
genes would be present in duplicate or
triplicate in the haploid complement
of 21 chromosomes. If a dominant
gene A4 were present in triplicate A.AA4,.1,
recessive mutation of one .4 could have
no visible effect, for the duplicate
donlinants would still he present to
maintain the dominant condition. The
coincidental mutation of the three
homologous genes would probably be
so rare as to be negligible. A moderate rate of mutation might result from
the presence of some genes in the
aaA condition. as a result of previous
mutations occurring in the course of
the past evolution of the species.
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MUTATION RATE PROPORTIONAL TO DOSAGE
Flgure

Relation of mutation frequency to dosage. The rate of mutation is proportional to the
total intensity of the radiation applied, within the limits of sampling error. Detailed explanation in text.
If this hypothesis is correct the species of Avena and Triticumn with
pairs of chromosomes should mutate
at rates comparable with those of comltniln
arley. Tests of these species.
as well as some of the 14" species.
are now il progress.*
Mutation Induced in Dormant Tissue
It is well known that the physiological effects of X-rays are in general
intensified in actively growing tissue.
In attempting to induce mutation by
seed treatment with X-rays, experimelits were made first with seeds
germinating under optimum conditions.
and the treatments were applied intermittentlv in order to increase the num-

ber of dividing cells exposed to treatment.
But our present fragmentary
knowledge of the nature of the gene
gives us no reason to assume that tile
effect of X-ravs on mutation would
varv with the metabolic activity of the
cell. If the gene is a constant entity
and its mutation a chemical change
energized by radiation, it nulght reasonably be expected to mutate under
irradiation as readily in dormant as in
aotive cells.
A consistent difference
in the rate of mutation found in cells
at different levels of metabolism might
serve as a clue to the physical nature
of the mutation process.
I)ormant and germinating seeds of
barley were given identical X-ray

*These tests have been completed and published.
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treatments in three experiments." The
dose was near the limiting intensity for
germinating seed. Dormant seed are
much more resistant to injury by irradiation and will withstand i3 to 20
times as heavy a dose.
The average rate of' mutation in the
plants treated as germinating seeds in
these experiments was about four times
as high as that in plants treated as
dormant seeds. In each case the rate
was determined from about 2500 head
progenies, and the difference was unquestionably significant from the staThe number of
tistical standpoint.
mutations found after irradiation of
the dormant seeds was large enough a!so to indicate positively that mutations were occurring at a rate significantly higher than that in untreated
seeds. When the dose applied to dormanlt seeds was doul)led the rate of
mutation was approximately doubled
The double dose applied to
also.
germinating seeds was almost completely lethal.
Because of the greater tolerance
of the dormant seed, it was possible
to apply a dose 10 times the unit dose
without appreciable injury to the
plants. This resulted in an increase
in the mutation rate roughly proportional to the increase in dosage. The
mutation rate thus secured was more
than double that which followed the
irradiation of germinating seeds. In
spite of the higher mutability of germinating seeds, it is likely that the maximum sub-lethal dosage of dormant
seeds will be much more effective in
inducing mutation than that of germinating seeds. Their greater tolerance
is more than enough to compensate for
their lower rate of mutation.
When seeds which have been irradiated while dormant were stored for
two weeks before planting, the percentage of mutations was not appreciably changed. The most heavily irradiated seeds, though apparently uninjured when planted immediately after
treatment, decreased greatly in viability
during the storage period. In seeds
given lighter doses there was no notice-

able loss during storage, either in germination or in vigor of growth.
Increased moisture content alone is
not responsible for the increased mutability in germinating seeds. The "germinating seeds" referred to above
were seeds soaked in water for 6
hours and kept on moist blotters in
covered dishes for 18 hours before
treatment.
When seeds were irradiafter the soaking
ated immediately
period the station rate was not significantly higher than that in ornnant
seeds.
BIy changing the length of the period
of soaking, the moisture content of
the seed mav e widely varied. Identical treatments were apllied( inimediately after soaking to five lots of seed
with moisture content of approximately
15, 20, 25. 30. and 40 per cent. Trhe
rate of mutation was not appreciahly
affected.
Temperature of the seeds during irradiation has no pronounced effect on
the rate of induced mutation. Germinating seeds irradiated at 10° . 20'.
30 ° , 40 ° . and 50° Centigrade showed
no significant difference in mutation
rate. The limits of sampling error in
the experiment admit the possibility of
a small effect of temperature. hut it is
clear that the high temperature coefficient characteristic of many biological
reactions does not apply. Similar experinlents with dormant seed gave the
same result.
Relation of Mutation Frequency to
X-Ray Intensity and Wave-Length
The radiation applied in the experiments summarized above varied in both
intensity and wave length. In most
cases the total intensity applied was
well below the tolerance limit of the
seed. The wave length range in almost all cases was that of unfiltered
radiation at voltages of 54 to 108 K.
V. P.
To determine the relation of total
intensity to mutation rate, dosage
trials were made with both dormant
and germinating seeds. Dosage was
varied by changing the duration of the
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treatment, other factors affecting radia- proportional to those found in the
tion intensity being constant. (108 K. dosage trial.
V. P., 4 m.a. tube current, 18 cm. tarIn the dosage trial with germinating
get distance, no filter).
seeds the range in exposure was from
Fifteen (loses were compared in the 15 to 360 seconds.
All exposures
trial with dormant seed, ranging from above 135 seconds reduced viability,
2 to 30 minutes. The heaviest dose but even at 360 seconds some plants
had no appreciable effect on the via- produced seed. The relation of mubility of the seed or the vigor of the tation rate to dosage was similar to
plants. Later trials showed that a 60- that found in dormant seed.
The
minute exposure under these conditions mean rate of mutation per minute of
killed about one-half of the plants.
exposure was 1.17%, abotit 6 times
The frequency of mutation in plants that found in dormant seeds.
given these treatments is shown in
X-rays through a wide range of
Figure 9. Mutation frequency in- wave lengths appear to be about equal
creased approximately in direct pro- in power to cause imitation, when
portion to dosage. Considering all of -alplie(l in intensities equal in power
the data the mean rate of mutation to ionize air. Equal intensities as
per minute of exposure was 0.18o%. measured by ionization tests, were apThis determines the slope of the line plied to both dormant and germinating
in the graph. If mutation rate is pro- seed of barlev at 40, 56, 81, 98. and
portional to dosage the mutation fre-. 116 K.V.P. Mutations were induced
quency from any (lose should be indi- by all of the treatments, and the frecated within the limits of sampling qluency of mutation did not differ sigerror by the slope of this line. The nificantly. Later, through the kindprobable error of the expected muta- ness of Dr. Gustav Bucky, of New
tion percentage for each (lose in a pop- York City, it was possibly to apply
ulation of the size used is indiated accurately measured doses of the ultrab the vertical lines, and the mutation
soft X-rays, or "grenz rays." emitted
percentages actually found are indi- bv the Buckv soft X-rav tube. MuFor tations were induced bv this radiation,
cated by the vertical columns.
example. the expected mutation per- both at 10 K.V.I'. and at 7 K.V.P.
centage for an exposure of 20 minutes, At the latter setting no radiation of
in a population of 375, is 3.6
0.7;
the wave length shorter than 1.76 A. is
2.7.
As
is
the observed percentage
graph shows, the actual mutation rates included in the emission spectrum.
did not deviate from strict proportion- Effects of X-Rays on Chromosome
ality more than might reasonably be
Distribution
expected as a result of sampling fluctuations.
In quantitative studies of the chroThe absence of mutation in the cul- mosomal effects of X-ray treatments
tures given the three lowest doses the material chiefly used was mosaic
might suggest the possibility of a endosperm of maize. A mosaic endothreshold intensity below which mu- sperm is an endosperm chimera in
tations do not occur, but in other ex- which a portion differs from the reperiments with low dosage mutations mainder in one or more characters, due
have been found. In the experiments to a genetic change occurring in early
with temperature mentioned above, development. Emerson has shown that
1270 progenies from seeds given an the phenomenon is due, in most cases
exposure of 108 seconds under the at least, to a chromosomal disturbance,
same conditions as in the dosage trials since linked genes are usually lost toyielded 4 mutations, and 1005 pro- gether, while unlinked genes are not.
genies from a 216-second treatment Since the triploid endosperm nucleus
yielded 7 mutations. These rates are contains two identical sets of chromo-
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ENDOSPERM CHIMERA DUE TO CHROMOSOME IRREOULARITY
losaic endosperm

in maize produced

Flgure 1B
by irradiation.

In

a seed heterozygous

for

the

linked genes C. Sh,. and l'x. a sector comprising one-fourth of the endosperm has lost the
three dominant genes, and is' colorless. shrunken and waxy ( sh w.r). The cause s a
chromosomal irregularly in early endosnerm development.

stores from the female parent, the loss lacks the three characters dependent on
of a dominant gene of maternal origin the lost genes.
Seven of the 1) niaize chromosomes
has no visible effect. Mosaics occur
orri for characters recessive in the fe- carry genes permitting their identifimale parent and dominant in the male. cation in endospermn mosaics, hut the
The cytological nature of the chromo- C-Sh-4'x chromosome is the only one
some aberration causing mosaic enlo- with niore than one gene suitable for
sperni is unknown.
accurate work with mosaic endosperni.
Figure 10 illustrates mosaic endo- Mosaics of each of the ? chroinosperm in a grain heterozygous for the sonmes have been observed in untreated
linked genes C c. Sir si, and f'.r wx. material. Their frequtncy varies rathAbout one-fourth of the grain is color- er widely in different families grown
There
less, shrunken and waxy (c s wt-) under comniarable conditions.
while the remainder is colored, smooth. is also wide variation in the frequency
andl starchy (C Sh IWx). At an early of mosaics for different characters in
stage in en(losp)ernl development a the same ears For example, in 9 unchromosome or portion of a chromo- related families of . C r s, the aversome carrying the three dominant ave frequency of r mosaics was 0.59%,
genes was lost or inactivated. and the and that of s mosaics 0.050% If the
nlosaics are due to losses of an entire
tissue derived from the cell affected

MOSAIC AND DEFECTIVE SEEDS
Figure II

1High frequency of mosaic endlosperm in
an ear X-raecd at the time of fertilization.

Figure 12

Defective seeds from X-rayed pollen. Many
of these seeds are germless. The seed parent
was untreated.
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chromosome, this difference would indicate that one chromosome is lost
much more readily than another. It
seems likely, however, that mosaics are
caused, in some cases if not in all, by
the loss of only part of the chromosome. In material heterozygous for C c
and W'x wvx, the majority of colorless
mosaics are waxy, but sectors in which
C has been lost without Wx are not
uncommon, either in X-rayed or untreated material.
When an ear is X-rayed at about the
time of fertilization a great increase in
the frequency of mosaics occurs. Data
have previously been published 3 showing a twentyfold increase in the mosaic
rate, and larger increases occurred in
some later experiments. The ear shown
in Figure 11 illustrates the high freut'ency of mosaics in X-rayed ears.
This ear was produced by the cross
A A R R c c sh sh uxwex pr prSulsu
X A A R R C C Sh Sh Wx Wx Pr
Pr Su Su. Mosaics can show only for
the paternal C-Sh-Wx and Pr chromosomes and in half of the grains for the
paternal S chromosome. If the 30
chromosomes present are being lost with
an average frequency equal to that of
these three, the frequency of chromosome loss was 12 times the frequency
of the mosaics on this ear.
In X-rayed ears with numerous mosaics, aberrations involving unlinked
genes are occasionally found. In the
ear shown in Figure 11 two grains appear which are partly colorless-starchy
and partly colored-sugary. Each of
these resulted from a cell division in
which one of the daughter cells lost C
while the other lost Su. The frequency
of such cases is probably no higher
than would result from chance coincidence, though more extensive data
would be desirable on this point.
When treatment is delayed until the
day after fertilization, the mosaic spots
showing recessive characters are smaller
and more numerous. When the same
treatment is applied on the fifth day
after fertilization, they are so small
and numerous that the seeds appear
stippled and the individual spots can-

not be distinguished without magnification. Treatments applied two weeks
after fertilization have no visible effect
on the endosperm.
These treatments cause chromosome
irregularities in the young embryo as
well as in the young endosperm, as is
evidenced in plants grown from seed
of the X-rayed ears. Among these
there occur (1) plants normal in appearance but with approximately 50
per cent defective pollen, (2) distinctly
defective plants, and (3) plants showing recessive characters for which the
seeds treated were heterozygnttc
(1) Apparently normal plants with
partially defective pollen are very frequent in these cultures. Usually about
one-half of the pollen is defective. In
most of the plants the defective pollen
grains are empty, but in some they are
partly filled with starch. In almost all
cases the ovules of these plants are
also partially defective, producing about
one-half of a full set of seed distributed at random over the ear. The affected plant. whether self-fertilized or
crossed with a normal plant, yields a
progeny of which about 50 per cent are
similarly affected. Brink and Burnham'
have analyzed a similar case occurring
in untreated maize. From the genetic
evidence they ascribe the phenomenon
to chromosomal translocation. It is interesting in this connection that Muller
and Painter 2 have found translocation
common in X-rayed Drosophila.
(2) The defective plants are of various types, but are all distinctly inferior
to the normal plants in vigor of growth.
Some never reach the flowering stage.
Those which do produce partially defective pollen and few seeds. One of
the more vigorous of these plants is
shown in Figure 7 in comparison with
a normal plant of the same progeny.
(3) In cultures heterozygous for certain characters a few defective plants
showing the recessive character have
been found. The japonica-striped plant
shown in Figure 8 was one of these.
\Vhen treatment is delayed sectorial
chimeras showing the recessive haracter in a portion of the plant are pro-
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ently represent the loss or inactivation
of a chromosome or section carrying
the dominant allelomorph of the character involved. Some characters are
much more frequently lost in this manner than others.
By a study of the chromosome complenlent of plants of this sort it may
he possible to identify the visible chromnosomes with specific linkage groups
in maize. The induction of chimeras
by X-ray treatment at various stages
of development will be a useful method
for the study of the developmental
morphology of the plant.
Dr. L. F. Randolph has undertaken
a cytological study of the effects of
these treatments. and has found cytological evidence of a chromosome l irregularity associated with semi-sterility
and of chromlosomal or sectional deficiellcy in many of the defective plants.
Chromosomal effects of X-rays are
shown also in the results of pollen
treatments. An ear of an untreated
plant pollinated with heavily-treated
pollen is shown in Figure 12. A considerable proportion of the seeds are
distinctly defective. Many of these are
germless. The viable seeds yield both
normal and defective plants. A typical
defective plant from treated pollen is
shown in comparison with a normal
plant of the same progeny in Figure
13. Among the defective plants produced by the use of X-rayed pollen
Dr. Randolph has found several lacking an entire chromosome and others
lacking a portion of a chromosome.
Experiments designed to identify genetically the chromosomes eliminated are
now in progress.
DEFECTIVE PLANT FROM X-RAYED

POLLEN
Figure 13

A typical defective plant from seed of a
normal plant pollinated by X-rayed pollen.
The plant on the left is a normal plant of
the same culture.

duced, as shown in Figures 3-6. The
pollen in affected plants or sectors is
partially defective. These plants appar-

Induced Mutation in Plant Breeding
The practical value of induced mutation in the improvement of crop
plants has been much overrated, at least
as regards immediate application. It is
true that progress in plant breeding is
dependent on the occurrence of germinal variation, and that the rapidity of
germinal change may be greatly increased by X-ray treatment. But it
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does not follow that increasing the frequency of mutation a hundredfold will
expedite the progress of plant improvement in proportion. In spite of the
rarity of mutation under natural conditions, a great wealth of germinal
variation is now available in every crop
plant species. This is the result of the
natural mutation of the past, on so vast
a scale as to dwarf the most elaborate
experiment. The genes which have survived in the varieties of today are those
which have stood the rigorous test of
natural selection. All of these are
available to the breeder. By hybridization according to principles now well
understood, they may be brought into
almost any desired combination.
The variations resulting from induced
mutation are in most cases unfavorable.
Probably this is true of mutations occurring naturally as well, and it is
reasonable to expect that among artificially induced mutations a small proportion of favorable variations will be
found. But the rare favorable mutation is likely to be accompanied by
unfavorable mutations. induced by the
same treatment. The result is a plant
heterozygous for several genes, mostly
undesirable. From this heterozvgote a
desirable combination may be extracted.
but in most cases a heterozygote of
greater promise could be produced 'by
well-directed hybridization.
If the mutations induced bv X-rays
are qualitatively identical with those occurring naturally. there is little chance
of producing experimentally variations
which have not already occurred in
nature. Characters of value in breeding
are more likely to be found in the
varietal collection than in the progeny
of X-rayed plants, and here they will
occur without the many undesirable
gene mutations and chromosome aberrations characteristic of the X-ray progenies. If mutations could be induced
selectively the outlook for practical application would he much brighter, but
the evidence thus far gives no indication of selective action. A more thorough study of this possibility is needed.
There are, however, certain special

cases in which induced mutation, even
in the present state of knowledge. offers
a fair possibility of successful application. These are in general cases in
which hybridization is not feasible or
in which a character dependent on a
single gene-change is particularly important. Two examples will serve for
illustration.
Modern corn breeding employs almost exclusively the technic of "selection in self-fertilized lines". Bv continuous selection through several generations of inbreeding, as much as possible of the best germ-plasm is concentrated in a few inbred strains, which
are later to Ixb used in the production
of vigorous first-generation hybrids.
Of the thousands of inbred strains
which have been produced in this way,
a few represent extremely valuable
gene-comllexes. Their further improvemrent is difficult. for as inbreeding proceeds they approach complete homozygosity and offer little opportunity for
selection. If new variation could be
introduced by induced mutation, even
though most of the variations were unfavorable, some further improvement
by selection might )e possible. In cooperation with Dr. J. R. Holbert and
l)r. J. ;. Dickson, of the United States
Department of Agriculture, a study is
now being made of the effects of inluced mutation on variability in two
exceptionally good inbred strains of
corn.
Another promising application of induced mutation is in the breeding of
the tree fruits. The established fruit
varieties are complex heterozygotes
maintained by vegetative propagation.
Most of them originated as chance
seedlings of unknown parentage. Under
seed propagation the type is lost at
once. For this reason and because of
the long reproductive cycle. controlled
hybridization is under a great disadvantage in the breeding of these plants.
The selection of budtlvariations is a
much simpler method of improvement.
for a lesirabhle variation may be propagated at once by grafting. A few important varieties have originated in this
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way, but somatic mutation is too rare

in most fruit species to provide material for the systematic application of
this method. Some of the characters
determining fruit quality are known
to be delxnlnent on single gene-differences, and it seems not unlikely that
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induced ntations may result in bud
variations of breeding value. In cooperation with Dr. A. E. MIurneek, of
the University of Missouri. a study is
being made of the effects of X-ray
treatment
apple.

on

bud

variations

in

the
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"PARTED PARIETALS" IN MICE
A Dominant Hereditary Character of the House Mouse, Mus musculus
CLYDE E. KEELER
lussev Institution, Forest Hills, Mass.

IN

the year 1924 many
skulls of house nice
from different laboratory stocks were collected
and cleaned for studies
of cranial differences existing between distinct
strains andl also for investigation of the asymlmetry cause(l bv early
removal of one eve (unpublished results).
It was (liscovere(l that
in many nice belonging
to lmy redlless strain the
med(lian suture separating the parietal hones
was spread apart in an
unusual fashion (Figure
14). This cranial variation seenis to be associated with the presence
of a blood vessel. pierc-

"PARTED PARIETALS" AND NORMAL
Figure 14

At left is a skull with "parted parietal," an aperture in the

median suture, between the eyes, through which a blood vessel
passes. In the normal mouse skull (right) the aperture and
the blood vessel are lacking.
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INHERITANCE OF PARTED PARIETALS
Chart showing relationships
dominant to normal skull.

Figure 15
f !00 individuals.

ing the skull at an angle, passes to the
exterior between these hones. In other
individuals both spread suture and vessel are lacking.
Matings had been made both among
these rodless nice iter se and also
with unrelated mice lacking the "parted
parietals." The skulls from offspring
of several generations following these
crosses were cleaned and examined.
From the data in hand a pedigree chart
has been prepared (Figure 15) showing
the genetic relationship and inheritance
of "parted parietals" among one hundred individuals.
In Figure 15 squares represent males,
circles females. Blackened symbols in-

"Parted parietals" appears to be a simple

delicate affected mice. Nornnals are represente(l by hollow symbols. Hollow
smhbols bearing question marks denote
individuals the skulls of which have
not been examined.
"Parted parietals" is not associated
with sex because the trait appears with
equal frequency in oth sexes. It is
apparently inherited as a dominant unit
character because (1) offspring of two
affected parents are not all affected,
(2) offspring of an affected parent and
a normal of unrelated strain not bearing "parted parietals" may be all affected, some affected, or none affected.
Only the last-named condition would
be compatible with behavior as a recessive character.

Population of U. S. Nearly 120 Million
HE population of the continental
United States, as of July 1,
1928, according to the estimate
of the National Bureau of Economic
Research, made public through the release of advance figures taken from a
copyrighted statement. issued by the
National Bureau, was 119,306,000, or
a growth since the same date ten years
ago of 14,299,000.
These figures are embodied in a 500-

page report which the National Bureau
will publish within a few days, entitled
The National Income and Its Purchasing Power, and are revealed in a comprehensive tabulation of the number of
persons in this country who are gainfully employed, making those who earn
money in the form of salaries or wages.
or those whose incomes are derived
from the conduct of enterprises which
they personally control.

SCIENCE

Useful Mutants, Bred With Radiation
By WILLIAM J. BROAD

AUG. 28, 2007

Correction Appended
VIENNA — Pierre Lagoda pulled a small container from his pocket and spilled the
contents onto his desk. Four tiny dice rolled to a stop.
“That’s what nature does,” Dr. Lagoda said. The random results of the dice, he
explained, illustrate how spontaneous mutations create the genetic diversity that
drives evolution and selective breeding.
He rolled the dice again. This time, he was mimicking what he and his
colleagues have been doing quietly around the globe for more than a half-century —
using radiation to scramble the genetic material in crops, a process that has
produced valuable mutants like red grapefruit, disease-resistant cocoa and premium
barley for Scotch whiskey.
“I’m doing the same thing,” he said, still toying with the dice. “I’m not doing
anything different from what nature does. I’m not using anything that was not in the
genetic material itself.”
Dr. Lagoda, the head of plant breeding and genetics at the International Atomic
Energy Agency, prides himself on being a good salesman. It can be a tough act,
however, given wide public fears about the dangers of radiation and the risks of

genetically manipulated food. His work combines both fields but has nonetheless
managed to thrive.
The process leaves no residual radiation or other obvious marks of human
intervention. It simply creates offspring that exhibit new characteristics.
Though poorly known, radiation breeding has produced thousands of useful
mutants and a sizable fraction of the world’s crops, Dr. Lagoda said, including
varieties of rice, wheat, barley, pears, peas, cotton, peppermint, sunflowers, peanuts,
grapefruit, sesame, bananas, cassava and sorghum. The mutant wheat is used for
bread and pasta and the mutant barley for beer and fine whiskey.
The mutations can improve yield, quality, taste, size and resistance to disease
and can help plants adapt to diverse climates and conditions.
Dr. Lagoda takes pains to distinguish the little-known radiation work from the
contentious field of genetically modified crops, sometimes disparaged as
“Frankenfood.” That practice can splice foreign genetic material into plants, creating
exotic varieties grown widely in the United States but often feared and rejected in
Europe. By contrast, radiation breeding has made few enemies.
“Spontaneous mutations are the motor of evolution,” Dr. Lagoda said. “We are
mimicking nature in this. We’re concentrating time and space for the breeder so he
can do the job in his lifetime. We concentrate how often mutants appear — going
through 10,000 to one million — to select just the right one.”
Radiation breeding is widely used in the developing world, thanks largely to the
atomic agency’s efforts. Beneficiaries have included Bangladesh, Brazil, China, Costa
Rica, Egypt, Ghana, India, Indonesia, Japan, Kenya, Nigeria, Pakistan, Peru, Sri
Lanka, Sudan, Thailand and Vietnam.
Politically, the method is one of many quid pro quos the agency, an arm of the
United Nations in Vienna, offers client states. Its own agenda is to inspect ostensibly
peaceful atomic installations in an effort to find and deter secret work on nuclear
weapons.
Plant scientists say radiation breeding could play an important role in the

future. By promoting crop flexibility, it could help feed billions of added mouths
despite shrinking land and water, rising oil and fertilizer costs, increasing soil
exhaustion, growing resistance of insects to pesticides and looming climate change.
Globally, food prices are already rising fast.
“It’s not going to solve the world food crisis,” said J. Neil Rutger, former director
of the Dale Bumpers National Rice Research Center in Stuttgart, Ark. “But it will
help. Modern plant breeders are using every tool they can get.”
The method was discovered some 80 years ago when Lewis J. Stadler of the
University of Missouri used X-rays to zap barley seeds. The resulting plants were
white, yellow, pale yellow and some had white stripes — nothing of any practical
value.
But the potential was clear. Soon, by exposing large numbers of seeds and young
plants, scientists produced many more mutations and found a few hidden beneficial
ones. Peanuts got tougher hulls. Barley, oats and wheat got better yields. Black
currants grew.
The process worked because the radiation had randomly mixed up the genetic
material of the plants. The scientists could control the intensity of the radiation and
thus the extent of the disturbance, but not the outcome. To know the repercussions,
they had to plant the radiated material, let it grow and examine the results. Often,
the gene scrambling killed the seeds and plants, or left them with odd mutations. But
in a few instances, the process made beneficial traits.
In the 1950s and 1960s, the United States government promoted the method as
part of its “atoms for peace” program and had notable successes. In 1960, disease
heavily damaged the bean crop in Michigan — except for a promising new variety
that had been made by radiation breeding. It and its offspring quickly replaced the
old bean.
In the early 1970s, Dr. Rutger, then in Davis, Calif., fired gamma rays at rice. He and
his colleagues found a semi-dwarf mutant that gave much higher yields, partly
because it produced more grain. Its short size also meant it fell over less often,
reducing spoilage. Known as Calrose 76, it was released publicly in 1976.

Today, Dr. Rutger said, about half the rice grown in California derives from this
dwarf. Now retired in Woodland, Calif., he lives just a few miles from where the
descendants grow, he said.
A similar story unfolded in Texas. In 1929, farmers stumbled on the Ruby Red
grapefruit, a natural mutant. Its flesh eventually faded to pink, however, and
scientists fired radiation to produce mutants of deeper color — Star Ruby, released
in 1971, and Rio Red, released in 1985. The mutant offspring now account for about
75 percent of all grapefruit grown in Texas.
Though the innovations began in the United States, the method is now used
mostly overseas, with Asia and Europe the leading regions. Experts cited two main
reasons: domestic plant researchers over the decades have already made many,
perhaps most of the easiest improvements that can be achieved with radiation, and
they now focus on highly popular fields like gene splicing.
“Most scientists here would say it’s pretty primitive,” Norman T. Uphoff, a
professor of government and international agriculture at Cornell University, said of
the method. “It’s like being in a huge room with a flashlight.”
But the flashlight is cheap, which has aided its international spread.
Today, the process usually begins with cobalt-60, a highly radioactive material
used in industrial radiography and medical radiotherapy. Its gamma rays, more
energetic than X-rays, can travel many yards through the air and penetrate lead.
Understandably, the exposure facilities for radiation breeding have layers of
shielding. Scientists run small machines the size of water heaters that zap containers
full of seeds, greenhouses that expose young plants and special fields that radiate
row upon row of mature plants. In Japan, one circular field is more than 650 feet
wide. A shielding dike some 28 feet high rises around its perimeter.
Dr. Lagoda said a rust fungus threatened the Japanese pear, a pear with the
crisp texture characteristic of apples. But one irradiated tree had a branch that
showed resistance. He said the Japanese cloned it, successfully started a new crop
and with the financial rewards “paid for 30 years of research.”

The payoff was even bigger in Europe, where scientists fired gamma rays at
barley to produce Golden Promise, a mutant variety with high yields and improved
malting. After its debut in 1967, brewers in Ireland and Britain made it into
premium beer and whiskey. It still finds wide use.
“The secret,” reads a recent advertisement for a single malt Scotch whiskey
costing $49.99 a bottle, is “the continued use of finest Golden Promise barley and
the insistence on oak sherry casks from Spain.”
The atomic agency in Vienna has promoted the method since 1964 in outreach
programs with the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, in
Rome.
Starting roughly a decade ago, for instance, the atomic agency helped scientists
fight a virus that was killing cocoa trees in Ghana, which produces about 15 percent
of the world’s chocolate. The virus was killing and crippling millions of trees.
In the city of Accra on the Atlantic coast, at the laboratories of the Ghana
Atomic Energy Commission, the scientists exposed cocoa plant buds to gamma rays.
The mutants included one that endowed its offspring with better resistance to the
killer virus.
The scientists planted the resistant variety on 25 farms across Ghana “with no
evidence of a resurgence,” M. R. Appaih, executive director of the Cocoa Research
Institute of Ghana, told the agency.
The atomic agency had similar success in the Peruvian Andes, where some three
million people live on subsistence farming. The region, nearly two miles high, has
extremely harsh weather. But nine new varieties of barley improved harvests to the
point that farmers had surplus crops to sell.
In 2006, Prof. Gomes Pando won the Peruvian prize for Good Government
Practices for her work on the radiation mutants.
In Vietnam, the agency has worked closely with local scientists to improve
production of rice, a crop that accounts for nearly 70 percent of the public’s food
energy.

One mutant had yields up to four times higher than its parent and grew well in
acidic and saline soils, allowing farmers to use it in coastal regions, including the
Mekong Delta.
Last year, a team of 10 Vietnamese scientists wrote in an agency journal, Plant
Mutation Reports, that the nation had sown the new varieties across more than one
million hectares, or 3,860 square miles. The new varieties, they added, “have already
produced remarkable economic and social impacts, contributing to poverty
alleviation in some provinces.”
Dr. Lagoda said that radiation breeding, though an old technology, was
undergoing rapid growth. New methods that speed up the identification of mutants
are making radiation breeding even more popular, he said.
“Now it becomes interesting again,” he said of the method. “It’s not a panacea.
It’s not the solution. But it’s a very efficient tool that helps us reduce the breeding
time.”
Spreading the secret, Dr. Lagoda added as he played with his tiny dice, “is very
gratifying because we really, really help people.”
Correction: September 1, 2007
An article in Science Times on Tuesday about the use of radiation to produce mutations of crops
misstated the properties of Japanese pears. Although Japanese pears have the crisp texture
characteristic of apples, they are not a cross between apples and pears. They are pears, from the
species Pyrus pyrifolia.
A version of this article appears in print on , on page F1 of the New York edition with the headline: Useful
Mutants, Bred With Radiation.

© 2016 The New York Times Company
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ABSTRACT: Seeds of mungbean varieties KPS 2, VC 6468-11-1B, their F1 and F2 were treated with gamma rays
(Cs-137 source) at the dose of 500 Gy. The M1 seeds were sown in the field with the controls (non-irradiated
seeds) and bulk-harvested. The M2 seeds were sown to observe their characters and number of mutants in
each population. Among over 430,000 plants observed, irradiated F1 population gave the highest frequency
of mutants at 0.168%, followed by F2, VC 6468-11-1B, and KPS 2 at 0.165%, 0.152%, and 0.142%,
respectively. Mutant characters were grouped as chlorophyll, leaf, flower, and pod mutants. Chlorophyll
mutations included albino, coppery leaf, light-green leaf, variegated leaf, waxy leaf, white streak leaf, and
xantha leaf. Leaf mutations were lanceolate leaf, narrow-rugose leaf, multiple leaflet, round-cuneate leaf,
unifoliate leaf, and wrinkled leaf. The flower mutant was cock’s comb raceme while the pod mutant was a
lobed one. All mutants were purified for genetic study and possible uses of the traits.
KEYWORDS: Vigna radiata, mungbean, gamma rays, mutants.

INTRODUCTION
Mungbean (Vigna radiata (L.) Wilczek) (2n=2x=22)
is a self-pollinated legume originated in South Asia. It
is an economically important crop in India, Pakistan,
Thailand, Vietnam, Myanmar, and China with the
combined planted area of over 5 million ha. The crop
is considered rather wild as it still gives low seed yield
(<1 t/ha), with uneven maturity. This opens an ample
room for mungbean breeders to improve the crop.
Besides natural genetic variation available in mungbean
germplasm collections, mutation techniques are proven
useful in obtaining novel traits and creating genetic
variability. Gamma irradiation as a mutagen can induce
useful as well as harmful mutation in plants1, 2. Singh
and Sharma3 isolated a few pentafoliate and tetafoliate
mutants from the gamma rays- and ethyl
methanesulphonate (EMS) - treated mungbean. These
mutants showed a significant increase in dry matter
production, total chlorophyll content and yield, as
compared to their parents in M2 and M3 generations.
Santos4, and Bahl and Gupta5 described the mutant
characters and their inheritance in mungbean and
reported that variegated, multifoliata, xantha, chlorina,
albino, unifoliata were each controlled by a recessive
gene. Variation in quantitative traits by mutation
breeding was also reported by several scientists6-11.
The major traits were seed yield, seed size, pods per

plant, seeds per pod, days to maturity, and plant height.
Additionally, Wongpiyasatid et al 12 reported an
improvement in resistance to powdery mildew,
Cercospora leaf spot, and cowpea weevil through
gamma radiation induced mutation.
The objective of this study is to induce mutation in
four mungbean populations using gamma radiation to
determine the mutation frequency, observe the mutant
traits and purify them for possible uses.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Seeds of the parental lines, ‘Kamphaeng Saen 2’
(KPS 2) designated as P1, and VC 6468-11-1B designated
as P2 were obtained from the Asian Region Center of the
Asian Vegetable Research and Development Center
(ARC-AVRDC), Kasetsart University, Kamphaeng Saen,
Nakhon Pathom, Thailand. KPS 2 is a popular Thai
mungbean cultivar sown over 150,000 ha annually,
owing to its high yielding, shiny seed coat with
moderately large seed size (~66 g per 1000 seeds),
green hypocotyl, and moderately resistant to powdery
mildew and Cercospora leaf spot diseases. VC 646811-1B is an elite breeding line with a dull seed coat and
a large seed size (~70 g per 1000 seeds), purple
hypocotyl, and resistant to both diseases.
Crosses were made using KPS 2 as the female parent.
The parents and F1 seeds were sown in the successive
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season. All F 1 seedlings had purple cotyledons
confirming that they were derived from crossed seeds,
since the purple hypocotyl is dominant to the green
one. Another set of F1 seed was also made in parallel to
the production of F2 seeds. Thus, all four mungbean
populations (P1, P2, F1, and F2) were finally obtained in
that same season. The initial M0 seeds were determined
for germination percentage in each population and
converted to the seed weight of 156, 187, 159, and 212
g for KPS 2, VC6468-11-1B, F1, and F2, respectively.
Each amount is equivalent to ~2500 seeds that can
readily germinate.
The gamma irradiator used in this study is installed
at the Gamma Irradiation Service and Nuclear
Technology Research Center (GISC), Kasetsart
University, Bangkok. It was manufactured by J.L.

Shepherd & Associates, under the Model MARK 1-30,
Serial No. 1116, loaded with 4500 Curies of Cs-137
having a half-life of 30.12 years. The gamma irradiator
was calibrated to irradiate 500 Gy of gamma rays to the
seed lots for 82 minutes. The rate of 500 Gy was found
to produce much variance while leaving over 60% of
the surviving plants13. The M1 seeds were sown in the
field surrounded by non-irradiated population as the
control. The M2 seeds were bulk-harvested in each
population. There were 7.76, 5.12, 11.02, and 8.72 kg
from KPS 2, VC6468-11-1B, F1, and F2, respectively.
The seeds were drilled in rows, after which the mutants
were periodically observed right after germination. In
each visit to the field, the mutant plants were marked
with bamboo sticks for subsequent observations. Data
were recorded on characters and number of the

Table 1. Amount of M2 mungbean seed sown, number of seedlings germinated, and number of mutants found in
the populations of KPS 2, VC6468-11-1B, their F1 and F2.
Populations

KPS
VC6468-11-1B
F1
F2
Total

M 2 seeds
No. of seedlings
sown (kg)
germinated
Albino(lethal)
27.76
5.12
11.02
8.72
32.62

127,880
81,708
134,607
89,647
433,842

Mutant T
ype
Type
Chlorophyll Leaf type

113
45
164
105
427

27
26
16
8
77

Flower

Pod

0
0
1
0
1

7
8
10
6
31

35
45
35
29
144

Total

Percent of
mutants

182
124
226
148
680

0.143
0.152
0.168
0.165
0.157

Table 2. Types and number of mutants found in M2 plants of the four mungbean populations.
Mutant characters
KPS 2

Populations
VC 6468-11-1B
F1

T
otal
Total
F2

1. Chlorophyll mutation
Albino
Coppery leaf
Light green leaf
Variegated leaf
Waxy leaf
White streak leaf
Xantha leaf

113
1
2
2
2
1
19

45
0
2
3
6
2
13

164
0
3
4
5
2
2

105
0
0
3
0
3
2

2. Leaflet mutation
Lanceolate leaflet
Multiple leaflet
Narrow-rugose leaflet
Round-cuneat leaflet
Unifoliate leaf
Wrinkled leaf

2
29
2
0
2
0

2
37
1
0
0
5

2
29
0
0
0
4

0
27
0
1
1
0

6
122
3
1
3
9

3. Flower mutation
Cock’s comb raceme

0

0

1

0

1

4. Pod mutation
Lobed pod

7

8

10

6

31

182

124

226

148

680

Total

427
1
7
12
13
8
36
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Table 3. Description of the mutant characters found in M2 plants of the four mungbean populations.
Mutant characters

Character descriptions

1. Chlorophyll mutation
Albino
Coppery leaf
Light-green leaf
Variegated leaf
Waxy leaf
White streak leaf
Xantha

Entirely white leaves. Seedlings survived for less than 2 weeks after germination
Copper-like color leaflet beginning from flowering till harvesting
Lighter green leaves as compared to normal leaves
Persistent variegated yellow-green leaves
Normal leaf shape with pale waxy leaflet
White streak from edge to middle vein
Orange yellow to light yellowish white, survived for only 2-3 weeks after germination

2. Leaflet mutation
Lanceolate leaf
Multiple leaf
Narrow-rugose leaf
Round-cuneat leaf
Unifoliate leaf
Wrinkled leaf

Elongated middle leaflet with broader lateral leaflets
Compound leaf with 4 - 9 leaflets per leaf
Narrow and elongated leaflet
Short petiole, round leaf, did not set pod
Single leaf, did not set pod
Leaf has wrinkled character

3. Flower mutation
Cock’s comb raceme

Raceme look like cock’s comb, did not set pod

4. Pod mutation
Lobed pod

Distinct lobes on pod possibly due to semi-sterility

mutants. At maturity, each mutant plant was individually
harvested. The remaining plants were bulk-harvested
for M3 seeds and sown for further observation.
Field cultural practices on this experiment were
conducted based on standard management for
mungbean grown in Thailand. Briefly, the seeds were
drilled in rows of 50 cm apart at the rate of 20 seeds per
a meter. Weeds were controlled by pre-emergence
spraying of Imazathapyr at 250 g(ai)/ha. Late weeds
were eradicated by hand weeding twice at 15 and 30
days after sowing. Insects were controlled by spraying
with triazophose (Hostathion 40% EC) at the rate of 40
cc per 20 liters of water when the insect population was
building up beyond the threshold level. Irrigation water
was applied during the cropping season as needed.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Since the gamma rate of 500 Gy was almost at
Lethal Dose-50 (LD-50) for mungbean13, the M1 seed
lost its germination up to 20-30% from the effect of
irradiation. Some seedlings showed either albino or
xantha leaf, and died prematurely. A number of mutant
plants were identified in M2 generation and the mutation
percentages in KPS 2, VC6468-11-1B, F1, and F2
population were 0.142, 0.152, 0.168, and 0.165,
respectively (Table 1). The percentages were much
smaller than that reported by Srichot 13 and
Thongpimyn14 who found the mutant rate of up to 14% in both qualitative and quantitative traits. In our

experiment, no distinct mutant plants were found
regarding yield components, possibly due to such a low
mutant rate.
The mutants found were mainly of leaf chlorophyll
mutation such as albino, coppery leaf, light-green leaf,
variegated leaf, waxy leaf, white streak leaf, and xantha
leaf. Leaf mutations were lanceolate leaflet, narrowrugose leaflet, multiple leaflet, round-cuneat leaflet,
unifoliate leaf and wrinkled leaf. Flower mutation gave
looks like cock’s comb with pollen sterility. Similar
mutants were also reported by Lamseejan et al15, Santos4,
and Srichot13. A lobed pod mutation with fewer seeds
per pod was also found. This trait may associate with
partial sterility, causing constriction at the point where
there was undeveloped seed. The number of mutants
found and their descriptions are shown in Table 2 and
3. These mutants were not found in the control
populations. Therefore, they were considered the real
mutants and not the results of genetic recombination
between the parental lines.
Characteristics of leaflet mutants are shown in Fig
1, while those of the other types are given in Fig 2. The
unifoliate leaf mutant was also sterile, in agreement
with that reported by Santos4. The mutant produced
numerous flower buds but failed to open. The roundcuneat leaflet mutant produced flowers but its pollen
scattered all over the corolla and thus expressed partial
sterility. However, coppery leaf, variegated leaf, waxy
leaf, white steak leaf, lanceolate leaflet, narrow-rugose
leaflet, multiple leaflet, and wrinkled leaf were fertile
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Fig 1. Leaf mutant variation found in the M2 plants: (a) five multiple leaflet, (b) lanceolate leaf, (c) normal trifoliate leaf, (d)
narrow-rugose leaf, (e) round-cuneat leaflet, (f) seven multiple leaf, (g) unifoliate leaf, (h) wrinkled leaf.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

Fig 2. Chlorophyll, flower, and pod mutations found in the M2 plants: (a) albino, (b) coppery leaf, (c) light-green leaf, (d)
variegated leaf, (e) waxy leaf, (f) white streak leaf, (g) xantha leaf, (h) cock’ s comb raceme, (i) lobed pod due to sparse seed
set.

with low yield. The variegated leaf and narrow-rugose
leaf mutants produced only few pods while waxy leaf
produced pods with lean seeds. These mutants have
been reported by a number of scientists,1,3-6,13,15 but we
have found them all in one experiment, possibly due to
the high population used (up to 433,842 seedlings).
Although not statistically significant, the rate of

mutation was slightly higher in F1 and F2 as compared
to the parents, since the progenies are more
heterozygous than the parents. The heterozygous
genotypes have more possible target alleles to mutate
than the pure line parents. However, the mutation rate
in this experiments is rather low and thus the result
needs to be confirmed in more experiments. The mutant
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plants were individually harvested for 2 consecutive
generations to establish pure mutant lines for further
studies. All mutants were bred-true and can be utilized
in breeding and genetic study. Some multiple leaflet
lines set profuse pods that might be useful as a marker
for mungbean yield improvement in the future.
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Ion implantation as a new mutagenic method has been used in the rice breeding program since 1986, and for mutation breeding of
other crops later. It has been shown, in principle and in practice, that this method has many outstanding advantages: lower damage
rate; higher mutation rate and wider mutational spectrum. Many new lines of rice with higher yield rate; broader disease resistance;
shorter growing period but higher quality have been bred from ion beam induced mutants. Some of these lines have been utilized for
the intersubspecies hybridization. Several new lines of cotton, wheat and other crops are now in breeding. Some biophysical effects of
ion implantation for crop seeds have been studied.

1. Introduction
The induced mutation has been emphasized in crop
breeding since 1927 [l], the year Mueller observed the
X-ray induced genetic mutation, and has been successfully used for breeding
many improved
varieties of
different kinds of crops. Though various kinds of mutagenic source, such as y-ray, laser ray, neutron, chemomophasis etc. have been developed, people still insist
trying to develop better ones with high mutation rate,
wider mutational
spectrum and, if possible, user controlled. In 1972, FAO/IAEA
began to sponsor an international research program to develop new mutagenic
sources for improving
the mutational
spectrum
and
increasing the mutation rate. Ten countries have taken
part in it. Since then, the neutron induced mutation has
become one of the main methods.
In 1986 a program of ion beam induced mutation
breeding for rice was started by Institute of Plasma
Physics, the fusion research centre in China, collaborating with the Institute of Rice, AAAS, to explore this
mutagenic way [2]. In the next section we will report the
results obtained
from this program. The preliminary
conclusion we could get from this four years experience
is that the ion beam is a very attractive mutational
source.

N+ current could reach 150 mA. The target plate is 2 m
from the ion source, and the uniformity of ion distribution within an area of 15 cm diameter on the plate
could be near 90%. The parameters
used in our experiments were: 30-50 keV N+, (0.5-2) X lOi ions/cm2.
The target plate on which the dry seeds were put on
with the embryo part facing the ion beam, is temperature controllable by a water cooling system.
In 1986-1987 three rice lines, Luwuhong, CO12 and
02428, which are very popular in China, have been
selected to be implanted. The latter two are varieties of
Indica rice. In the first generation
Ml, the irradiation
damage and lethality
was observed
and a relative
survival rate as high as 90% was found (table 2). The
setting rates of Ml of implanted
rice are remarkably
lower than that of the control group. In M2, the hereditary variation and mutational effect have been observed
and analyzed in detail. A very high mutation rate has
been obtained (table 1) even though the implantation
parameters were not optimal.

Table 1
Mutation rate of M2 [5]
Varieties

Chlorophyl

0168-583X/91/$03.50

has
ion
arc,
the

Plant
height

Fertility

Other

Total
M.R.

PI

PI

VI

PI

PI

VI

Luwuhong

0.21

3.4

3.4

0.0

co12
02428

0.39
0.59

0.0
5.9

0.0
0.4

2.1
0.0

1.7
0.0
7.5

8.6
2.4
14.4

Average

0.39

3.1

1.3

0.7

3.1

8.5

2. Experiments
The ion beam implantation
system we have used
been described
elsewhere [3], a high-current
dc
source of the ORNL type (heat cathode, reflective
double-plasma
ion source) [4]. At 50 keV ion energy,

Ripe
stage
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Table 2
Survival rate in Ml of implanted seeds

Table 3
New lines from Luwuhong

Varieties

Ml PI

CK VI

Rel. S. R. [W]

Luwuhong
co12
02428

78.4
79.7
77.7

89.3
85.7
82.4

87.8
93.3
94.4

Average

78.7

85.8

91.7

It has been found that the lower the setting rate of
Ml, the higher the mutation rate in M2. The mutants
with good agro-characters,
such as high yield rate,
broader
disease
resistance,
leaf-type,
ear-type
and
plant-type,
have been selected from M2. Some of these
mutants have been bred to be new lines through several
generations
of breeding in the south of China. Since
1988, some lines of rice, such as Zhe 15, and other crops
began to be implanted and then bred.

3. Results and analysis
Till now, three new lines from irradiated 02428, four
from CO12 and four from Luwuhong have been bred.
They have been greatly improved with respect to their
control groups in high grain yield, 20-401 higher than
the control group in small-area trials (table 3) broader
disease resistance,
and plant-type,
leaf-type and eartype, etc. It should be reported that a new line has been

New Number
line of
ears

5903
J910
5911
5912
CK

12.0
10.7
9.0
11.0
9.3

Number
of
grains

138.7
165.5
124.5
130.0
100.0

Setting Weight
rate
per
1000
grains
70.5
77.0
77.4
69.2
86.6

Production

Growth
rate

per
plant

per
plant

lgl

kl

PI

22.4
24.0
23.8
21.3
21.5

26.2
32.6
20.7
21.1
17.4

50.8
86.9
18.2
20.7
00.0

selected from ion-implanted
Zhe 15 rice. It not only has
the characteristics
of high grain yield (150 grains per ear
and 6 spikes on the tiller in average) and of resisting
White Leaf Disease, but also has high-quality
rice. It is
hopeful that the contradiction
between high grain yield
and good quality of rice could be solved.
The chlorophyl
damage rate of ion implantation
in
our case is 1.02411,0.3% and 0.37% for Luwuhong, CO12
and 02428 from Ml, respectively.
All the chlorophyl
damaged plants, except a yellow one, could not survive
due to the low photosynthetic
efficiency. The survived
yellow plant from Luwuhong was very small and the
leaves could begin to change the colour to green in the
flowering. These characteristics
have been repeated in
posterities. This yellow plant was intercrossed
with the
mutants from 02428, and a new hybridized combination

Fig. 1. Photographs of surface cells of soy bean damaged by N + implantation;
implantation.

(a) without N+

implantation, (b) with N+
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(a)
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(b)

(b)

Fig. 2. The free radicals of maize seed induced by N+ implantation; (a) nonirradiated part of maize, (b) irradiated part of
the same seed.

4500

3000

1800

Wavenumber

1000

600

(cm-l)

Fig. 4. Infrared spectra of thymine; (a) with N+
(b) without N+ implantation.

has been obtained. It is 80 cm high, 17 spikes on the
tiller and 107 grains per ear in average, and 98% fertility. It seems possible that the problem of supercompatibility of plant height with growth period in rice hybridization for the subspecies could be solved. Moreover, it
is easy to dig up the bastard
from the hybridized
combination
due to the yellow label.
As is stated above, ion implantation
is a very effective tool to improve crops. It is desirable to obtain a
higher mutation rate and a wider mutational spectrum
with a higher survival rate for the mutation breeding.
How can researchers
explain the phenomena
of the
higher mutation and survival rate in improving crops
induced by ion implantation?
We studied the interaction between incoming ion and seeds from the view
point of physics during the breeding. The results show
that the induced damage of a seed by the ion beam was
only in a partial zone of the surface of the seed, and in
the zone the irradiated damage was also serious it could
be repaired because of both high LET and slow ion
depositing. This is greatly different from other ray mutation in which the mutational zone is usally random.
The surface features of the seed with or without ion
implanting were observed using scanning electron microscopy (fig. 1). Some of their walls were cut off so

implantation,

that the cytoplasm
was exposed [6]. The radicals induced by the ion beam in the embryo part of the seed
could be observed by ESR. Fig. 2 shows the ESR
spectrum of a maize seed, nonirradiated
(a) and irradiated (b). All the radicals produced by the ion beam were
in a partial zone irradiated by the ion beam, and could
be preserved in dry seed for a long period (18 months
after irradiation
the concentration
of radicals still was
the same).
The nitrogen ion irradiation
has many effects on
DNA. The electrophoresis
measurements
showed that
the nitrogen ion could very effectively change the superhelical structure of DNA to an open-circular
structure,
the latter of which is very stable under the N+ irradiation (fig. 3). The DNA with linear structure could very
easily be broken by a nitrogen ion. Very low dose of
irradiation
was enough to break the double chain of
DNA. ESR also could test the radicals produced by N +
ions in DNA. The concentration
of the radicals in DNA
and dry seed was weakly reduced.
The change of the infrared spectrum of thymine due
to N+ irradiation
(fig. 4) has been studied carefully.
The appearance
of a new peak at 2360 cm-‘,
the
changes of the peaks at 3320 and 3160 cm-‘, and the
splitting of the 1696 cm-’ peak, have shown that some
NH, CN and CH groups have been partially broken
down and some new amino constructions
were formed
by bonding of irradiated
biomolecules
with incoming
N+ ions. The spectrum intensity within 1300400 cm-’
was reduced. This could show the breakage of bonds in
NH, CN, CH and CO groups.
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